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Preface to the Second E<lition

I am very grateful to Marquette University Press and
to its Directot Dr Andrew Tallon, for expressing a keen in-
terest in publishing a second edition of Subject an? Pdycbe.

The book, which was originally my doctoral disserta-
tion, represents the first of several protracted arguments on
my part to the effect that Bernard l,onergan's intentionalilr
analysis needs to be complemented by a similar process of
self-appropriation concerned with the distinct but not sepa-
rate dimension ofinteriority that we call the sensitive psyche.

I have limited revisions to those that I considered es-
sential. Thus later nuances in my thinking on the issues cov-
ered here are not included in the present edition unless they
correct mistaken expressions in the first edition. I have at-
tempted to indicate such corrections in notes. Exclusive lan-
guage has been eliminated wherever I am speaking in direct
discourse. A few new notes point to implications that I did
not see wheo I wrote the origina.l version. And formatting of
sections and subsections follows a rubric ofenumeration that
should mal<e reading easier. Otherwise, except for incidental
details, the text remains the same as that which was pub-
lished by University Press of America in 1977.

I take consolation in the fact that the Press that indi-
cated interest in a second edition is sponsored by the Uni-
versity where the dissertation was written. While revising

)
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the manuscript this summer I thought frequently ofmy days
andyears as a graduate student at Marquette University, and
remembered fondly my professors and fellow students. To
all of them I express gratitude for friendship and support
during the years when a series of ideas was born that, even-
tually, brought me to Toronto, to the Lonergan Research
Institute, and to the privilege I now share with Frederick
Crowe of being general editor of the Collected Works of
Bernard Lonergan for University of Toronto Press.

Above all, I remember how the course of events that
started at Marquette led me to meet and be befriended by
Bernard lrcnergan himself. I am deeply moved and humbled
when I realize that he thought that the reflections whose early
stages are represented here were a valid implementation of
his work and a complement that he, too, thought was necessa5r.

The invitation to a further journey of self-discovery be-
yond the extensive one on which [,onergan takes us is daunt-
ing, and I know that this is surely one ofthe reasons that not
all ofhis students have been able to accept it. Another reason
undoubtedly lies in the pover5z of my own expression and
explanation. But I am grateful as we[ to those who, over the
years, have heeded the invitation and supported its thrust
and intention. May we approach the turn ofthe century with
the hope that, partly because of Bernard l.onergan, we still
have the possibility of building a home for the human spirit,
despite the monstrous events to which our century has borne
witness and the still more murderous potentialities that re-
main within our capability as a race. The move to the psyche
and, through the psyche, to the embodiment of the human
spirit is intended as a move into a home. I have no doubt that
more remains to be done than is present not only in this book
but also in my later work as well, to incarnate in the earth
that is our home the spirit that l,onergan differentiated, and
to express the theological implications, especially for a reli
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gion that professes beliefin Incarnation, of what I have, for
better or for worse, called psychic conversion. But none of
us can take more than one step a-t a time, and I am grateful
that I can present here once again the first step that I took in
this direction.

Robert M. Doran
I September I99,



Preface to the First Edition

Our twentieth century is the scene ofa breakthrough in
the evolution ofhuman consciousness, a movement to a new
stage of meaning in which the self-appropriation of interior-
ity becomes the key to the control of meaning. The writings
of Bernard Lonergan, I am convinced, have solidified this
breakthrough, made it more than merely coincidental, sys-
tematized it, given it a secure foothold, integrated it. But
Lonergan's work would have no context, no materials to in-
tegrate, were it not forthe earlier and less successfl.rl but none-
theless essential developments that may roughly be included
under the rubric of the 'turn to the subject.' Among these
developments has been the discovery and scientific and thera-
peutic exploration of the psychologica.l depths.

A large part ofthe work that follows tries to show how
f,onergani analysis of human intentionality allows one to
generate categories through which both the human psyche
and the science of depth psycholog, can profitably be un-
derstood. The key to my thesis is located in the development
of [,onergan's thought from cognitional analysis to intention-
ality analysis. I accord primary importance to the emergence
of a notion ofa level of human consciousness distinctly con-
cerned with the issue of value, the notb ualorit, the human
good. Values are primordially apprehended in feelings, and
feelings are ascertainable, identfiable, through s;rnbols. From

7
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this clue, I employ Lonergan's thought to aid me in develop-
ing a metascientifi c understanding of the psychotherapeutic
phenomenon. I utilize basic notions of Jungian anal;rtical
psycholos/, while clarifying some ambiguities in Jungt
thought with the aid ofboth [,onergan's intentionality analy-
sis and Paul Ricoeur's philosophy of the symbol. Especially,
I propose the need for moving beyond the framework of
Jungt implicit metascience at a certain crucial moment both
in Jungi thought and in onet exploration of one's own sJ,m-
bolic interiority.

There is also a second moment to my work. Not only
does intentionality analysis clari$z and correct depth-psycho-
logical understandings of human subjectivity, but a trans-
formed science ofthe psyche provides to Lonergan's method
a needed complement. This complement can be articulated
through a careful analysis of l,onergan's understanding of
theological foundations. The very dynamic of Lonergan's
thought leads inexorably to a depth-psychological analysis
that can be integrated with Lonergan's study of human knowl-
edge and human decision. Such an integration greatly ex-
pands the foundational resources that are available not only
to the theologian but also to the critic of culture, the human
scientist, and the philosopher. The turn to the subject, in ev-
eryinstance-philosophical, psychological, theological-has
been a search for the foundations ofa new epoch in the evo-
lution of human consciousness. I only hope my work is a
contribution to the one ongoing foundational quest that is, I
dare say, the drama of our age.

I have many debts I should confess, but I will limit my-
self to only a few acknowledgements. First I must mention
the two men most instrumental in mediating the process of
self-discovery and persooal change that lies behind this work.
I has spent seven years on Lonergani writings before I ever
had the pleasure and honor of discussing my own insights
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with him. But a very happy semester at Regis College in
Toronto in the fall and winter of 1977-1974 revealed to me a
man as gracious and kind as he is perceptive, insightful, and
judicious. Lonergan has been, to put it mildly, most encour-
aging of my efforts and helpful in promoting my confident
hope that I might be on to something. Charles Goldsmith,
clinical psychologist and chaplain at Deaconess Hospital in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, skilfully exercised the delicate
maieutic art ofinroducing me to the symbolic process ofmy
own psychological depths.

Next, I wish to thank three friends with whom I have
spent many hours discussing various facets of the probl"-"
here treated. It is to Vernon Gregson that I owe the term
'psychic conversion,'to Sebastian Moore that I am indebted
for the insight that brought me beyond Jungt notion of the
self, and to Matthew Lamb that I owe thanks for a sharp
clarification of the central issue of the interrelationship of
theolory, philosophy, and depth psycholog,.



Introduction

In the following work I attempt a contribution to the
analysis of the evaluating, deliberating, deciding, existential
subject already begun by Bernard Lonergan, and an eluci-
dation of what this contribution has to do with the theologi
cal functional specialty 'foundations.' I use as my key sen-
tence the following statement from I-o tergat's tLletbol in Tbe-
ology: 'Besides the immediate world of the inlant and the
adulti world mediated by meaning, there is the mediation of
immediacy by meaning when one objectifies cognitional pro-
cess in transcendental method and when one discovers, iden-
tifies, accepts onei submerged feelings in psychotherapy'
(Lonergan rg%, 7 .I attempt to understand the second
mediation as aiding the self-appropriation of the existential
subject in much the same way as the first aids that of the
cognitional subject. In my first chapter, I show that such a
context for understanding psychotherapy is at least implicit
in tllctbo? k Tbcology. In the second, third, fourth, and fifth
chapters I use l,onergant thought to aid me in generating
appropriate categories for understanding this second media-
tion of immediacy by meaning. Finally, in the sixth chapter, I
state the function of this psychic self-appropriation in rela-
tion to the functional specialty 'foundations.'

While I have made use of the writings of Carl Gustav
Jung to elucidate the process of psychotherapy, the present
work cannot be taken as a thorough statement of Jung's rel-

II
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evance to theolos./ or o[the theological pertinence ofJungian
analysis. Such a statement, I believe, must take the form of
an analysis and critique of Jung's phenomenolog, of the
psyche. I do not undertake this task here, nor do I present an
alternative phenomenologr - a task that can probably be done
only by individual subjects retracing the respective paths of
their own psychic development. In the present study, my in-
terest is method, especially theological method. I seek to gen-
erate explanatory categories connecting psychotherapy with
the self-appropriation of the existential subject and estab-
lishing this process as a dimension oftheological foundations.
I am doing neither depth psycholog, nor systematic theol-
og,, but theological method and foundations.

The statement I have cited from Lonergan places on the
same level ofdiscourse the work to which [,onergan devoted
his entire career as teacher, scholac and author, and another
movement of self-appropriation achieved in a very different
context. It makes these two movements somehow of equal
footing, at least in that each is a mediation of immediacy by
meaning., What is the significance of this equivalence? In

r. The same equiwalence is expressed iu Lonergan's late paper
'Prolegomena to the Study of the Emerging Religious Consciousness of
Our Time.' I quote: 'My book, Intigk, is an account of human under-
standing. As a book, it is an outer sociocultural factor providing expres-
sion and interpretation ofevents named insights. But at the same time it is
inviting the reader to self-discovery, to performing in and for himself the
illustrative insights set forth in successive chapters, to adverting to what
happens in himselfwhen the insights occur and, no less, to what is missing
when they do not occur, unti.l eveDtua.lly as is hoped he will be as familiar
with his own intelligence in act as he is with his ocular vision.

'What can be done for insights, can a.lso be done for feelings. Feel-
ings simply as felt pertain to an infrastructure. But as merely felt, so far
from being integrated into a.rr equable flow of consciousness, they may
become a source ofdisturbance, upset, inner tufiEoil. Then a cure or part
of a cure would seem to be had from the client-centered therapist who
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particular, what is its significance for the question ofmethod,
for philosophy understood as self-appropriation, and for theol-
og,? And what is its signficance for depth psycholory itselfl

Paul Ricoeur cites with approval the insight of Maurice
Me eau-Ponty to the effect that a philosophy which starts
from an infinite curiosity, from an ambition to see ever;rthing,
'must subject its own problematic to the unsettling questions
ofthe body, of time, ofintersubjectivity, ofthe consciousness
of things or the world, where being is now "all around (con-
sciousness) instead of laid out before it .. . oneiric being, by
definition hidden"' (Ricoeur r97o, 4r8, quoting from Merleau-
Pontyt Preface to Hesnard r95o, 8). I will start from the cog-
nitiona.l analysis of Lonergan as the philosophy which be-
gins from an infinite curiosity, rather than, as Ricoeur and
Merleau-Ponty in this context, from the phenomenolog, of
Edmund Husserl. At my own risk, I will wager that this will
be a head start. My wager is encouraged by the fact that for
[rcnergan being is precisely never laid out before conscious-
ness. Being is always a task, a struggle with the flight from
understanding. May we follow this lead and further the worl
of self-appropriation begun by Lonergan's intentionality
analysis? May we show that the movement of self-appro-
priation instituted by [,onergan extends to the second me-
diation of immediacy by meaning? Does this extension in

provides the patient with an ambiance in which he is at ease, can permit
feelings to emerge without being engulfed by them, come to distinguish
them from other inner events, differentiate among them, add recognition,
bestow names, gradualy manage to incapsulate within a suprastructure
of knowledse and language, ofassurance and confidence, what had been
an occasion for disorientation, dismay, disorganization.' (ln l,onergan 1985,

18). Here, rather than speaking of the mediation of immediacy, I-onergan
talks ofraising'an infrastructure ofinsights as discoveries or offeelings as
felt'to'a suprastructure ofinsights as formulated in hszporLeses or of feel-
ings as integrated in conscious living'(ibid.).
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such a context open upon an appropriation of the dynamics
of the moral and religious consciousness which can sublate
an intellectually self-appropriating consciousness? In mov-
ing to the psychotherapeutic hermeneutic and dialectic ofthe
symbol, does not the existential subject achieve a unity-in-
differentiation ofthree previously disparate and separate dis-
ciplines -philosophy, theolog,, and depth psyeholory,-and
in this differentiated unity discover new foundations? These
are my questions.

Thus in one sense I do not start simply from [,onergani
cognitional analysis but from the new problematic raised by
his later explorations of the evaluative level of intentional
consciousness, ofthe existential subject, ofdialectic and foun-
dations.; I start from his cognitional analysis as from a se-
cure, massive, and in its essentials irrevocable achievement
ofthe human mindt knowledge ofitself. I start from his ex-
plorations ofvalue, dialectic, and foundations as from a prob-
lem, and attempt to further ifjust so slightly, a resolution of
that problem by pointing to one direction I believe its resolu-
tion may take. I begin with the assumption, then, that there
is no going back on chapters rr, tz and 4 of lruigbt (Lanergan

z. Just what I mean by this uniry-in-differentiation will be spelled
out in chapter t, in the context of a discussion of Lonergan's notion of
method. My clue is the interrelation o[philosophyand theolog, argued in
lnre1g:ll:! Pbib.'opby ol Got, a Tkoluy). My present work is an attempt
to interrelate depth psycholog, with philosophy and theoloryon the basis
oftLe same notion ofmethod that atlows l-onergan to move toward a unity-
in-differentiation ofthe philosophy otGod and the theological functional
specialt5r 'systematics. ' As Lonergan argues that the s€paration but notthe
distinction between philosophy and theolog, should be abolished, so I
will wantto maintain that depth psycholog, is neither philosophy nor the-
olory but methodologically related to both in the contex of the self-ap
propriation of foundational subjectiviry.

3. This problematic is carefuUy studied by Crowe (t977).
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1992) nor on the cognitional structure oftheological method
derived from the understanding of understanding. I do not
attempt to detail this achievement by means of a repetition
nor to argue for its conclusiveness. There is simply no sub-
stitute for subjecting onei own cognitional activity to the
rigorous critique ol lruigbt and for discovering for oneself
the essentials of the answers to the triad of questions: what
am I doing when I am kno*ing? why is doing that knowing?
what do I know when I do that? I accept Lonergant an-
swers to these questions as correct, that is, as open to refine-
ment but not subject to radical revision, and his elaboration
of an operational notion of method on the basis of these an-
swers as valid. I wish to move with Lonergan, then, into the
exploration of the evaluating, deliberating, deciding subject
and to attempt a contribution to the elucidation of what, in
Lonergan's schema, is the fourth level of intentional con-
sciousness.4

In the course of my explorations, I have also arrived at
the beginnings of a depthpsychological or, more precisely,
archeq,pal appreciation of l,onergan's secure epistemologi-
cal and methodological achievement and at an understand-
ing ofits potential therapeutic value. A sufficiently penetrat-
ing scrutiny of the fourth level of intentional consciousness
may reveal, I believe, that an elaboration ofthe semantics of
human desire is the meaning of a philosophy understood as
self-appropriation. That the phrase 'the semantics of desire'
is borrowed from Paul Ricoeurt brillia"nt study of Freudian
discourse (Ricoeur r97o, j-7, t6o,255, z7t, 294, ,zz, ,61, j7j,
38r, 38Q is no indication that I intend to render a psychoana-
lyic interpretation of Lonergan's writings. If anything, it
would be far more accurate to say that I am pointing to a

4. For a statement ofthe lewels ofconsciousness, see tlletloi in Ticol-
ogy, chapter r.
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reinterpretation of the psychoanalyic and anal;,.tical psycho-
logical movements of Freud and Jung, from the standpoint
ofa philosophy of self-appropriation, from the standpoint of
method; that method, then, provides a horizon for under-
standing both Freudian and Jungian discourse and for lo-
cating in being the strange worlds their discoveries open for
us. Nonetheless the relationship is reciprocal. The *orld
opened to method by depth psycholog, affects methodt un-
derstanding ofitself. For depth psycholog, as praxis is given
sornething of an equivalence with cognitional analysis as
praxis, and so, just as cognitional analysis illuminates the truth
ofdepth psychologr, depth psycholog, reveals the archeqrpal
significance of cognitional analysis. If we follow fucoeur's
lead in extending our notion of desire beyond Freudt ex-
plicit understanding of it, if we use Jung to help us follow
this lead, and i0 *,ith fucoeur and Jung, we interpret the
teleological dimension ofdesire as at least in part an orienta-
tion to becoming ever more conscious, then the struggles into
which one is plunged by reading I-onergan's work take on
an explicitly archetypal dimension, perhaps the most primal
archetlpal dimension.r For f,onergan engages one without
mercy in the conflict immanent in human desire itself be-
tween the intention ofbeing and the flight from understand-
ing, between the desire to know and the desire not to l(now.
It is this struggle which Ricoeur finds at the heart of the
Oedipal drama. I will ask whether this discovery does not
call for a new and more inclusive understanding of psycho-
therapy from its origins. I find, in addition, a different solu-
tion to the same struggle in the drama of Orestes, and it is
within this drama that I locate the current archeq,pal situa-
tion of method and the archetypal significance of the new

5. 1993 note: I would now refer to this dimension as anagogic, on the
basis ofalater distinction I draw between the archegpal and the anagogic.
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directions in Lonergani explorations of the fourth level of
intentional consciousness. Method, on the basis of its reso-
lute and heroic decision in favor of understanding and self-
transcendence, is Orestes before his vindication by Athena.
The second mediation of immediacy by meaning, when con-
ducted on the basis of the first, and so when engaged in as
appropriation at the fourth level ofintentional consciousness,
will free psyche to be wisdom and to vindicate. For at this
level ofthe existential subject deciding for oneselfwhat one
is going to make of onesel| psychic energ, and intentional-
ity may become one, may join in a functional unity.

There is a further achievement of philosophy as self-
appropriation on which I take my stand. It is the achieve-
ment of Paul Ricoeuc who has opened reflective philosophy
upon the indispensable requirement of investigating the dis-
coveries of depth psycholory and of being instructed and
changed by them, even while engaging in debate with their
proponents. Ricoeuri study of Freud has affected my un-
derstanding ofphilosophy almost as much as has [,onergani
Intigbt. Both thinkers have effected a transformation in the
direction of 'greater concreteness on the side of the subject'
(I-onergan 1992, r9), in the domain of 'the pulsing flow oflife'
(Ibid. 13). Moreover, while for Ricoeur this greater concrete-
ness has meant that philosophy must become a hermeneutic
and dialectic of symbols, for Lonergan it means that 'the very
possibility ofthe old distinction between philosophy and the-
olory vanishes.'6 Starting from this twofold move, I wish to
tale one further step in the direction of greater concrete-
ness. Beyond the conclusions of fucoeur's dramatic engage-
ment with psychoanalyic explorations and l,onergan's pro-
posals to interrelate philosophy and theolog,, on the basis of

6. t onergan 1988, 24t ('Dimensions of Meaning). Note that l,oner-
gan is speaking o[ the oO distinction, not of a]l distinction.
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the subject-as-subject even while preserving a difference in
respective methods, I want to suggest the functional unity-
in-difference of philosophy, theolory, and depth psycholory
in the movement of self-appropriation. Converging contri-
butions to this movement now stand ready to be joined in a
single but differentiated process of foundational subjectiv-
ity. The key to this unity-in-difference is the understanding
of self-appropriation as the elaboration of the semantics of
human desire.

My attempt to move further in the direction of greater
concreteness will eventual[y involve a more detailed study of
the analyical psycholog, of Cad Jung than I am able to
underta.ke in this work.z This future study will be conducted
from a standpoint similar to that which governs Ricoeur's
study of Freud, and with a similar question as to Jung's per-
tinence fora philosophy of self-appropriation. The differences
in my study ofJung from Ricoeur's study ofFreud will be at
least twofold: my philosophical master is Lonergan, and my
interest in Jung originates from ana\,tic experience. The lat-
ter experience is at the basis of the proposal defended later
in the present work that Jungi psycholog, may feature in
our reflection as opening the subject upon the teleological
movement of symbolism in much the sarne way as Freud's
reveals its archeological dimensions. In the present work, I
will review Riceouri reading ol and debate with Freud and
place my own reading of and debate with Jung within this
already well-established context. My debate with Jung will
be both epistemologicai and psychological. Kantian presup-
positions prevented Jung from giving al adequate account
of what he was about, of its relation to the concerns of the

7. r99) notet my most complete engagement widr Jung is recorded
in chapter ro of my book Tbcohgy ani tbc Dialzetit oJ H tory, r99o.
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philosopher and the theologian, and ofthe ontological refer-
ence and import of his statements about the human psyche.
These di{Eculties I hope to corect in the present work. Fur-
thermore, though, a phenomenolog, of the psyche would
show that Jung needlessly shortcircuits the teleologr of the
psyche, by reason of his epistemological confusion, and so
ultimately traps psychic unfolding in an intrapsychic erotic
cul )e tac, irt an eternal return, in a perpetually recurring psy-
chic stillbirth. The absence of a clear notion of cognitional
self-transcendence prevents Jung from vigorously accent-
ing the dynamism to self-transcendence immanent in the
psyche itself. There is a kind oflove that is beyond the whole-
ness of the mandala. The psycholog, of Jung breaks down
when the process ofindividuation invites one to surrender to
such love. But so, perhaps, does all psycholog, unless psy-
chic process is sublated into the movement ofexistentia-l sub-
jectivity to the authenticity of self-transcendence. It is
l,onergan's invitation to this movement, then, that provides
our total context.8

I hope I may be forgiven a briefaccount ofthe personal
quest for meaning which has brought me to the position here
offered. It has been a journey guided by a complex founda-
tional question. The general contours of the question were
first framed by the slow growth of the persuasion that the
paths of thought opened up by Lonergan and by Martin
Heidegger were somehow of comparable foundational sig-
nificance for authentic living, for genuine reflection on that

8. 1993 note: in the first edition I had in this paragraph some expres-
sions about the negotia.tion of'Father' through entering into the image of
the Crucified. While I think this may appropriately represent Christian
religious experience, I arn not readv to claim for it a transcendental status,
and so I have dropped tLis 5pe olerpression here and elsewhere in this
revision.
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Iiving, and for theolog., in particular. For nearly a decade.r I
have been in search of a horizon which would allow these
two paths, seemingly so very different-the one mysterious,
poetic, and elusive, the other forged by a formidable and au-
thoritative intellect-their proper due. Such a horizon was
not to be achieved, I rx,as convinced, by a theoretical dialec-
tical interplay of the respective positions of Heidegger and
l,onergan. There is a sense in which this would be contrary
to the very nature oftheir thought, which in each case opens
upon a personal adventure of exploration and understand-
ing.- The solution would have to be found in accepting the
invitations ofboth and in negotiating the corresponding con-
flict. And so I was in search of a horizon where my under-
standing could issue in an articulate utterance embodfng
the meeting of these two paths of thought and their mutual
interest and qualfication.

The quest was furthered by my study of Paul fucoeur's
philosophy of symbol, by his understanding of the herme-
neutic enterprise as an exploration demanded by the very
exigences of philosophic rigor. I came to suspect that per-
haps here, in the realm of sJrmbolic utterance, I would find
the key to unlocking a mystery ofopposites; that the horizon
so carefully sought might be opened up by a symbolic
con uctio of the archeq,pal significances of these two deli-

9. r99, note: this was written in :1974-1975

ro. r99, note: a dialectica.l sttdy ooul) disclose, I believe, that
Heidegger never reaches truth and being, but that he }oa disclose the
transcendenta.l time strucrure of imaginatiou the problem is that he as-
sumes this time structure as the horizon for reaching being. Time is'within'
being, not being 'within' time. The issue is to relate the structured imagi-
nation ofHeidegger to the ranscendental intending of [rcnergan, acknowl-
edging each and giving each its proper place in the process ofself-appro-
priation.
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cately forged ways of being human; that I would find these
two procedures which I experienced within myself to be them-
selves archeSrpally compensatory and complementary to one
another; that perhaps both Lonergan and Heidegger were
therr.sel.v es .f ig u ru, embodiments of the profoundest arche-
Srpal significance, and that the resolution ofmy question was
to be found in the realm of s;.tnbolism.

Thus, in reading both Lonergan and Heidegger, the sub-
iect is plunged into struggles of archeqrpal significance.
Lonergani work to date is, I believe, a cumulative and ever
more self-conscious retrieval of a path chosen in the West at
some fateful moment in the past. In the reading of lruigbt,
and especially, I believe, of its first thirteen chapters, one
finds oneselfengaged in the archeSpal struggle ofthe desire
to understand with the flight from understanding. This
struggle provides the deepest archerypal meaning ofthe dra-
mas of both Oedipus and Orestes. The flight from under-
standing, archegrpally understood, is an unknowing betrayal
or primal murder of intentionality and an undifferentiated
incestuous relationship with the psyche, undifferentiated
despite its protestations of wanting to know. The desire to
know, the recognition and acceptance of logot, the acknowl-
edgment of the intention of being, on the other hand, is-
again in archeS,pal terms -a vindication of intentionalityi
primal authority and a resolute though expeditious slaying
ofthe uroboric psyche, followed by the dreadful flight from
the psychic powers at their darkest until one is finally vindi-
cated by psyche as wisdom, by Athena by Anima-Sophia,
who has been set free by one's resolute choice to understand.
She is the archeqqpal embodiment of the dynamism of the
psyche itself toward self-transcendence. Neither Western
civilization nor method has yet secured her blessing in any
lasting fashion. We are Orestes without Athena, fleeing the
Furies. Heidegger is in search of this blessing, but prema-
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turely. We must first go the whole way with l.onergan in an
appropriation and resolute defense ol the Western option
before exploring the road not taken. The way opens upon
this new exploration by the extension of self-appropriation
into the home of psyche, where science joins wisdom. It is
this conlmctb that f,onergan is in search of in his late reflec-
tions on value, feeling, and the symbolic. His is not a prema-
ture search; the blessing should be given, the decision vindicated.

In a psychotherapeutic process that was basically
Jungian, I then began to travel through the lab;rrinthine paths
of the psyche, meeting some of the various figures of what,
to adapt a phrase from Edmund Husserl, may be called the
system ofthe concrete aprbri. (Husserl r95o, par. 19). I found,
first, that such an experience allows, in a singular way, the
unfolding of a meaningful contingency (Ricoeur t97o, )gt),
the arival of a 'passive genesis of meaning' and of its active
appropriation (ibid 38o), the laying bare of the'Cogito that
founds in proportion as it lets be' (ibid 278), the inching to-
ward a post-critical immediacy in which the primal Word is
simply heard and understood as the dream is lived forward,
its 69ar enfleshed. I discovered, too, that depth psycholog,
is no personalistic affair, that it is the discovery and delinea-
tion of the 'unity of the race of man, not only in its biolos,
but also in its spiritual history,'that it is the archeological
digging of 'the deep, very deep well of the past,' so as to lay
bare the very foundations of a science of the human roots of
revelation (Campbell ry7o, v, t, 7).

But I still did not have a unified horizon. I was still as-
sembling its elements. A first, partial, and completely unex-
pected resolution of my question was given as I began what
was initially to be a study unpacking the Heideggerian roots
of Rudolf Bultmanni theological categories. My avenue into
Heidegger this time was through Kant un? ?at ProbLan ?er
tWetapbytik (Heidegger rgil). I came to believe that Heid-
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egger's relentless retriewal of the lost imagination from the
first edition of the CritQuc o/ Pure Rauon, the transcendental
EinbiDunglraft as instituting primordial time, was the open-
ing upon a unified field of understanding. For I knew then
that there was a further dimension to the foundational do-
main of the e*istential subject than that which had been
cleared by Lonergan, that this domain was time, the
imaginally instituted horizon of the psychic dimension of in-
teriority, and that, while its dimensions had been and were
still being reconstituted in Heidegger's meditations, a subla-
tion of the depth-psychological phenomenon into a founda-
tional quest guided by Lonergan embodies these dimensions
in the archeological-teleological unity-intension of a living
slrnbolic process, thus providing an inner space correlated
with primordial time. I then postulated that the process cos-
molog, of Alfred North Whitehead might perhaps be rein-
terpreted as a cosmolory ofthis inner space, ofthe imaginal,
and that its relevance to external space could be determined
only by the .ioint researches of those physicists and depth
psychologists exploring the phenomenon of synchronicity,
of the anu nun?ut inaginalir et pby.tic,t."

Finally, the coupling ofmy anal;nic experience with the
making and directing ol the Ignatian Erz rci,tc,t aod my good
fortune ofassociating and collaborating with Sebastian Moore
as he molded a series of meditations from a similar coupling
(Moore r977) convinced me that the exploration ofthe imagi-
nal based in Iarge part on the principles ofJung may become
an avenue to profound and genuine religious experience.
From this discovery one may proceed to the establishment
ol the relationship of certain depth-psychological and theo-

rr. See for exarnple,on Franz (1974). My proposed interpretation of
Whitehead is still in the order of a postulate. It may turn out to be little
more than a 'bright idea.'
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Iogical categories and place the entire psychotherapeutic
phenomenon into its ultimately most adequate context, that
ofspiritual discernment, thus providing proper limits for the
otherwise limitless treadmill of self-analysis.L In [,onergan!
words, 'Man can reach basic fulfillment, peace, joy, only by
moving beyond the realms of comm on sense , theory an? inte-
rbrity into the realm in which God is known and loved'
(Lonergan t993, 84, emphasis added).

With reference to my original question, then, the caa-
iuctio oppo,tiorutn is amatterofthe fullness of appropriation,
of the totality of the mediation of immediacy. Nor is this a
matter of Hegelian overambition, for not only is this totality
only asymptotically approached but also our question is not
one of the mediation of totality but of the totality of the me-
diation of what in itself is always finite, in part imaginally
constituted by the dimensions of time, namely, the immediacy
of the subject as subject to the operations by which a world
is mediated by meaning, constituted by meaning, motivated
by value, and to the dispositional states attendant upon those
operations.

Such is the overall vision. It cannot be explored in its
completeness at this point. In fact, only a very few of its fea-
tures are to be explicated in the following attempt to articu-
late the meeting of method and psyche. And it is all-impor-
tant that we begin with method.

ru. See Progoff Q97a) for a discussion of the signficance of the
worL of Otto Rank in emphasizing tLe necessiqr of a 'soul beyond psy-
cholog,.'A more profound treatment ofRank is offered by Becker (1973),
a book *hich, if taleo as seriously as it deserves to be, should mark the
beginning ofa new stage ofpsychological thought.



r Logic, Method, and Psyche

r A Contrast

In the Preface to the first edition of his lV'L,acrucba/t ?er
Iogil, GeorgWllhelm Friedrich Hegel tells us that the move-
nent of Gci.tt is the absolute method of knowing and at the
same time the immanent soul of the content of knowledge
(Hegel r95y, r7). For Hegel it is only along a path ofthe self-
construction of Gcitt that philosophy can become objective
and demonstrated knowledge. This path is the phenomenol-
og, ofspirit. It is logic, howevec which shows the schema of
movement ofconcrete knowing in its pure essence. Through
logic consciousness frees itself in self-reflection from imme-
diacy and engrossment in externality and becomes pure
knowing, the knowledge ofthe pure essence of the schema
ofmovement of Ger;r in and for itself. [-ogic, beyond the ex-
hibition of the movement of Gci,tt, is Gcar thinking its own
essence.

In continuity with the thought of l,onergan rather than
with the philosophy of Hegel, I prefer to speak not oflogic
but ofmethod, not of Gsrvr but ofthe human subject. Method
is, first, the phenomenological exhibition ofthe movement of
human subjectivity. Secondly, it is the knowing of the es-
sence ofthe schema ofthis movement in and for itself. But as

2t
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'for itself,'it is, thirdly, the self-recovery ofhuman subjectiv-
ity, its concrete because self-appropriated recovery. If hu-
man subjectivity is recovered with some approximation to
its full concreteness, the concrete knowing which occurs in
and as a result of this recovery becomes, albeit as1'rnptoti-
cally, equal to itself.

Method, then, is not simply the movement of human
subjectivity, nor even the knowledge of this movement in it-
self, but the appropriation ofthis movement for itself. As such,
method is not the Cartesian device correctly deplored by
Hans-Georg Gadamet the 'universal procedure for any and
every knowledge describable by 6xed rules, controllable by
set principles, and capable of sealing off the way of knowl-
edge against prejudices and rash assumptions and in general
against the unruliness of guesses and flashes of insight'
(I-awrence rg7z, r7o). Nor ls it, afortitri, a procedure which
excludes moral truth, believed tnrth, and the provisional from
playing a role in human knowing. Finally, far down the line
from Descartes, method is not what Lonergan curtly dis-
misses as 'a set of rules to be followed meticulously by a dolt'
(l,onergan t991, xi-), or as'a set of recipes that can be ob-
served by a blockhead yet lead infallibly to astounding dis-
coveries' (I-onergan tg7j, 48).

The notion of method arose for I-onergan in his pursuit
of'greater concreteness on the side ofthe sub.iect' (I-onergan
1992, 19). He tells us at the very beginning of his philosophi
cal treatise Insight:

Besides the a./nu or ur t ntb ht ,tta or p.uA pcu/c . . - there
also is the ar.4,i, or intattb itun^ut , or p.uL pcn 'att that is
constituted by the very activiry of inquiring and reflecting,
understanding and affirming, asking further questions and
reaching [urtheranswers. [-et us say that this noetic activiqz is
engaged in a lower context when it is doing mathematics or
following scientific method or exercising common sense. T'lren
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it rvill be moving towards an upper context when it scruti-
nizes mathematics or science or comrnon sense in order to grasp
tLe nature of doetic activity. And if it comes to understand
and affrm what understanding is and what afErming is, then
it has reached an upper context that logically is independent
ofthe scaffolding ofmathematics, science, and common sense.
Moreover, ifit can be shown that rhe upper context is invari-
ant, that any attempt to revise it can be legitimate only ifthe
h;pothetical reviser refutes his own attempt by invoking ex-
perience, understanding, and reflection in an already pre-
scribed manner tLen it will appear that, wh:le the aina or
int.ntb intr ta or pcn,/c pznale rr.ay always be expressed with
greater accuracy and completeness, still the immanent and
recurrendy operative smrcture of the naf.,ar o r inUntb htenaen t
or petuy'e petuante rn\st always be one and the same (ibid. r9-zo).

This invariant upper context, articulated by Lonergan in his
pursuit ofgreater concreteness on the side ofthe subject, is
what he calls transcendental method.r

I too am seeking greater concreteness on the side ofthe
subiect, but with respect, not to the playground ofour intel-
ligence which is human conception, but to the playground of

r. In Lonergan's later worL, to be precise, the invariant upper con-
text is not limited to experience, understanding, and judgment or reflec-
tion, but includes decision, evduation, or dialectic. Thus, 'the function of
method is to spell out for each discipline tLe implications ofthe transcen-
dental precepts, Be attentive, Be intelligent, Be reasonable, Be respon-
sible.' PbiLuopby o/ Go4, ad Tbeobgy 48. Thus too, two of the functiona.l
specialties of theolog, are called dialectic and foundations, and they are
correlated with the fourth level of intentional consciousness, with evalua-
tion and decision. To understand the movement to the notion o[the good
as a distinct notion from the intelligent and the reasonable is, in my esti-
mation, the key to any discussion of the 'later Lonergan.' In addition,
Lonergani treatment of dialectic and foundations, joined of course with
his seminal insigLt of functional specialties, is the key to understanding

etbo? ia Tbohgy. The inclusion of eva.luation in the invariant upper con-
text olthe movement ofhuman subjectivity sublates cognitiona.l analysis
into intentionaliS, analysis.
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our desires and fears which is human imagination." So it is
that I propose with the aid ofLonergan's intentionality analy-
sis to further the task of disengaging the structure-in-pro-
cess of human subjectivity by concentrating on the complex
of imagination and disposition. This complex has been the
subject of scientific investigation at least since the origins of
psychoanalysis in the work ofSigmund Freud. I wish to sug-
gest that a concrete diseng€ement of this structure-in-pro-
cess would be a further contribution to the articulation of
transcendental method. Transcendental method is the self-
conscious articulation of the structure-in-process of the hu-
man subject as cognitional and existential. The latter dimen-
sion calls for a sublation ofpsychic analysis into intentional-
ity analysis, and it is this sublation whose contours I wish to
articulate in the present work. If intentionality analysis pro-
vides the basic context ofa transcendental method, the analy-
sis of the psychic dimensions of the existential subject pro-
vides a kind of transcendenta.l aesthetic: the clarification of
the moral and religious consciousness capable of sublating
an intellectually self-appropriating consciousness.r Depth

z. See Lonergan, /n ,9/r 3z: 'Just as imagination is theplayground of
our desires and our fears, so conception is the playground of our intelli-
gence.'

l. r99, note: in the first edition, I claimed at this point a Christian
interpretation ofthe religious aesthetic. I am not prepared to defend that
interprct^tion al traniccdental, tho'tgh it may articulate a transcendental
dimension. Whatever is claimed to be transcendental must, if the claim is
correct, be aconstituent fearure ofthe infrastructure ofsubjectivity \Mhich
I will call immediacy. The function of transcendental method will te to
articulate this infrastructure, to mediate it by meaning. The function of
the aesthetic dimension ofmethod will be to articulate the moral and reli-
gious dimensions of this infrastructure insofar as these affect the human
psyche. The argument ofthe last chapter of1n,E/r that the problem ofevil
is m* only by an absolutely supernatural solution is valid. It is at this
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psycholos/ and the imaginative resources which it sets free
can reveal to the already methodical consciousness a mani-
fold of datawhich from the standpoint ofintentionaliqr analy-
sis is purely coincidental. The critically informed appropria-
tion and articulation of this manifold can provide the reflec-
tive thinker with a needed complement to the horizon af-
forded by Lonergan's disengagement ofthe intentionality of
human consciousness.

My decision to utilize Lonergan's term 'method' rather
than Hegel's term 'logic' to characterize the knowing of the
schema of movement ofthe human subject is not arbitrary. It
reflects a profound difference between l,onergan! position
and my own, on the one hand, and what Hegel has be-
queathed to us on the other. For, no matter how the term
'logic'has been used in the history of philosophy-and it has
had several meanings, among which Hegel's appears unique

point that a Christian phenomenolory ofthe psyche would diverge sharply
from Jung's. For then, 'human perfection itselfbecomes a limit to be tran-
scended'and'the humanist viewpoiot loses its primacy, not by some
extrinsicist invasion, but by submittiog to its own immanent necessities.
For if the humanist is to stand by the exigences of his own unrestricted
desire, if he is to yield to the demands for openness set by every further
question, then he will discover the limitations that imply man's incapaciSr
for sustained development, he will acloowledge and coosent to the one
solutioo that exists, and if that solution is supernatural, his very human-
ism will lead beyond itself.' L,onergan, huiglr 749. In Emest BecLer's words,
'Absolution has to come from the absolute beyond,.'Tbc Dcnial o/ Dcatb q1
Jungian psycholog, contains an attempt to integrate evil psychically in a
manner quite parallel to Hegel's attempt to integrate it speculatively. As
Kierkegaard provided one of the death blows to the absolute system, so
the work ofa man like Becker mercilessly destroys any claims to totalitari-
anism on the part ofthe psychotherapeutic profession-

Nonetheless, to argue for the constituent function of a particular
religious figure, such as Christ crucified and risen, in the tralscendental
religious infrastructure ofthepsyche raises enormous questions with which
I am not ready to deal.
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-it refers to a movement other than that which will give us
what we need. The key to the difference lies in the notion of
t)te control of tuanrng. Logic either is, or functions in aid of, a
movement on the part of thought which seeks a control of
meaning in terms of system.r l.ogic is a constituent feature of

4.ln Pbibgopby o/ Gol, anl Tbcobgy, l,onergan makes the decisive
contrast between logic a.rrd method one between a static and dJ,namic view-
point. While the logic he refers to is a deductivist logic other than Hegelt
lodc, and while one certainly cannot call Hegel's viewpoint static, the posi
tive relations Lonertan posits between logic and method are quite valid
and must be brought into our present discussion. 'Like the mortician, the
logicial achieves a steady state only temporarily. The mortician prevents
not the ultimate but only the immediate decomposition of the corpse. In
similar fashion the logician brings about, not the clariry, the coherence,
and the rigor that will last forevec but only the clarity, the coherence, and
the rigor that will bring to light the inadequacy ofcurrent views and thereby
give rise to rhe discovery of a more adequate position.

'The shift lrom the satic to the d;.namic vie*point relativizes logic
and emphasizes method. lt relativizes logic. It recognizes to the fullest
extent the value ofthe clarity, coherence, and rigor that logic brings about.
But it does not consider logic's achievement to be permanent. On the con-
trary, it considers it to be recurrent. Human knowledge can be constantly
advancing, and the function oflogic is to hasten that advance by revealing
clearly, coherently, and rigorously the dehciencies of current achievement.

'... It is method that shows the way from the logically clear, coher-
ent, and rigorous position of today to the quite different but logically clear,
coherent, and rigorous position of tomorro\^!' <47-48). L,ogic and method
are said to enter into 'a higher functional unity' (ibid. a8). t oaergan lists
four inadequacies ofa position that takes its stand on logic and does not
think of method, the last of which at least i s applicable nzutati, nuta i, to
a discussion of Hegel. 'For the man who knows his logic and does not
tLini< of method, the term "system" will have only one mea.ning. Systems
are either true or false. True system is the realization of the deductivist
ideal that happens to be true and, in each department of human knowl-
edge, there is only one true system. But when method is added to the
picture, three notions of system are distinguished. There is the mistaken
notion of syst€m tha.t supposes that it comprehends the eternal verities.
There is the empirical notion ofsystem that regards systems as successive
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the emergence of logot frorn rnytbot, of theoretically differen-
tiated consciousness from the undifferentiated oc in psycho-
anabrtic terms, from 'the unconscious.' The ea y struggles
of this movement are represented in the pre-Socratic phi
losophers and its first secure triumph in the Socratic maieutic.
Hegel achieved an understanding of this movement as es-
sentially dialectical, claimed an identification of it with the
dialectic of reality itself, and attempted an articulation of logic
in relation to this dialectical process.

But a control ofmeaning in terms of system is precisely
what we do not need, what we cannot any longer assirnilate,
what we would have to regard as relative, as of itselfwithout
proper grounding.r What is needed is the self-appropriating
recovery of human interiority, and this is other than a con-
trol of meaning through system. It is, I believe, a second
movement of historical Western mind, and our age marlcs its
at times excruciatingly painful beginning. lt is not the move-
ment from mytbot to logot bt the movement frorrr hgo,t to
nutbo?ot. Methodin its fullness, I submit, is an interiorization
of botb logoa ar,d, mytbot. Its first step is the interiorization of
logot through cognitional analysis. But the dynamism urging

expressions ofan ever fuller understanding of the relevant data and that
considers the currently accepted system as the best available scientific
opinion. FinaIIy, there is system in the tLird sense that results from the
appropriation of one's own conscious and intentional operations.' Ibid. 49.
The lrst notion of system may be said to seek a control of meaning in
terms of system. The second at least implicitly takes its stand rather on
method than on logic. The third regards the self-appropriating subject as
maieutic.

5. I am not saying that we do not need system, but that we cannot
accept a control ofmeaning in terms of system (except, ofcourse, in terms
of the third notion of system mentioned by Lonergan in the quotation in
the previous footnote-but this notion of system is the fruit, not oflogic,
but ofmethod).
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such interiorization *ill mor. beyond cognition to evalua-
tion and, in this move, to psyche, and can then release a cu-
mulative and ever more universal progress to an appropri-
ated second immediacy on the part of the subject. This im-
mediacy entails both a methodical consciousness instructed
through intentionality ana.lysis and a post-critical symbolic
consciousness, the self-articulated unfolding of which rx,ould
be a transcendental aesthetic. The transcendental aesthetic
is in a sense, the culmination rather than, as with Kant, the
beginning of reflective philosophy.6 The progress to such an
immediacy would pass beyond the self-appropriation of the
cognitional subject to the self-appropriation of the existen-
tial subject. This latter movement in its fullness calls for psy-
chic self-appropriation. The fulfilment of this movement for
each individual and for the cosmos would be eschatological,
the poetic enjoyment of the truth about humanity and God.
The movement to a transcendental aesthetic is a complement
to the movement initiated by heeding Lonergan's call to
method. For 'the key to method is . .. the subject as subject
... To do "method" calls ... for a release from all logics, all
closed systems or language games, all concepts, all symbolic
constructs to allow an abiding at the level ofthe presence of
the subject to himself' (I-awrence Lg7z, zol).

Hegel ca.me very close to, andyet remained qualitatively
removed from, assuming responsibility for the tansition from
bgol to mctbo)ot, the transition from a control of meaning in
terms of system to an interiorization of system and a pro-
gressive advance to the fullness of second immediacy. It is
his ambition ofan absolute system that marks the end ofthis
movement of historical Western mind, the movement of the
emergence of logo.t frorn nytbot. The frustration to which this

5. 1993 note: it woutd also be something quite different from what
Kant means by a rranscendental aesrhetic.
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ambition was doomed, perhaps most keenly and certainly
very quickly sensed by Kierkegaard, signalled the need for a
transition to another movement of historical Western mind.

Nonetheless, because of psychological recapitulation of
phylogenesis by ontogenesis, the emergence of hgot fron
mytbot must and. wt ll be repeated in individuals. So too may
be the ambitioning of absolute knowledge and the recogni-
tion ofthe inevitable frustration of such an ambition. At this
point, the individual reflective thinker will be prepared to
make his or her own unique contribution to the new move-
ment of historical Western mind -provided, of course, that
the disappointment of one's frustrated ambition is not equated
with a despair over truth. Perhaps no thinker can contribute
to this new movement without having first experienced the
suffering ofthe frustration ofthe former enterprise. The frus-
tration will take the form of what Lonergan calls an inverse
insight: the point is that there is no point. In this case, there
is no point to the absolute Lnowledge anticipated bv the am-
bitions of logo,t-

Why, then, do we say that Hegel ca"me so close to realiz-
ing the transition from logic to method? The reason is that
there is a very definite sense in which he afErmed the pivotal
presupposition of the new movement authentir ,tuljectivity i,t
tbe attrce o/ objectitity, the only source of objectivity.z That
Hegel is qualitatively still so distant from the transition is
due, however, to his understanding of subjectiviqz. 'Das
I-ogische ist seine eigentiimliche Natur selbst' (Hegel r96y,
zr). Thus he could not but misinterpret objectivity. And a

7. 'Ob.jectivity is the fruit of authentic subjectiviry, of beint atten-
tive, intelligen! reasonable and responsible.' l,onergan, P/rir.opby o/ Go|
an? Tbeobgy 49.'Srb)ective doesn't mean anyhing distinct from objective;
it's the source ofobjectivity' (ibid. 66).
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misunderstanding of objectivity entails a counterposition on
realiqr. 'Nur in seinem Begriffe har etwas Wirkliclrkeit' Gbid +O.

According to Jung, Hegel divined a fundamental psy-
chological truth but did not understand it as psychological.
This truth is at least roughly glimpsed in the following sen-
tence from Jung: 'A wholeness, of *hich he (the individual
ego) is a part, wants to be transformed from a latent state of
unconsciousness into an appropriate consciousness of itself'
(Jutg 1967, r8o). For Jung, Hegelwas'a psychologist in dis-
guise who projected great truths out ofthe subjective sphere
into a cosmos he himself had created' (Jung 1959, 159). It
might be said that, if method mediates both lzga; and psyche,
it rnediates both Hegel! insistence on objectivity, missed by
Jung because of the latter's psychological immanentism, be-
cause ofhis inability to appreciate the self-transcending move-
ment of psyche itself from unconscious to conscious, dark-
ness to light, aa? Jung's insistence on the psychological fea-
tures of all philosophic thinking, overlooked by Hegel be-
cause of a concern not to fall into psychologism.s

But surely we cannot claim, can we, that the science of
psycholory is then to be adopted as the foundation of this
new movement of historical Western mind? No, we cannot
claim this. At least we cannot do so with reference to any
existing psycholog,, for no current psychological doctrine
or praxis is methodologically aware enough ofits conditions,
its foundations, and its term. No such doctrine or praxis has
engaged in adequate philosophical reflection on its own pro-
cedures and knowledge. But I can and do claim that the foun-
dation of the new movement of historical Western mind is in
part psychological. There is an under$ng unity-in-differen-
tiation ofphilosophy, theologr, and depth psychologr, which

8. I am indebt€d to Matthew Lamb for this formulation.
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is to be located in the transcendental infrastructure of the
subject-as-subject. This infrasructure is immediacy. It is
mediated in different *ays: philosophically through inten-
tionality analysis, psychologically in psychotherapy, theologi-
cally in an objectification of religious conversion. All three
mediations feature in the theological functional specialty
'foundations.' The meaning of a reference to a new move-
ment of historical Western mind is grounded in the func-
tional unity-in-differentiation of these three mediations.

The cognitive foundations ofthis new movement ofhis-
torical Western mind-a movement prepared by the anthro-
pological shift in modern philosophy, by the development of
modern scientific and scholarly methods, by Marxism and
psychoanalysis, and by existential philosophy-are laid by
Lonergan in lruigbt and t4ctbo7 in Tbeology. Lonergan! cog-
nitional theory, coupled with his increasing later insistence
on historicity and the constitutive function of meaning, af-
ford a foundational key to the concrete mediation of theory
and praxis and thus to an advance to an appropriated second
immediacy. For l,onergan has opened up for us the fact that
the foundations of reflective thought lie in the self-appro-
priation ofthe reflective thinker. It is self-appropriation that
constitutes the emerging unity-in-differentiation of philoso-
phy, depth psycholog,, and theolog,.

z The Subject as C,ontrol of Meaning

z.r The Call /or a Nep tWaieutit

The call for a new control of meaning was issued by
Lonergan in his 1965 lecture'Dimensions of Meaning'
(Lonergan 1988), and the nature ofthe answer to this call as
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self-appropriation is specified in his 1958 lecture'The Sub-
ject.' ([,onergan r9Z4). The former lecture begins with a dis-
tinction between immediacy and the world mediated by mean-
ing. The distinction meets the ob.iection of the uncritical re-
alist that meaning is, after all, a quite secondary affair, that
what counts is the reality that is meant. The objection would
be quite weighty, Lonergan argues in effect, if the very stuff
of human living were the reality encountered by the infant.
But since we develop beyond infancy, such realism finds it-
self involved in something of an oversight.

... as the command and use of language develop, there
comes a reversal of roles. For words denote not only what is
present but also what is absent, not only what is near but a.lso
what is far, not only the past but also the future, not only the
factual but also the possible, the ideal, the ought-to-be for
which we keep on striving tLough we never attain. So we come
to live, not as the infant in a world of immediate experience,
but in a far vaster world that is broutht to us through the
memories ofother men, tLrough the common sense ofthe com-
munity, through the pages ofliterature, through the labors of
scholars, through the investigations ofscientists, through the
experience of saints, through the meditations of philosophers
and tLeologians (t on ergan t988,232-33).

Meaning as act, then, consists not merely in experienc-
ing but also in understanding and usually in judging and
evaluating. The larger world mediated by meaning is thus
constituted by human acts of understanding, afErming or
derying, and evaluating. And it is this larger world, consti-
tuted by meaning, that is the real world in which we live out
our lives. Moreover, not only is it a world known through
our acts ofmeaning; it is also made and transformed by means
ofthese same acts, and the transformation is not restricted to
nature but extends to ourselves.
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... the difference produced by the education ofindividu-
als is only a recapitulation ofthe longer process ofthe educa-
tion ofmankind, o[the e'olution ofsocia] institutions, and of
the development ofcultures. Religions and art forms, languages
and literatures, sciences, philosophies, the writing of history
all had their rude beginnings, slowly developed, reached their
peaL, perhaps went into decline and later uoderwent a renais-
sance in another milieu. And what is true of cultural achieve-
ments, also, though less conspicuously, is true of social insti-
tutions. The family, the state, the law, the economy! are not
hxed and immutable entities. They adapt to changing circum-
stance; they can be reconceived in the lightofnew ideas; they
can be subjected to revolutionary change ... all such change is
in its essence a change of meaning: a change of idea or con-
cept, a change of)udgment or evaluation, a change ofthe or-
der or the request (ibid. 234).

It is where meaning is constitutive that our freedom and
responsibility are greatest. It is precisely here that the exis-
tential subject emerges, the subject'finding out for himself
that he has to decide for himself what he is to make of him-
self' (ibid. zri). It is at this level of constitutive meaning, too,
that 'individuals become alienated from community, that com-
munities split into factions, that cultures flower and decline,
that historical causality exerts its sway' (ibid.).

f.onergan then proposes the notion of the control of
meaning. Just as changes in understood and accepted mean-
ings are at the root ofsocial and cultural changes, so'changes
in the control of meaning mark off the great epochs in hu-
man history' (ibid.). We find the classical expression of the
effort to control meaning in Socrates' insistence on universal
definitions that apply ornni et ali. The Socratic maieutic makes
plain that there are at least two levels to meaning, the pri-
mary and spontaneous level reflected in ordinary language
and a secondary level in which a reflexive movement leads
us to say what we mean by ordinary language. Moreover,
says I-onergan, the movement of mind in fourth-century Ath-
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ens represents a line of cleavage dividing two historical ep-
ochs. Cultures and civilizations without such a maieutic, no
matter what their achievements in the practical affairs oflife,
are penetrated, surrounded, and dominated, in their routine
activities and in the profound and secret aspirations of the
heart, by myh and magic. This is 'a malady to which all men
are prone. Just as the earth, left to itself, can put forth creep-
ers and shrubs, bushes and trees, with such excessive abun-
dance that there results an impenetrable jungle, so too the
human mind, led by imagination and affect and uncontrolled
by any reflexive technique, Iuxuriates in a world of myh with
its glories to be achieved and its evils banished by the charms
of magic.'i The Socratic maieutic, then, represents an epochal
or axial shift in the control ofmeaning, a shift that gave rise
to classical culture. The features of classical culture are per-
haps most clearly highlighted in the notion of science put
forth in Aristotle's Po,tterbr Analytic.t. Science is 'true, certain
knowledge of causal necessity' (ibid. 238), and the fact that
there are many things in the world that are not necessary but
contingent means that the universe is split between necessity
and contingency, and the human mind between science and
opinion, theory and practice, wisdom and prudence.

Insofar as the universe was necessarJr, it could be known
scientihcally; but insofar as it was contingent, it could be
known only by opinion. Again, insofar as the universe was
necessary, human operation could not change it; it could only
contemplate it by theory; but insofar as the universe was con-
tingent, there was a realm in which human operation could be
effective; and that was the sphere ofpractice. Finally, insofar

9.lbid,.237. The reflexive technique introduced by Socrates is an
insistence on 69,u in preference to mytboa. k is a championing ofthe cause
of differentiated consciousness vis-I-vis what certain depth-psychological
systems have ca.lled the unconscious.
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as the universe was necessary, it was possible for man to find
ultimate and changeless foundations, and so philosophy was
the pursuit of wisdom; but insofar as the universe was conrin-
geDt, it was a realm ofendless differences and variations that
could not be subsumed under hard and fast rules; and to navi-
gate on that chardess sea there was needed all the asruteness
of prudence (ibid. 239).

The major points of this I965 lecture are that the classi-
cal culture resulting from this Greek me&ation of meaning
has passed away; that the multiplicity and complexity of
thought forms and techniques that have replaced it leave us
bewildered, perplexed, and anxious; and that a new control
of meaning is needed, a new maieutic. The change can be
seen most clearly in the field of science. While the classical
notion maintained science to be ture, certain knowledge of
causal necessity,

... modern science is not true; it is only on the way to-
wards trutL. It is not certain; for its positive aftrrmations it
claims no more than probabiliry. It is not knowledge but hy-
pothesis, theory, system, the best available scientihc opinion
ofthe day. Its object is not necessity but verified possibility ...
not what cannot possibly be otherwise, but what in lact is so.
FinaIIy, while modern science speaks of causes, still it is not
concerned with Aristode's four causes of end, agent, matter,
and form; its ultimate objective is to reach a complete expla-
nation of all phenomena, and by such explanation is meant
the determination of the terms and intelligible relationships
that account for all data (ibid. 238-19).

Thus instead of contrasting science and opinion, we
speak of scienti6c opinion. For the differentiation of theory
and practice, we substitute a continuum from basic research
to industrial activity. Rather than the notion of philosophy
as the search for changeless ultimates, we find our philoso-
phers concerned with such matters as the authenticity ofthe
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existential subject and the hermeneutic of cultural phenom-
ena. This extension of philosophy into concrete living 'cur-
tails the functions formerly attributed to prudence . . . the old-
style prudent man, whom some cultural lag sends drifting
through the twentieth century, commonly is kno-n as a
stuffed shirt' (ibid. zao).

Classically oriented human science, which focused on
the essential, necessary, and universal, has given way to an
interest in'all the [people] of every time and place, all their
thoughts and words and deeds, the accidental as well as the
essential, the contingent as well as the necessary, the par-
ticular as well as the universal' (ibid. zal). Classical human
science is seen to be an arbitrary standardization obscuring
our nature, constricting our spontaneilz, sapping our vital-
ity, and limiting our freedom.

To proclaim with \rico the priority of poetry is to pro-
claim that the human spirit expresses itself in s),rnbols before
it Lnows, ifeverit knows, what is s;nnbols literallymean. It is
to open the way to setting aside the classical defrnition ofman
as a rational animal and, instead, defining man with the cul-
tural phenomenologists as a symbolic animal or with the per-
sonalists as an incarnate spirit (ibid. z4r-42).

Ircnergan sumrnarizes the modern rediscovery of myh in
depth psycholog, and of intersubjectivity and the body in
phenomenolory, only to conclude that'the psychologists and
phenomenologists and existentialists have revealed to us our
myriad potentialities without pointing out the tree of life,
without unraveling the secret ofgood and evil. And when we
turn from our mysterious interiority to the world about us
for instruction, we are confronted with a similar multiplicity,
an endless refinement, a great technical exactness, and an
ultimate inconclusiveness' (ibid. z+).

There is still the individual's moment of profound exis-
tential crisis, then, 'when we find out for ourselves that we
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have to decide for ourselves what we by our own choices
and decisions are to make of ourselves' (ibid.). Definitions
and doctrines are qualified to the point of relativism arrd skep-
ticism by our knowledge of their histories and their adven-
tures of dewelopment and decline. Authorities too, are his-
torical beings and so require commentary, interpretation,
exegesis. The emerging modern mediation of meaning is one

... that ioterprets our dreams and our symbols, that
thematizes our wao smiles aIld limp testures, that ana.lyzes
our minds and charts our souls, that takes the whole of hu-
man history for its kingdom to compaie and relate languages
and literatures, art forms and religions, farnily arrangements
and customary morals, politica.l, lega.l, educational, economic
systems, sciences, philosophies, theologies and histories (ibid.
24i.

But while countless scholars and scientists devote themselves
to this task of understanding meaning, the individual is on
his or her own when it comes to judging meaning and to
deciding. 'There is far too much to be learnt before he could
begin to judge. Yet.iudge he must and decide he must if he is
to exist, if he is to be a man' (ibid.).

The ca.ll for a new maieutic could not be issued more
clearly and persuasively. It can be developed, l,onergan
judges, only by those 'big enough to be at home in both the
old and the ne*, painstaking enough to work out one by one
the transitions to be made, strong enough to refuse half mea-
sures and insist on complete solutions even though [they]
have to wait' (ibid. z+i).

z.z The Cognitional Sufi'ect at tVabutic

In his r968lecture'The Subject,' [,onergan explores fur-
ther the dimensions of the new maieutic and points to the
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contributions he has already made to its articulation. If in
'Dimensions of Meaning' he had stated that the crisis of our
age is rooted in the immaturity of the modern culture that
replaced classical culture, in 'The Subject' he roots that im-
maturity in the neglect of the subject and of the vast labor
involved in knowing the subject. The subject is twofold: a
knowing subject and an eistential subject, a deciding, evalu-
ating subject. Modern culture's knowledge of the knowing
subiect is restricted by phiiosophic issues that render the sub-
ject a neglected, runcated, and immanentist subject, and the
remedy to this tragic state of affairs consists essentially in
the affrrmation of the correct positions on knowing, being,
and objectivity, an affirmation rendered possible only by a
personal philosophic experience of conversion.

Contemporary philosophy itself does not neglect the
subject, ofcourse. Rather, it emphasizes the subject. But the
very emphasis points to and is a reaction against a previous
neglect conditioned by at least three factors: a fascination
writh the objectivity of truth; Aristotelian and modern ratio-
nalist notions ofscience and pure reason; and the metaphysi-
cal doctrine of the soul.

lrcnergan, to be sure, has no quarrel with the objectiv-
ity of truth, but here as throughout his work he impugns
fascination with such objectivity. It is true that once truth is
attained it can be contradicted only by falsity. But truth none-
theless resides only in the sub.ject, in the self-transcendence
achieved in true .judgment.

lntentionally it goes completely beyond the subject, yet
it does so only because ontologically the sub.ject is capable of
an intentional self-transcendence, of going beyond what he
feels, what he imagines, what he thinks, what seems to him, to
something uttet differedt, to what is so. Moreover, before
the subject can attain the self-transcendence oftruth, there is
the slo* and laborious process of cooception, geslation, par-
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turition. But teaching and learning, investigating, comint to
understand, marshalling and weighing the evidence, these are
not independent of the subject, of times and places, of psy-
chological, socia.l, historical conditions. The fruit of mrth must
grow and mature on the tree of the subject, before it can be
plucLed and placed in its absolute realm.to

A fascination with the objectivity oftruth would neglect
this process ofits emergence in the subject. In Catholic circles,
such onesidedness marks the old catechetics and the old cen-
sorship as well as the theological embarrassment of manual
theologies with their syllogistic demonstrations of the mys-
teries of faith.

What God reveals is a truth in the mind o[ God and in
the minds of believers. but it is not a truth in the minds of
nonbelievers; and to conclude that the mysteries of faith are
truths in the mind of God or in the minds of believers in no
way sugtests that the mysteries are demonstrable. But this
simple way out seems to have been missed by the theologians.
They seem to have thought of truth as so objective as to get
along without minds (ihid. V-72).

Secondly, in Aristotelian science and rationalism, con-
clusions are held to follow necessarily from self-evident pre-
mises. If this is the case, the road to truth would seem to be
'not straight and narrow but broad and easy. There is no need
to be concerned with the subject. No matter who he is, no
matter what his interests, almost no matter how cursory his
attention, he can hardly fail to grasp what is self-evident and,
having grasped it, he can hardly fail to draw conclusions that
are necessary' (ibid. Zz).

ro. l,onergan, 'The Subject'7o-7r. For some of the d;mamics ofthe
achievement of truth in judgment, see Lon ergan, In"rigbt, cLapters 9 and
ro,
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Thirdly, in Thomist circles there has been defended a
metaphysical account of the soul which applies one and the
same method to the study of plants, animals, and humans, a
method which moves back from objects to acts, from acts to
potencies, from potencies to habits, and from habits to the
essence ofthe soul. Human science remains the same whether
one is awake or asleep, a saint or a sinner, a genius or an
imbecile. But the study of the subject is not a study of the
soul, Its concern is with consciousness, with the operations
ofconsciousness, and with their center, not in the soul but in
the self. The study ofthe sub.ject 'discerns the different levels
ofconsciousness, the consciousness ofthe dream, ofthe wak-
ing sub.lect, ofthe intelligently inquiring subject, ofthe ratio-
nally reflecting sub.ject, of the responsibly deliberating sub-
ject' (ibid. 73). The same distinction occurs in the 1964 paper
' Et Lt te nz and,,4gg b rnd tne n to'.

Of the huma.n substance it is true that human nature is
always the same; a man is a man whether he is awake or asleep,
young or old, sane or crazy, sober or drunk, a genius or a
moron, a saint or a. sinner From the viewpoint ofsubstance,
those differences are merely accidenta.l. But they are not acci-
dental to the subject, for the subjectis not an abstraction; he is
a concrete reali5r, all of him, a being in the luminousness of
being (I-onergan 1988, zz3).

These three factors, then, have resulted in the philo-
sophic neglect ofthe sub.iect. But beyond the neglected sub-
ject, who does not know himself or herself, there is the trun-
cated subject, who is unaware of one's ignorance of oneself
and so concludes that what one does not know does not ex-
ist. The grossest philosophic reflections ofsuch double igno-
rance, for l,onergan, are found in behaviorism, logical posi-
tivism, and pragmatism. More subtle is the procedure of con-
ceptualism, a sgzle ofphilosophic thought which cuts across
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many lines. Conceptualism results from the 'apparently rea-
sonable rule ofacknowledging what is certain and disregard-
ing what is controverted.' Such a procedure fastens on the
concept and overlooks the act of understanding with its'triple
role of responding to inquiry, grasping intelligible form in
sensible representations, and grounding the formation of
concepts' ([,onergan rgTq 74- Conceptualism is marred by
an antihistorical immobilism which cannot account for the
development of concepts; by an excessive abstractness that
is more concerned with the abstraction ofthe universal from
the particular than with the grasp of a unity or pattern in
sense data, images, and symbols; and by an abstract concept
of being, least in connotation and greatest in denotation,
rather than by a concrete notion of being as the desire to
know, which intends the unknown in questions, partially dis-
covers it in answers, presses on to fuller knowledge in fur-
ther questions.

The neglected subject, then, leads to the truncated sub-
ject, to the subiect that does not know himself ald so unduly
impoverishes his account ofhuman knowledge. He condemns
himself to an anti-historical immobilism, to an excessively ie-
june connection betwe€n abstract concepts and sensible pre-
sentations, and to itnora.nce ofthe proleptic and utterly con-
crete character ofthe notion ofbeing.ll

The subjectwho does not know one's own knowing does
not know that one's knowing involves an intentional self-tran-
scendence. Thus one may come to claim that onei knowing
is merely immanent. At the root of this claim there lies an

rr. lbid. 71. 'By a conceptua.list I mean a person that is a lceeo logi-
cian, that is extremely precise in his use ofterms, and that never imagined
that the meaning ofterms varied with the a.cts ofunderstanding that they
expressed.' Lonergan, Pbi.lLNopby o/ Gol, a Theol,;gy tx.
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inadequate noticn of ob.jectiwity for which the notions of'ob-
ject' and 'objective' are corelates of picture-thinking. An
object is something one looks at, and objectivity is seeing all
there is to be seen and nothing that is not to be seen. For
such thinking, the intention of questioning and the under-
standing ofintelligible unity as possibly relevant to data can-
not themselves be looked at, and so they must be 'merely
subiective.' The same holds for concepts and iudgments,
which proceed respectively from direct and reflective under-
standing. Picture-thinking thinks in visual images and 'vi-
sual images are incapable of representing or suggesting the
normative exigences of intelligence and reasonableness and,
much less, their power to effect the intentiona.l self-transcen-
dence ofthe subject' (I-onergan 197+ 77). Thus the Kantian
position on knowing is ultimately rooted in the notion of'ob-
ject'as what one looks at in sensitiwe intuition, which alone
is immediately related to objects and must mediate the rela-
tion to objects of understanding and judgment. The value of
judgments for such a position is no more than the value of
intuition, and since intuitions reveal not being but phenom-
ena, judgments are confined to a merely phenomenal world.
They are not knowledge ofthe rea.l. The alternative to such a
notion ofthe immanence ofknowledge, however, can be dis-
covered only by an appropriation ofthe exigences of human
intelligence and human reasonableness which generate a pro-
cess of knowledge moving from the experiential objectivity
ofdata to the terminal objectivity o€judgments with its sharp
distinction between what we feel, imagine, or suppose, and
what we know. This alternative is available only to a subject
who knows himself or herself better than does the neglected
or truncated subiect, who knows oneselfwell enough'to dis-
cover that human cognitional activities have as their object
being, that the activity immediately related to this object is
questioning, that other activities such as sense and conscious-
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ness, understanding and judgment, are related mediatev to
the object, being, inasmuch as they are the means ofanswer-
ing questions, of reaching the goal intended by questioning'
(ibid. 78-79). The genesis of such self-knowledge, howeveo
'is not a matter of finding out and assenting to a number of
rue propositions ... it is a matter ofconversion' (ibid. 79), of
intellectual self-appropriation, achieved through the'basic
discipline' of cognitional analysis.o

2.3 Tbe F;ci.ttential Subject aa tWaieutb

I believe it would be correct to say that intellectual self-
appropriation, the self-knowledge ofthe subject in his or her
intention ofbeing as a knower, is the 6rst and indispensable
step in the development of the new maieutic. It is the step I
am assuming in the present work, the maieutic of the first
thirteen chapters o f Iruigbt. For l-onergan as for myseE how-
evec while this extrdordinarily delicate and subtle procedure
is necessary, it is not sufficient. For the subject is not only a
knower but also a doer, an existential subject who deliber-
ates, evaluates, decides, and acts, and by his or her actions

rz.'The basic discipline, I believe, is not metaphysics but cognitional
theory. By cognitional theory is meaD! rlot a faculty psycholory that pre-
supposes a metaphysics, but an intentionality ana.lysis that presupposes
the data of eonsciousness.' I-onersan, PbiL*opby o/ Gd, a Tbcobsy 11.
'Metaphysics is prior ifyou consider that *hat you're studying is fully
known ob.iects. In other words, it's dea.ling with objects. When you start
out that way, you have no way of critica.lly justi$ilg your metaphysics.
You can critically justi$ it ifyou derive it from a cognitiona.l theory and an
epistemologr. Andyou can critically justi$, the cognitional theoly by find-
ing it in yourself: the terms of the theory are found in your own opera-
tions, of which you are conscious and which you are able to identify in
your own experience, and the relations connecting the terms are to be
found in the dynamism relating one operation to the other'Ibid. 5o.
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changes not only the world of objects but also, and more
importalt, oneself.

... human doing is free and responsible. Within it is cotr-
tained the reality of mora.ls, ofbuilding up or destroying char-
acter, of achieving personaliSz or failing in that task. By his
own acts the human subject makes himself what he is to be,
and he does so freely and responsibly; indeed, he does so pre-
cisely because his acts are the free and responsible expres-
sions ofLimself (t onergan 1974,79).

The self-constituting existential subject is not to be un-
derstood according to the older schemes ofintellect and will,
of speculative and practical intellect or pure and practical
reason, and of theory and praxis. 'None of these distinctions
adverts to the subject as such and, while the reflexive, self-
constituting element in moral living has been known from
ancient times, still it was not coupled with the notion of the
subject to draw attention to him in his key role of making
himself what he is to be' (ibid.). The new schema in which
the eistential subject can be understood is very well known
to Lonergan students, but it is so basic both to [,onergan and
to this present work that I quote in full the articulation given
it in this 1958 lecture. It is a schema of distinct but related
Ievels of consciousness, the highest level being that of the
existential subject, of the subiect as agent.

... we are subjects, as it were, by degrees. At the lowest
Ievel, when unconscious in dreamless sleep or in a coma, we
are merely potentially subjects. Next, we have a minimal de-
gree ofconsciousness and subjectivity when we are the help-
less subjects of our dreams. Thirdly, *e become experieutial
subjects when we awake, when we become the subjects of
lucid perception, imaginative pro)ects, emotional and conative
impulses, and bodily action. Fourthly, the intellitent subiect
sublates the experiential, i.e., it retains, preserves, goes be-
yond, completes it, *hen *e iuquire about our experience,
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investigate, grow in understanding, express ourinventions and
discoveries. Fifthly, the rational subject sublates the intelli-
gent and experiential subject, *hen *e quesrion our own un-
derstanding, check our formulations and expressions, ask
whether we have got things right, marshal the evidence pra
and can, judge this to be so and that not to be so. Sixthly, ti-
na.lly, rationa.l consciousness is sublated by rational self-con-
sciousness, when we deliberate, evaluate, decide, act. Then
there emerges human consciousness at its [u[lest. Then the
existential subject exists and his characteo his persona.l es-
sence, is at stake.r,

49

The metaphor oflevels ofconsciousness denotes a rela-
tionship of sublation, according to which a lower leveI is re-
tained but also transcended and completed by a higher.
l,onergan speaks of the sublation of waking consciousness
by intelligence, of experience and intelligence by judgment,
and of experience, understanding, and judgment by delib-
eration and action. The key to our notion of psychic self-
appropriation will involve extending this process ofsublation
so that the level of dreaming consciousness is sublated by
experience, intelligence, judgment, and action. The notion of
sublation enables lrnergan to speak of the distinction and
functional interdependence ofthe levels of consciousness. A
further unity is provided 'by the unfolding of a single tran-
scendental intending of plural, interchangeable ob,jectives'
(I-noergar t974,8r). These ob.iectives are approximately iden-
tical with the scholastic transcendentals: ctu, uruun, ,cnun, ar.d
bonum, Th.ust

r3. Ibid. 8o. Ernest Becker io Th Dcnial of Deatlt has captured the
terror sometimes experienced in the full emergence ofthe subject as exis-
tential. Of value to our discussion is that it is within such a context that
Becker discusses psychotherapy.
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What promotes the subject from experiential to intellec-

tual consciousness is the desire to understald, the intention of
inteligibility. What next promotes him from intellectual to
rational consciousness, is a fuller unfolding ofthe same inten-
tion: for the desire to understand, once understanding is
reached, becomes the desire to understand correct!; in other
words, the intention ot intelligibility, once an intelligible is
reached, becomes the intention ofthe right intelligible, of the
true and, through truth, ofreality. Finally, the intention ofthe
intelligible, the true, the real, becomes a.lso the intention of
the good, the question ofva.lue, ofwhat is worth-while, when
the already acting subject confronts his world and adverts to
his own acting in it (ibid.).

The notion of value, which is this highest, existential
level ofconsciousness, intends something other than the par-
ticular good ofthe satisfaction ofindividual appetite and the
good of order which ensures for a given group ofpeople the
regular recurrence ofparticular goods. 'It is by appealing to
value or values that we satis$/ some appetites and do not
satisry others, that we approve some systems for achieving
the good oforder and disapprove ofothers, that we praise or
blame human persons as good or evil and their actions as
right or wrong' (ibid. 8I-82). The notion of value is further
explained by comparing it with the notion of being:

Just as the notion of being intends but, of itself, does not
know being, so too the notion of value intends but, of itself,
does not Lnow va.lue. Again, as the notion ofbeiog is the dy-
namic principle that keeps us moving toward ever fuller knowl-
edge ofbeing, so the notion ofvalue is the fuller flowering of
the same dynamic principle that nowkeeps us moving toward
ever fuller realization of the good, of what is worth while . ..

Just as the notion of being functions in one's knowing
and it is by reflecting on that functioning that one comes to
know what the notion ofbeing is, so a.lso the Dotion or inten-
tion ofthe good functions withio one's human acting and it is
by reflection on that functiodingthat one comes to know what
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the notion o[ good is. Again, just as the functioning of the
notion of being brints about our limited knowledge ofbeing,
so too the functioning ofthe notion ofthe good brings about
our limited achievement ofthe good. Finally, just as our knowl-
edge of being is, not knowledge of essence, but only knowl-
edge of this and that other beings, so too the only good to
which we have hrst-hand access is found in instances of the
good realized in themselves or produced beyond themselves
by good men (ibid. 82-83).

tt

The existential subject, then, not only freely and respon-
sibly makes oneselfwhat one is, but also makes oneselfgood
or evil and one's actions right or wrong. The notion ofvalue
is a transcendental principle ofappraisal and criticism giving
rise to instances of the good in choices and actions. The de-
termination of the good is 'the work of the free and respon-
sible subject producing the first and only edition of himself'
(ibid. 83). This is why ethical systems are also so vague about
what it is to do good. We do better to turn to examples about
us, to stories, to the praise and blame of others' conversa-
tions, and to our own sense, now of elation, now of shame,
with respect to our own actions. However it may be that we
come to know the good, Irnergan's concern is with the sub-
ject, and with the primacy of the subject as existential, as
becoming good or evil. It is with respect to the existential
subject that we may turn to reflection on the body, on image
and feeling, on sJ,'mbol and story, on intersubjectivit;r, com-
panionship, collaboration, friendship, and love. It is also the
existential sub.ject who brings into being, maintains, and
transforms the world mediated by meaning. This world ob-
jectifies the choices of existential subjects.

The primacy of the existential, finally, does not elimi
nate the pertinence ofthe questions concerning knowing, the
real, and objectivity. On the contrary it reinforces their cru-
cial importance in many ways, not least ofall with respect to
the question of God's existence, omnipotence, and goodness.
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It is -.. no accident that a theatre ofthe absurd, a litera-

ture o[the absurd, and philosophies ofthe absurd flourish in
a culture in which there are theolotians to proclaim that Cod
is dead. But that absurdity and that death have their roots in a
new neglect of the subjecr, a new truncalion, a new
immanentism. In the name of pLenomenology, of existentia.l
selfunderstanding, of human encounter, of salvation history,
there ar€ those that resentfully and disdainfully brush aside
the old questions of cognitional theory, epistemolory, meta-
pLysics. I have no doubt, I never did doubt, that the old an-
swers were defective. But to re.iect the questions as well is to
refuse to Ltlow what one is doing when one is knowing; it is to
refuse to know why doing tha.t is knowingi it is to refuse to set
up a basic semantics by concluding what one knows when
one does it. That threefold refusal is worse than mere neglect
ofthe subject, and it generates a far more radical truncation.
It is the truncation that we expericnce today not onlywithout
but also within the Church, when we 0nd that the conditions
ofthe possibility ofsignificant dialogue are not grasped, when
the distinction between revealed religion and myh is blurred,
when the possibility of objective knowledge of God! exist-
ence and ofhis goodness is denied (ibid. 86).

Insofar as the doubt extends to ob.jective knowledge ofGodt
existence, omnipotence, and goodness, it entails a skepticism
about the value of God's world. If we alone then are good,
we are alien to the rest of the world; and if one 'renounces
authentic living and drifts into the now seductive and now
harsh rhyhms ofhis psyche and of nature, then man is alien-
ated from himself' (ibid.).

The only alternative, however, to the neglected or trun-
cated or immanentist or alienated subject lies in cognitional
and existential self-appropriation. Psychic self-appropriation
is obviously to take place within the context of existential
self-appropriation. The articulation of the dynamics of cog-
nitional and existential self-appropriation constitutes the new
maieutic. More precisely, the self-appropriating subject a the
new maieutic, the only viable control of meaning in modern
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culture. No finer instrument of cognitional self-appropria-
tion has been provided than [rcnergan's IntQbt. Bt, I be-
lieve, the dynamics of existential self-appropriation can be
given further refinement. The context has been set by
I-onergan, but it is toward the further refinement that the
present work heads, under the rubric of an attempt to ex-
tend interiority analysis to the level ofthe psyche. One must
first go all the way with I-onergan beyond the cognitional
sub.ject to the existential subject before asking the question
ofthe contribution ofdepth psychologr to the new maieutic.
For it is [,onergan who has provided the context and essen-
tial structure of a viable control of meaning for our age.

A further concretion ofthe necessary and fundamental
context of our problem is provided in Lonergan's treatment
of moral and religious conversion in t4etbo? in Tbeology . These
two conversions, along *ith the philosophic conversion of
intellectual self-appropriation, provide the criteria for the
discrimination of psychic process involved in the self-appro-
priation of the existential subject. Lonergani discussion of
these two conversions is the beginning of the further refine-
ment referred to above and sets the immediate context for
our discussion of the psyche.

3.t Tbe Problzm o/ Ethru in In"ttght

Mention must be made of the treatment accorded ethics
in lruigbt, both for the sake of highlighting the greater con-

3 The Existential Subject as Moral and
Religious
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creteness of the discussion of the existential subject in
I-onergan! laterwritings, and in orderto help us situate more
fully the context of our present problematic. ln'Iruigbt P.e-
visited,' Lonergan states a difference in his later work which
accounts for its greater concreteness in the treatment of the
moral subject.

ln iug,9r the good was the intelligentand reasonable. In
llctbol the goodis a distinct notior. It is intended in questions
for deliberation, Is this worth while? ls it truly or only appar-
endy good? It is aspired to in the intentional response of [eel-
ing to values. lt is known in judgmens of va.lue made by a
virtuous or authentic person with a good conscience. It is
brousht about by decidins and livins up to onei decisions.
Just as intelligence sublates sense, just as reasonableness
sublates intelligence, so deliberation sublates and thereby uni-
fies knowing and feeling.14

There is no contradiction between this later notion of
the good and the earlier one, but there is, I believe, a very
important development in the articulation of the good as a
distinct notion from the intelligent and reasonable. What is
highlighted is real self-transcendence in the making ofbeing
and constitution ofthe world as distinct from cognitional self-
transcendence in the knowing of being. This distinction is
far from absent in chapter fi of In tighl but the emergence of
the eistential subject is now granted a primacy not fully ac-
corded it in the earlier work. Furthermore, and of special
concern to the present work, the positive function offeelings
vis-i-vis the existential subiect, their transcendental signifi-
cance as the locus of the primordial apprehension ofvalue,
and the role of symbols as a way ofcerti$ring affective devel-
opment or decline are all granted much greater explicit sig-

r4 Bernard l-onergan, '/rl,grt Revisited,' in A Saon) ColLctbn 277
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nif:,cartce in Mctho? in Tbcobgy- What is of lasting value from
the discussion of ethics ia lruigbt is preserved in this later
discussion, but significant new features are introduced which
further concretize our understanding ofthe emergence ofthe
existential subject. The criterion of moral authenticity shifts
from an emphasis on the intelligent and reasonable to an as-
cending scale of values certi$/ing the exent of the subject's
self-transcendence,

It seems important, nonetheless, to mention the context
of ethical decision as this is presented in lruigbt. After the
establishment of a method of ethics, of an ontolog, of the
good, and of the fact of essential freedom and responsibility,
there is a discussion of the problem of effective freedom. 'Is
an ethics possible in the sense that it can be observed? Is
man condemned to moral frustration? Is there a need for a
moral liberation if human development is to escape the cycle
of alternating progress and decline?' ([rcnergan 1992, 618)
What renders these questions so acute is the fact that certain
conditions must be met if the dynamic structure that is our
essential freedom is to find an operational range within which
to exercise itself. These conditions are fourfold. First, there
are limitations placed upon effective freedom by external
constraint. 'Whatever one! external circumstances may be,
they offer only a limited range ofconcretely possible alterna-
tives and only limited resources for bringing about the en-
largement ofthat range' (ibid. 545). Secondly, effective free-
dom is limited by one! psychoneural state in several ways:
by inadequately developed sensitive skills and habits, and by
the anxiet5z, obsessions, and other neurotic phenomena re-
sulting from the scotosis responsible for a disproportion be-
tween intellectual and psychic development. Thirdly, 'the less
the development of one's practical intelligence, the less the
range of possible courses of action that here and now will
occur to one' (ibid. 64Q. Finally, effective freedom is depen-
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dent on a particular quality ofantecedent willingness, which
alone keeps one open to various possible courses of action.
As long as one's antecedent willingness defines only a more
or less narrow pattern of routine, as long as onei dynamism
to moral self-transcendence is less radical than the dynamism
ofthe desire to know toward cognitional self-transcendence,
one's effective freedom will suffer restriction.

ln brief, effective freedom itself has to b€ won. The key
point is to reach a willingness to persuade oneselfand to sub-
mit to the persuasion ofothers. For then one can be persuaded
to a universal willingness; so one becomes antecedently will-
ing to learn all there is to be learnt about willing and learning
and about the enlargement of one's freedom from external
constraints and psychoneural interferences. But to reach the
universal willingness that matches the utrrestricted desire to
Lnow is indeed a high achievement, for it consists not in the
mere recognition ol an ideal norm but in the adoption of an
attitude towards the universe ofbeing, not in the adoption of
arl affective attitude that would desire but not perform but in
the adoption of an effective attitude in which performance
matches aspiration.

Finally, if effective freedom is to be won, it is not to be
won easily. Just as the pure desire to know is the possibility
but not in itselfthe attainment ofthe scientist! setded habit of
constant inquiry, so the potency 'will' is the possibilitlr but not
in itself the attainmentofthe genuine persont complete open-
ness to reflection and to rational persuasion. Clearly, this con-
fronts us with a paradox. How is one tobe persuaded togenu-
ineness and openness, when one is not yet open to persua-
sion? (ibid. 6a7)

The incompleteness of our intellectual and volitional
development is for I-onergan at this point the radical root of
the resriction of effective freedom that he calls moral impo-
tence. Moral impotence is measured by 'a gap between the
proximate effective freedom he actually possesses and, on
the other hand, the remote and hypothetical effective free-
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dom that he would possess ifcenain conditions happened to
be fulfilled'(ibid. 55o). This moral impotence is neither
grasped with perfect clariSr nor totally unconscious.

For ifone were to represent a man's field offreedom as a
circular area, then one would distinguish a luminous central
region in which he was effectively free, a sur-rounding pen-
umbra in which his uneasy conscience keeps suggesting that
he could do better if only he would make up his mind, and
finally an outer shadow to which he barely if ever adverts.
Further, these areas are not hxed; as he develops, the penum-
brapenetrates into the shadow and the luminous area into the
penumbra while, inversely, moral decline is a contraction of
the luminous area and o[the penumbra- Finally, this conscious-
ness of moral impotence not only heightens the tension be-
tween limitation and transcendence but also can provide am-
bivalent materials for reflectiou correcdy interpreted, it brings
home to man the fact that his living is a developing, thar he is
not to be discoura6ed by his failures, drat rather he is to profit
by them both as lessons on his personal weaknesses aod as a
stimulus to greater efforts; but the same data can also be re-
garded as evidence that there is no use trying, that moral codes
ask the impossible, that one has to be content with oneselfas
one is (ibid.).

Not only does society both reflect and heighten this ten-
sion and anbivalence, but also there is a threefold bias to
corxnon sense leading us to expect'that individual decisions
will be likely to suffer from individual bias, that common
decisions r;ll be like$ to suffer Fom the various brpes of
group bias, and that all decisions will be likely to suffer from
general bias.'u General bias opposes the detachment and dis-

r;. Ibid. 55r. 1993 note: one way ofapproaching the complement that
I would add to l-onergan's analysis is through a discussion ofthe further
variety of bias that he calls dramatic bias. Dramatic bias, wLich is dis-
ctssed in lruQbt zr4-3r, makes psychoneural interference a more signifr-
cant root of moral impotence than l,onergan seems prepared to admit in
c\apter fi of ln,Qbt.
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interestedness required for self-transcendence in knowing and
doing.

More or less automatically and unconsciously, each suc-
cessive batch of possible aod practical courses of action is
screened to eliminate as unpractical whatever does not seem
practical to an intelligence aad a willingness that not odv are
developed imperfectly but also suffer from bias. But the social
situation is the cumulative product of individual and group
decisions, and as these decisions depart Fom the demands of
intelligence and reasonableness, so the socia.l situation be-
comes, like the complex number, a compound ofthe rational
and irrational. Then ifit is ro be understood, it must be met by
a parallel compouod of direct and inverse insights, of direct
insights that grasp its intelligibility and ofinverse insights that
grasp its lack of intelligibility. Nor is it enough to understand
the situatioo; it must also be managed. Is intelligible compo-
nents have to be encouraged towards fuller development; and
its unintelli6ible components have to be hurried to their re-
versal (ibid.65t-52).

It is this social compound of the intelligible and the ab-
surd that constitutes the materials for further practical in-
sights, the conditions for further reflection, and the reality to
be modified by further decisions. But:

Just as there are philosophies that take their stand upon
the positions and urge the development ofthe intelligible com-
ponents in the situation and the reversal ofthe uninteligible
components, so too there are counterphilosophies that take
their stand upon the counterpositions, thatwelcome the unin-
telligible components in the situation as objective facts that
provide the empirical proof of their views, that demand the
further expansion of the objective surd, and that clamor for
the complete elimination of the intelligible components that
they regard as wicLed survivals of antiquated attitudes. But
philosophies and counterpLilosophies are for the few. Like
Mercutio, the average man imprecates a plague on both their
houses. What he wants is peace and prosperiry. By his own
light he selects what he belie"es is the intelligent and reason-
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able but practical course of action; and as that practicality is
the root ofthe trouble, the civilization drifts through succes-
sive less comprehensive sJmtheses to the sterili5z ofthe objec-
tively onintelligible siruation ald to the coercion ofeconomic
pressures, political forces, and psychological conditioning
(ibid.612).

59

There is a tension between limitation and transcendence
inherent in all development, But as this tension is conscious
in human beings, it is intensified to the point of desperation
by the outer conditions and inner mentality prevalent in so-
cial decline. The intelligence, reasonableness, and willingness
ofhuman beings proceed from the unfolding ofa single tran-
scendental intending of truth and value to be realized by self-
transcending cognitional and existential subjectivity. None-
theless, while these potentialities for effective freedom can
integrate psychic, organic, chemical, and physical manifolds,
they also 'stand in opposition and tension with sensitive and
intersub.jective attachment, interest, and exclusiveness, and
,.. suffer from that tension a cumulative bias that increas-
ingly distorts immanent development, its outward products,
and the outer conditions under which the immanent devel-
opment occurs' (ibid. 5ll). The root of the problem lies in
our inherent incapacity for sustained development. This in-
capacity is radical, affecting every issue, for it is inherent in
the very dynamic structure of cognitional, volitional, and
social activigr. It is permanent, for both development and ten-
sion pertain to our very nature. This incapacity does not lie
in the physical, chemical, organic, and sensitive manifolds
which can be integrated by intelligence, reasonableness, and
willingness, but in the very dynamic structure of the inte-
grating components. This incapacity is not radica y social;
rathec it results in the social surd and'receives from the so-
cial surd its continuity, its aggravation, its cumulative char-
acter' (ibid. 654). This incapacity is not to be met by the dis-
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covery ofa correct philosophy, ethics, or human science, nor
a fortiori by a benevolent despotism that u,ould enforce a
correct philosophy, ethics, or human science. The problem
of our incapacity for sustained development does not reside
in some theoretical realm, but takes its dimensions from the
very dimensions of human history. Its only solution can be a
higher integration of human living even than that provided
by our intelligence, reasonableness, and genuine willingness.
This solution must begin with people as they are, it must ac-
knowledge, respect, and utilize their intelligence, reasonable-
ness, and freedom, but it must replace an incapacity for sus-
tained development with a capacity for sustained develop-
nent without eliminating the tension inherent in all develop-
ment.

I shall return to the problem of this necessary higher
integration of human living after discussion of Lonergant
treatrnent of mora.land relig"ious conve rson n llaloO in Tbolryy.

j.z tUoral Conuertion

The development ofthe discussion of morality from 1z-
igbt to tltetbo? in Tbeology Ees pincipally, as we have seen, in
the emergence of a distinct notion of the good. Parallel with
this development is a consideration very important to our
present discussion. When the good is the intelligent and rea-
sonable, ever;,.thing psychic is a lower manifold to be inte-
grated by knowledge. When the good is a distinct notion,
however, and when it is correlated with a fourth level of in-
tentional consciousness, feelings and their symbolic consti
tution become at least under one aspect a coincidental mani
fold from the standpoint of intelligent and reasonable con-
sciousness. Their integration and that ofthe psyche into the
dynamism of conscious intentionality toward real self-tran-
scendence becomes the function, not of knowing, but of de-
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liberating. 'Just as intelligence sublates sense, just as reason-
ableness sublates intelligence, so deliberation sublates and
thereby unifies knowing and feeling."6

Moral conversion, then, is a shift ofthe criterion ofonet
decisions and choices from satisfactions to values ([-onergan
r99r, 24o). Values and potential satisfactions are both appre-
hended in feelings, particularly those feelings called inten-
tional, those arising out of perceiving, imagining, or repre-
senting particular objects. Such objects may be, on the one
hand, agreeable or disagreeable, satisfying or dissatisfuing,
or on the other hand, truly worth while or not worth while.
The two classifications do not coincide, for what is agreeable
may not be worth my while and what is worth my while may
be such that it can be pursued only at the cost of selfdenial.
But the sufficient criterion ofthe difference lies not here, for
what is agreeable may also be worth my while, and what is
disagreeable may indeed be also worthless. The difference is
located rather in the measure of self-transcendence toward
which our response carries us. 'Response to value both car-
ries us towards self-transcendence and selects an object for
the saLe of whom or of which we transcend ourselves. In
conrast, response to the agreeable or disagreeable is ambigu-
ous' (ibid. 3r). The same criterion of self-transcendence en-
ables the construction of an ascending scale of values: vital
(health and stength, grace and vigor); social (the good of
order, conditioning the vital va.lues ofthe whole communifz);
cultural (the discovery, expression, validation, criticism, cor-
rection, development, and improvement of the meanings
mediating our worlds and of the values motivating our per-
formance); personal (the person in his or her self-transcen-
dence, as loving and being loved, as originator of values in

16. Lnr,ergan,' In'iglt Revisited' 277.
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oneselfand in one's milieu); and religious (the self-transcen-
dence experienced in and flowing from religious conversion)
(ibid. 3r-32).

The movement from basic moral conversion to moral
goodness entails discovering and rooting out one's biases,
developing onei knowledge of human realiSr and potential-
ity-one's o-n and that of others-in concrete situations,
continually scrutinizing onei intentional feeling responses
to value and their implicit scales of preference, listening to
criticism and protest and remaining ready to learn from oth-
ers. This moral growth obviously entails the development of
feelings, which may be reinforced by advertence and approval
or curtailed by distraction and disapproval. Such action on
one's feelings will modifu one's spontaneous scale of prefer-
ences. Thus feelings are related not only to their objects and
to one another but also to the subject as subject. 'They are
the mass and momentum and power of his conscious living,
the actuation of his affective capacities, dispositions, habits,
the effective orientation ofhis being' (ibid. 5r. This descrip-
tion is particularly apt for those feelings which are'so deep
and strong, especiallywhen deliberately reinforced, that they
charnel attention, shape one's horizon, direct one's liie'(ibid 1z).

The trarucen)ental ignificance of/cclinga lies in the fact that
they are the locus of the primordial apprehension of value.
Lonergan thus discusses feelings as mediating consciousness
at its fullest, the consciousness ofthe existential subject. We
have already seen that value, as what I intend when I ask
whether this or that object or possible course of action is
truly or only apparently good, is part of the dynamism of
conscious intentionality, just as much a part as the intelli-
gible intended in questions for understanding and the truth
intended by questions for reflection. The apprehension of
possible value and ofpotential satisfaction in feelings initiates
the process of questions for deliberation which promote the
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conscious subject from the rational to the existential level of
consciousness, where the individual decides for oneselfwhat
one is going to make of oneself, where one takes a stand re-
flecting one's dynamic orientation to the authenticity ofself-
transcendence. This dynamic orientation as transcendental
notion provides the criterion of one's perforrnance as exis-
tential subject. A person who would consistently affirm and
choose what is trulygood would have achieved the self-ran-
scendence which is the authentic realization of one's conscious
intentionality. Obviously, such sustained authenticity de-
mands that feelings be'cultivated, enlightened, strengthened,
refined, criticized and pruned of oddities' (ibid. 38). In this
way, 'the development ofknowledge and the development of
moral feeling head to the existential discovery ofoneselfas a
moral being, the realization that one not only chooses be-
tween courses of action but also thereby makes oneself an
authentic human being or an unauthentic one. With that dis-
covery, there emerges in consciousness the significance of
personal value and the meaning of personal responsibility.
One's judgments of value are revealed as the door to one's
fulfilment or to one's loss' (ibid. 38-39). The apprehension of
value in feelings initiates the process to these existentially
significant judgments of value. The feelings in which poten-
tial satisfactions and values are apprehended range every-
where from 'the initial infantile bundle of needs and clamors
and gratifications' to 'the deep-set joy and solid peace, the
power and the vigor, of being in love with God.' In the mea-
sure that one has been brought to this summit,'values are
whatever one loves, and evils are whatever one hates . . . then
aflectivity is ofa single piece. Further developments only fill
out previous achievement. l-apses from grace are rarer and
more quick\z amended' (ibid. 39).

Such moral self-transcendence is equated with what
Abraham Maslow calls self-realization. which he finds in less
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than one percent ofthe adult population. Judgments ofvalue
occuc then, not only within a context of developing knowl-
edge, refinement offeeling, and an ascending scale ofprefer-
ences, but also within acontext determined by neurotic need,
by the refusal of change, by rationalization, bias, ideologr,
and by what Max Scheler calls ra,..,eahrrzat. 'So one may come
to hate the truly good, and love the really evil. Nor is that
calamity limited to individuals. It can happen to 6roups, to
nations, to blocks of nations, to mankind. It can take differ-
ent, opposed, belligerent forms to di.,ide mankind and to
menace cirzilization with destruction' (ibid. 4o). The individual
bias ofthe egoist, the group bias ofthe class, and the general
bias of common sense, which demands that theoretical pre-
mises conform to and support supposed matters of fact, are
all at the root ofthe neglect ofthe precepts demanding fidel-
ity to the transcendental notions. Such neglect is the basic
form of human alienation, while a doctrine justi$ring such
alienation is the basic form of ideolog,. One is alienated to
the extent that one disregards the dynarnism of the human
spirit with its imperatives, Be attentive, Be intelligent, Be
reasonable, Be responsible, and consequently fails to pro-
mote oneself or allow oneself to be promoted to the authen-
ticity of self-transcendence. One is the victim of the mystifi-
cation of ideology to the extent that one justifies this
inauthenticity.

Now, as it is within the context ofthe treatment ofvalue
that I-,onergan discusses feelings, so it is within the same con-
text that he mentions psychotherapy. The relation offeelings
to the imperative o[ fidelity to the transcendenta] notions is
such that 'to tal<e cognizance of them makes it possible for
one to know oneself, to uncover the inattention, obtuseness,
silliness, irresponsibility that gave rise to the feeling one does
not want, and to corect the aberrant attitude' (ibid. fl) -
and, we might add, con ersely, to uncover the feeling that
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gave rise to the inattention, obtuseness, silliness, irresponsi-
bility one does not want. Not to take cognizance of one's feel-
ings is to leave them in'the twilight ofwhat is conscious but
not objectified' known in psychotherapy as the unconscious
(ibid. l+). Then there results a misconception of what one
spontaneously is, a con{lict between the selfas conscious and
the self as objectified. Psychotherapy, then, is an appropria-
tion of one's feelings alalogous to the appropriation of one's
attending, inquiring, understanding, conceiving, and afhrm-
ing effected through the cognitional analysis of lruight, so
much so as to be a second mediation of immediacy by mean-
ing (ibid. 77). Furthermore, feeling becomes unified in one's
advance toward moral self-transcendence, and at the sum-
mit, where Godt love consolidates one's interiority, there is
found an affectivity of a single piece, a psychic totality or
wholeness.'7

Now the same objects may invoke different feelings in
different individuals. One of the ways of ascertainiog indi-
vidual uniqueness in affective response is through the sym-
bolic images evoked by or evoking a feeling. A symbol for
l,onergan is precisely'an image ofa real or imaginary object
that evokes a feeling or is evoked by a feeling' (Lonergan
t9%, 64). Nfective development or aberration, then, is a pro-
cess that may be ascertained or certified symbolically. It in-
volves'a transvaluation and transformation of s;.,rnbols. What

rZ. It is important thatwe do not identifythis unified affectiviry with
a state ofcomplete harmony with the rhSrthms ofthe psyche. As we sha.ll
see, the psyche is ambiguous; its structure is dialectica.l. The psychic self-
appropriation olthe existentia.l subiect is an ongoing, ne'er-ending rask of
integrating psychic enerpr into the dlmamism of intentionality toward self-
transcendence. The psyche cannot be given the upper hand in this pro-
cess. The failure of JunS adequately to distinguish psychic energr aod
intentionality is, I fear, the basis ofa potential psychic totalitarianism on
the part of his followers.
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before was moving no longer moves; what before did not
move now is moving. So the symbols themselves change to
express the new affective capacities and dispositions ... In-
versely, s;'rnbols that do not submit to transvaluation and
traasformation seem to point to a block in development' (bid. 5@ .

The proper meaning of s;'mbols is that they fulfil a need
for internal communication on the part ofthe existential sub-
ject, a need which cannot be satisfied by logic, dialectic, or
(we might add) cognitional analysis.

Organic and psychic vitality have to reveal themselves
to intentional consciousness and, inversely, intentional con-
sciousness has to secure the collaboration of organism and
psyche. Again, our apprehensions of values occur in inten-
tional responses, in feelings: here too it is necessary for feel-
in6s to reveal their objects and, inversely, for objects to awaken
feelings. It is through sJ,'rnbols that mind and body, mind and
heart, heart and body communicate (ibid. 66-57).

Thus the understanding or explanation or interpreta-
tion of the symbol is effected by appealing to the context of
this internal communication with its associated images and
feelings, memories and tendencies. There are many different
interpretive contexts displayed in the various psycho-
therapeutic techniques, and Lonergan judges that this multi-
plicity re0ects the different ways in which development and
deviation can occur.

I find l.onergani treatment of these matters illuminat-
ing and quite precise, and I believe he provides better than
many psychotherapists a Ley for the integration of feeling
into the sweep ofthe self-appropriation of interiority through
a conscious -attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and respon-
sible - negotiation ofthe s;'rnbolic function. From what has
already been exposed of Irnergant treatment, it is not diffr-
cult to argue for the construction ofa new psychotherapeutic
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model which would view affective imrnediacy as imaginally
constructed, the aim of psychotherapy as the integration of
this imrnediacy into the dynamism of conscious intentional-
ity to self-transcendence, and the significance of psycho-
therapy as facilitating the sublation of intellectual by moral
conwersion through the symbolically charged transformation
of the feelings in which values are apprehended. Psychic
wholeness and the self-transcendence of authentic subjectiv-
i5, can be correlative and mutually reinforcing. This is im-
plicit in l.onergani qualifications ofthe summit of moral self-
transcendence in the love of God, where 'values are what-
ever one loves, and evils are whatever one hates' and where
affectivity is of a single piece; in his discussion of psycho-
therapy within the context ofauthenticity; and in his qualifi-
cation of affective development and aberration as symboli-
cally certifiable. I conclude: if psychotherapy is a matter of
the differentation and appropriation of feelings through the
attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and responsible negotiation
of the symbolic function; if this negotiation heals a rift be-
tween differentiated consciousness and the psyche at the root
of contemporary individual and social ethical crises; if the
feelings discovered and negotiated in psychotherapy are the
locus of the apprehension of value; if our apprehension of
value is crippled by the rift between differentiated conscious-
ness and the symbolic function constitutive of feeling; and if
psychotherapy, by healing this rift and promoting psychic
wholeness in the interest of self-transcending subjectiviS,,
reinstitues on a new level of conscious aw&reness the ethi-
cally necessary commerce ofthe existential subject with sym-
bolically charged feeling: then psychotherapy can function
in strengthening sornething bearing remarkable resemblances
to what Lonergan describes as moral conversion.
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The nature of the higher integration of human living
acknowledged as a necessity at the end of chapter r8 of 1n-
tigbt is by r,ow probably apparent from our references to re-
ligious values as the highest level of value in I-onergan's as-
cending scale of values, and from [rcnergant references in
tVetbid in Tbcology to the consolidating power of the gift of
Godi love. The higher integration of human living beyond
that provided by intelligence, reasonableness, and responsi-
bility, beyond one's intelligent, reasonable, and responsible
efforts to integrate feelings and symbolic process into the
dynamism of conscious intentionality toward the authentic-
ity of self-transcendence, is the integration provided by the
authentic religion that is the fruit of the gift of Godi love.
There is a further vector to the self-transcendence which
constitutes human authenticity, a vector beyond the cogni
tional self-transcendence of the knowing subject faithful to
the exigences of the desire to know and the real self-tran-
scendence of the moral subject faithful to the orientation to
value as the criterion ofonei decisions, choices, and actions,
This further vector we might call vertical self-transcendence.

3.3.r The Question of God

Between the acknowledgement ofthe need for a higher
integration of human living at the end of chapter fi of lruigbt
and the specification ofthat higher integration in chapter zo,
there occurs a demonstration ofthe existence ofGod in chap-
ter r9. Lonergan has since pointed to an incongruity, not in
the very notion of the kind ofphilosophy of God he presents
in this chapter, but in the context of the chapter as a whole.
'While my cognitional theory was based on a long and me-

j, 3 Relig io tu Co npe r"r irtn
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thodica.l appeal to experience, in contrast my account of God's
existence and attributes made no appeal to religious experi-
ence' (l,onergan t971, tz). Moreover, 'if tVctbo) in Tbeology
may be taken as the direction in which IruQbt was moving,
then that direction implies not only intellectual conversion
but also moral and religious conversion. One might claim
that Intigbt leaves room for moral and religious conversion,
but one is less likely to assert that the room is very well fur-
nished'(ibid.).

The problem is not with the idea of a proof of Godt
existence but with the horizon presupposed by the systern
within which such a proof would occur. A horizon is 'a dif-
ferentiation of consciousness that has unfolded under the
conditions and circumstances of a particular culture and a
particular historical development' (ibid.). Chapter I9 oflz-
tQbt'made no effort to deal with the subjecti religious hori-
zon. It failed to acknowledge that the traditional viewpoint
made sense only if one accepted first principles on the ground
that they were intrinsically necessary and if one added the
assumption that there is one right culture so that differences
in subjectivity are irrelevant' (ibid. U). If objectivity is the
fruit ofauthentic subjectivity, a philosophy of God must take
into account not only intellectual conversion, but also moral
and religious conversion as well.

The origin ofa philosophy of God lies, then, in religious
conversion. 'Religious experience at its root is experience of
an unconditioned and unrestricted being in love. But what
we are in love -ith, remains something that we have to find
out. When we find it out in the context of a philosophy, there
results a philosophy of God' (ibid. 5r).This philosophy deals
with a series of questions on different levels. I-onergan dis-
tinguishes four forms of the question of God.

The basic form of the question of God consists in the
questioning ofour own questioning. A first form ofthis ques-
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tioning relates to our questions for intelligence: what? why?
how? what for?

Answers to such questions are reacl,ed wherr the desire
to understand expressed in the question is metbythe satisfac-
tion of actually understanding. Still the desire to understand
is not simply a desire for a subjective satisfaction. It wants
more. Itwants to understand the persons and things that make
up onet milieu and environment. Howis it, then, that the sub-
jective satislaction ofan act ofunderstanding can be the rev-
elation ofthe nature ofthe persons and things in one's milieu
and environment? Obviously, ifintelligence can reveal them,
they must be intelligibte. But how can they be inteligible?
Does not the intelligibility ofthe object presuppose an intelli-
gent ground? Does not an intelligent ground for eve5nhing
in the universe presuppose rhe exislence o[Cod?lE

Besides questions for intelligence, there are questions
for reflection: Is it so? These questions are answered when
we reach a virtually unconditioned, a conditioned whose con-
ditions happen to be fulfilled. No objects in the sensible uni-
verse can be known in any other way. 'Their existence is not
necessaxy but conditioned. They are contingent beings and
so they can be known to exist only when their existence has
been verified. But can everJ,thing be contingent? Must there
not exist necessary being, whose eistence is unconditioned,

r8. Ibid. 53. 'The possibilib/ ofinquiry on the side ofthe subject lies
in his intelligence, in his drive to know what, why, how, and in his ability
to reach intellectually satis&int answers. But why should the answers
that satis$ the intelligence ofthe subjectyield anyhing more than a sub-
jective satisfaction? Why should they be supposed to possess any relevance
to knowledge ofthe universe? Ofcourse, we assume that they do. Vy'e can
point to the fact that our assumption is confirmed by its fruits. So implic-
itly we grant that the universe is intelligible and, once that is granted,
there arises the question whether the universe could be intelligible with-
out having an intelligent ground. But that is the question about God'
(Lonergan 1991, ror).
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to account for the existence ofthe beings whose eistence is
conditioned?'Ie Thus there arises a second form of the gues-
tion of God.

The forms of the question of God arising from ques-
tioning our questions for intelligence and our questions for
reflection are metaphysical. But besides questions for intelli
gence and questions for reflection, there are questions for
deliberation. Questioning these questions results in a third
form of the question of God.

19. l,onergan r97, y3-54. 'lf we are to speak ofa virtually uncondi-
tioned, we must first speak of an unconditioned. The virtua.lly uncondi-
tioned has no unfulGlled conditions. The stricdy unconditioned has no
conditions whatever. In traditional terms, the former is a contingent be-
ing, and the latter is a necessary being. In more contemporary terms the
former pertains to this world, to the world ofpossible experience, while
the latter transcends this world in the sense that its reality is of a totally
different order. But in either case we come to the question ofGod. Does a
necessary being exist? Does there exist a realiSr that transcends the real-
ity ofthis world?' (lrnergan 1993, roz)

zo. l,,orergar :,973, 14 'To deliberate about:r is to ask whether r is
worth while. To deliberate about deliberating is to ask whether any delib-
erating is worth while. Has "worth while" any ultimate meaning? Is moral

To deliberate is to ask whether this or that course ofac-
tion is worthwhile. To deliberate about one's deliberating is to
ask whether it is worthwhile ever to stop and ask whether
one's course ofaction is worthwhile. No doubt, we are moral
beings. No doubt, we are forever praising X and blaming Y
But the fundamental question is whether or not mora.lity be-
gins with the Luman race. lf it does, then basically the uni-
verse is amoral; and if basically the universe is arnoral, then
are not man's aspirations to be mora.l doomed to failure? But
if man is not the first instance of mora.l arpiration, if basically
the universe is moral, then once more there aises the ques-
tion of God. One asks whether the necessarily existing and
iotelligent ground of the universe also is a highly moral being.20
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Finally, the question of God arises when we question
religious experience. Despite its many forms due to the vari-
ety ofhuman culture and its many aberrations resulting from
the precariousness of authenticity, 'underneath the many
forms and prior to the many aberrations some have found
that there exists an unrestricted being in love, a mystery of
love and awe, a being grasped by ultimate concern, a happi-
ness that has a determinate content but no intellectually ap-
prehended object. Such people will ask, With whom are we
in love? So in the fourth and final manner there arises the
question of God.'",

enterprise consorant with this world? We praise the developing subject
ever more capable ofattention, insight, reasonableness, responsibiliSr. We
praise progress and denounce every manifestation of decline. But is the
universe on our side, or are we just gamblers and, if we are gamblers, are
we not perhaps fools, individually struggling for authenticity and collec-
tively endeavorin6 to snatch progress from the ever mounting welter of
decline? The questions arGe and, clearly, our attitudes and our resolute-
ness may be profoundly affected by the answers. Does there or does there
not necessarily exist atranscendent, intelligent ground ofthe universe? Is
that ground or are we the primary instance of mora.l consciousness? Are
cosmogenesis, biologica.l evolution, historical process basically cognate to
us as moral beings or are they indifferent and so alien ro us?' ([,onergan
1993, tot-o1)

zr. Lnnergar, 1971, 54 'To our apprehension of vital, social, cultura.l,
and personal values, there is added an apprehension oftranscendent va.lue.
This apprehension consists in the experienced fulfJment ofour unrestricted
thrust to self-transcendence, in our actuated orientation towards the mys-
tery oflove and awe. Since that thrust is of intelligence to the intelligible,
ofreasonableness to the true and the rea.l, of freedom and responsibili5r to
the truly good, the experienced fulfilment of that thrust in its
unrestrictedness may be objectified as a clouded revelation of absolute
intelligence and intelligibility, absolute truth and reality, absolute good-
ness and holiness. With that objectification there recurs the question of
God in a new form. For now it is primarily a questioD of decision. Will I
love him in return, or will I refuse? Will I live out the gift of his love, or
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In each instance, the question of God 'rises out of our
conscious intentionality, out of the c parrl structured drive
that promotes us from experiencing to the effort to under-
stand, from understanding to the effort to judge truly, from
judging to the effort to choose rightly' ([,onergan t99r, rcr).
It arises by questioning the pure question that the subject-
as-subject a. This pure question, as one, unifies the four lev-
els on which the question of God arises and renders the four
forms of the question of God cumulative. 'The question of
God is epistemological, when we ask how the universe can
be intelligible. It is philosophic when we ask why we should
bow to the principle of sufficient reason, when there is no
sufficient reason for the existence of contingent things. It is
moral when we ask whether the universe has a moral ground
and so a moral goa.l. It finally is religiouswhenwe ask whether
there is anyone for us to love with all our heart and all our
soul and all our mind and all our strength' (Lonergan 1973,

t4-tt).
Furthermore, while the basic form of the question of

God is discovered by questioning our questioning, the basic
question itself of God is the religious question. 'The vast
majority of mankind have been religious. One cannot claim
that their religion has been based on some philosophy ofGod.
One can easily argue that their religious concern arose out of
their religious experience. In that case the basic question of
God is the fourth question that arises out ofreligious experi-
ence. It is only in the climate of a philosophically differenti
ated culture that there occurs reflection on our questions for

will I hold back, turn away, withdraw? Only secondarily do there arise
the questions ofGodi existence and nature, and they are the questions of
the lover seeking to Lnow him or ofthe unbeliever seeking to escape him-
Such is the basic option of the existeutial subject once called by God'
(trcnergan 1993, u116).
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intelligence, our questions for reflection, and our questions
for deliberation' (ibid. ry).

3.3.2 Religious Experience

What is this experience which gives rise to the basic
question of God? f,onergan employs various phrases, some
borrowed from other authors, to describe religious conver-
sion. With Paul Tillich, he speaks of 'being grasped by ulti-
mate concern'(ibid. z4o). With St Paul, he speaks of 'God!
love flooding our hearts through the Holy Spirit given to us'
(ibid. z+D. In terms ofthe theoretical stage of meaning rep-
resented incipiently by Augustine and more fully by Aquinas,
religious conversion is operative grace as distinct from coop-
erative grace. But these are now described in scriptural im-
agery. 'Operative grace is the replacement of the heart of
stone by a heart of flesh, a replacement beyond the horizon
of the heart of stone. Cooperative grace is the heart of flesh
becoming effective in good works through human freedom'
(ibid.). In his own terminology, suited more to the stage of
meaning when the world of interiority becomes the ground
of theory, religious conversion is 'other-worldly falling in love.
It is total and permanent self-surrender without conditions,
qualifications, reservations' (ibid. z4o). As such it is'being in
love with God,'which is 'the basic fulfrlment of our conscious
intentionality. That fulfilment brings a deep-set joy that can
remain despite humiliation, failure, privation, pain, betrayal,
desertion. That fulfilment brings a radical peace, the peace
that the world cannot give. That fulfilment bears fruit in a
love of one's neighbor that strives mightily to bring about the
kingdom of God on this earth' (ibid. ro).

The experience ofthis love is that of'being in love in an
unrestricted fashion' and as such is the proper fulfilment of
the capacity for self-transcendence revealed in our unre-
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stricted questioning. But it is not the product of our knowl-
edge and choice. 'On the contrary, it dismantles and abol-
ishes the horizon in which our knowing and choosing went
on and it sets up a new horizon in which the love of God will
transvalue our values and the eyes ofthat love will transform
our knowing' (ibid. ro6). As conscious but not known, the
experience of this love is an experience of mystery, of the
holy. It belongs to the level ofconsciousness where delibera-
tion, judgment of value, decision, and free and responsible
activiS, take place.

But it is this consciousness as brought to a fulhlment, as
having undergone aconversion, as possessing a basis that may
be broadenedand deepened and heightened and enriched but
not superseded, as ready to deliberate and judge and decide
and act with the easy freedom of those that do all good be-
cause they are in love. So the Aift of Godi love occupies the
ground and root ofthe fourth and highest level ofman! inten-
tional consciousness. It talces over the pealt of the soul, the
apz.t anintac (ibid. rc7).

There is a twofold expression of religious conversion.
Spontaneously it is manifested in changed attitudes, forwhich
Galatians y.zz-21 provides something of a descriptive enu-
meration: 'The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, faithfu lness, gentleness, self-control.' But
another kind of expression is concerned with the base and
focus of this experience, the nytteriun tranen)un ct.fa,tcinan,t
itself. There is an enormous variation to be discovered in the
investigation ofsuch expression, and I-onergan correlates this
variety rx,ith the predominant stages of meaning operative in
one's self-understarding and in one's spontaneously assumed
stance toward reality-i.e., with the manner in which onet
world is mediated by meaning. He constructs a series ofstages
ofmeaning based on a cumulative differentiation ofconscious-
ness. These stages correspbnd to the three epochs ofhistori
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cal Western mind of which we spoke early in this chapter. In
the Western tradition there have been three stages of mean-
ing, and they can be ontogenetically reproduced in the life
history of a contemporagr individual.

The first stage of meaningis govemed by acommonsense
differentiation ofconsciousness, or, what amounts to the same
thing, by a consciousness which is undifferentiated with re-
spect to theory and interiority. The second stage of meaning
is familiar also with theory, system, logic, and science, but is
troubled because the difference ofthese from common sense,
while obvious, is not adequately thematized. The third stage
is prepared by all those modern philosophies governed by
the turn to the subject, which thus take their stand on human
interiority. Here consciousness is adequately differentiated
into the various realms of meaning-common sense, theory,
interiority, ranscendence, scholarship, and art - and these
realms are consciously related to one another. One con-
sciously moves from one to the other by consciously chang-
ing one's procedures.

In all three stages, meaning ful6ls four functions. First,
it is cognitive in that it mediates the real world in which we
live out our lives. Secondly, it is efficient in that it governs
our intention ofwhat we do. Thirdly, it is constitutive in that
it is an intrinsic component of human cultures and social in-
stitutions. And fourthly, it is communicative in that, through
its various carriers - spontaneous intersubjectivity, art, s5,,rn-
bo[, Ianguage, and incarnation in the lives and deeds of per-
sons-individual meaning becomes common meaning, and,
through the transmission of training and education, gener-
ates history. But in the first stage these functions are not
clearly recognized and accurately articulated. So the blend
ofthe cognitive and constitutive functions, for example, brings
about not only the constitution of cultures and institutions
but also the story ofthe worldt origins in myth. And just as
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the constitutive function ofmeaning pretends to sPeculative
capacities beyond its genuine range, so the efficient function
of meaning pretends to practical powers which a more dif-
ferentiated consciousness denominates as magic. Religious
expression at this stage is a result of the projective associa-
tion or identification ofreligious experience with its outward
occasion. The focus is on what we would call the spatial, the
specific, the external, the human, as contrastedwith the tem-
poral, the generic, the internal, the divine. What is indeed
temporal, generic, internal, divine is associated with or pro-
jected upon what is spatial, specfic, external, human, and so
there result the gods of the moment, the god of this or that
place, ofthis or that person, ofAbraham or [,aban, ofthis or
that group, ofthe Canaanites, the Philistines, the Israelites.

A primitive language has little difficul5r in expressing all
that can be pointed out or direcdy perceived or directly rep-
resented. But the generic cannot be directly pointed out or
perceived or represented. So in Homer there were words for
such specific activities as glancing, peering, staring, but no
generic word for seeing. Again, in various American languages
of the aborigines one cannot simply say that the man is sick;
one also has to retail whether he is near or far, whether he can
or cannot be seen: and often the form ofthe sentence rvill also
re"eal his place, position, and posture. Again, the temporal
cannot be pointed out or direcdy perceived or represented.
Time involves a slmthesis ofall events in a single continuum
of earlier and later. So an early language may have an abun-
dance oftenses but they are found to mean, not a sJ,,nthesis of
temporal relationships. but different kinds ofaction. Thirdly,
the subject and his inner experience lie not on the side ofthe
perceived but on the side ofthe perceiving. One can point to
the whole man or to some part of Lim, but one cannot point
out the pointer. So possessive pronouns develop before per-
sonal pronouns, for what one possesses can be pointed out,
but oneself as a subject is a.nother story. Aga.in, inner pro-
cesses of thinking or deliberating are represented in Homer,
not as inner processes, but as personalized interchanges. The
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Homeric heroes do notthink ordeliberate; theyconverse with
a god or goddess, with their horse or with a river, with some
part ofthemselwes such as their heart or their temper. Finally,
the divine is the objective of questioning our questioning. lt
cannotbe perceived or imagined. But it can be associated with
the obiect or event, the ritual or the recitation that occasion
religious e4erience, and so there arise the hierophanies (ibid. ,.

The key to the movement from the first stage of mean-
ing to the second and to the religious development conse-
quent upon this movement is to be located, however, not in
the shift from exteriority, space, the specific, and the human,
to interiority, time, the generic, and the divine, but in the
differentiation of the lunctions of meaning. The advance of
technique will enable the association ofthe efficient function
with poii"ti,t aod, prtt-ra and reveal the inefficacy of magic. But
far more important in its implications will be the differentia-
tion ofthe cognitive function of meaning from the other three
functions. As the key to the religious expression ofan undif-
ferentiated consciousness lies in insight into sensible presen-
tations and representations, so the limitations of such con-
sciousness to the spatial, the specific, the external, and the
human will recede to the extent that the sensible presenta-
tions and representations are provided by language itself
(l.onergan 1g91, 92).This does not mean, howevec that a
self-conscious transposition to interiroity, time, the generic,
and the divine occurs. This must au'ait the emergence ofthe
third sta6e of meaning.

The second stage of meaning, then, is characterized by
a twofold mediation of the world by meaning: in the realm of
common sense and in that of theory. This split is troubling. It
was interpreted by Plato in such a way that, at a certain stage
in his thought, there seem to be two really distinct worlds,
the transcendent world of eternal Forms and the transient
world of appearance. In Aristotle, as we have seen, it led to
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the distinction, not between theory and common sense, but
between necessity and contingence. The basic concepts of
science-i.e., universal and necessary knowledge-were
metaphysical, and so the sciences were conceived as continu-
ous with philosophy.

The introduction of the theoretical capacity into reli-
gious living is represented in the dogmas, theologr, and ju-
ridical structures of Western religion. Butjust as the two
tables of Eddington - the bulky, solid, colored desk at which
he worked, and the manifold ofcolorless "wavicles" so minute
that the desk was mostly emplr space '(ibid. 84) -reveal the
presence ofa conflict between common sense and science, so
in the realm ofreligion 'the God ofAbraham, Isaac, and Jacob
is set against the God of the philosophers and theologians.
Honoring the Trinity and feeling compunction are set against
learned discourse on the Trinity and against defining com-
punction. Nor can this contrast be understood or the tension
removed within the realms of common sense and of theory'
(ibid. rr). So there is demanded a movement to a third stage
of meaning, the stage of the differentiation of consciousness
through the appropriation of human interiority.

The sciences then come to be regarded, not as prolon-
gations ofphilosophy, but as autonomous, ongoing processes:
not as the demonstration of universal and necessary truths
but as hypothetical and ever better approximations to truth
through an ever more exact and comprehensive understand-
ing of data. Philosophy is no longer a theory in the manner
of science butthe self-appropriation of intentional conscious-
ness and the consequent distinguishing, relating, and ground-
ing of the various realms of meaning, the grounding of the
methods of the sciences, and the ongoing promotion oftheir
unification. Theolog, then becomes, in large part, the under-
standing ofthe diversiS, ofreligious utterance on the basis of
the differentiaton and interrelation ofthe realms ofcomrnon



What I have referred to as the gift of God's love, sponta-
neously reveals itself in love, joy, peace, patierce, Lindness,
goodness, fidelity, gentleness, and self-control. In undifferen-
tiated consciousness it will express its relerence to tLe tran-
scendent both through sacred objects, places, times and ac-
tions, and through the sacred offices of the shaman, the
prophet, the lawgiven tLe apostle, the priest, the preacher, the
monL, the teacher As consciousness differentiat€s intothe two
rea.lms ofcommon sense and theory, it will give rise to special
theoretical questions concerning diviniry, the order of the uni-
verse, the destiny ofmankind, ard the lot ofeach individual.
When these three realms ofcommon sense, theory, and interi-
ority are differentiated, the self-appropriation of the sub)ect
leads not only to the objectification of experiencing, under-
standing, judging, and decidiog, but also of religious experi-

Quite distinct from these objectihcations of the gift of
God's love in the realms of common sense and of theory and
from the realm of interiority, is the emergence of the gift as
itself a differentiated realm. It is this emergence that is culti-
vated by a life of prayer and self-denial a.nd, when it occurs, it
has the twofold effect, ['irst, ofwithdrawing the subject from
the realm ofcommon sense, tLeory, and other interiority into
a 'cloud of unknowing' and then of intensi$ing, purifring,
clarifuing, the objectifications referring to the transcendent
whether in the realm of common sedse, or of theory, or of
other interioriry (ibid. 266).

ln Pbilodopby o/ Go), a Tbcobgy, religion is called 'the
major factor in the integration and development of the per-
son' (I-onergan 1923, t9). Parallel to this claim is the analysis
ofauthentic religion, in the last chapt er ol lruigbt, as the higher
integration of human living acknowledged as necessary at
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sense, theory, interiority, and transcendence. Religious ex-
perience is understood as correlated with this fourth realm
of meaning, the realm of transcendence.

1.3.3 Religion as Higher Integration
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the end of the chapter on ethics. This higher integration is
demanded because ofthe eistence ofa problem ofevil rooted
in our inherent incapacity for sustained dewelopment, in a
rnoral impotence which is part and parcel of the dynamic
structure of human intelligence, reflection, and deliberation.
For the sake of completeness, it seems important that we
present a summary account of [,onergan's treatment of au-
thentic religion io IruQbt.

Within the context ofreligious experience, the problem
ofevil becomes a question of what God is or has been doing
about the fact ofevil. Within this same context, the evil rooted
in the moral impotence ofour incapacity for sustained devel-
opment becomes sin. 'The hopeless tangle of the social surd,
of the impotence of common sense, of the endlessly multi-
plied philosophies, is not merely a cul-?e-tac for human
progress; it is also a reign of sin, a despotism of darkness;
and men are its slaves' ([,onergan r992,7r4). The reign ofsin
is a twofold expectation of sin.

On a primary level, it is the priority ofliving to learning
how to live, to acquiring the willingness to live rightly, to de-
velopingthe adaptation that maLes right living habitual. On a
second level, it is man's awareness of his plight and his self-
surrenderto it; on each occasion, he could reflect and through
rellection avoid sinning; but he cannotbear the burden o[per-
petual re0ectiou and long before that burden has mounted to
the limit of physical impossibility, he chooses the easy way
out. On both the primary and the second levels, there is the
transposition of the inner issue into the outer social milieu;
concrete situations become infected with the socia.l surd; they
are intractable without dialectical analysis; and the intracta-
bility is taken as evidence that only in an increasingly Iimited
fashion can intelligence and reasonableness ald good will have
any real bearing upon the conduct of human affairs. Finally,
dia.lectical ana.lysis can transpose the issue, but it cannot do so
effectively. lt goes beyond common sense to a critica.l human
science that supposes a correct and accepted philosopLy; but
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If the answers to the various forms of the question of
God which arise from questioning our questioning lead to
the afErmation of the existence of an omniscient, omnipo-
tent, completely good God, then this afErmation provides a
further intelligibility to be grasped beyond the intelligibility
ofthe possibilities ofintelligent, reasonable, and good courses
of action, beyond the statistical intelligibility of their fre-
quency, beyond the direct intelligibility of actud good choices
arrd the inverse intelligibility that grasps that unintelligent,
unreasonable, and sinful courses of acton are unintelligible.
'Because God is omniscient, he knows mani plight. Because
he is omnipotent, he can remedy it. Because he is good, he
wills to do so. The fact of evil is not the whole story'(ibid.
716).

The divine solution to the problem of evil will be one,
universally accessible and permanent, a harmonious continu-
ation ofthe actual order ofthis universe (ibid. 7r8). Since the
problem of evil is a human problem, the solution will be a
solution for human beings, and it will involve the introduc-
tion of new habits in our intelligence, willing, and sensitivity
(ibid.). These habits will reverse the priority of our living to
our intellect, will, and sensitivity, by being operative through-
out our living (ibid. 7I9). According to a later formulation,

It used to be said, i{r,6 it anutun niti prauogn*am, Knowl-
edge precedes love. The truth ofthis tag is the fact that ordi-
narily operations on the fourth level ofintentional conscious-
ness presuppose and complement corresponding operations
on the other three. There is a minor exception to this rule in-
asmuch as people do fall in love, and that falling in love is
something disproportionate to its causes, conditions, occasions,

a correct philosophy will be but one of many philosophies,
and precisely because it is correct it will be too complicated to
be commonll'accessible and too a.lien to sinArl mal to be widely
accepted (ibid. 7r5).
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antecedents. For falling in love is a new beginning, an exer-
cise of vertical liberty in which one's world undergoes a new
organization. But the major exception to the l,atin tag is Godi
gift of his love tlooding our hearts. Then we are in the dy-
namic state ofbeing in love. But *ho it is we love, is neither
given nor asyet understood. Our capacity for mora.l self-tan-
scendencehas foundafulhlmentthatbringsdeep joyandpro-
found peace. Our love reveals to us va.lues we had not appre-
ciated, wa.lues of prayer and worship, or repe"ta"ce and be-
lieL But if we would know what is going on within us, if we
would learn to integrate it with the rest ofour living, we have
to inquire, investigate, seek counsel. So it is that in religious
matters love precedes lcnowledge and, as that love is Godt
gifl, the very begioaidg of faith is due to Cod's grace (Lonergan
t993, rzz-23\ .

So it is that the new habits introduced are in some sense
transcendent or supernatural. 'They are not the result of ac-
cumulated insights, for such accumulation takes time, and
the problem arises because man has to live during the inter-
val inwhich insights are being accumulated' (Loneryaarry1^ V9).

The new habits, nonetheless, are a harmonious continu-
ation ofa universe so ordered that successive higher integra-
tions emerge to systematize otherwise coincidental manifolds
on lower levels. In this way, the new habits constitute a new
and higher integration of human living, uniSing and con-
solidating otherwise coincidental elements (ibid.). The uni-
verse into which these habits are introduced develops from
the lower static systems known by physics and chemistry to
the higher dynamic systems known in biology, sensitive psy-
cholog,, and cognitiona.l theory or intentionality analysis, and
so these new habits pertain not to static system but to system
on the move. They'have to meet a problem that varies as
man develops and declines, and so they too must be capable
of some development and adaptation' (ibid.).

All higher integrations within the actual order of the
universe leave intact the laws of the under$ng manifolds

8,
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which they integrate, Consequently, the new habits or forms
introduced into human subiectivify to meet the problem of
evil 'will come to men through their apprehension and with
their consent' (ibid. 7zo). The intelligibility ofthe emergence
ofthe solution to the problem of evil and the intelligibility of
its propagation, furthermore, will be statistical intelligibili-
ties, and the relevant probabilities to be understood are those
'that regard the occurrence of man! intelligent and rational
apprehension of the solution and his free and responsible
consent to it' (ibid.). Thus a distinction must be drawn be-
tween 'the realization of the fu[[ solution and, on the other
hand, the emergent trend in which the full solution becomes
effectively probable' (ibid.).

According to the formulation of Intigbt, with which
l,onergan's later appeal to Romans ;.y is in complete conti-
nuity, the solution to the problem is further determined by
stating that 'the appropriate willingness will be some 5,pe or
species of charity'(ibid.); a 'love of God that is prompted not
by a hope ofonet own advantage but simply by God's good-
ness' (ibid.); a love of God that reaches for harmony with the
order of the universe which, apart from the surd of sin, is in
love with God (ibid. 7zr); aloye that wills every other good
because of the order of the universe, the order of the uni-
verse because of the love of God (ibid.), and the good of all
persons in the universe because of the love of God (ibid.); a
love that adopts the dialectical attitude of meeting evil with
good, of loving one's enemies, of praying for those who per-
secute and calumniate one, and so ma.kes of the social surd a
potential good through a self-sacrificing love that matches
the dialectical method of intelligence grasping the absurdity
of evil and refusing to systematize and perpetuate it by treat-
ing it as intelligible (ibid.7zt-zz); alove that repents of former
blindness and involvement in individual, group, and general
bias, of past flights from selfknowledge, rationalizations of
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wrong, surrender to evil and commitment to errot and that
repents not by feelings of guilt but by acts of rwill informed
by understanding and reasonableness (ibid. 7zz); a love whose
repentance, then, takes the form of sorrow flowing from a
personal relation to the one with whom one is in lowe (ibid.);
a love, finally, which, while repentant over the past and self-
sacrificing as it looks to the future, is at one with the uni-
verse in its love of God and so joyfully shares a 'dynamic
resilience and expectancy' which rises above past achieve-
ment, urges generic potential forward to specific perfection,
meets evil with good, wills with the d5mamic joy and zeal of
the order ofthe universe (ibid.).

Besides this love which malces one! willing good, the
solution to the problem of evil will involve the introduction
of a hope through which one's willing makes one's intelli-
gence good by a deliberate decision to overrule the competi-
tion of attached and interested sensitive and intersubjective
desire with the intention ofbeing and truth which is the pure
desire to know. The objective of the desire to know is the
knowledge of God, and the deliberate decision to take issue
with conflicting tendencies will be a decision against both
'the hopelessness that allows mani spirit to surrender the
legitirnate aspirations of the unrestricted desire and to seek
comfort in the all too human ambitions of the Kantian and
the positivist' (ibid. Zz), and the presumption which would
locate the conditions for the achievement of the objective of
the pure desire to know, not in God but in ourselves. The
hope introduced by being in love with God is confident that
'God will bring mani intellect to a knowledge, participation,
possession ofthe unrestricted act ofunderstanding' (ibid. Za).

Nonetheless, hopei assurance and love's motivation rest
also on present knowledge. The solution to the problem of
evil calls, then, for a present, 'universally accessible and per-
manently effective manner of pulling men's minds out of the
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counterpositions, of frxing them in the positions, ofsecuring
for them certitude that God exists and that he has provided a
solution which they are to acknowledge and to accept'(ibid.).
This knowledge, though, has no probability of being imrna-
nently generated because the root ofthe problem of evil lies
in the very structure of human intentionality. But there may
be an attainment oftruth both possible and probable through
the communication of reliable knowledge and its reception
in belief (ibid. zzs).

What, then, is believing? Belief is the reception of reli
ably communicated knowledge. The general context of be-
liefis 'the collaboration of mankind in the advancement and
the dissemination of knowledge' (ibid.), a collaboration in
which men contribute to a common fund of knowledge in
virtue oftheir own experience, understanding, and judgment,
but also receive from this fund in a manner other than that
which informs their contribution. Collaboration in the ad-
vancement and dissemination of knowledge is inevitable.

Our senses are limited to an extremely narrow strip o[
space-time, and unless we are ready to rev on the senses of
others, we must leave blank all other places and times or, as is
more likely, f l them with our coniectures and then exptain
our conjectures with myhs. Again, the personal contribution
of any individual to the advance of human understanding is
never large. We may be astounded by men ofgenius; but the
way for their discoveries was prepared by many others in a
long successiou and i[they took enormous strides, commonly
it was because the logic of their circumstances left them no
opportuniry to take shorter ones. But without collaboration
each successive ten€ration! instead of beginning where its
predeeessor left off, would have to begin at the very begin-
ning and so could never advance beyond the most rudimen-
ta5r of primitive levels (ibid. 725).

Collaboration, moreover, is not only inevitable but also
cumulative. As a result, 'the mentality of any individual be-
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comes a composite product in which it is impossible to sepa-
rate immanently generated knowledge and belief' (ibid. 727).
In fact there are not many items of immanently generated
knowledge totally independent ofbeliefs. 'One does not sim-
ply know that England is an island. Neither does one merely
believe it. Perhaps no one has immanently generated knowl-
edge that general relativity is more accurate than Newtonian
theory on the perihelion of Mercury. But it does not follow
that for everyone it is purely a matter of belief.'.'While the
consequence ofcollaboration in the pursuit oftruth is a sym-
biosis ofknowledge and belief, its alternative is a necessarily
primitive ignorance.

The development of the human mind is by the self-cor-
rectingprocess oflearning, and in that process personal knowl-
edge and beliefpractice an unrelenting sl,rnbiosis. The broad-
ening of individual experience includes hearing the opinions
and convictions ofothers. The deepening of individua.l under-
standing includes the exploration of many viewpoints. The
formation of individual judgment is a process of differentia-
tion, clarification, and revision, in whieh the sLock of contra-
dictory judgments is as relevant as one's own observation and
memory, one's own intelligent inquiry and critical reflection.
So each of us advances from the nescience of infancy to the
hxed mentality ofoldage, and howeverlarge and determinate
the contributions of belief to the shaping of our minds, still
every belief and all its implications have been submitted to
the endlessly repeated, ifunnoticed, test offresh experiences,
offurther questions and new insights, of clarifying and qua.li-
ling revisions of jud$nent (ibid.).

There are five stages to the $,pical process of true be-
lief: '(I) preliminary iudgments on the value of belief in gen-

zz. lbid. 728. 1993 note: The reference to England is an allusion to
Newman's example, but, as the editorial note in the 199z edition of1,uglr
states, NewmaD was more accurate: Creat Britain, not England, is an island.



ln belief as in personal thought and judgmen; men go
wrong when they have to understand and tojudge either them-
selves or other things in relation to themselves. TLe serenity
and surefootedness of the mathematician, the physicist, the
chemisg are not independent ofthe remoteness ofthese fields
from human living ... On the other hand, when it comes to
the study oflife, of the psychological depths, of huma.n insti-
tutions, ofthe history ofnations, cultures, and religions, then
diversity multiplies, differences become irreconcilable, and the
name of science can be invoLed with plausibility only by irr-
troducing methodological conventions that exclude from sci-
entific consideration the heart of the matter. The life of man
on earth Iies under the shadow of a problem of evil; the evil
invades his mind; and as it divens his immanently generated
Lnowledge, so also it distorts his beliefs (ibid.715-16).
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eral, on the reliability ofthe source for this belief, and on the
accuracy ofthe communication from the source, (z) a reflec-
tive act of understanding that, in virtue of the preliminary
judgments, grasps as virtually unconditioned the value of
deciding to believe some particular proposition, $) the con-
sequent judgment of value, (4) the consequent decision of
the will, and (5) the assent that is the act of believing' (ibid.
729-10).

Nonetheless, any belief is only as intelligent and rea-
sonable as is human collaboration in the a-dvancement and
dissemination of knowledge. There are not only intelligent
and reasonable beliefs, but also mistaken beliefs, and they
are rooted in 'the scotosis ofthe dramatic subject, in the indi-
vidual, group, and general bias of the practical subiect, in
the counterpositions of philosophy, and in their ethical im-
plications and consequences' (ibid. 715). They are conditioned
by the proximity of their relevant fields of data to the very
stuff of human living.
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As important, then, as an analysis of the process of belief is
an understanding of what is involved in a critique of mis-
taken beliefs.

... learning onet errors is but a particular case oflearn-
ing. It takes as is starting point and clue the discoveryof some
precise issue on which undoubtedly one was mistal<en. It ad-
vances by inquiring into the sources that may have contrib-
uted to that error and, perhaps, contributed to other errors as
well. It asks about the motives and the supporting judgments
that, as they ooce con('irmed one in that error, may still be
holding one in others. lt investigates the consequences ofthe
view one now rejects, and it seeks to determine whether or
not they too are to be rejected. The process is cumulative. The
discovery ofone error is exploited to lead to the discovery of
others; and the discovery of the others provides a still larger
base to proceed to the discovery ofstill more. Moreover, this
cumulative process not only takes advantage of the mind's
native process of learning, in wLich one insight leads on to
other insights that open the way to still further insights, but it
also exploits the insistence of rational consciousness on con'
sistency; for just as our love ofconsistency, once we hae made
one mistake, leads us to make others, so the same love ofcon-
sistencyleads us to reject other mistakes when one is rejected,
and at the same time it provides us with abundant clues for
finding the others that are to be re.jected (ibid. 736).

There is nothing unintelligent or unreasonable or irre-
sponsible, then, about believing, nor is the corection of mis-
tal<en beliefs to be regarded as either impossible or as evi-
dence for the futility of all belief. There is, then, no contra-
diction with the actual order of the universe implied in af-
firming that the lcnowledge under$ng hope's assurance and
love's motivation in the divine solution to the problem of evil
will be some kind of belief. Furthermore, the solution as
cognitively informed by belief will involve'a new and higher
collaboration of men in the pursuit of truth ... because the
solution is a harmonious continuation of the actual order, it
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too will be a collaboration that involves belief, truthfulness,
accuracy, and immanently generated knowledge. Again, be-
cause the solution is a higher integration, it will be a new and
higher collaboration. Finally, because the solution meets a
problem of error and sin, the new and higher collaboration
in the pursuit of truth will provide an antidote to the errors
to which man is inclined' (ibid. 7ao-ar).

This new and higher collaboration will not simply be
one ofpeople with one another but fundamentally a collabo-
ration ofhuman beings with God in working out the solution
to our problem of evil. Onet entrance into this higher col-
laboration and one's participation in its fruits will be through
faith, through a ranscendent belief which 'mahes a man a
participant in the new and higher collaboration in which God
is the initiator and the principal agent.' (ibid. 7ar). This faith
will be 'an assent of intellect to truths ransmitted through
the collaboration, and it will be motivated by mani reliance
on the truthfulness of God' (lbid,. Z+z). It will include 'an
affirmation ofmant spiritual nature, ofhis freedom, respon-
sibility, and sinfulness, of God's existence and nature, and of
the transcendent solution God provides for man's problem
ofevil' (ibid.). Intelligent and reasonable participation in the
new and higher collaboration will entail an acknowledgment
ofthe problem ofevil; ofour inability to cope with this prob-
lem; of Godt ability to provide a solution and Godt good-
ness in exercising that ability; ofan emergent trend and a full
realization in human history of a solution to the problem of
evil; ofthe value ofassenting to the new and higher colabo-
ration; and of the wisdom of deciding to join that collabora-
tion, by making known to others the good news ofthe solu-
tion, by seeing that it is transmitted from one generation to
the next, by helping to recast the expression of the solution
so that it can be understood by people of different places,
times, classes, and cultures, or by attempting to conceive and
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express the solution in terms ofthe transcendental infrastruc-
ture ofhuman subjectivity, or by announcing in concrete and
successive situations of individuals, classes, nations, and the
world the relevance and effectiveness of the divinely initi-
ated solution to the problem ofevil (ibid. Z+).

As the diwinely originated solution to the problem of
evil leaves our freedom intact, even our collaboration in its
execution will be marked by deficiencies and failures of hu-
man origin. But these aberrations will not eliminate the solu-
tion, for the solution is the work not of ourselves but of God
(ibid,. z+t-++).

As the humanity for which evil is a problem is not only
capable of intelligence and willing but a.lso endowed with a
consciousness which, in the main, flows in dramatic and prac-
tical patterns of experience, the solution to the problem of
evil not only will involve the inroduction of faith and hope
and love into our intelligence, reasonableness, and willing,
but also must penetrate to human sensitivity and inter-
subjectivity through images and symbols.

... inasmuch as intelligence and reasonableness and will
issue intohuman words matched with deeds, theyneedattheir
disposal images so charged with a{fects that they succeed both
in guiding and in propelling action. Again, besides the image
that is a sign of intelligible and rational contents and the im-
age that is a psychic force, there is the image that symbolizes
man's orientation into the Lnown unknown; and since faith
gives more truth than understanding comprehends, since hope
reinforces tLe detached, disinterested, unrestricted desire to
Lnow, man's sensitivity needs symbols that unlocL its trans-
forming dynamism and bring it into harmony with the vast
but impa.lpable pressures of the pure desire, of hope, and of
self-sacrihcing charity (ibid. zl+).

The newness of God's solution to the problem of evil
will thus be that of 'a mystery that is at once symbol of the
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uncomprehended and sign of u,hat is grasped and psychic
force that sweeps living human bodies, linked in charity, to
the joyful, courageous, wholehearted, yet intelligently con-
trolled performance ofthe tasks set by aworld order in which
the problem of evil is not suppressed but transcended' (ibid.
745). The mystery that is demanded must be a matter, not of
fiction but of fact, not of story but of history, for the problem
of evil is a fact to be found in our livin6 within the actual
order ofthe universe. But it will also have a nature and con-
tent and meaning and power of its own, for it will introduce
a new level on which human living develops and rejoices
(ibid.). While every solution which introduces a neo, and
higher integration into human living may be called transcen-
dent, while every solution which is constituted by a faith and
hope and love that look primarily to God will be religious, to
the extent that the solution goes beyond these minimal de-
mands, it will reveal to faith 'truths that man never could
discover for himself nor, eren *hen he assented to them, could
he understand them in an adequate fashion' (ibid. 7aQ. If
the solution to the problem of evil is one, finally, whose sole
ground and measure is God, if consequently faith includes
objects inaccessible to any finite understanding, if hope is
for a vision of God that exhausts our unrestricted desire to
know, if love is 'the transport, the ecstasy and unbounded
intimacy that result from the communication ofthe absolute
love that is God himself and alone can respond to the vision
of God' (ibid. 747), then the divinely originated solution to
our problem of evil is to be understood not simply as in some
sense transcendent, but as absolutely supernatural, as abso-
Iutely disproportionate to the capacities of human nature,
human reason, human good will, human esteem. Ifthat is the
case, the tension which always accompanies the integration
of otherwise coincidental manifolds by some higher order
will be in this instance significantly heightened.
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... the supernatural solution involves a transcendence of
humanism, and the imperfect realization of the supematural
solution is apt to oscillate between an emphasis on the super-
natural and an emphasis on the solution. Imperfect faith can
insist on believing to the neglect of the understanding that
makes faith an effective factor in human living and human
history: aod au even less perfect faith can endanger the gen-
eral collaboration in its hurry to show forth its social and cul-
tural fruits. lmperfect hope can so expect the NewJerusalem
as to oppose any foretaste of intellectual bliss and uoion in
this life; and ao even less perfect hope can forget thata super-
natural solution involves a real displacement ofthe c€nter of
human concerns. lmperfect chariSr lacks the resources needed
to combine both true loving and the true transformation of
loving. lt can be absorbed in the union of the family, in the
intersubjectivity ofcomrades in work and in adventure, in the
common cause of fellows in nationaliqr and in citizenship, in
the common aspiration olassociates in scientific, cultural, and
humanitanan pursuits. On the other harrd, it can withdraw
from home and country, from human cares and human ambi-
tions, from the clarnor of tLe senses and the entanglement o[
the social surd, to hx its gaze upon the unseen ultimate, to
respond to an impalpable presence, to grow inwardly to the
stature of etemio/. But imperfect chari5r, inasmuch as it is
imperfect, will not realize at once the opposed facets of its
perfection; ifit is in the world, it ever risks being ofthe world;
and if it withdraws from the world, the human basis of its
ascent to God risks a conraction ard an a.trophy (ibid. 748-a9).

9l

This heightened tension will find its objectification in the dia-
lectical succession of human situations:

... there will be a humanism in revolt against the prof-
fered supernatural solution. lt will ignore the problem ofevil;
it will contestthe fact ofa solutioo; it will condemd mystery as
m.yth; it will demand reason and exclude faith; it will repudi-
ate hope and labor passionately to build the city ofman with
the hands of man; it will be ready to love God in song and
dance, in human feasting and human sorrow, with human in-
telligence and human good will, but only so. For a time, it
may base its case upon the shortcomings ofthose that profess
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the solution but live it imperfectly or intermittendy or not at
a.ll. Butthis incidental argument sooner orlaterwillgive place
to its real basis. For it rests on man's proud content to be iust
a man, and its tragedy is that, on the present supposition ofa
supernatural solution, to beiustaman is what man cannot be.
Ithewould be truly a man, he would submit to the unrestricted
desire and discover the problem of evil and affrrm the exist-
ence ofasolution and accept the solution that exists. But ifhe
would be only a man, he has to be less. He has to forsake the
openness of the pure desire; he has to tahe refuge in the
counterpositions; he has to develop what counterphilosophies
he can to save his dwindling humanism from further losses;
and tLere will not be lacking men clear-sbhted enough to grasp
that the issue is between Godand man,logical enough to grant
that intelligence and reason are orientated towards God, mth-
less enough to summoD to their aid the dark forces ofpassion
and ofviolence (ibid. 749-5o).

4 The Existential Subject as Psychic

I have already ca ed attention to a significant transpo-
sition in Lonergan's location of the psyche within the tran-
scendental infrastructure of human subiectivity. In Intigbt,
the psyche 'reaches the wealth and fulness of its apprehen-
sions and responses under the higher integration of human
intelligence' (ibid. Z+il. ln tlfetbo? itt Tbeobgy, both hvnan
intelligence and the psyche are sublated and unified by the
deliberations of the authentic existential subject. The key to
this change, as I have emphasized, is the emergence of the
good as a distinct notion from the intelligent and reasonable.
Mediating between judgments of fact and judgments con-
cerning vrhat is good and worth while is the apprehension of
potential values and satisfactions in feelings. And feelings are
said to be symbolically certifiable. The psyche, then, is a con-
stituent feature of the deciding, deliberating, evaluating ex-
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istential sub.ject. The wealth and fullness ofits apprehensions
and responses are reached, not under the higher integration
of human intelligence, but in the free and responsible deci-
sions of the authentic existential subject.

The stage has been set, then, for arguing that the self-
appropriation ofintentional consciousness in method can be
complemented by and include psychic self-appropriation, and
that this psychic self-appropriation is a further refinement of
the self-knowledge of the existential subject. In addition to
the mediation of immediacy by meaning which occurs when
one objectifies cognitional process, there is that which oc-
curs when one discovers, identifies, accepts one's submerged
feelings in psychotherapy (Lonergan t9%, 7).Self-appro-
priation and the mediation of immediacy or of the transcen-
denta.l infrastructure of human subjectivity are one and the
same process. Cognitional self-appropriation satisfies a criti-
cal-methodological exigence awakened by the scientific revo-
lution and by the anthropological turn in modern philoso-
phy. Psychic self-appropriation satisfies a further and comple-
mentary exigence, a therapeutic exigence, awakened by the
crises ofpersonal and political living that are reflected in psy-
choanalysis, Marxism, and existentialisrn. Furthermore, as
Lonergan has developed the structure of method based on
the mediation of intentionality, so I wish to begin to detail
the potential methodological complement afforded by the
mediation ofpsyche within the context provided by Lonergan.
It..ill be my contention that intentionaliry analysis, as ar-
ticulated in a pattern of judgments concerning cognitional
fact, moral being, and religious experience, can be comple-
mented by a psychic conversion which can critically ground
onei moral and religious living in an expanding concrete
pattern ofjudgments ofvalue and one's sublation ofan intel-
lectually converted critical consciousness by moral and reli-
gious consciousness. Through this greater concreteness on
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the side ofthe subject, theolos, can come closer to accepting
the possibilities which now, perhaps for the first time in its
history as a systematic discipline, are available to it. For in
our age not only are we confronted with the relativity ofsys-
tematic conceptual schemes of all kinds, in every area, but
also, precisely because of this seemingly very uncertain and
ambivalent state of affairs, the iirdividual is given

... the (often desperate, yet maximally human) opportu-
nity to interpret life and experiencing direcdy. The historical
crossroads ofsuch a time is: either the reimposition of certain
set values and schemes, or a task never before attempted: to
Iearn how, in a rational way, to relate concepts to direct expe-
riencing; to investigate the way in which syrnbolizing altects
and is affected by felt experiencing; to devise a social and sci-
entific vocabulary that can interact with experiencing, so that
communication about it becomes possible, so thatschemes can
be considered ir relation to experiential meanings, and so that
an objective science can be related to and guided by experi-
encing (Gendlin 1952, 4).

What Eugene Gendlin here envisions for'ob.jective sci-
ence' and particularly for human science can also be the goal
of theolog, and is, in fact, the impetus to all contemporary
creative theological endeavor, including the revolution in
theological foundations proposed by Lonergan. For, accord-
ing to the dynamic operative in I-onergan's articulation of
theological foundations, as we shall see, the foundational re-
ality ofall theological endeavor is the subiectivity ofthe theo-
logian. l,onergan has articulated foundational rea-lity in terms
of religious, moral, and intellectual conversion. Our articu-
lation would develop and refine still furtherthis formula-tion:
theological foundations lie in the objectification ofcognitive,
psychic, mora}, and religious subjectivity in a patterned set
of judgments of cognitional fact and of value cumulative$
heading toward the full position on the human subject.
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It is my contention that our age marks the begining ofa
qualitative mutation in the evolution of human conscious-
ness, one sign of which is that we can now, for the first time
in history, speak of such an evolution in more than purely
descriptive terms. More specifically, I would saywe are mov-
ing into the third major epoch in the history of human con-
sciousness. We have already seen that Lonergan presents us
with a very illuminating understanding of this evolution in
terms of stages of meaning. A complementary understand-
ing of psychic evolution in terms of the relations between
intentionality and the psyche can also be developed, and I
shall try to present here some few of its features. I rvill find
these two accounts parallel and complementary. Each is an
explanation and at the same time a self-conscious foundation
ofthe understanding of further human development. It is in
terms of this evolution that the emerging relations between
philosophy, depth psycholog,z, and theolog,, are to be under-
stood. I fully accept [,onergan's statement that, 'once phi-
losophy becomes existential and historical, once it asks about
man, not in the abstract, not as he would be in some state of
pure nature, but as in fact he is here and now in all the con-
creteness of his living and dying, the very possibility of the
old distinction between philosophy and theolop, vanishes'
(Ircnergan 1988, z4j). This distinction was characteristic of
the second stage in human conscious evolution, that of the
ernergeoce of logo,t frorrr mytbo,t, andwill vanish from the scene
as we move more and more into the third, that of the emer-
gence of method from logic. In addition, however, this same
movement to a third stage ofmeaning, founded as it is in the
self-appropriation of human interiority, cal[s for a self-con-
scious return to mJ,thopoetic imagination through depth psy-
cholog,. For the self-appropriation of human interiority is
not coincident with the self-appropriation ofcognitional pro-
cess. This is especially obvious from the primacy ofthe exis-
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tential in the writings of the 'later lrcnergan.' Method itself,
then, in the person ofthe self-appropriating subject, can par-
ticipate in the depth-psychological effort at disengaging the
sJ,,mbolic constitutive structure-in-process of human experi-
ence. The objectification of the movement ol human interi-
ority in a patterned set ofjudgments of cognitional fact and
ofwalue rwill provide theological foundations and foundations
ofhuman science in the third epoch ofhuman conscious evo-
lution. These foundations will serve not only for systematic
theolory but also for a more all-embracing dialectically in-
formed discipline which we might call an evaluative cultural
hermeneutic. This discipline would derive its data from ev-
er;,.thing that enters or has entered into the consciousness or
the life of hurnan beings. Aside from this, there are no data.
This unified, though variegated, field of data, insofar as it
serwes as the material for the objectification of the self-ap-
propriation ofhuman interiority, is what leads me to encour-
age and perhaps to try to hasten a bit the emerging unity-
indifferentiation of philosophy, depth psycholog,, and theol-
ogr. A methodically exigent consciousness can now engage
in the differentiation and appropriation of the psychic bases
of human experience. It is from such a perspective that the
present worl< is undertaken. What happens when self-ap-
propriating subjectivity, carefully tutored by Lonergani in-
tentionality analysis, becomes psychically self-appropriating
subjectivity? What effect does it have for theolog, and for
human science -hen one attentively, intelligently, reasonably,
and responsibly extends the self-appropriation of human in-
teriority and thus of the unified field of data for thoughtful
reflection? These questions are primary in the pages which
follow. At this point, I am able to treat them only method-
ologically. I am not yet prepared to write a phenomenolog,
ofthe psyche, and it may be that each person has to write his
or her own. Nonetheless, by pointing to the emerging unity-
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indifferentiation of philosophy, depth psychologr, and theol-
ogr through the objectification of the transcendental infra-
structure of human subjectivity, I wish also to signal the fu-
ture sublation into method ofthe psychotherapeutic phenom-
enon in a new constitution and control ofmeaning through a
self-conscious and critically retrieved transcendental aes-
thetic. Psychotherapy as we have known it is clearly a tran-
sitional stage, not only in the lives of individuals but also in
the evolution of Western culture. It must be relativized, not
only by method, but also by the 'soul beyond psychologr,'
the soul in dialogue and concert with the God of love, the
soul that is the life to which both method in its entirety and
psychotherapy in particular point and which both method
arrd psychotherapy mediate in a new way. Depth psychol-
og, leads beyond itself. It is an intermediary between the
ages; it can lead to a creative life that can be lived only be-
yond itself; it initiates a process of self-knowledge which will
continue to feed this life, but the life itself will turn from the
'treadmill of self-conscious analysis' (Progoff ry7)e, zj9) to
the arenas of love and strife that are the human habitat. It
achieves its fulfilment only beyond itself in the existential
subjectivity of self-transcending men and women in love with
the earth and with its origin and destiny.

The theologian Ernst Fuchs has said that what the es-
sential word or authentic language does is to announce what
it is time for. It cannot give a direct guarantee of itself, that it
is essential or authentic. lt can only determine the situation
anew by calling a new world into being, the world waiting to
be born (see Funk 1965, ;y). From such a perspective, no-
body has contributed to the essential word for our age with
greater precision and finality than l.onergan. I find the po-
etic description of Heidegger applicable: 'The thought of
being guards the Word and fulfills its function in such guard-
ianship, namely care for the use of language. Out of long
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guarded speechlessness and the careful clarification of the
field thus cleared, comes the utterance of the thinker.'"r In
announcing the exigence of our time as the exigence for the
differentiation and appropriation of human interiority,
I-onergan has announced what it is time for. The only guar-
antee of the authenticity of his word has come from heeding
his invitation. Such acceptance has slowly, so slorwly, made
his essential word public, a ground of unity for a gradually
growing community.

Only against this background can I speak of the poten-
tial complementary effect of depth psycholory with respect
to intentionalit;z analysis. John Dunne speahs of climbing a
mountain in order to discover a vantage point, a fastness of
autonomy. The most complete autonomy comes, he says, from
the knowledge, not of external things, but of knowledge it-
self.

A knowing of knowing would be like a view from a
mountaintop. By knowing all about knowing itselfone would
know in some manner everything there is to Lnow. It u,ould
be like seeing eve5,thing from a. great height. One would see
ever;rthing near and far, all the way to the horizon, but there
would be some loss of detail on account of the distances. The
knowing of knowing would mean being in possession of all
the various methods ofknowing. Itwould mean Lnowing how
an artist thioks, putting a thing together; knowing how a sci-
entist thinks, taking a thing apart; knowing how a practical
man thinks, sizing up a situation; Lnowing how a man ofun-
derstanding thinks, grasping the principle of a tLing; know-
ing how a man ofwisdom thinks, reflecting upon human ex-
perience...

At the top of the mountain, as we have been describing
it, there is a kind of madness-not the madness that consists
in having Iost one's reason, butamadness that consists in hav-

23. lbid., quoting from Heidegger's 'What is Metaphysics?'
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ing lost eveq,,tLing except one's reason. The Lnowin6ofknow-
ing, to be sure, seems wortLy of God and worthy ofman. The
only thing wron6 is that man at the top of the mouatain, by
escaping from love and war, will have lost everyhing else. He
will have withdrawn into that element ofhis nature which is
most characteristic olhim and sets him apart from other arli-
mals. It is the thing in him which is most human. Perhaps he
will never rea.lize what it is to be human unless he does at-
tempt tLis withdrawa.l. Even so, the rea.lization tLat Le has
lost ever;,tLing except his reason, that he has found pure Lu-
manity but not full humanity, changes his wisdom from a
knowledge of knowledge into a klowledge ol ignorance. He
realizes that he has somethin6yet to learn, something that he
cannot lea.rn at the top ofthe mountain but onv at the bottom
ofthe valley (Dunne t972, t7-r9).

While Dunne's description would seem far more appli-
cable to Hegel than to Irnergan, nonetheless nobody famil-
iar with I-onergan can read these words without thinking of
one of the most daring claims any thinker has ever offered
for one's own v,,ork, true as it is: 'Thoroughly understand
what it is to understand, and not only will you understand
the broad lines of all there is to be understood but also you
will possess a FLxed base, an invariant pattern, opening upon
all further developements of understanding' (l,onergan rg92,
zz). There is too, however, a difference, in that the under-
standing ofunderstanding is not the same thing as the know-
ing of knowing. Understanding is much more tied to imagi-
nation than knowing. One can understand without know-
ing, without understanding correctly, without achieving cog-
nitional self-ranscendence. While the true understanding of
understanding would be a knowing of knowing, the thor-
ough understanding of understanding would not entail the
kind of 'madness' of which Dunne speaks, for it would also
include an understanding ol the essential dynamics of the
flight from understanding, of the desire not to know, of life
at the bottom of the valley.
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Still, to allow one's knowledge of knowledge to be
changed into a knowledge ofignorance may u,ell involve the
realization that there are many things in heaven and on earth
that are not )reamc) of in one's philosophy. It may then lead
to the grasp that much of this life in the valley enters into
one's life without being consciously objectified and appro-
priated, without providing data for one's knowing of know-
ing, without formally coming to light in even the most thor-
oughgoing intentionality analysis. One may discover a dark
yet potentially creative and beneficial power at work in the
valley and expend onei efforts by means of a different kind
of withdrawal or introversion - into a forest or desert, in
imitation of Gotama or Jesus, rather than up to a mountain-
top -at appropriating, befriending, and to a certain extent
transforming this dark power of nature so that it is not only
creative of life but also originative of value. If one succeeds
in this very risky adventure, one wi[ have undergone a pro-
found conversion.

The relocation of the psychic in I-onergani recent ex-
plorations of value marks, if you will, a return from the
mountaintop of cognitional analysis to the valey in which
the existential subject decides for oneselfwhat one is to make
ofoneself. Alrd our task is that ofarticulating the integration
of psychic enerry into the thrust of conscious intentionality
toward the love ofGod. There is a psychic energ, manifested
in the pure question of the transcendental infrastructure of
the subject-as-subject. The articulation ofits integration into
the thrust of intentionality toward authentic religious living
is a problem of mammoth proportions. That the articulation
is possible is suggested by the many references of Jung to
the Cod arche5rye or Cod image in the psyche. That Jung
achieved a successful articulation ofthe relationship between
psyche and intentionality is questionable. The problem lay,
not in his Lnowledge ofthe psyche but in his understanding
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of intentionality. It is that problem alone rrhich I hope to
recti$r in the present worlt, by presenting what I believe is a
more adequate methodological framework for such depth-
psychological articulation. The actual articulation of the in-
tegration of psyche into method must be done in another
work.

The principal methodological contribution I intend in
this work speaks of psychic conversion. Conversion is the
central theme in f,onergani recasting of the foundations of
theolory. While Lonergan speaks of intellectual, moral, and
religious conversion, what I will propose is something differ-
ent from these. Essentially it is the gaining ofa critically and
methodically mediated capacity attentively, intelligently, rea-
sonably, and responsibly to disengage the symbolic constitu-
tion of the feelings in which values are apprehended and to
live from that disengagement. As I shall argue in chapter 5, it
figures in theological foundations as facilitating the sublation
ofintellectual conversion by moral and religious conversion.

I share the conviction of Dunne that something like a
new religion is corning, must come, into being, and with
Dunne I think of its genesis as largely a process of imagina-
tive'passing over'from one's own culture to others, from
onei way of life to others, from onei own religion to others,
and as a matter of coming back to onei own culture, one's
own way of life, one's own religion, with new insight and
creativiqz (Dunne 1972, ix). It seems to me that this adven-
ture is happening by reason of something like a psychic law.
But I believe that the contemporary age is in need of criteria
for evaluating these experiments with truth, and that the cri-
teria are to be discovered in method as the mediation of the
transcendental infrastructure of human intentionality. The
conversion I call psychic, when integrated into intentional-
ity analysis, might further enable the subject to set forth on
other adventures and to articulate the truth one discovers. It
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might free the subject, in a phrase Dunne appropriates from
Goethe, to turn poetry into truth and truth into poetry. The
latter poetry would feature in the theolog,r appropriate to
our age. The symbolic consciousness mediated by the psy-
chic self-appropriation of the existential subject will render
possible the critical use ofpoetic categories in systematic the-
olog,. Though poetic, these categories would be-perhaps
conrary to the expectations of method untempered by the
psychic journey - explanatory, because generated by heed-
ing the exigence for the appropriation of interiority.

I have been convinced for quite some time that practi-
cally all ofthe criticism levelled at I-onergan's work, at least
as reflected ir lruigbt, results from a failure to realize and
accept what l,onergan himself artic,.iated cotcerrring Intight
at the r97o International Congress on his work: 'My purpose
was not a study of human life but a study of human under-
standing' (l,onergan r97zb, 1to). More recently, however, I
have wondered whether some of the enthusiasm inspired by
this philosophical monument may not suffer from the same
oversight. As the prolific and provocative Jungian analyst
James Hillman has said in a completely different context and
with no reference to [,onergan: 'The discrirnination of spirit
is not at all ofthe same order as the cultivation of sou[. If the
first is active mind in its broadest sense, the second is the
realm ofthe imaginal, equally embracing, but very different'
(Hillman 1971, rrQ. This distinction escapes too much of the
current comment on frcnergan, I fear, whether this comment
be favorable or adverse.

If the appropriation of cognitional process is not coex-
tensive with the mediation of the transcendental infrastruc-
ture ofhuman subjectivity in method, new vistas are opened
for those who have already accepted l.onergant invitation
and found it rewarding. The reward is not without its price,
but it is important that this price not be one exacted by an
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oversight of the cultivation of the ima6inal, especially if this
latter cultivation can be brought to figure in the self-appro-
priation of the existential subject.

We may, I believe, characterize the intellectual journey
guided by I-onergan as an appropriation of the bgat pir.-
ciple. We might perhaps understand it archetypally in
Jungian terms as an appropriatior. of anitruu, thus correct-
ing what I believe to be a mistaken assumption that aalrzra is
to be thought of only in contrasexual terms. If some Jungians
are now abandoning the notion of anina as exclusively
contrasexual,zr the same revision of a mistaken assumption
will probably follow in due time with respect to aninru.
Archetypally, an anru is masculine, ,uazr feminine: from this
it by no means follows that they are to be understood only
contrasexually. Hillman already seems to suggest as much:
'Animus refers to spirit, to logos, word, idea, intellect, prin-
ciple, abstraction, meaning, ratio, notu' (ibid. 116). If this is
the case, l.onergan's invitation is clearly to the discrimina-
tion and appropri ation of anitruu.

On the other hand, Hillman redefines aauzr as 'arche-
type of psyche' (ibid. Izo). Then it would be the case that
those who have gone the route ofintentionality analysis might
be "ble to demonstrate that the appropri ation of anitruw is a
very good beginning ofthe appropriation ofinteriority. Like
any beginning, it must at the right moment give way to the
next steps, while not repudiating the beginning. It is from
this perspective that I offer my suggestion that the appro-
priation of psyche will aid the emergence of the authentic
eistential subject in [,onergan s sense. The eventual outcome
would be something like a unit5z of opposites, of animu and
anina, a conhmctio of the basic principles of being human, of

24. This is one ofthe central points in Hillman's article
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the archeSryal masculine and the archeq,pal feminine, of69a.r
and psyche or rzytbot. As anbruu needs calrnzr, so intentional-
ity analysis needs psychic analysis. The discrimination ofspirit
must be complemented by the cultivaton of soul and finally
by the surender ofboth spirit and soul in authentic religion.
In the final moment of surender, too little understood in
psychotherapeutic circles, one finds the soul beyond psychol-
ory in the return to life from the treadmill of self-conscious
analysis.

Gilbert Durand has stated that at some fateful mornent
'V/estem man' made a radical option not to remain feminine
(Durand D7\ 94). Archerypally, this was an option for anr'-
rznr rather than for anina, for spiit, togo,t, word, idea, intel-
lect, principle, abstraction, meaning, ratb, notu, rather than
for psyche, mytho,t, image, s;'rnbol, atmosphere, feeling, rela-
tion, earth, nature, rh5,thm. This option has given rise to what
we have come to know as Western civilization. The arche-
5rpal significance of Lonergan's achievement, then, would
be that, for the first time in the history of the unfolding of
this radical option, the very structure of the option itself is
laid bare and rendered capable ofappropriation by those who
have succeeded its makers. But today there would seem to
be a cultural exigence, manifested throughout the Western
world, to retrieve the option not taken at our origins. In most
instances, this exigence is being responded to blindly, on the
basis ofa repudiation of the option that is our heritage. The
cultural significance of I-onerga,n s achievement, then, at least
from this archeqrpal point of view, is that the appropriation
to which he invites us also renders possible a heeding ofthis
new cultural exigence for the retrieval of anina, a heeding
that is not blind, that does not involve a repudiation of our
archS,pally masculine heritage, that is attentive, intel.ligent,
reasonable, and responsibly discriminating. Might it not be
that this is the meaning of the recent shift in the writings of
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Lonergan to an atmosphere more permeated by an
acknowledgement of feeling, symbol, Iove, the heart? And
then, furthermore, the meaning of [,onergani achievement
for psychotherapy becomes clear. For the psychotherapeutic
movement has been in the vanguard ofthis retrieval ofpsyche,
but without, in many instances, an adequate appropriation
of aniruu, wilhout a satisfactory appreciation of intentional-
ity, without a correct cognitional theory, and thus without a
consistent account of the relationship between psychotherapy
and human knowledge, morality, and religion. Psychic ex-
ploration without method can lead to the romantic agony;
but method needs to be complemented by psyche. The two-
fold appropriation of intentionality and psyche is what can
enable the coming-to-pass of a fully awake naivete of the
twice-born adult which Paul Ricoeur calls a second, post-
critical naivetd (Ricoeur r97o, 496). The articulate utterance
of such an adult would constitute, in part, a transcendental
aesthetic, a poetics ofthe will, a 'transformation ofintention-
ality into kerygrna, manifestation, proclamation' (ibid.).

What follows, then, is a methodological argument for
reestablishing what Gilbert Durand has called 'the scandal
of spiritual concretism' (Durand ry7\ 87). To the present,
our most reliable source of data and locus ofverification for
the argument is depth psycholog,, and, with qualifications,
in particular that inspired by Jung. But this psycholog, be-
comes a source of data and locus ofverification, not when it
is merely studied as another theory, but only when it is heeded
as a personal invitation to travel paths just as lab;,'rinthine as
those along which l,onergan guides us, as an invitation into
the forest or desert after the ascent of the mountain but on
the way back to the homeland of one's own life. With specific
reference to theologr, we might say that, just as f.onergan
could frame his new context for theolory only after having
come to understand what it is to understand, so the signifi-
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cance of depth psychologr for theolory is progressively dis-
covered only as one learns to cultivate soul with its aid and
to surrender both spirit and soul in an embrace of the earth
which is simultaneously the prayerful acknowledgment of
one's creaturehood and the agreement to return to the home-
land and live among one's fellows once again.



z Second Immediacy

In the following four chapters, I wish to articulate ap-
propriate methodological categories for understanding the
process of psychic self-appropriation within the context of
Lonergan's analysis of the existential subject. I begin, then,
with a discussion of immediacy.

r Prirnordial Immediacy and Second
Immediacy

The key to method is the subject-as-subject. Method, as
we have seen, calls for "a release from all logics, all closed
systems or language games, all concepts, all sJ.,nbolic con-
structs to alow an abiding at the level ofthe presence of the
subject to himself' (I-awren ce t972, zo1). Method is the ob-
jectification of the transcendental infrastructure of the sub-
ject-as-subject. kt us call this infrastructure the prlrur)ial
i.ntu?iacy of the human subiect.

The fact that an adulti world is mediated by meaning
renders that world different from the infantt world of imme-
diacy. But the adult for all that is not deprived ofan imme-
diacy to the operations by which this world is mediated by
meaning. Ifwe were so deprived, the statement of l,onergani

to9
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which I have chosen as crucial to my present analysis would
lose all significance: 'Besides the immediate world ofthe in-
fant and the adult's world mediated by meaning, there is the
mediation of immediacy by meaning when one ob.jectifies
cognitional process in transcendental method and when one
discovers, identifies, accepts onei submerged feelings in psy-
chotherapy' (lrcnergan 1993, 77). Surely neither the imme-
diacy mediated by cognitional theory nor that brought to
articulate utterance in psychotherapy is that ofthe infant. In
either case we are dealing with the immediacy of one for
whom the world is mediated by acts of understanding, affir-
mation or denial, and evaluation, with the primordial imme-
diacy of a human sub.ject to precisely those operations, with
the infrastructure of human subjectivity. This primordial
immediacy is coextensive with consciousness, with the expe-
rience of self which is immanent in all attending, inquiring,
understanding, reflecting, judging, deliberating, deciding, and
acting. The basic structure of this primordial immediacy of
ourselves to ourselves is disengaged in [,onergan's intention-
ality analysis, in his articulation of the dynamic structure of
conscious intentionality. This articulation is method. Method,
then, is more than the objectification of cognitional process,
for the sub.ject is not only a knowing subject but also an exis-
tential subject.

The emergence ofa distinct notion of the good 1n Mctbo?
in Tbeology locates for us the point of insertion ofthe second
mediation of immediacy-that which occurs in psycho-
therapy-within the total context provided by method., For
the primordial apprehension of the good occurs in feelings,

r. This is not to asserr that all in search ofpsychotherapy are meth-
odologists! Rather, method is what enables us to understand what psy-
chotherapy is all about.
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and feelings are symbolical! certifiable. Thus we may un-
derstand the process of psychic self-appropriation as facili-
tating the emergence ofa capacity on the part ofthe existen-
tial subject to disengage the symbolic constitution ofthe feel-
ings in which both values and satisfactions are apprehended,
and from this disengagement to gauge the measure of self-
transcendence operative in onet affective orientation as Be-
ing-in-the-world. Method thus includes psychic self-appro-
priation; it provides room for a critically mediated s;rmbolic
consciousness. To borrow a metaphor from Lonergan, in his
owrt writings the room may not yet be very well furnished.
But it is there, and it is my intention to phrase a method-
ological understanding of the process of furnishing it. The
details of the arrangement of the furniture and the appoint-
ments ofthe room can be provided only in a phenomenolory
ofthe psyche. But the understanding ofthe process as a con-
stituent feature of method is possible without going into the
business of interior decorating.

The subject-as-subject is one. His or her unity is a func-
tion of the transcendental infrastructure of human subjectiv-
ib, which I have called primordial immediacy. It is the unity
that in the eleventh chapter of In"tigbt is called 'the unity of
consciousness' and that there is dealt with in relation to knowing.

Conscious acts are not so many isolated, random atoms
of knowing, but many acts coalesce into a single knowing.
Not only is there a similarigr between my seeing and your
hearing, inasmuch as both acts are conscious; there also is an
identity involved u'hen my seeing and my hearing oryour see-
ing and your hearing are compared. Moreover, this identiSz
extends a.ll along the line. Not only is the percept inquired
about, understood, formulated, reflected on, grasped as un-
conditioned, and affrrmed, but also there is an identity involved
in percei"ing, inquiring, understanding, formulating, reflect-
ing, grasping the unconditioned, and a{firming. Indeed, con-
sciousness is much more obviously ofthis unity in diverse acts
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than ofthe diverse acts, for it is within the unity that the acts
are found and distinguished, and it is to the unity that we ap-
peal when we tatk about a single field of consciousness and
draw a distinction between conscious acts occurring within
the field and unconscious acts occurring outside it (Lonergan
1992' 

'49).
This unity is not a postulate but a given (ibid. 35o-

t2).With the emergence of a distinct notion of the good, it is
made a more embracing unity, the unity of 'a single transcen-
dental intending of plural, interchangeable ob.jectives'
(Lonergan 1974 8I) including the intelligible, the true, and
the good. The uni5, is provided by a process of sublation
which retains lower levels but completes them by higher lev-
els in a relationship of functional interdependence. Primor-
dial immediacy, as identical with the transcendental infra-
structure of the subject-as-subject, is thus unified, and this
unity not only is what enables Lonergan to speak of distinct
but related levels ofconsciousness, but is dso what will shortly
enable us to ground a differentiation of primordial imme-
diacy into its cognitive and dispositional aspects without sepa-
rating these dimensions from one another. That both know-
ing and feeling are sublated in the intention of value indi-
cates that they join in a functional unity-in-dilferentiation.

In addition to this primordial immediacy, I wish to speal
of ucon? iruru)iory. The term is suggested by Paul Ricoeurt
study ofSigmund Freud, where there is mention ofa second
naivet6. But my meaning, while inclusive of Ricoeur's mean-
ing, is, I believe, more far-reaching. Second immediacy is the
result of method's objectification of primordial immediacy. It
is the self-possession of the subject-as-subject achieved as a
result of the mediation of the transcendental infrastructure
of human subjectivity, and so of the objectification of the
single transcendental intending of the intelligible, the true,
and the good, the self-appropriation of the cognitional and
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existential subject which is the fulfilm ent of the anthropologitche
l%en?ung of modern philosophy.' Second immediacy is the
probably always as;.'rnptotic recovery of primordial imme-
diacy through method.

Ricoeuri notion ofsecond naivetd, howevec is not alien
to my notion of second immediacy. In Ricoeur's philosophy,
second naivetd is a particular qualigz ofawareness and speech,
a quality intended in fucoeur's entire philosophical project,
a hoped-for conclusion of the quest for wisdom, a desired
unity of intentionality and psychic enerry in kerygmatic lis-
tening and speaking. Thus it has to do with what I am calling
a transcendental aesthetic, with Ricoeur's poetics ofthe will,
with a 'ransformation of intentionality into kerygma, mani-
festation, proclamation' (Ricoeur r97o, 1o). Ricoeuri notion
of second naivetd is directly relevant to the psychic comple-
ment to the self-appropriation ofthe existential subject which
I am here proposing. But the second naivet6 of critical (or
postcritical) symbolic consciousness is a portion of the sec-
ond immediacy that is the tsuit of the mediation of primor-
dial immediacy in transcendental method, and it is the latter
that provides us with a correct apprehension of the point of
insertion of the former in the self-appropriation of the eis-
tential subject. We shall devote considerable space to Ricoeur
in the next chapter. For the moment, I wish simply to indi-
cate that I have no quarrel whatsoever with his notion of
second naivet6, but that I understand it within the context of
a more inclusive notion of second immediacy.

r. 'Philosophy finds its proper data in intentional consciousness. Its
primary function is to promote the self-appropriation that cuts to the root
ofphilosophic differences and incomprehensions. lt has further, second-
ary functions in distinguishing, relating, grounding the several realms of
meaning and, no less, in grounding the methods of the sciences and so
promoting their unihcation' (Lonergan r991, 95).
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I have a suspicion, moreover, that what I am calling pri-
mordial immediacy is what Martin Heidegger calls Darcra. I
cannot veri$ this suspicion at this point through a textual
analysis of Heidegger's many and difficult writings. lrt it
suffice, then, to indicate that io Being an? Tiru Heidegger
speaks of two interlocking and equiprimordial constitutive
ways ofbeing the 'there': Vcr.tteben and, Bcfi lbbkzit ([{ieideg,-
ger 1962, r7r-72) - l*t us link this assertion with Lonergant
statement that'there is the mediation of immediacy by mean-
ing when one objectifies cognitional process in transcenden-
tal method and when one discovers, identifies, accepts onei
submerged feelings in psychotherapy' (Lonergan t99r, 7).
From the suspicion, the link, and the understanding of I-on-
ergan articulated in my first chapter, I am led to claim that
the primordial immediacy that is Duein is mediated in two
manners: through intentionality analysis and through psy-
chic analysis.

The result of the full mediation would be a second im-
mediacy, achieved in self-appropriation, through which the
interlocking constitutive features of primordial immediacy
are mediated to the subject in search ofauthenticity in his or
her knowing, doing, and religion. Intentionality analysis or
method provides the overall context, for it is concerned with
the totality ofthe subject as knowing and doing. The subject
as knowing is mediated, to my satisfaction at least, by
l,onergan. The mediation of the subject as doing, as existen-
tial subject, however, could profit from further refinement. I
do not question the structure already provided by Lonergan.
But to a large extent, psychic self-appropriation is what will
furnish the room, through the emergence ofa consciousness
familar with the symbols and images which evoke and are
evoked by the feelings in which the existential subject expe-
riences the primordial apprehension of possible values.
Method as intentionality analysis articulates the overall dy-
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namic: the appropriation or recovery of primordial imme-
di;rcy. Psychotherapy, then, will be one ofthe ways ofappro-
priating the dispositional aspect of primordial immediacy. It
can aid the emergence ofthe existential subject by mediating
a capacity to disengage the symbolic or imaginal constitution
of the feelings in which values are apprehended. Primordial
immediacy is the pure question which is the transcendental
infrastructure of the subject-as-subject. This pure question
is variously differentiated, and one ofthese variants, the one
granted primacy in l-onergant later writings, is the question
which makes the subject an existential subject. The primor-
dial apprehensions which generate the emergence ofthe ques-
tion-as-existential occur in feelings. Feelings are symbolically
certifiable. The psychic, then, is a constitutive feature ofthe
subject as existential, as moral and religious. Perhaps the fi-
nality of the psychotherapeutic movement, then, will some
day come to be understood as the fuller emergence of the
subject as originative value, as free and responsible constitu-
tive agent of the human world.

z Dispositional Imrnediacy

[,onergan's statement about the two mediations of im-
mediacy and Heidegger's assertion of two equiprimordial
constitutive ways of being the 'there' -Wrtteben ar.d Befin)-
tibkei-lead me to suggest that primordial imrnediacy can
be differentiated into cognitional and dispositional aspects. I
focus on its dispositional aspect, for it is primarily this that is
brought to objectification in the psychic moment of method
which is my concern.

Eugene Gendlin, in his very clearly written book -4.rpa-
ritncing an) thc Crc,ttion o/ tVaning, refers to this dispositional
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aspect of immediacy as 'experiencing' and describes it as fol-
lows:

It is something so simple, so easily available to everyper-
son, that at first its very simpliciry makes it hard to point to.
Another term for it is 'felt meanin6,' or 'feeling.' However,
'feeling' is a word usually used for specific contents-for this
or that feeling, emotion, or tone, for feeling good, or bad, or
blue, or pret5z fair. But regardless of the many changes in
t',/dl we feel-that is to say, really, /orl we feel-there a.lways
is the concretely present flow of feeling. At any mom€nt lve
can individually and privately direct our attention inward, and
when we do that, there it is. Of course we have this or that
speciEc idea, wish, emotion, perceptior, word, orthought, but
we alnay have concrete feeling, an inward sensing whose
nature is broader. It is a concrete mass in the sense that it is
'there' for us. It is not at all vague in its being there. It may be
vague only in that we may not Lnow what it is. We can put
only a few aspects of it into words. The mass itself is always
something tL€re, no matter what we say it 'is.' Our defini-
tions, our lurowing'\rhat it is,'are sJmbols that speci& as'
pects of it, 'parts' of it, as we say. Whether we name it, divide
it, or not, there it is (Gendlin 1952, rr).

Its importance is further highlighted in a manner more
appropriate to a discussion of the existential subject:

For the sake of(this orthataspect o0 experiencing man-
kind can do all they do in a lifespan. Within experiencing lie
the mysteries ofall that we are. For the saLe of our experien-
ti,a.l sense ofwhat we observe, we react as we do. From out of
it we create what we create. And, because of its puzzles, and
for the desperation ofsome ofits puzzles, we overthrow good
sense, obviousness, and rea.lity, ifneed be ... lf our direct touch
with our own personally important experiencing becomes too
clouded, narrowed, or lost, we go to any length to regain it;
we go to a Fiend, to a therapist, or to the desert. For nothint
is as debilitating as a confused or distant [unctioning of expe-
riencing. And the chief malaise ofour socieqr is perhaps that
it allows so little pause and gives so litde specr$,ing response
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and interpersonal communion to our experiencing, so thatwe
m,rst much ofthe time pretend that we are only what we seem
externa.lly, and that our meanings are only the objective refer-
ences and the logical meanings ofour words (ibid. r116).

'We are concerned, then, with this ever-present flow of
mood, now quiet, now turbulent, now easi} designated, now
undifferentiated, which accompanies every act of attending,
seeing, tasting, hearing, conversing, questioning, understand-
ing, refl ecting, a{fi rming, denying, deliberating, deciding,
being attracted or repelled, meditating, praying, fleeing medi-
tation, seeking distraction, drifting creatively, drifting in dis-
sipation, falling in love, falling out of love, being active, be-
ing passive. If we attend sufficiently to the function of this
Ilow of feeling, however, we sha discover that it not only
accompanies these acts, but qualifres them, gives them a style,
renders them aesthetically meaningful or gross, and even
determines whetherthey ta[e place or not. Thus, for example,
the various biases discussed by Lonergan ([rcnergan 1992,
chapters 6 and, 7), which intedere with intelligent and rea-
sonable inquiry and short-circuit it, are not simp$ a matter
ofa deficiency ofunderstanding, but are radically associated
with the dynamics of the flow of mood. Moreover, the inner
flow offeeling accompanies, qualifies, and organizes in a spe-
cific way not only our perception and dealings with the outer
data of sense, but also and more radically our awareness of
ourselves, our presence to the data of consciousness, and es-
pecial$ our constitution of ourselves as subjects through
whose capacity for meaning and language the world is both
mediated and constituted.

Psychotherapeutic investigations have shary>ened our
sensitivity to the centrality of the flow of feeling in the con-
stitution of human life. What psychotherapists have all too
frequently declined to admit, however, is that the domain of
their discovery has also been dealt with and addressed pro-

t17
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foundly and with deep respect and awe since time immemo-
rial by such figures as Lao-Tzu, Gotama, and Jesus. Psy-
chotherapy needs humbly to admit the continuity of its con-
cern with the scriptures of the great world religions, or else
the resources discovered by psychological investigations will
not be integrated into the spiritual quest for wisdom and truth
which is, I believe, the genuine finalitSz of psychotherapeutic
insight. The propriety and worth of this integration pertain
also to what I am here proposing and to what I wish to study
in depth in further work on Jung. Not only were the original
discoveries of Freudian analysis accompanied by a number
ofquestionable theories, but the potential spiritual finalify of
these discoveries has yet to be consistently defended against
the temptations ofan egalitarian professionalism perhaps best
understood in terms of group bias.r I believe one very plau-

,. The refusal to deal *ith the possibility otsueh an integration is the
most serious shortcoming in James Hillman's otherwise very good book
Tbc llyth of ,4mlyait. The book is probably the most coosistent and honest
endeavor at professiona.l self-relativization to date within the Jungian circle.
Hillman's concero is to articulate the appropriate m;,th according to which
pslrchoanalysts, at least ofthe Jungian variety, can understand themselves.
The myh of Pryche and Amor, a myh of 'soul-making,' is found by Hillmal
to be appropriate. W'ith all ofthis, I have no quarrel; far from it, I believe
the profession of analyic worL needs this sort of relativizing treatment.
Where I would differ from Hillmar is over his insistence that soul-making
and spiritua.l direction are two quite separate processes. Thus he finds the
images of both healing and enlightenment unsatLfactory as articulations
of the analyst's self-understanding. ' . . . our tradition is only partly repre-
sented by the medica.l pattern of our forebears-Galen, Mesmer, Pinel,
Charcot . .. So, too, the spiritual-director models ofguru, rabbi, of lgnatius
or Fenelon, of Zen master are only substitutions on which we lean for
want of sure5r about the mre model for psycholog,. flecause the psyche is
hidden in illness or in ignorance, it musr be hea.led or taught. So one is
played by these other roles, based on other models. But one is played by
the opus itself into these other roles lor the purpose of reaching that fun-



damental aim, which is neither healing nor teaching but the awa[ening or
engendering of soul' (ibid. 2.I).

Surely I do not wish to propose an undiffereotiated uni5r ofrole for
the analyst and the spiritual director. But I 7a maintain that method en-
ables a unity-in-differedtiation. Both psychotherapy and spiritual direc-
tion have to do with the appropriation of dispositional immediacy and
with the advance to second immediacy. While I have long been convinced
that spiritual direction ought to profit from the best insights ofdepth psy-
cholory, my experience at the C. G. Jung Institute in Zurich has con-
vinced me a.lso that Jungian analysis not informed by and related to the
insights of the spiritua.l traditions of the various world religions is pro-
ceeding blindly and headlong for the romantic agony. We may understand
the romantic agony, I believe, as a capitulation of intentiona.li5r to the
rhlthms and processes of the psyche. Its clearest expression is in the at-
tempt to integrate evil psychically in a manner analogous to Hegel's at-
tempt to integrate it speculatively. Some current variants of Jungian analy-
sis are rrot immune to this charge.

Subft*a P.,ycbc tt9

sible dialectical interpretation ofthe career of Carl Jung, for
example, could be delivered by viewing his cumulative re-
searches and reflections as a kind of reparation for the ex-
travagances ofthe initial enthusiasm which limited the hori-
zon within which he viewed the human significance of the
psychoanabdic revolution - even as a kind of sustained reach-
ing, ever ambivalent, for the religious significance of the
breakthrough. This significance might be stated very suc-
cinctly by postulating that the unappropriated functioning
of the ever-present flow of mood is the root, not only of the
neurotic guilt and neurotic anxiety which render so difficult
even the first steps in psychic self-appropriation, but also of
the less neurotic but thus also perhaps rn /-, neteuary fears
and desires, -e.g., the fear of living and the fear of dying -which present the emergence into spiritual freedom coun-
seled by l-ao-Tzu, Gotama, C,onfucius, and Jesus.

I choose to speak of dispositional immediacy, or with
Heidegger of Befbt?libkci , as away of referring to that which
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is recovered in the second mediation of immediacy by mean-
ing. In the remainder ofthis work, I shall use this term, rather
than 'feeling,' as my central referent, My main reason for
this choice is that the principal psychologist whose work I
am interested in is Jung, and Jung has a very definite mean-
ing forthe word'feeling,'a meaning which by no means cov-
ers all that is dealt u,ith in this mediation, but refers rather to
a particular function ofpersonality, dominant in some people,
recessive in others (see Jung I97I). But I believe it is fair to
say that Jungian psychotherapy, as all psychotherapy, is con-
cerned primarily with the mediation of the dispositional as-
pect of primordial immediacy.

In itself, then, dispositional immediacy is somethingvery
easy to designate. It is a matter of one's mood. It is what we
inquire about *hen we sincerely ask another, 'How areyou?'
This heuristic definition is, I believe, quite clear. In such a
question we are not usually inquiring about anothert latest
ideas or insights, the progress or hesitation of his or her on-
going project, or even about the state of his or her physical
health. Any or all of these may be somehow connected with
the answer, but the question intends something else, a pecu-
liar quality of being, ofbeing here and now, ofbeing the per-
son one is.'How doyou findyourself?'

Now, no matter what g,pe of personalilr one is-and
typologies are legion and, Jung's included, purely descrip-
tive and not explanatory-no matterwhether one is, in Jung's
scheme, a sensation $,pe, an intuitive $rpe, a feeling $pe, a
thinking t;,pe, an extravert or an introvert, this question, when
one finds oneselfaddressed by it, may be the most baffling of
all questions. One may indeed find or suspect that he or she
is completely incapable of answering it. Generally, anything
but this puzzlement is what is reflected in one's answer, which
is apt to be something as banal as 'Fine.' If one has adverted
to the puzzlement, however, one is a step ahead ofan aa,(aarc-
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ingly barral answer. Such advertence can be the first step in
leading one to seek help. It is the awareness that one is, in
one's self-conscious being, out oftouch with something rather
important and, for all its seeming simplicity, very deep and
mysterious. For reasons I will explain later, I prefer to de-
scribe this with l,onergan as an incommensurability of ob-
jectfied and differentiated consciousness with the undiffer-
entiated or nonobjectified, of the self as objectified with the
self as conscious, rather than as a split between conscious-
ness and the 'unconscious' (l.onergan 1g93, ,4).The latter
term has been used in very misleading ways. At any rate,
what one is out of touch with is the dispositional aspect of
onet primordial immediacy. One does not know how one is,
but has at least begun to advert to the fact of one's unknow-
ing and secretly to admit it to oneself. The process of the
mediation ofdispositional immediacy by meaning in psycho-
therapy begins with this secret admission of confusion, of
being out oftouch, of not Lnowing how one is, who one is.

The notion ofan appropriated dispositional immediacy,
on the other hand-a notion central to fucoeur's study and
critique of Freud-defines in a rather precise manner the
achievement of the mediation of the dispositional aspect of
immediacy by meaning which is our present concern. We
shall later have to examine in some detail Ricoeur's under-
standing of this appropriation. At the moment, I wish only to
indicate that I share Ricoeur s problematic of attempting to
pave the way for an intelligent mediation of dispositional
imrnediacy on the part ofthe person of modernity, ofthe per-
son who has been concerned with the modes of the media-
tion of immediacy and with their interrelations, but perhaps
at the expense ofa certain fullness of immediacy. The critical
mentality of post-Kantain philosophy, the introduction of
various critical techniques into every area of sustained in-
quiry, have rendered us 'sicklied o'er with the pale cast of
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thought.' Is there a way for us to return, not simply in spite
of, but through the instructioo of, the critique of naive con-
sciousness, to the fullness ofspeech simply heard and under-
stood? This is Ricoeur's question and it is also mine.r What
would be the structure of such a recovery, of such a restora-
tion?

Our first chapter has, I trust, made clear that I regard
the crucial critique of naive consciousness to be that of
Lonergan. This critique can be employed in understanding
the mediation of dispositional immediacy which occurs in
psychotherapy. It can also be used to help us sublate this
mediation into the movement of method. Appropriated dis-
positional immediacy is not dependent on an appropriated
cognitional immediacy, on the affrrmation of the correct po-
sitions on knowing, being, and objectivity, for successful psy-
chotherapy obviously occurs independently of whether the
analysand or the analyst have read lruQbtl B:ut the appro-
priation of dispositional immediacy also can 6gure as a part
ofmethod, as a feature in the existential sub.ject's self-appro-

4. Ricoeur shares a concem with the 'new hermeneutic' of Gerhard
Ebeling aod Ernst Fuchs, in that he confronts the question ofhermeneutic
from the standpoint, hrst, ofhearing tLe language anew in which meaning
was hrst expressed. But he has significandy advanced the hermeneutic
discussion, I believe, by correlating interpretation with s),mbolic or double-
meaning linguistic expressions, with language which is overdetermined.
For such a correlation, coupled with the interna.l variance within the
hermeneutic field between the hermeneutic ofrecovery and that ofsuspi-
cion, is erplanatory of the contemporar5r failure of the laaguage of faith
bemoaned by the adherents ofthe new hermeneutic. Precisely because o[
this correlation, hermeneutic has become dialectica.l. The restoration ofa
post-critical man or woman to a fullness of immediacy occurs only through
a resolution ofthis dialectic. We shall in the next chapter present a more
detailed analysis of fucoeur's notions of sJ,mbol and hermeneutic, while
introducing our own qualifications on the therapeutic nature ofthe dia.lec-
tic involved in the process Ricoeur proposes.
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priation as heeding the methodical eigence. It is not achieved
by attaining the correct positions on knowing, being, and
objectivity, nor even, it would seem, by remaining consis-
tently faithful to these positions. But these positions are in-
dispensable in understanding it corectly. Intentionality analy-
sis can even aid its effectiveness, in that the appropriation of
dispositional immediacy stands the best chance ofbeing suc-
cessful if it is self-consciously attentive, intelligent, reason-
able, and responsible. While the appropriation is a/the hith-
erto undifferentiated, its agent is consciousness, and the bet-
ter differentiated the agent, the more accurate and complete
is its agency.

Perhaps we may say, then, that a mediation of primor-
dial immediacy in its fullness involves (r) appropriating one-
self as a question for intelligibility and truth by raising and
answering what we may call the critical questions: What am
I doing when I am knowing? Why is doing that knowing?
What do I know when I do that?; (z) appropriating oneself
as a question for value by attending to onei constitutive re-
sponsibility for the human world; and (1) appropriating the
playground of one's desires and fears which is onei own
imagination. There is obviously successful psychotherapy
within a less comprehensive context. There is also authentic
moral and religious subjectivity without psychotherapy. Au-
thentic religion, moreover, surely has something to do with
an exhortation of Jesus to men and women who were far
from post-critical: 'Therefore do not be anxious about tomor-
row, for tomorrow will be anxious for itself. lrt the darz's
own evil be sufficient for the day'(Matthew 6.34). But the
mediation of primordial immediacy in its fullness involves
the discrimination of spirit or intentionality, the cultivation
of soul or psyche, and the surrender ofboth spirit and soul to
the action of Godi love in the world. Second immediacy
would be enjoyed by one who has labored to achieve a self-
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conscious integration ofintentionality and psyche or who has
learned to live attentively, intelligently, reasonably, respon-
sibly, lovingly, with their customary tension. For perhaps their
full integration occurs only in the 'mediated return to imme-
diacy in the mating of lovers and in the prayerful mystic's
cloud of unknowing' I-onergan rg9j, 7)-



3 Symbols

Any human subject whose world is mediated and con-
stituted by meaning is primordially in a condition of cogni
tional and dispositional immediacy to the operations by which
that wo d is mediated and to the states of mind that accom-
pany those operations. Second immediacy is the recovery of
this infrastructure in method. One way ofrecovering the dis-
positional aspect of primordial immediacy is through psy-
chotherapy. This dimension of immediacy is accessible to
conscious intentionality by the la-tter's focusing on the ever-
present flow of mood which is constitutive ofonei concomi-
tant awareness of oneself in all of one's intentional opera-
tions. 'In every case Dasein always has some mood (Heideg-
Ber t962, I73). Prirnordial immediacy is immediacy to one-
self. Its dispositional mode is an immediacy of feeling, of
mood, of 'how one is,'of how one finds oneself. It is what we
intend when we ask another, 'How are you?' 'The mood has
already disclosed, in every case, Being-in-the world as a
whole, and makes it possible first of all to direct oneself to-
wards something' (ibid. 176). We are concerned, then, with a
state of immediacy to feeling or moo4 and with its media-
tion. The mediation occurs in the objectification which takes
place in psychotherapy.

12t
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r Disposition and S5,'rnbol

In chapter I, we saw the connection established by
Lonergan between dispositional immediacy and the s5,.rnbol.
To repeat, a s;rmbol is 'an image ofa real or imaginary object
that evokes a feeling or is evoked by a feeling' (I-onergan
1991,6O. These sy.rnbolic images provide one of the ways of
ascertaining both individual uniqueness in dispositional re-
sponse to objects and individual affective development or
aberration and deviation. Symbols function in aid ofinternal
communication on the part of the existential subject; they
provide a disclosure of organic and psychic vitality to inten-
tional consciousness and an instrument whereby the latter
can secure the collaboration of organism and psyche in the
existential subjecti participation in the constitution of the
human world.

In dependence on l,onergan's analysis, then, I wish to
suggest that the dispositional aspect of immediacy is
imaginally constructed, symbolically constituted. Our dispo-
sitions are structured by imagination, by the playground of
our desires and fears. Thus the subject in his or her imme-
diacy can be understood by disengaging one's synbol sys-
tem.

But this imaginal constitution or symbolic determina-
tion is often not accessible to conscious intentionality in the
same way as is the disposition itself. It often cannot be dis-
covered simply by a heightened attentiveness to the ever-
present flow of mood, but must be disengaged by specific
techniques ofpsychological ana.lysis. When one is out oftouch
with dispositional imnediacy, these techniques of symbolic
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disengagement may be needed to enable one's dispositiona.l
immediacy to be objectified, appropriated, known. When so
disengaged, symbols not onv reveal 'how it stands'between
the explicit articulate self-understanding of the existential
subject and a larger totality, between the self as objectified
and the self as conscious, but also enable one! selfunder-
standing to approimate onet reality. If one is out of touch
with how one is, with who one is, one needs to disengage the
imaginal constitution of this larger totality. One cannot tell
the story of onet own being as eistential subject, but the
story inevitably goes forward all the same. Psychic self-ap-
propriation is a matter of gaining the capacity to articulate
this story correctly and to guide it responsibly. It frequently
involves a reversal of a cumulative misinterpretation of ex-
perience. Everyone tells his or her own story, but not all can
tell it as it is.

I hazard that the most effective techniques yet devel-
oped for disengaging the story offelt meaning are the Jungian
procedures of dream interpretation and active imagination
and an associated process developed by Ira Progoff known
as 'twilight imaging.', In this chapter, though, rather than
deta.iling these techniques, I wish to call attention to the realm
or dimension of human subiectivity whose articulation and
appropriation constitute in lar6e paft the mediation ofdispo-
sitional immediacy. This dimension is referred to by Paul
Ricoeur as the 'm;rtho-poetic core of imagination' (Ricoeur
I97o, lt), which gives rise to the spontaneous elemental sym-
bols which in fact constitute and reflect for each individual
the structure ol Bc;fini)licb ke it.

r. On twilight imaging, see Progoffr97; on active imagination, see
Weaver r973.
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While I believe that the finest philosophical study of

sJ,,rnbolism to date is probably that of Ricoeur,' I have seri-
ous reservations as to whether philosophical reflection as
understood by Ricoeur can sufEciently penetrate to the cre-
ative spontaneigr which renders possible individual unique-
ness in symbolic response, and thus as to whether Ricoeur
does not overvalue the capacity of reflective philosophy to
achieve, on the basis o[ its own resources, an appropriation
of the s;,,rnbolic dimension. Ricoeur is quite insistent that
philosophy, in the interests of the selfappropriaton of the
depths of the reflective subject, must become a hermeneutic
of the slrnbolic contingencies of cultures. More radically, I
will maintain that there is an individual core of spontaneous
elemental imagination which is to be recovered by intelli
gent, reasonable, existential subjectiviSz in the interests of
self-appropriation, and that this recovery is not achieved in a
philosophical hermeneutic of cultural objectifications but in
an existential, evaluative, dialectical hermeneutic of onei
&eams, of one's own most radical individual spontaneity. It
is this recovery which both moves psyche into the thrust of
intentionality and provides one with the symbolic founda-
tions for engaging in a hermeneutic of culture and religion.

Nonetheless, for four reasons I feel justified in detailing
at some length Ricoeuri achievement in his study of Freud.
First, Ricoeur has displayed the need of self-appropriation
to have recourse to the interpretation of concrete s;rmbols.
Secondly, I find myself ever more impressed with the sug-
gestiveness ofhis analysis ofthe dialectical structure of s;.,m-

z. I ha.ve yet to do a detailed study of Ernst C-assirer's philosophy of
symbol. For Ricoeur, Cassirer makes the notion of s;,.rnbol too extensive,
so much so that it includes expressions which are not overdetermined,
whose meaning is both obvious and univocal. This is certainly what would
be expected in one wLose inspiration is a Kantian-based conceptualism.
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bolic process. Thirdly, through Ricoeuri analysis we are in-
troduced in superb fashion to Freud, whose work must 69-
ure in our understanding ofthe psychic self-appropriation of
the existential subject. Fourthly, I can most expeditiously
present my own philosophy ofthe sSrmbol by indicating where
I agree *ith Ricoeur and where I wish greater precison.

z The Tension of the S5rmbol

z.r Tbe Hermzneutic Conflict

Ricoeur s philosophical project is surely among the most
ambitious and sophisticated intellectual endeavors of our
century. His treatment of cultural and religious symbolism
figures as a part ofa vast philosophical undertaking concerned
with delineating the essential structure, limits, and possibili-
ties of human existence. Ricoeur has moved from the struc-
tural phenomenological analysis of his earlier works (Ricoeur
ry55 and ry66) to a concrete hermeneutic phenomenolog, of
symbolsr because of a conviction that the self which it is

3. The beginnings of this turn are re0ected in Ricoeur (1959). -Frar-
?om ad N urc is the ttst volume of a projected three-volume philosophy
of the will. The second volume is to contain three paxts, the flrst two of
which are Falliblz llan and Tbc Syn$oli'm of Etil. Freelom an? Naturc is rc-
ferred to by Ricoeur as an eidetics of the will, employing the method of
pure description in order to reveal in the abstract our fundamental possi-
bilities. Two important factorc are omitted from the eidetics, fault and tran-
scetdence. Fallilb aa and Tbc Synbolitn of Zsrl consider the domain of
fault, tLe first from the standpoint of investigating that which permits fault
to arise, the second by investigating hermeneutically the 'language of
avowal,' in which we confess our fault. The projected third part of this
second volume would dea.l with transcendence, and the third volume is a
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philosophy's task to recover is not a datum for naive imme-
diacy but can be retrieved only by a detour through the non-
self. The &az ofthe Cogito'has tobe "mediated" by the ideas,
actions, works, institutions,and monuments that objectifu it'
(Ricoeur I97o, 43). 'I must recover something which has first
been lost; I make "proper to me" what has ceased being mine.
I make "mine" what I am separated from by space or time,
by distraction or "diversion," or because of some culpable
forgetfulness .. . I do not at first possess what I am' (ibid. +l).
Philosophical reflection is to recover the larn through reflec-
tion on the works ofmen and women. The larz as such is not
given as an immediate datum ofexperience. Knowledge of it
occurs only through a displacement of the home of meaning
away from immediate consciousness, a displacement which
for Ricoeur means an understanding of our objectifications
in knowledge, action, and culture. Phenomenolory becomes
herme.neutic when it becomes a matter of understanding
our arpcrLnct by understanding our c-rprutiont.

The meaning of these objectifications or works, how-
ever, is neither immediately evident nor univocal. Our self-
expressions are capable of being variously interpreted. A
privileged instance ofthis susceptibility to different interpre-
tations is found in language. Ricoeur designates the realm of
equivocal or plurivocal linguistic expressions as the domain
of sl.rnbolism and at this stage of his thought correlates its
exploration with the task of hermeneutic or interpretation. 'I
have decided to define, i.e., limit, the notions of symbol and
interpretation through one another. Thus a symbol is a
double-meaning linguistic expression that requires an inter-

projected poetics of the will. Frcd ant Philo,'opby, while not part of the
philosophy of the will, sharpens the hermeneutic tools first employed in
Tbc Syo$okm ol Eoil. See Kelbley's 'Translat or's lnriodrction,' Fallillz i[an
ix-xv, and Ihde r97r, r8r.
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pretation, and interpretation is a work ofunderstanding that
aims at deciphering sJ,'rnbols.'4

The symbolic function consists in the designation of
something other than what is said, through what is said.r
'Symbols occur when language produces signs of composite
degree in which the meaning, not satisfied with designating
some one thing, designates another meaning attainable only
in and through the first intentionaliqz' (ibid. rQ. Symbolism
is peculiar to and dependent upon language. Its power may
be rooted in the expressiveness of the cosmos, in the pouloir-
7#e of human desire, and in human imagination, yet, for
Ricoeur, it appears as such in larguage. 'There is no symbol-
ism prior to man who speaks' (ibid.). It is the perhaps inter-
minable task of interpretation to reveal the richness and
overdetermination of symbols and to demonstrate that s;.'rn-
bols have a role to play in human discourse.

The manifest meaning of a s;rmbol, according to one sqrle
ofinterpretation, points beyond itselfto a second, latent mean-
ing or to a series of such meanings, by a qzpe of analorywhich
cannot be dominated intellectually. The symbol is rather a
movement which we can follow, a movement of the primary
meaning intentionally a-ssimilating us to the symbolized (ibid. I7).

Such is the operative notion of symbol in the phenom-
enolog, of religion. The symbols ofany ofthe great religions
of the wo d enable the historian to be drawn toward that
religion's conception ofthe sacred and its relation to human-
ity. Much of the work of a scholar such as Mircea Eliade is a
matter of moving with the symbols and being drawn by them

4. Ibid. 9. 1993 note: In Ricoeurt later hermeneutic thought, the task
of interpretation is broadened beyond the realm otthe symbolic.

5. 'To mean something other than what is said-this is the symbolic
function'(lbid" rz.).
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to a universe structured in a particular way and to a god or
gods relating in a certain manner to our world as we experi-
ence it. Thus, for example, the predominance ofcertain s5,'rn-
bolic indications enables Eliade to distinguish religions ofthe
'eternal return' from religions of historically oriented faith
(Eliade 1959, chapter 4). The process of assimilation by which
the prima5r meaning moves us, draws us on, to a latent, sJ,,rn-
bolized meaning, is identified by Ricoeur as 'intentional anal-
ogr.' S;rmbols are 'the manifestation in the sensible - in imagi-
nation, gestures, and feelings -of a further realiqz, the ex-
pression of a depth which both shows and hides itself (Ricoeur
1970, 7).

But such intentional analogr is not the only kind of re-
lationship that can exist between manifest and latent mean-
ing. The manifest meaning may indeed be a pointer toward
an analogous second meaning, but it may also be a cunning
distortion of latent meaning. In either case, however, '... a
slnnbol exists .. . where linguistic expression lends itself by
its double or multiple meanings to a work of interpretation.'
There are no sl,rnbols without the beginnings of interpreta-
tion. 'Where one man &eams, prophecies, or poetizes, an-
other rises up to interpret. Interpretation organically belongs
to symbolic thought and its double meaning' (ibid. r8-r9).

The opposition ofthese two relationships between mani-
fest and latent meaning gives rise to the problem ofconflict-
ing hermeneutical styles. Ricoeur &amatizes the conflict by
highlighting the differences between the phenomenolog, of
religion and the psychoanalysis of Sigmund Freud. For the
latter, drea"ms, works of art, linguistic expressions, and cul-
tural objectifications are the dissimulation of basic desire
rather than rnanifestations ofa further rea"lity beyond them-
selves. They conceal an unsurpassable instinct, and thus their
interpretation takes the form of the reduction of the illusion
effected in consciousness by their manifest meaning. These
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two different styles of interpretation, the hermeneutic of re-
covery and the hermeneutic of suspicion, while not consti-
tuting a complete enumeration of hermeneutical styles, rep-
resent the polar extremes in contemporary hermeneutic, and
point to the key difficulty of hermeneutic, the absence of a
universal canon of interpretation. The hermeneutic field is
'internally at variance with itself' (ibid. zZ). For the suspi-
cious pole, hermeneutic is a demystification, a reduction of
illusion, For the hermeneutic ofrecovery, the task is a resto-
ration ofmeaning addressed to me as a message, a proclama-
tion, a kerygma. We oscillate for the most part betwen
demystification and recovery because we are the victims ofa
crisis of language peculiar to our age. Is the conflict ofsuspi-
cion and recovery definitive, or is it provisional? Can we
achieve a standpoint beyond it? The crisis gives rise to dia-
lectic.

ln Thc Synloli.tm o/ Evil, where Ricoeur begins his at-
tempt to read human experience by interpreting human sym-
bolic expressions, the task is still phenomenological. The
hermeneutic war is not yet the problem. But hermeneutic
phenomenolory is nonetheless a departure from what we
might call sructural phenomenolory in that it involves a
wager which shatters the descriptive neutrality of most phe-
nomenological \ /ork. 'I wager that I shall have a better un-
derstanding of man and the bond between the being of man
and the being of all beings if I follow the in4btttbn of syn-
bolic thought' (Ricoeur r969, 155).ItFreu2 an) Pbi-l,wophy, the
sanne wager is seen to quali$, the phenomenoloS, ofreligion,
which is animated by an intention, a series of philosophical
decisions which lie hidden even within its apparent neural-
ity, a rational faith which employs a phenomenological
hermeneutic as an instrument ofachieving the restoration of
meaning. The implicit intention of hermeneutic phenomenol-
ogr is 'an expectancy of a new'Word, of a new tidings of the
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Word' (Ricoeur r97o, 3r). Such interpretation, then, does not
attempt to reach behind the sJrmbols for underlying instinc-
tual determinants but rather attempts to follow them forward,
to follow their indications. 'Syrnbols alone give what they
say'(ibid.).

Nevertheless hermeneutic phenomenolos/ is not a mat-
ter of naiwe irnmediacy. To interpret sltnbols phenomeno-
logically is to reenact them in sympathetic imagination, not
through an immediate belief but through the recovery of
implicit intentionality. One would reenact a myth through
an immediate belief if one were to accept it, with its original
adherents, as explanatory or etiological. To reenact it by s;,.,rn-
pathetically imrnersing oneself in its intentionality and fol-
lowing its indications, however, is to accept it as exploratory
of ourselves, our place in the cosmos, our destiny, The cos-
mic significance which the slrnbol intends is not actuallyya,en
in the syrnbol. If it were, the latter u,ould cease to be a s;zm-
bol. SJrmbols are intentions without fulfilments.

The phenomenologz of religion may proceed either by
analyzing the inherent structures of s;rmbols and m;,ths, or
by relating them to one another in an evolutionary perspec-
tive or by rela,tions of transposition, of opposition and iden-
tity ofintentionality. In either case, says Ricoeur, three philo-
sophical decisions are featured.

First, the decision is ma-de to accent the object of the phe-
nomenological investigation. A hermeneutic of recovery is a
rational faith characterized by care for the object. This care
is inherited from a more neutral phenomenolog.r, which
wishes to describe and not to reduce. Thus the phenomenol-
ogz of religion intends to disengage the implicit object in myh,
ritual, and belief rather than to focus upon subjective or so-
ciological motivations and determinants ofbehavior. The task
of the phenomenolog., of religion is 'to disimplicate (the sa-
cred) from the various intentions ofbehavior, discourse, and
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emotion' (ibid. zq). Behind such concern, as we shall see, is
the expectation of being ad&essed by the sacred and the plac-
ing ofan intrinsic confidence in human discourse, 'the belief
that language, which bears symbols, is not so much spoken
by men as spoken to men, that men are born into language,
into the light of the logos "who enlightens every man who
comes into the lvorld"'(ibid. z9-3o).

Second, the hermeneutic of recovery is pervaded by a
concern for the truth or fullness of symbols. In symbols we
meet the fullness of language in the overdetermination of
meaning. Here again the supposed neutrality ofphenomeno-
logical research is broken, for one is placed within a kind of
hermeneutic circle of faith and understanding.

I admit that what deeply motivates the interest in full
language, in bound language, is this inversion of the move-
ment ofthought which now addresses itself to me and makes
me a subject spoken to. And this inversion is produced in anal-
ory. How? How does that which binds meaning to meaning
bind me? The movement tLat draws me toward the second
meaning assimilates me to what is said, makes me participate
in what is announced to me. The similitude in which the force
of sJ,mbols resides and from which they draw their revealing
power is notan objective likeness, which I may loolc upon lihe
a relation laid out before me; it is an existential assimi.lation,
according to the movement of analory, of my being to being
(ibid. lr).

Thirdly, then, the intention of such phenomenolos/ is
that one may'finally greet the revealing power ofthe primal
word' (ibid. 3z). The hermeneutic of recovery is character-
ized by something like the Platonic theme of participation
and reminiscence. 'After the silence and forgetfulness made
widespread by the manipulation of empty signs and the con-
struction of formalized languag"", the modern concern for
sl,,rnbols expres".s a new desire to be addressed' (ibid. lD.
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The phenomenolory of religion functions as a propaedeutic
to the revelation of meaning (ibid. 3z).

The opposed character of the hermeneutic of suspicion
can be understood in terms of these three decisions. This
conflicting style of interpretation rewerses the three decisons
made by the phenomenologist of religion. The hermeneutic
task, moreowet cannot remain at a phenomenological level
because of the mighty invasion of the hermeneutic of suspi-
cion into modern thought. First, then, the focus ofconcern is
not the object of investigation itself, the expression, but the
underlying determinants of such expression. Secondly, the
latent rneaning of symbolic expression is not to be discov-
ered by trusting in the fullness of language and thus folow-
ing it forward, but by moving back to the realm of
unsurpassable instinctual desire lying behind and determin-
ing the mendacious deliverances of consciousness. Thirdly,
the intention of the phenomenolog, of religion to be spoken
to anew by the primal Word is reversed when religion is de-
scribed with Freud as the universal obsessional neurosis of
humankind. While this description is Freudi and Freud is
but one representative of the hermeneutic of suspicion,
Ricoeur finds a common intention in all of its representa.-
tives, 'the decision to look upon the whole of consciousness
primarily as "false" consciousness. They thereby take up again
.. . the problem ofthe Cartesian doubt, to carry it to the very
heart of the Cartesian stronghold ... After the doubt about
things, we have started to doubt consciousness' (ibid. ll).
This doubt is the core of the hermeneutic of suspicion, the
essence of the stamp it has imprinted, perhaps indelibly, on
modernity.
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z.z The Dialectic of tbe Symlol

r)7

In psycholory, such doubt of naive consciousness is re-
flected not only in the psychoana.lysis of Freud but also in
the wery different analy.tical psycholory ofJung. And in phi-
losophy not only does it animate the thought of a Nietzsche
but it is also central to Ricoeuri notion of philosophical re-
flection. Thus perhaps, despite its radical contrariety to any
phenomenolog, of the sacred or to any hermeneutic under-
stood nondialectically as the recollection ofmeaning, its ulti-
mate significance may be quite other, even with regard to
religion, than would appear from Freud or Nietzsche. The
doubt of naive consciousness is carried to quite different re-
ligious conclusions by Jung and Ricoeur. And the same doubt
permeates Ircnergan's clearing of a previously undifferenti-
ated structure of intentional consciousness in direct opposi
tion to the philosophy he calls naive realism. So perhaps the
philosopher's task is that of the dialectical resolution of the
hermeneutic conflict. This is the task attempted by Ricoeur.
In the course of executing it, he uncovers a notion of the
symbol which should be operative in the mediation ofpsyche
which we are here proposing and which was in fact opera-
tive in Jung's writings, though-as unfortunately is the case
with most of Jung-it was never articulated with sufficient
philosophic rigor.

Ricoeur judges that a long-term dialectical view of this
radical doubt of immediate consciousness would find it salvific
for authentic religious belief. It has cleared the horizon for a
more authentic word, 'a new reign of Truth' (ibid.), the
deidolization of religion. The way is open, too, for a mediate
science of meaning, irreducible to the immediate conscious-
ness ofmeaning (ibid. 33-34). Thus the hermeneutic ofsuspi
cion is, in the last analysis, no more a detractor ofconscious-
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ness than is Ricoeur himself, or, u/e might add, Jung or
I-onergan. Rather it aims at extending consciousness. Freud,
for example, aims 'to substitute for an immediate and dis-
sirnulating consciousness a mediate consciousness taught by
the reality principle' (ibid. l;). Nonetheless-as is dramati-
cally evident in the differences between Freud and Jung-
the controversy itself involves the fate of the 'm;rtho-poetic
core of imagination,' the very condition of possibility for 'the
upsurge ofthe possible,'for newness and creativity, and thus
for the revelation of the primal Word. 'Does not this disci-
pline of the real, this ascesis of the necessary, lack the grace
of imagination? ... And does not the grace of imagination
have sometfiing to do with the word as Rerelartion?'(bid. 1 -3Q.

Thus the importance ofthe conflict cannot be minirnized.
If, in fact, the hermeneutic war cannot be mediated, the
thinker -whether philosopher, theologian, or psychologist -
is left with a seemingly arbitrary option between these two
s$rles, an option in its arbitrariness perhaps itself determined
not by the exigences of evidence and disinterested inquiry
but by the instinctual determinants of one's own psychic
makeup. Ifthe war cannot be mediated, the odds would seem
to lie with the hermeneutic of suspicion, since either option
in itself would appear arbitrary and thus itself a.n expression
of unsurpassable instinct. The thinkeri task would then be
iconoclastic, purely and simply. One would proceed to 'pu-
rifi.., discourse olits excrescences, liquidate the idols, go from
drunkenness to sobrie$u, realize our state of poverty once
and for all' (ibid. z7).

Ifthe conflict can be mediated, though, the hermeneutic
of suspicion would remain, but this iconoclastic form of in-
terpretation would be taken up into the task of recovery,
which would then become, not a parallel task, exclusive of
and opposed to that of demystification, but inclusive of the
latter. The thinker would then'use the most "nihilistic," de-
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structive, iconoclastic movement so as to ht tpeak what once,
what each time, was aaD, when meaning appeared ane-, o,hen
meaning was at its fullest' (ibid.). The recovery of meaning
would occur, not through a mere phenornenolog, of symbol,
as in the phenomenolog, of religion, but by philosophical
reflection in its fullest sense and in reliance upon a process of
rigorous dialectic which would include extreme iconoclasm
as a moment in the restoration of meaning.

Ricoeur favors the possibility ofsuch a philosophic reso-
lution ofthe hermeneutic conflict. The conflict can and must
be moved onto the level of philosophical reflection, which
Ricoeur understands as 'the appropriation of our effort to
exist and ofour desire to be, through the works which bear
witness to that effort and desire'(ibid. 4Q. As against Des-
cartes, the Cogito crgolun'remains as abstract and empty as
it is invincible' (ibid. a), and as against Kant, epistemolog,
is only a part of the foundational concern of philosophy to
recover the act of existing, the &az of the Cogito, in all the
density of its works. Philosophical reflection thus becomes
the task of making my concrete experience equal to the pos-
iting of the 'I am.'6 The emergence of our effort to exist or
our desire to be -the &az of the Cogito -is, then, delivered
to reflection only through works whose meaning remains
doubtful and revocable, and through symbolic utterance in
particular. Symbols and myhs, while prephilosophical, are
instructive and nourishing for philosodphical reflection. They
can be treated by a philosophical exegesis which regards them
as exploratory pointers opening upon a world of meaning.
Symbols call for philosophical reflection because through
them attempts are made 'to generalize human experience on

6. Ibid.4t. This task is identica.l to what we hawe called the media,
tion otprimordid immediacy through method.
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the level ofa uniwersal concept or pa-radigm in which we can
read our condition and history' (bid. 38-39). It is their para-
digmatic quality which invites philosophical reflection. In
mJ,.ths, s;,rnbols confer 'universality, temporality, and onto-
logical import upon our self-understanding' (ibid. ,9), for the
m;rth is a second-order sJ,rnbol which adds to primary s;,'rn-
bols the temporal characteristics of narrative (Ricoeur 1969,
r8). But, because the issue is one of conflict, of the concrete,
the dynamic, and the contradictory, the reflection adequate
to meeting it is neither phenomenological nor hermeneutical
but dialectical. And as such it must resolve not only differ-
ences in standpoint and correlative content but also differ-
ences in underlying decisions in which one chooses one's
standpoint, and it must prepare the subject for a further de-
cision in which one chooses a more inclusive standpoint.z
\Vhereas reflection must have recourse to hermeneutic, the
hermeneutic conflict must be arbitrated by a retum to an
expanded, dialectical, reflective critique of interpretations,
which, although expanded, is also more concrete, penetrat-
ing as it does more profoundly into the effort to exist and the
desire to be which reflection must appropriate through hu-
man expressions. 'To destroy the idols, to listen to symbols-
are not these ... one and the same enterprise? Indeed, the
profound unity of the demystifying and remyhicizing of dis-
course can be seen only at the end ofan ascesis ofreflection,'
in which 'the disposession of consciousness to the profit of
another home of meaning' is 'the first gesture of reappro-
priation.' (Ricoeur r97o, 54-;5).

And so Ricoeur moves to the task ofintegrating the dis-
course of Freudian psychoanalysis, a leading instance of

7. This articulation ofthe d;mamic of dia.lectic is Irnergan s, but it
surely expresses what Ricoeur is driving at. See I-onergan 1993, rz8-3o.
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demysti$ring hermeneutic, into philosophical reflection, into
the reappropriation of the Sraz of the Cagrfa. Freudian psy-
choanalysis provides Ricoeur with an arcbeobgy o/ tbe aubject.
Thus the level on which Ricoeur proceeds with his investi-
gation is the same level as that on which we are encouraging
the appropriation of psyche as a complement to the appro-
priaaoo of bgoa effectd by Lonergan in method. My insis-
tence that intentionality analysis sublate psychic analysis is
parallel to Ricoeur's insistence that philosophical reflection
must become in part a hermeneutic and dialectic of synbols.
The basic level for both Ricoeur and myself is the lewel of
transcendental reflection, of the'movement of self-appropria-
tion by self which constitutes reflective activity' (ibid. yz).
Ricoeur has correctly argued, I believe, that this movement
is not exhausted by its cognitional moment, which for Ricoeur
is represented by Kant, and for me by Lonergan. Syrnbols
play an a priori role in this movement of self-appropriation
because of the connection between reflection on the Sarz of
the Cogito and'the signs scattered in the various cultures by
that act ofexisting' (ibid.). Ricoeur goes so far as to say that
this connection 'opens up a new field ofexperience, objectiv-
ity, and reality'(ibid.) -the 6eld I shall later qualifu as a genu-
ine sphere of being and call r,9c inaghal. To this field a tran-
scendental logic of double meaning is said to pertain; this
logic is disengaged by Ricoeur, at least in part, and it will be
operative in the appropriation of psyche to which the
psychotherapeutic movement gives rise and must give way.

z.j Tbe Arcbeology o/ tbe Subjeet

On Ricoeuri analysis, then, Freudian psycholog, is
motivated by an intention to provide a critique of immediate
consciousness, a decentering of the home of significations, a
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displacement of the birth of meaning. Freudt psychological
topography and economics make me completely homeless,
forcing me to admit the inadequacy of immediate conscious-
ness despite the apodictic and irrefutable character of the
Cogito ergo./4r2. A twofold movement permeates Freudian
discourse: a displacement of meaning a*ay from conscious-
ness tolvard unconscious process and a recapturing ofmean-
ing in interpretation. Even the apodictic, though empry, char-
acter of the Cogilo ergo tum never figures as such in Freudi
systematization; the ego functions only as an economic vari-
able. Nevertheless, the movement of interpretation is a first
step toward becoming conscious, in the sense of becoming
equal to the authentic Cogito. Thrs movement of interpreta-
tion is possible only because instincts, however unknowable
and unapproachable, are designated in the psyche by ideas
and affects that represent them. Thus there is a certain ho-
mogeneity between unconscious process and consciousness.
The reality ofthe psychical representatives of instinct exists
only for interpretation. 'The reality of the unconscious ... is
relative to the operations that give it meaning' (ibid. +:O.

Philosophical reflection as self-appropriation, then, can
speak of the emergence of desire, of the Srrn at the heart of
the Cogio, as giving rise to an archeolory of the subject. To
do so, it examines the Freudian economics, which becomes
for philosophical interpretation not simply a model but a to-
tal view ofthings and ofhuman beings in the world ofthings,
a revelation of the archaic, a manifestation of the ever prior.

Thus, dreams and neuroses reveal 'the unconscious' to
be timeless in character ald desire to be 'unsurpassable.' Such
an archeolog, climaxes in the theory ofnarcissism, 'the origi-
nal form of desire to which one always returns' (ibid. 44y).
Since ideals and illusions are the analogues of dreams and
neuroses, the psychoanalyic interpretation of culture is also
archeological. This archeolog, culminates in Freud's critique
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of religion, 'the universal obsessional neurosis of mankind'
(ibid. ++Z). The ethical world, too, and the superego which
accounts for it, are seen to have distinctivel.y archaic features,
and the death instinct is the archaic index ofall the instincts
and ofthe pleasure principle itself. We are drao,n backwards,
by a detemporalizing agency, to a destiny in reverse.

Can such an archeolos./ be understood within a phi-
losophy ofthe subject? To answer this question, says Ricoeur,
we must first ask about the ultimate meaning of Freud's eco-
nomic point of view. There is a point within the economic
perspective where the fate ofthe affective representatives of
instinct no longer coincides with that ofthe ideational repre-
sentatives. At this point, psychoanalysis becomes the bor-
derline knowledge ofthat which, in representation, does not
pass into ideas-i.e., desire qua desire, 'the rnute, the
nonspoken and non-speaking, the unnameable at the origin
of speech' (ibid. 4y4). Only the enerp, metaphors ofthe eco-
nomics can speal< this muteness, This regressive movement
of psychoanalysis designates, from the border, the .larz of
the Cogio. 'Just as the "re[inquishing" of consciousness in a
topography is intelligible only because of a "recapture" in
the act of becoming conscious, so too a pure economics of
desire is intelligible only as the possibility of recognizing the
emergence ofdesire in the series ofits derivatives, in the den-
sity and at the borderline ofthe signifying' (ibid.). Thus, draw-
ing upon [ribniz, Ricoeur states: '. . . as standing for objects
or things, representation is pretension to truth; but it is also
the expression of life, expression of effort or appetite' (ibid.
45Q. 'Desire is both the nonspoken and the wish-to-speak,
the unnameable and the potency to speak' (ibid. a57).

What does such an archeologr tell us, then, about hu-
man existence? Our representations must be studied, not only
by an epistemolog, which views them as intentional rela-
tions ruled by objects, but also by an exegesis of the desires
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that lie hidden in that intentionalit5r. Thus human Lnowledge
is not autonomous but rooted in existence, desire, and effort.
Epistemolory is but one part of reflectiwe philosophy. Life
and desire, which alone are unsurpassable, tend to interfere
with the intentionality which is the concern of epistemologr.
Truth becomes, in such an analysis, not a given, but a task.
The movement of reflective philosophy to the sublation of
the psyche makes of that philosophy a semantics of human
desire.

The dependence of the knowing subject on the emer-
gence of desire cannot be grasped in immediate experience.
It can only be interpreted, deciphered through dreams, fan-
tasies, and m;,.ths, 'the indirect discourse of [the] mute dark-
ness'ofdesire tibid. ay8). Reflective consciousness must move
with Ricoeur beyond structural phenomenolog, and the phe-
nomenolog, of perception to hermeneutic phenomenolory,
for only hermeneutic can understand this rootedness of
knowledge in life. The hermeneutic turn proves to be justi-
fied in terms ofthe very interest and pro.ject ofphilosophical
reflection.

z4 Arcbeology an? Tblzologry

For the sake ofconcreteness, says Ricoeur, an archeol-
og, ofthe subject must be placed in a relationship ofdialec-
tical tension with a teleolog, of the subject. Only through
such a relationship can self-appropriation become concrete.
A second dispossession of immediate consciousness is re-
quired, precisely for the sake of becoming conscious, i.e., of
attaining to the true being ofthe subject. This process ofap-
propriating the meaning of onet existence is mediated
through figures which give agaal to the process. The goal is
expanded or heightened consciousness. The figures which
mediate the process serially constitute what Hegel calls Gcaf.
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They determine a new decentering of meaning away from
immediate consciousness. Heuristically, we may say that, for
Ricoeuc to understand the relation between these two dispos-
sessions of consciousness is to understand that the herme-
neutic conflict can be resolved. The dialectic of archeolog,
and teleologr is 'the true philosophical basis for understand-
ing the complementarity of opposed hermeneutics in rela-
tion to the m;rtho-poetic formations of culture' (ibid. +5o).

Freudianism itself is far more dialectical in nature than
Freud admitted. It may be an explicit and thematized arche-
ology, but it relates in and of itself to an implicit and
unthematized teleolog,, much as Hegel's Pbcnorlcnotogy is art
explicit teleological account of the achieving of conscious-
ness, but emerging out ofthe substrate oflife and desire, and
thus an implicit archeolory.s

Hegel presents a phenomenolog,, of figures, categories,
and symbols which guide the developmental process along
the lines of a progressive synthesis. We become adult by as-
suming the new forms ofmaster-slave, stoic thought, skepti-
cism, the unhappy consciousness, service ofthe devoted mind,
etc., which serially constitute Geitt. A giveo consciousness
must encounter and appropriate those spheres of meaning if
it is to reflect itself as a self, a human, adult, conscious self.
Consciousness is the internalization ofthis movement, which
must be captured in the objective structures of institutions,
monuments, works of art, and culture. Consciousness be-
comes self-consciousness only through this mediation, thus

8. 'I do not confuse Hegel with Freud, but I seek to find in Freud an
inverted image of He6el, in order to discero, *ith the help ofthis schema,
certain dialectical features which, though obviously operative in analyic
practice, have not found in the theory a complete systematic elaboration'
(ibid. a5r-52).
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only by allowing a shift ofthe center of meaning away from
itselfjust as much as in psychoanalysis.

Ricoeur taLes two facets of Hegelian phenomenolog,,r
as guides in the development ofa Freudian dialectic: its form
and its content. The form of Hegelian dialectic is that of a
progressive synthesis in which each figure receives its mean-
ing from the utbdcqrcnt one. As regards content, what is at
stake in the progressive synthesis is the production of the
self of self-consciousness. The form contrasts with the ana-
lyic and regressive character ofpsychoanalysis. The selfthat
is at stake cannot 6gure in a topography or an economics,
The 'education' of the selfis not understood economically as
a return to narcissism from object libido. The self rlr rr;cfwill
know itself only in reflection, where the self is finally/or rt-
ulf. The way is open for creativity, since each moment in-
cludes in its certainty an element of the not known that all
the later moments mediate and make explicit. In contrast,
.Freudianism appears to be a strange and profound philoso-
phy of fate. Whereas Geitt has its meaning in later forms or
figures, 'the unconscious'in psychoanalysis means that in-
telligibility always proceeds lrom earlier figures.'Spirit [Gear]
is history and the unconscious is fate (Ricoeur r97o, 468).

Nevertheless, the Freudian problematic also appears
within Hegelian phenomenolog,. The emergence of desire is
central to the spiritual process of the reduplication of con-
sciousness; the satisfaction of desire is inherent in the self-
recognition of achiewed self-consciousness. The education of
the selfproceeds on and arises from the substrate of life and
desire, which has a teleological dimension to its dynamism.
Life is the obscure density which self-consciousness, in its
advance, reveals behind itself as the source of the synthetic

9. On the importance ofHegel for Ricoeua see Ihde r97r, r;.
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movement. Life and desire are both surpassed, in the sense
of being progressively mediated, and unsurpassable, in the
sense of being originary.

Conversely, the Hegelian problematic is within Freud-
ianism. Ricoeur finds that three areas of Freudianism reveal
an implicit teleolog,: the theoryi operatiwe concepts, the
notion of identification, and the question of sublimation.

By'operative concepts' Ricoeur means concepts that
Freud uses but does not thematize. Principal among these is
the intersubjective nature of the analytic situation, which
contrasts with the solipsism ofthe topography ofthe psyche.
Because ofthis intersubjectivity, the anal;rtic relation between
patient and analyst can be understood as 'a dialectic of con-
sciousness, rising from life to self-consciousness, from the
satisfaction ofdesire to the recognition ofthe other conscious-
ness' (ibid. 474). By the attainment ofthe equality of the two
consciousnesses, the patient is no longer alienated, no longer
primarily another; but has become a self. Even more impor-
tant, the therapeutic relation serves as a 'mirror image in re-
viving a whole series of situations all of which were already
intersubjective ... AII the dramas psychoanalysis discovers
are located on the path that leads from "satisfaction" to
"recognition "'(ibid.).

The genesis of the superego in Freudian theory also re-
lates to an unthematized teleological dialectic by reason of
the concept of identification. Because ofthe external nature
ofauthorilr, an acquired differentiation ofdesire takes place,
along with a semantics ofideals. Again, this differentiation is
hornologous to the Hegelian reduplication of consciousness.
The desire in question here, one which precedes the Oedi-
pus complex and is strengthened by its dissolution, is the
)erin to be 1/r. This process of consciousness-to-conscious-
ness can be understood only by an interpretation other than
the Freudian metapsycholos/. It is a process which founds
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affectionate trends offeeling and cultural ob.jectifications. As
such, it eludes the economics. Freud's writings can thus be
reread from the standpoint of the emergence of self-
consciosness (ib;d,. +Zl -8).

Finally, there is the question of sublimation, which is
aa/y a question in Freudi theory. The more Freud distin-
guishes sublimation from other mechanisrns, and in particu-
Iar from repression and reaction formation, the more its own
mechanism remains unexplained. Sublimation is a displace-
ment of enerry, but not a repression of it. It precedes and
embraces a of the formations derived by way of aesthetic
transfer ofsensual pleasure from erotogenic zones or by way
of desexualization of the libido during the dissolution of the
Oedipus complex. Ultimately, the task of becoming I, the
finality ofanalysis, a task set within the economics ofdesire,
is in principle irreducible to the economics (ibid. a819).

2,.5 Tbe Concrete Sym.bol

For Ricoeur, the dialectic ofarcheolog, and teleolog, is
the first step leading from abstract reflection to concrete re-
flection. To understand that symbols are the area of identiSz
berween progression and regression, though, is fully to enter
into concrete reflection and to demonstrate most &amati-
cally that self-appropriation needs to have recourse to sym-
bols. The dialectic of opposed hermeneutics is rooted in a
dialectic within the symbol itself. While the key to the solu-
tion of the hermeneutic conflict lies in the dialectic between
archeolog, and teleolog,, these are found together in the
concrete mixed textrlre of the symbol. These two lines of in-
terpretation find their point ofintersection in the meaningful
texture of s5,,rnbols. Symbols are thus the concrete, though
not immediate, moment of the dialectic. After thought, after
the ascesis ofreflection, after the decentering ofthe origin of



l,et us not be mistaken about the meaning of this last
stage: this return to the immediate is not a retum to silenc€,
but rather to the spoken word, to the fullness of language.
Nor is it a retum to the dense enigma of initial, immediate
speech, but to speech that has been instructed by the whole
process of meaning. Hence this concrete reflection does not
imply any concession to irrationaligz or effusiveness. In its
return to the spoken word, ref'lection cootinues to be re0ec-
tion, that is, the understanding ofmeaning; re0ection becomes
hermeneutic; this is the only way in which it can become con-
crete and still remain renection. The second naivete is not the
6ist naivete; it is postcritical and not precritical; it is an in-
formed naivete (ibid.).

Ricoeur's thesis is formulated as follows

... what psychoanalysis calls overdetermination cannot
be understood apart from a dialectic between two fudctions
which are thoughr to be opposed to one another but which
symbols coordinate in a concrete unity. Thus the ambiguiqr o[
symbolism is not a lack ofunivocigr but is rather the possibil-
ity ofcarrying and engendering opposed interpretations, each
of which is self-consistent (ibid.).

Symbols carry two vectors -repetition of our childhood (in-
dividually, culturally, racially, and species-wise) and explo-
ration ofour adult life. But these two functions are not exter-
nal to one another; they constitute the overdetermination of
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meaning away from naive consciousess -and only after -
may one return to the simple attitude oflistening to symbols,
the 'second naivete."In order to think in accord with sym-
bols one must subject them to a dialectic; onv then is it pos-
sible to set the dialectic within interpretation itselfand come
back to Iiving speech'(ibid.49t). This is the transition to
concrete reflection. 'In returning to the attitude of listening
to language, reflection passes into the fullness ofspeech sim-
ply heard and understood' (ibid. a96).
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authentic sl,rnbols. Authentic symbols are truly regressive-
progressive; remembrance gives rise to anticipation, archa-
isrn to prophecy.

The intentional structure of symbols may be described
in terms ofthe unity ofconcealing and showing. At this point,
Ricoeur becomes, I believe, very similar to Heidegger in the
Iatter's notions oftruth and language. True s;'rnbols both dis-
guise and reveal. While they conceal the aims ofour instincts,
they disclose the process of self-consciousness. 'Disguise,
reveal; conceal, show; these two functions are no longer ex-
ternal to one another; they express the two sides of a single
symbolic function . .. Advancement of meaning occurs only
in the sphere ofthe projections ofdesire, ofthe derivatives of
the unconscious, of the revivals ofarchaism ... The opposed
hermeneutics disjoin and decompose what concrete reflec-
tion recomposes through a return to speech simply heard and
understood' (ibid. +gz).

Freud's inadequate theory of symbolism and language
leads Ricoeur to suggest that we distinguish various levels of
creativity within the symbolic realm. At the lowest level we
come upon 'sedimented symbolism,' symbols so encrusted
with age and worn with use that they have nothing but a
past. Such, says Ricoeur, are the symbols of dreams, fairy
tales, and legends. At a higher level are symbols that func-
tion, often without our knowing it, in ordinary human com-
merce. Interestingly enough, Ricoeur states that these are
the sJ,.rnbols appropriate for study by structural anthropol-
ory. Finally, there is the level of prospective symbols, cre-
ations of meaning which take up the traditional symbols with
their multiple significations and serve as the vehicles of new
meanings. The task of one concerned with the future s5..rn-
bolic capabilities of humanity, says Ricoeur, is to grasp s;rm-
bols in this creative moment, not when they arrive at the end
of their course and are revived in dreams (ibid. 5o4-o7).
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3 A Further Radic" I ization

I accept from Ricoeur the archeological-teleological
unity-in-tension of the concrete symbol. But I differ from
him on several counts. My qualifications of his analysis are
not in the interests of returning to najve consciousness untu-
tored by criticism. The mediation of immediacy is a matter of
the appropriation and articulation of what is otherwise un-
differentiated and nonobjectified. In both its cognitive and
dispositional dimensions, it effects a displacement ofthe home
of meaning away from naive consciousness. But I start with
the displacement effected, not by Kantian epistemolog, or
Husserlian phenomenolog, but by Lonergant cognitional
analysis. The latter effects a mediation of cognitive imme-
dlacy or Vertteben by enabling one to answer correctly three
questions: what am I doing when I am knowing? why is do-
ing that knowing? what do I know when I do that? The dis-
placement of the home or core of meaning away fron naive
awareness is achieved in the startling strangeness ofthe com-
bination of judgments which affirm that knowing is know-
ing being, but that being is not a subdivision ofthe'already
out there now,' but is rather whatever can be intelligently
grasped and reasonably affirmed (t onergan r992, chapter rz).

First, then, I wish to radicalize the significance of the
dialectical overdetermination of symbols. While it is true that
reflective philosophy must move through a concrete
hermeneutical turn to the dialectic ofthe symbol, the issue is
not so much one ofunderstanding human experience by un-
derstanding human expressions as it is one ofunderstanding
human expressions by a more radical and concrete under-
standing ofhuman experience, by a mediation ofdispositional
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immediacy through the disengagement of its s1'rnbolic con-
stitution. The task ofphilosophy has become, with the work
oflrnergan, that ofthe mediation of imrnediacy through self-
appropriation. This task is not fulfilled primarily by moving
from an understanding of human objectifications in language,
culture, and action to an understanding of experience, no
matter how dialectical, even no matter how accurate, the
understanding of these objectifications may be. The essen-
tial movement is the other way around, and its cognitive di-
mensions are expressed in Lonergan's programmatic invita-
tion: 'Thoroughly understand what it is to understand, and
not only willyou understand the broad lines ofall there is to
be understood, but alsoyou will possess a fixed base, an in-
variant pattern, opening upon all further developments of
understanding' (ibid. zz). Something similar may be said of
the roots of desire and fear in human imagination: Conu to
knop at a:rittcntial utbjcct tbe antingent _figure4 thc ,ttruchcc, thc
proce,t,t, an? tbe tymlolic .tpontaneity o/ your oon pdycbc, an) you
will comr into pot,tet,ti-on of an arpan)ing bau an? an ittteiligilL
pattcrn illu.minatkg tbe t'outoiriire o/ brunan)atbe a.t it i,t brougbt
to anpreaion in the cultural an? religbtu objeai/bation t o;f burun
bittory.

Secondly, and relatedly, as we shall discover in detail in
the next chapter, a far more generous evaluation can be pro-
vided ofthe role ofthe &eam than that accorded it by Ricoeur.
The Jungian understanding of the dream is, I believe, far
more accurate than the Freudian interpretation preserved
by Ricoeur. Dreams are anything but the revival of
sedimented symbols that have nothing but a past.

Finally, this more generous evaluation of the dream is
bound up with a notion of the psyche itsell *hich is explic-
itly teleological in part. Thus the dialectical counterpart to
Freud in understanding the archeological-teleological unity-
in-tension of even the most spontaneous dream symbols
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should be, not Hegel, but a philosophically criticized Jung.
While I must severely criticize Jungi lack of serious philo-
sophic underpinnngs, I believe his notions of the structure
and dynamics of the psyche, when coupled with Freud's, will
provide us with a better understanding of the unit5z-in-ten-
sion that is the concrete symbol than can be afforded by plac-
ing Freud and Hegel in dialectical relationship to one an-
other or by finding Freudi problematic in Hegel and Hegeli
in Freud. The authentic symbol is a spontaneous psychic
production. It is not a rna*er of Gci^tt except insofar as the
latter, reinterpreted as the existential subject, has influenced
or failed to influence psyche. While the ultimate dialectic of
the existential subject is that between intentionality and
psyche, the ultimate dialectic of the symbol itself is located
within psyche.

I am maintaining, then, that the appropriated disposi-
tional immediacy which is Ricoeur! second naivete is not
precisely the result ofthe dialectic which Ricoeur elaborates,
a dialectic ofopposed hermeneutics, but ofanother dialectic,
a specifically therapeutic dialectic, a dialectic within the
psyche. Philosophy as we have known it cannot bring one to
appropriated immediacy in the dispositional realm, but can
only point the way, open possibilities, and discuss eventuali-
ties. This, ofcourse, Ricoeur has done, and he has done so in
masterful fashion. But the process of moving forward to an
existential appropriation ofdispositional immediacy is a dif-
ferent kind of process. It is, indeed, dialectical and herme-
neutical, and it is a.lso reflective in Ricoeurt sense of this
word. But it is not philosophy as we have known philosophy,
or even as Ricoeur understands philosophy. It is a different
lcind of mediation. With l,onergan philosophy has become
method. But method can sublate psychic analysis and psy-
chic synthesis. Within the methodical exigence, as one of its
constituent features, there is the therapeutic exigence.
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The therapeutic dialectic of the psyche may be under-
stood, then, as a principal dimension in the achievement of
self-transcending existential subjectivity. It may be placed
into the more inclusive context ofthe dialectic ofintentional-
ity and psyche. But the fact that an archeologicalteleological
unity-in-tension pertains to the most elemental spontaneous
s5,mbolic productions of the psyche of the dreaming subject
indicates a dialectical suspension or tension within the psyche
itself. There is the potential, suggested andalnart su(ficiently
disengaged by Jung (whose psycholog, collapses on the fi-
nal psychic complex ofthe negotiation ofevil), that the psyche
nay be brought to join in the dynamism of intentionality to-
ward value, indeed toward the upper reaches of an ascend-
ing scale of values. And there is the opposed possibility that
the psyche may drift in the direction ofthe loss ofthe exis-
tential subject as the potential for self-transcending authen-
ticity, that the subject may simply come to drift in the direc-
tion ofthe now harsh and now seductive rhyhms ofpsyche
and nature and thus fail to achieve genuine humanity. I do
not believe Ricoeur highlights strongly enough the fact that
the tension within sybmolism points to a tension within the
myrthopoetic core of imagination itself. There seems to be in
the psyche itselfa teleological orientation toward joining the
dynamism of intentionality toward being, truth, and value,
as *ell as an archeological regressive tendency toward the
inertness of nonJiving matter. The psyche, it is true, cannot
resolve the tension. That is the formidable task of the exis-
tential subject finding out for oneself that it is up to oneself
to decide what one is to make of oneself, asking oneself the
most crucial of all questions, What do I want to mal<e of
myselfl The conscious mind, or better, the ego is all too often
'reluctant to see or admit the polarity ofits own background'
so that incompatible contents remain nonobjectified or are
habitually and assiduously overlooked. 'The more this is so,
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the more the [psyche] will build up its counterposition' (Jung
r95r, xviii). But the conscious mind can also take stock of
psychic polariry, and then there can occur a progressive ar-
ticulation and differentiation ofthe inner space ofthe psyche
and a progressive though dialectical conscription of the
psyche into the thrust ofintentionality to the lreedom oforigi-
nating value.

Thus, within what Jung calls 'the unconscious' itself,
there are tendencies which are opposites. The two most in-
clusive of these we may call the tendency to matter and the
tendency to spirit. Because ofthe dialectic present in a psyche
which is human, both are tobe consciously realized, and not
on an intermittent a) boc 6asis -now matter, now spirit-a
basis which could be specified only by a process of deduc-
tion from so-called principles. Rathec their realization is to
be consistent and permanent, through a psychic reconcilia-
tion ofone with the other, a process which individuates both
ofthese tendencies. This is the therapeutic dialectic. While it
is effected by the existential subject's engaging the symbolic
manifestations of dreams, which are intentions without
fulfilments, in a continual process of coming to terms, this
dialectic of intentionality and psyche is conditioned by a dia-
lectic within the psyche itself. The s;rmbolic manifestations
of &eams undergo a story of development or aberation ac-
cording as they are dealt with by the consciousness of the
existential subject, and they take on a particular 0avor from
the individual existential subject whose dispositional imme-
diacy they represent, whose story they narrate. Since they
are relatively autonomous, however, they cannot be integrated
into conscious life through philosophy, but only by a differ-
ent kind ofdialectical procedure which often takes the form
of a dialogue. 'Usually the process runs a dramatic course,
with many ups and downs. It expresses itself in, or is accom-
panied by, dream sJ,mbols that are related to the "represen-
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tations collectives," which in the form of myhological motifs
have portrayed psychic processes of transformation since the
eadiest times' (Jung 1969, 4r).

As a way of expressing the therapeutic exigence as a
part ofthe newmovement of historical Western mind of which
I spoke in the first chapter, we might say that for Hegel the
unity of opposites is conceptual and its comprehension is
speculative knowledge, whereas in concrete method, when
the latter is extended to the psyche, the unity of opposites is
psychic, the progressive result ofa dialectical process that is
lived while and according as it is comprehended.

4 Mystery and Myth

I accept from Ricoeur, then, both the possibility of a
second naivete and the characterization ofthis naivete as in-
volving the ambiguity of sl.rnbolism, though I place the lat-
ter more radically in the realm of the preverbal and sponta-
neous elemental psyche. From fucoeur I accept also one fur'
ther qualification ofthe symbolic realm of which one becomes
more aware as the therapeutic dialectic goes forward: sym-
bols are exploratory rather than etiological or explanatory.
Such a distinction is entailed in Riceour s we[-known phrase,
'the slrmbol gives rise to thought' (Ricoeur 1969, 374; r97o,
38) . To interpret syrnbols as exploratory is, on Ricoeur's analy-
sis, to reenact them in sympathetic imagination, not through
an irnmediate belief but through the dialectical recovery of
their intentionality. In this way the elemental sJrmbol is found
to be an interpretation of oneself as existential subject, of
one's background, potential future, and present status, Such
a relation to s;rmbols I designate as rzy,rfrr?. To reenact a sym-
bol through imrnediate belief, on the other hand, would be to



We all have an understa,ndable desire for crystal clarity,
butwe are apt to lorgetthat in psychic matters we are dealing
with processes of experience, that is, with transformations
which should never be given hard and fast oames iftheir liv-
ing movement is not to pretriSr into something static. The pro-
tean m;nhologem and the shimmering s;-.rnbol express the pro-
cesses ofthe psyche far more trenchantly and, in the end, far
more clearly than the clearest conceptj forthe symbolnotonly
conveys a visua.lization of the process but-and this is per-
haps just as important-it also brings a re-experiencing of it,
of that twilight which we can learn to understand only through
inoffensive empathy, but which too much clarity only dispels
(J\tng t967, 162-6]).

Of what is the s;,anbol exploratory? Can we be more
precise on this point u,ithout falling into the conceptualism
indicted by Jung? I find helpful some distinctions offered by
Lnoergan in tlfetb ia Tbeology and already discussed in our
first chapter (l,onergan t9%, 96, ro8).If we insist that the
sJ,.rnbol is to be accepted as exploratory rather than explana-
tory, then we may say that a post-critical s5.,rnbo[ic conscious-
ness would understand the elemental symbol as a manifesta-
tion of what is interior rather than exterior, as referring to
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accept it as explanatory. This relation to s5rmbol is myth, in
the pejorative sense of this plurivocal word. I accept from
Ricoeur the notion of symbols as intentions without
fulfilments, and would add that this unfulfrlled nature ofthe
symbol as such is itself expressive of its archeological-teleo-
logical unity-in-tension, ofits concrete, dynamic, and dialec-
tically contradictory possibilities. Only the existential sub-
ject can resolve the dialectic. What do I want to make of
myseIfl

Jung speaks of a tendency which leads us either to re-
gard symbols as explanatory or to neglect them in favor of
concePts:
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the temporal before the spatial, the generic before the spe-
cific, and as related to the divine and the anti-divine, to grace
and sin, and not simply to the human. The concrete sJmbol
is exploratory ofour affective interiority, ofthe dispositional
aspect of primordial immediacy. It is exploratory of our jour-
ney through time and, when produced spontaneously by the
psyche ofan individual, indicative of one's present stance in
time. To say that it refers to the generic before the specific
would be to indicate that spontaneously produced s;,rnbols
function rather as barometer than thermometer.to That is, they
are indicative of the atmosphere, of its pressures and poten-
tialities, rather than explicative of the precise temperature
and of its causes. Finally, to say that symbols are related to
the realm of transcendence is to indicate that they are ci-
phers of the existential subject's relation to the upper levels
ofthe scale ofvalues, where the authenticity of self-transcen-
dence is the fruit of the gift of C,odi love.', Thus the symbols
spontaneously produced in the &eams and fantasies of the
existential subject are to be regarded in the first instance as
opening up for appropriation some element of the psychic
constitution oftheir author, ofthe temporal relations in terms
of which he or she is this concrete man or woman at this
point in his or her personal history, and ofthe stance that he
or she is adopting or can adopt to the movement of inten-
tionality toward self-transcendence. The attentive presence
to this complex congeries beckons thoughtful reflection,
hermeneutic reflection, dialectical reflection, but also thera-
peutic reflection.

ro. I am indebted for this formulation to Rev. Charles Goldsmith,
Ph.D., clinical psychologist.

u. r99, note: ln my later formulations of tLis point, I speak of the
ultimate anagogic context of symbols.
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Finally, I must relate my distinction between mystery
and myth to l,onergani (Lonergan 1992, t54-72). Lonergan
later rearticulated this distinction: 'My contrast of mystery
and mJ,th was between s;'rnbolic expressions ofpositions and
of counterpositions.',1 Mystery for rne is a posture vis-i.-vis
sJ,.nbols which searches for the intention of intelligibility,
truth, and value in the symbolic revelations themselves. MSrth
is an opposite posture which regards the symbol itself as
fulfilment, which does not intelligently, reasonably, and re-
sponsibV discriminate the dialectic ofthe symbol, and which
thus runs the risk of the capitulation of intentionaligr to psyche
that is the romantic agony. While the former attitude is the
condition of possibility of the symbolic expression of posi-
tions, the latter is the inevitability ofthe symbolic expression
of counterpositions. Il

y lndividuation

Jungian psycholory makes an acute and very impor-
tant distinction between the first half of life and the second
halfoftife. During the 6rst halfoflife, which extends at least
through one's early los, one seeks one's natural self-expres-
sion in external life. Thus a conscious ego is developed, which,
together with its 'outward face,'the persona, determines for
better or for worse an individual's position in regard to wha"t

rt. Lanergan, 'Luigbt Revisited' 271

13. The tension ofthe symbol is also dealt with by Mafthew L. Lamb,
'Myh and the Crisis of Historical Consciousness,' pap€r presented for
discussion at the convention ofthe American Academy of Religion, No-
vember, 1974.
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is exterior, spatial, specific, and human. In the second halfof
Iife, one seeks new channels and new sources of self-expres-
sion ald meaning. On our analysis, one can then cultivate
the world of interiority, and consequently can come to value
time before space and what is generic as the condition of
what is specific, and to discriminate the psyche in terms ol
vzhat Christian spirititual radition has called the discernment
o[ spirits. The inner law of the second half of life manifests
itself in the movement to what Jung calls individuation. The
transition from the first half of life to the second halfoflife is
a very difEcult affair. It demands the relativization of the
outer-directed ego and thus of one's relations to what is exte-
rior, spatial, specific, and human. It demands that the ego
surrender its position as the supposed center ofthe total per-
sonality-a position it b,t) to adopt during the first half of
life -and that it give way to a deeper center, a more mysteri-
ous center, a center which can never be completely circum-
scribed and grasped but which can, at best, be circumambu-
lated. This deeper center Jung refers to as the self. I find no
reason for not identifuing it with what fucoeur calls the &az
of the Cogito. For Jung, it is symbolized - inadequately and
abstractly, I believe-by such figures as a mandala, a stone,
or a steadily burning flame.I+ On the other hand, once the
ego gives way to the selfas center, there are further and seem-
ingly more treacherous difficulties to be negotiated, which
only time and determination enable one to resolve. For one
can then identifu one's ego consciousness with the self, re-
sulting in'an inflation which threatens consciousness with

14. 1993 rote: [n later writings I rely on l-onergant distinction of
integrator and operator, posit the mandala as symbolic of the selfas inte-
grator, and claim that Jung does not adequately discuss symbols ol the
self as operator
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dissolution.',1 In these moments, as Erich Neumann warns,
the 'ecstatic demolition'of the ego may occur, either through
a negative introversion or, by projection, through an outward
mysticism culminating in a pantheistic seizure. In either case
the ego would be overpowered and one would be on the bor-
ders of psychosis. Tlrtiurn ?ahc. There is the possibility,
achieved only by ever greater approximation, of being at-
tached to the numinous and at home in oneself, at rest and in
creative motion, in the world and outside it at the same time,
and ofbeing thus self-consciously, through individuation (see
Neumann t9t9, 44).

The individuating aspects of such a task are difficult.
'The self is the hero, threatened already at birth by envious
collective forces; the jewel that is coveted by all and arouses
jealous strife; and finally the god who is dismembered by the
old, evil power of darkness. In its psychological meaning,
individuation is anoptu contra naturotn, which creates a botor
oacui in the collective layer and is only too likely to collapse
under the impact ofthe collective forces ofthe psyche.',5These
collective forces could be those to which the persona responds,
in which case the movement into the second halfoflife would
not occur psychically at all; or they may be what Jung has
called the collective unconscious, in which case the psycho-
ses referred to by Neumann are imminent.

The notion of the self is a permanently heuristic notion
which is appropriately described only in symbolic language.
Jung speaks of the self as 'psychic totality and at the same
time a centre, neither of which coincides with the ego but
includes it, just as a larger circle encloses a smaller one (ibid.

ry. C.G. Jung, 'Conceming Rebi*h,' in Tbc Anbctypca ad tbc Collcc-
tiw Unanacioua r41.

t6. Jung,'Concerning Rebirth' 146-47
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r42). Insofar as it is the sum of conscious and unconscious
processes, it is by definition beyond conceptual grasp (Jung
1961, 6)- The notion of the self is the type of notion which
James Hillman qualifies as indefinable (Hillman 1972, 79). I
am convinced that the type ofreligious meditation represented
in, for example, Sebastian Moore's discovery of the image of
the Crucified at the far end ofthe psyche (Moore 1977) ulay
help to speci$, what Jung was reaching for in his notion of
the self at least insofar as the true self emerges out of one's
negotiation of the problem of evil and more specifically out
of one's progressive discovery of the meaning for oneself of
the divinely originated solution to the problem of evil. How
am I to participate in this solution?

The Jungian notion of individuation, then, is quite sus-
ceptible of reinterpretation within the context ofthe self-ap-
propriation of the existential subject. Individuation is the
psychic complement of the self-appropriation of intentional-
ity aided by t onergan. It is the movement ofan individual to
the appropriation of the dispositional aspect of irnmediacy.
The movement from the ego to the self is a movement to-
ward the appropriation of dispositional primordial immediacy.
Ironically enough, however, it would appear that this move-
ment toward the appropriation of immediacy is a movement
away from naive consciousness. For it is a movement toward
centering oneselfin what can only be circumambulated, and
it takes place through a process of relativizing naive con-
sciousness, It is a movement from what is exterior, spatial,
specific, and human, to what is interior, temporal, generic,
and in the realm ofthe divine solution to the problem ofevil.
It involves a withdra*al of those projections which enable
one to find one's realization and meaning in the 'already out
there now real.'This movement thus affects the heart of one's
desire to be, of one's striving toward existence. It is a move-
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ment, ifyou wish, toward an autonomy not only ofone! cog-
nitional being, such that my knowledge is a matter of my
raising and answering questions, but also of one's source of
desire and caa.zla.r. The existential and psychic complement
to the disinterestedness ofthe pure desire to know is a move-
ment toward the second innocence of agape. It is, perhaps,
Western humanityt way of moving t oward what the Bhagaua?
Grla calls'acting while renouncing the fruits of one! actions,'
toward the innocence which the ancient Chinese scripture,
the I Cbing, describes in this way: 'If one does not count on
the harvest while plowing nor on the use of the field while
clearing it, then it furthers one to undertake something.' It is
a movement toward the nonalienation ofthose who are free
to seek only the reign of God and God's righteousness, con-
fident that ever5rthing they need for their life will be given
them. This movement can be aided symbolically.

Failures to achieve individuation, on the other hand, are
a matter radically ofthe 'loss ofthe "s;'rnbolical attitude,"'of
'a break in the spontaneous relationship between the con-
scious mind and its matrix, the unconscious' (Adler 195I, 9).
For Jung, '... the collective unconscious ... does not under-
stand the language ofthe conscious mind. Therefore it is nec-
essary to have the magic ofthe s5rmbol which contains those
prinitive analogies that speak to the unconscious. The un-
conscious can be reached and expressed only by symbols,
and for this reason the process ofindividuation can never do
without the symbol. The symbol is the primitive exponent of
the unconscious, but at the same time an idea that corresponds
to the highest intuitions of the conscious mind.',2

17. C. G. Jung, 'Commentary on "The Secret ofthe Golden Flower,"'
in Alcbcnical Stuiiza 28. This passage from Jung highlights the dia.lectic
within the psyche itself.
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Joseph Henderson contrasts the Jungian notion of the
selfwith the Hindu conception of Atman and shows the su-
preme importance of the symbol for the former.

For the East the supreme ground of Being, Atman, is
suprapersonal and completely transcendent, rendering its pos-
sessor capable of maintainint an attitude of seltless non-at-
tachment to all wishes or compulsious of the ego. The West-
em Self, in contrast, is personal as well as impersonal. T'hrough
the ego it is attached to life in a meaningful and fateful way,
while its transcendent aim relates it to the higher goal of indi-
vidual differentiation from collective social pattems. ln this
sense individuation, therefore, involves the experience ofcon-
flict between the claims of the ego and the claims of the Sell
Resolution occurs only at the nodal points of life where har-
mony can be established between these two claims by the cre-
ation ofareconciling s5,'mbol which performs its work by join-
ing in a tota.lly spontaneous or unexpected lashion the images
ofattachment with images ofwhat is liberating for transcen-
dent experience. ln those significant moments a man may be-
come, as Wordsworth says, 'true to rhe Lindred poinx of
heaven and home' (Henderson, 1953, 14).

From this perspective, appropriated dispositional im-
mediacy involves a knowledge of one's own most spontane-
ous conditions and roots through an appropriation of the
s;,rnbolic determinants or qualifications of onei own inner
order and meaning. The symbolic revelations of dreams are
for Gerhard Adler "'living symbols" representing "the inex-
pressible in an unsurpassable way"' (Adler r95I, 9). Adler
quotes Ruth Monroe, School,t of Ptycbotnalytic Tbought:'The
living symbol does not merely rep rctcnt wider experience on
the parr pro toto principle . .. Nor is it the agreed-upon sign
for highly abstract relationships as in mathematics and the
natural sciences. It is creative ... Jungi major point is that
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the symbols are u sed, crcativcly it dreams, in art, in psychosis,
in many social phenomena."E

More important for Jung than the forgotten, the re-
pressed, the subliminally perceived, thought, and felt acqui-
sitions of onei personal existence, retrieved through a re-
duction to the original infantile situation, is the appropria-
tion of the transpersonal source of imaging itself, which he
refers to variously as the collective unconscious and the ob-
jective psyche, andwhich I shall rename the archeq,pal func-
tion. James Hillman has identfied it with Augustine's rzrrarrrr
(Hillman 1972, qr). This source of transpersonal images is
identical also, I believe, with the transcendental imagination
which lured Kant and captured Heidegger. Thus psychic self-
appropriation is the differentiation and appropriation of the
prlruiial tiru,ttnrcfarc of one's dispositional immediacy. This
time structure is not only the form of inner sense, as vr-,ith
Kant, but the very constitution of Be/in?libkeit in rts
primordiality, unity, and totality, as with Heidegger. To say
that the transcendental imagination azp&rc? Heidegger means
that for him it constitutes not ooly Bc/h?licbfud but inten-
tionality as a whole. This I deny, strongly and emphatically.
But it r; the condition of the possibility of the archeological-
teleological unity-in-tension ofthe concrete sSrmbol. The tran-
scendental time structure of imagination (Einbil?ung,tkra/t -
the word is important) and thus of our primordial concern
for'world'is fragile. When one is out of touch, it is because
the imaginal constitution ofdispositional immediacy has been
fractured or distorted, so that one's future does not beckon
one! 'having been' into onei present. Genuine psychotherapy

t8. Ibid. In continui5z witL Ricoeur's a.nalysis ofthe dia.lectic ofthe
symbol, may we suggest that the dream is both awish and an indication of
a pathway to self-realization through what Gaston Bachelard has ca.lled
dialectical sublimation? (See Bachelard 1964, 9g-too.)
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is the recovery of the primordial time strucure of Bcfh?licbkci
through a release of the creative potentialities of the arche-
typa.l function which gives rise to primordial time. This re-
covery occurs in a progressive reconciliation of previously
undifferentiated psychic opposites. In each case these oppo-
sites take the form of future and 'having been,' of teleolog,
and archeolory. Their reconciliation is in each instance apro-
gressive emergence of the authentic, self-transcending exis-
tential subject. Only when the opposites are those of good
and evil, grace and sin, is reconciliation impossible. This is
the subtle point missed by Jung. The solution to the prob-
lem of evil is not integration of evil into the psyche; it is not
reconciliation or integration of evil with good. The assertion
that it is so may well have something to do with the blas-
phemy against the Holy Spirit of which Jesus accused those
who charged that he was possessed by the devil (Mark 3.29).
The solution to the problem of evil ry embodied in a symbol
of reconciliation, but it is the symbol of the reconciliation of
archeolory and teleolory, alpha and omega, origin and des-
tiny, creation and eschaton-the Crucified. The impossibil-
ity of a reconciliation of good and evil psychically as we as
speculatively is the best cipher of the moment calling for to-
tal surrender to God's love, for the movement to the soul
beyond psycholog,. God! Iove deals with evil, not by recon-
ciling it with good nor by integrating it psychically, but by
transcending it in the Crucified and in the collaboration set
loose upon the world by that Figure, by the historical incar-
nation both of God's Son and of the self at those farthest
reaches of the human psyche where Psyche becomes Wis-
dom in the act of surrender to God.



4 Sublations

Being is 'what is to be known by the totality of true
judgments' (l.onergan t9g2, ,74). There are various spheres
of being. The true judgments of mathematics comprise a
sphere ofbeing as do the truejudgments intended in the vari-
ous sciences and those made in cognitional analysis. When
true judgments are made concering the syrnbolic constitu-
tioo of Bc/in)lithknf, they concern a sphere of being which I
call tbe irutqinal-

The continuity of the psychic self-appropriation of the
imaginal with the self-appropriation of intentionality in
method must be further specified. Thus, the differentiation
and appropriation of imagi nally constituted dispositional im-
mediacy are enabled to come to pass by a sublation on the
part of conscious intentionality that is additional to the
sublations explained by I-onergan. In addition to the sublation
of sensory experience by understanding, of experience and
understanding by reasonable judgment, and of experience,
understanding, andjudgment by the moral responsibiliS, and
cooperative-intersubjective consciousness of the existential
subject, there is a sublation of the imaginal, and principally
ofthe s;rmbolic revelations ofdreams, on the part ofthe whole
ofattentive, intelligent, reasonable, responsible, cooperative-
intersubjective existential consciousness. Thus, in addition
to the attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and responsible ap-
propriation of onei rational self-consciousness, there is the

167
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attentive, intelligent, reasonable and responsible appropria-
tion and negotiation of one's psychic spontanei$2.

r The Imaginal as Operator: A First
Deterrnination

The possibility of such a sublation is implicit in
I-onergani reference to the approach ofexistential psychol-
ory, which 'thinks of the dream, not as the twilight of life,
but as its dawn, the beginning of the transition from imper-
sonal existence to presence in the world, to constitution of
one's self in one's world' (l,onergan 19g1, 6g).My analysis
extends this reference to an explicit utterance, by speaking
of an additional sublation, through which the symbolic con-
stitution of'how one is'is mediated to the existential subject.
The imaginal elucidation of one's dispositions is released to
consciousness in dreams. Second immediacy results in part
from the capacity to objecti$, the imaginal structure of dis-
positional primordial immediacy through the interpretation
of dreams, through which the dispositional aspect of imme-
diacy is released from muteness and confusion. The concrete
s;,rnbols revealed in &eams are to be talten as a kind of text
or story whose meaning can be delineated by interpretive
understanding, reasonable judgment, and evaluative delib-
eration.

I borrow the term 'the imaginal' from some recent ar-
ticles in Jungian publications (Durand ry7\ Corbin ry72),
but not without changing its meaning. For the authors of
these articles, the term is used in an overly Platonic sense, so
that there is a mun?ru itnginali.t somewhere in suspension
between the rznah w uruibilir ar,dthe,nunau intellbibili,!-This
world is highly archetypal and is experienced in &eams and
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fantasy. I am using the term to refer instead to what becomes
known when one learns to relate disposition to elemental s5,,rn-

bolization through the interpretation ofthe sS,mbols sponta-
neous! produced by the psyche in &eams and fantasies. As
we shall see, these s;rmbols, far from constituting an inde-
pendent world in themselves, are opcrator,t effecting a sublation
of neural and psychic process into the realm of recognition
and interpretation, and as such are the most primordial sig-
nals of one's orientation as existential subject in the world
mediated and constituted by meaning. Again, far from con-
stituting an independent world in themselves, they issue the
existential subject into an ever new world of his or her own,
if one intelligently, reasonably, and responsibly appropriates
their meaning and constitutes onei world on this basis. By
using 'imaginal' as a qualification ofimrnediacy, then, and by
speaking of appropriation, I am in fact speaking of a fuller
entrance into appropriation of the feelings which constitute
the primordial apprehension of value. Primordial immediacy
is always dispositionally qualified, but this disposition is fre-
guently inarticulate. It becomes articulate in dreams. Dreams
are the story of dispositional immediacy. The hermeneutic
and dialectical interpretation of dreams is an appropriation
of the dispositions which permeate one's immediacy to the
operations by which the world is mediated by meaning and
to the contents of those operations, Such an appropriation
gives access to the symbolic constitution and possibilities of
existential subiectivity.

I have already refered to Eugene Gendlin's notion of
'experiencing,'which is his term for what I have been calling
dispositional immediacy. It is 'that partly unformed stream
of feeling that we have at every moment . .. the flow of feel-
ing, concretely, to which you can every moment attend in-
wardly, ifyou wish' (Gendlin 1962, 3). Gendlin has, in effect,
attempted to delineate other ways besides &eam interpreta-
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tion of symbolizing dispositional immediacy, by proposing
techniques by which symbols can be reciprocally related to
felt experiencing. When sJ,tnbolic meanings occur in inter-
action with experiencing, they can change, and when one
employs symbols to attend to a feeling, it can change. In fact,
Gendlin proposes seven different kinds of functional rela-
tionships between feelings and s;,rnbols. In an effort to high-
light what I mean by the s;rmbolic structure offeeling, I shall
sumrnarize these relationships. Three of them are called par-
allel relationships and four creative relationships. My only
caution regarding the employment of Gendlini techniques
is that dispositional immediacy is adequately symbolized only
rwhen the symbols issue from and reflect the same depth di-
mension from which dreams proceed. Gendlin's techniques,
I believe, can be quite effective ifone has already learned the
connection between feelings and the elemental symboliza-
tion of the dream.

The first parallel functional relationship, the one least
relevant to our discussion, is called?ircct re;ferencz. It involves
directly referring to the felt meaning; it is an individual's ref-
erence to a present felt meaning and not to any object, con-
cept, or anyhing else that may be related to the felt meaning.
Verbal articulations, such as 'this feeling,' refer b:ut vitbout
natning the felt neaning to which they refer. They depend for
their meaning on direct reference to the felt meaning, just as
demonstratives depend on present sense perception. Thus
the felt meaning in direct reference is meaningful indepen-
dently of representative conceptualization. Mthout at least
some kind of demonstrative reference, of course, there can-
not be 'a' felt meaning; feeling would be permeated, but not
at all mediated, by meaning. But without felt meaning, such
demonstrative reference would have no function to perform.
Meaning in direct reference is defined as that which is set off
in some sense as 'one,"a'or'this'felt meaning.
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The second parallel functional relati onsh;p is,'ccognitbn.
Here, what Gendlin calls s5,'mbols adequately objectify and
call /ortb in u the felt meanings that constitute our recogniz-
ing the meanings of the s)'rnbols. We hear or see or think a
sJ,tnbol, and in that act feel its meaning. We recognize, not
the having of the meaning, but the felt meaning itself. With-
out such recognition, the symbol would be meaningless. The
relationship of feeling and symbol is the reverse of that op-
erative in direct reference, for the symbol means and ca.lls
forth feeling. A meaning is a recognition feeling capable of
being called forth.

The third parallel functional relationship is ctplimtbn.
Here felt meaning, once called forth, gives rise to symbols
which further explicate it. These symbols appear as a result
ofconcentrating on the felt meaning itself. Part at least ofthe
technique which Jung calls active imagination, I believe, is
based on this process, for in active imagination a feeling or
disposition gives rise to an image, and imaginative dialogue
with the image gives rise to insight into the image and, if
sufEciently pursued, may explicate and even modify both the
disposition and the image. Thus the disposition has the inde-
pendent power to be meaningful and to select the s1,mbols.
The latter are instruments ofrecognition, which in turn have
the power to call out and fill out the disposition which gave
rise to them.

In the creative functional relationships, symbols already
meaningful in para el relationships enter into relation *ith
dispositions or feelings which have as yet no parallel sym-
bols. A creative functional relationship is one between a partly
unsl,mbolized felt meaning and a symbol that usually means
something else.

The first ofthese creative functional relationships is zrera-
p/aa a term used by Gendlin in a perhaps more general sense
than is usually employed by literary critics. Thus in meta-
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phor a new meaning is achieved by drawing on old experi-
ence and by using the sS.,rnbols for this familiar experience to
referto a new and otherwise unsJ,'mbolized experience. These
sJ,mbols thus have two felt meanings, the old and the new.

The second creative functional relationship is conprc-
bcrubn.Here or.e concentrates on a felt meaning, as in expli-
cation, but, finding no extant symbols to express it exactly,
ooe inventu metaphor for its expression. The felt meaning is
itselfactive, enabling us to feel whether the invented expres-
sion succeeds in symbolizing it. It changes in the process,
since it becomes a meaning in a new sense and in a new func-
tional relationship with the symbol. Its implicit content re-
mains but becomes explicit. Comprehension differs from
metaphor in that the novel creation of the relationship be-
gins with the felt meaning, not with the old, extant symbol.

The third creative functional relationship is rcbrancc.
Here felt meanings are appealed to in order to make symbol-
izations understandable, ewen though these may refer to only
a few specific felt meanings. It is an appeal to experience, to
the context which renders a given symbol understandable.
The set of symbols may be understood differently and to a
different degree, given different felt -""ning" in terms o€
which they can be understood.

The fourth creative functional relationship is circutnlo-
crrtraa. This is the creative modification and creative building
up of the felt meaning needed for understanding a s5,.rnbol.
Each ofthe symbols employed already has an associated felt
meaning, These interact creatively to give rise to new felt
rneanings. Circumlocution is related to relevance, in that it
creates a felt context out of which other symbolizations will
be understandable.
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z Trvo Clarifications

My interpretation ofthe term 'the imaginal' as operator
leads me to suggest two other alterations of familiar psycho-
logical terminolog,. I suggest that we replace the term 'the
unconscious' with the term 'the undifferentiated' and the
Jungian term 'the collective unconscious' with the expres-
sion 'the archetS,pal function.' The 6rst alteration is suggested
for two reasons. First, as the term 'the unconscious' has come
to be used in both Freudian and Jungian literature, it obfus-
cates the matter by suggesting an 'already down there now
real' to be Lnown by looking - but of course by looking down I
lt is rei$,ing in a naively realistic and ultimately mysti$,ing
and m;,.thic manner. Secondly, the replacement ofthis term
with 'the undifferentiated' highlights the fact that primordial
affective immediacy, however nonobjectified, is direclty per-
tinent to consciousness. It is, I believe, a more accurate En-
glish rendition of the German Unbewu,tbein, which literally
means 'not known,' 'not objectified,' or undifferentiated. Con-
sciousness is not knowledge. Moreover, it is partly differen-
tiated arrd partly undifferentiated. The basic psychothera-
peutic distinction is not that between consciousness and 'the
unconscious,' but that between the selfas objectified and the
self as conscious. The self as conscious includes the self as
differentiated and the self as undifferentiated. The psycho-
therapeutic intention is to render the self as differentiated
approximate to the self as conscious.

The second alteration is suggested for much the same
reasons. It is not a denial ofthe truth Jung was reaching for
in his speaking of the collective unconscious: namely, that
there are certain universal s;rmbolic patterns expressive and
determinative of much that is human. But we must demysti$r
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the substantialist and reifuing associations too easily joined
to the term 'collective unconscious.' As Gendlin insists, our
psychological categories must reflect process if they are to
refer to direct experience (ibid. 3z). The specific value of the
term'the collective unconscious'is that it emphasizes the
potential social relevance of Jungt psychologr, indeed its
crosscultural relevance. It points to the fact that, through
negotiation of archetypal images, the existential subiect is at
the farthest possible remove from solipsism. But the cogni-
tional confusion attendant upon the terminolory of'uncon-
scious' is nonetheless strong enough to warrant a change of
vocabulary. The confusion is reflected in the following pas-
sage from Jung:

Empirically ... [consciousness] a.lways hnds its limit when it
comes upagainst the anfal l. This consists ofeve5,thingwe do not
know which, therefore, is not related to the ego as the centre ofthe
held of consciousness. The unLnown falls into two groups of ob-
jectsr those which are outside and can be experienced by the senses,
and those which are inside and are experienced immediately. The
hrst group comprises the unknown in the outer world; the second,
the unklown in the inner world. We call this latter territory the
unan'ebu.t (Jvrg 197 3, 3).

It is true that Jung speaks of the inappropriateness of
the term 'subconscious' because of its connotations of
something'down there,' but his suggested alternatives are
still given in spatial terms. '... how inept it is to designate
[the unconscious] as the "subconscious": it is not mereb
"below" consciousness but also above it." The truth is that
'it' is not anywberc, is not some spatially located thing.

Thus I suggest that we speak of the undifferentiated to

I. C.G. Juog, 'Phenomenolory of the Spirit ir Fai5,ta.les,' in I/z
Arcb.typc.' ad tb. Coll*tivc Unarucbu.t 239.
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refer to most ofwhat is included under what has been called
the unconscious, whether personal or collective, and of the
archeq/pal function to further designate what Jung calls the
collective unconscious. The former we might also call the
unknown psychic (Jung r969a,, fi1-)- Jung includes under
this notion 'ever;nhing of which I know, but of which I am
not at the moment thinking; everything of which I was once
conscious but have now forgotten; eveqrthing which, invol-
untari[ and without paying attention to it, I feel, thinl, re-
member, want, and do; all the future things that are taking
shape in me and will sometime come to consciousness; .. , the
Freudian findings ... [and] the psychoid functions that are
not capable ofconsciousness and ofwhose existence we have
only indirect knowledge.'.

My suggested changes were confirmed in a personal ex-
periment ofreading Jung while substituting 'the undifferen-
tiated' for'the unconscious,"the archet5pal function' for'the
collective unconscious,'and'differentiated consciousness' or
'ego'for Jungi 'consciousness.' The latter term, then, is to
be used exclusively in Ircnergani sense of the subjecti self-
presence, inclusive ofwhat is differentiated and undiffer-
entiated.

2.. Ibid. 1993 note: Jung includes under'psychoid functions'the dy-
namics that promote spiritual operations. One ofthe central problems in
his formulation revolves around Lis Kantian insistence that we can have
no rea.l knowledte of these dynamics. I-onergadt intentionali5r analysis
provides precisely such knowledge.
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3 The SymbolicA priori

My initial intention was to rename the collective un-
conscious as the symbolic a prrarr. Properly understood this
designation is quite correct and acceptable. But a proper un-
derstanding of the a prbri elements of hunan subjectivity is
hard to come by. Perhaps it would be well, then, to examine
the question ofthe aprrarl first in terms ofcognition. Giovanni
Sala has studied t\e a prbri of htlr,an knowledge in Imrnan-
uel Kant's CritQue of Purc Rta.ton arrd I-onergani lruigbt.t I
shall summarize his findings in order to aid me in discussing
the notion of the sJ,.rnbolic o prbri ard. in arriving at a notion
of it in continuitywith l,onergani notion ofthe apniz rather
than, as Jung does, with Kant's-

3.r Tbe Cognitional A Prbri

Kaot's CriQue o/ Puc kuon is in quest of the a prbri
component ofhuman knowledge. Kant wished to ground the
synthetic a priori |udgner,ts in which scientific knowledge
consists. Now for Kant scientific knowledge is knowledge of
the universal and necessary. Such knowledge cannot arise a
poste riori from experienc e and therefo re mwst l>e a prio ri-'Ex-
perience' is given at least two meanirgs in the Criigue o/ Pure

3. Sala r97r. My quotations are from a summary of this work pre-
sented at the I97o International l,onergan Congress and published in Z/a
Tbdmi't 6ot2 <t976\ r79-zzr. The paper is entided 'The,4 prrz,z in Human
Knowledge: Kants Cn rtu ofPurz ka.on ar,d,Lr,nergan's IuQh.'Thipaper
is reprinted as the first chapter in Sala (1994). My quotations are taken
from the l/amart publication.
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Raa.ton: pure sense knowledge (Empfin?ung) and human
knowledge in the full sense, which is sensible and intellec-
tual together. If experience is taken in the 6rst sense, neces-
sity and universaliry do not originate in experience.

Now a prrarl elements are required to give universality
and necessity because the object of knowledge for Kant is
given to us through the senses and only through them. Thus
the cognitive phases which follo* upon experience as pure
sensation cannot raise the representation ofthe sense object
to a universal and necessary representation, because they do
not contribute a partial object of their own to the constitu-
tion of the final and total object of knowledge. '... to under-
stand the sensed object and to reflect on what has been un-
derstood, is not, in the Kantian view, to add a furthec differ-
ent content to our knowing; the content ofknowledge is sim-
ply repeated in shifting from the sense level to the level of
understanding, Vcr,ttan?' (Sala ry76, t8r). Sala qualifies this
statement in a footnote, where he notes an inconssistency, in
that'Kant's t priod has its own objective content.' This will
be seen further in what follows. In general, for Kant, intu-
ition, Ertabntng taken as mere sense experience, tells abat ia
but not that it must necessarily be so, For the latter we need
the a prbri.

Now, from l,onergan's perspective, knowledge of the
universal and necessary represents the classicist, not the mod-
ern, ideal ofscience. A.lso, the notion that the object ofknowl-
edge is given us through the senses and only through them,
that the following phases of cognitive process do not con-
tribute a partial object oftheir own to the constitution ofthe
finai and total object of knowledge, reflects an unacceptable
intuitionist principle.'... experience itself is knowledge nei-
ther ofthe "what" nor ofthe "is"; it is purely and simply pre-
sentation. To know "what" is presented and whether this
"what" really "is" belongs to the intelligent and rational phases
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which follow the sensible phase' (ibid.). Universality and
necessity, such as they are, are also seen to have a different
origin from the Kar,tiar, a priori. 'As formal determination is
added through understanding to an object which is other-
wise amere datum, and as existence is then added through
judgment, so the universality of the formal determination as
well as the factual necessity of existence are added to the
sarne sense object. We haye to consider the entire structure
ofknowledge in order to grasp how a process, which cleady
has its empirical side too, can also have contents and qualifi-
cations which are not empirical -not empirical, at least, if
one restricts "empirical" to the first level of the cognitional
structure' (ibid. r818a).

There is a tension in the Kantian r.otion of the a prbri
between attributing to it too little, by insisting on the empiri-
cal character ofour knowledge, and attributing to it too much,
by underlining its constitutive-formal function, such that,
according to Kant, 'we can know a priori ol things only what
we ourselves pal in to t/zem-'a On Sala's analysis, this tension
can be overcome only by 'bringing to completion that turn to
the subject (Hinwcn?ung zutn Sn{Z,(r) which is the purpose of
transcendental ana-lysis' (ibid. I84). Benefiting from Kant's
famous metaphor of the judge, Sala clarifies what this com-
plete antbropobgitcbe lWcn?ung would reveal.

The evaluation of a given criminal case is confined to a
judge because the judge possesses juridical science, which
enables one to pose precise questions to the witnesses. The
judge promotes the data provided by the witnesses to the
level of understanding and then, by reflection on all perti-
nent factors from the standpoint of juridical science, to evi-
dence sufficient to give kno-ledge ofajuridically determined
fact, which is precisely what the judge set out to know.

4. Ibid. r84 quoting Kant, CrtQur o/ Purc tuaaon B xviii.
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"t\e a priori of the judge is juridical knowledge. But
rather than saying with Kant that the judge has 'put into' the
juridically determioed/act, it is nore accurate to say that he
or she has drawn something else from himself or herselfand
put it into the 2afa. This something else consists of que.ttbnt,
through which alone one comes to knou, the facts.

Now, from the standpoint of Lonergan's cognitional
theory, the juridical knowledge ofthe judge would be a par-
ticular specification of a'unique, basic preunderstanding, the
same for everyone, by which everyone, whether he knows
under this aspect or that, always knows being or the real'
(ibid. 186).This basic Vonerattin?nar is not any knowledge of
objects, of nature or ofthe human world, but the presence of
the subject to himself or herself, coruciotunar.r, in its irnma-
nent orientation toward the universe to be known. This ori-
entation is the a prirr' in the basic sense; particular a prioris
such as the judge's juridical science, are constituted a poste-
riori, 'within the cultural components of the environment in
which one is born and raised, and through the personal ex-
periences which constitute the life of the individual in its
unicity. The first rt prbri, ot the cor,trary, is the a prbri in art
absolute sense' (ibid.).

While it is in virtue of a pa-rticular a priori that the judge
is able to pose specific questions, we are all able to ask the
question about ubat i,t in virtue of the basic a prbri. Whlle
Kant maintains that we can know a pz)rl of things only what
we ourselves put into them, it is more correct to say, 'what
we ourselves a.r,( about them' (ibid. t87). The basic a priori,
consciousness in its orientation to the universe to be known,
is not itselfa category of any kind; rather it renders possible
every deternination of whatever is known, every category.
The questions for understanding ar e the operator,t rr.oir.g the
object as datum to the object as understood; the questions
for reflection are the operator,t moving the object as under-
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stood to the object as known, 'Huma., spirit betrays a total
poverlr at the very same time that it reveals a total capacity
for discerning and judging by itself eveg,.thing in the range
ofthe true' (ibid. I88). Consciousness, the basic a prbri, is
normative ofthe entire cognitional process. The primordial
question is the principle of the cognitional process, giving
rise to specific single questions; at the same time, it penetrates
the whole process, regulates ever;rthing, renders every single
act meaningful (see ibid. r9r).

Our radica.l questioning, then, is a dynamism towards knowl-
edge, an intelligendy and rationally conscious d5znarnism, and one
ofunlimited scope. Because ofthese characteristics [.onergan names
our pure desire to knol tbc notbn of it, objcctiuc, tLat is to say, the
notion ofbeing. The characteristics found in the object ofthis inten-
tion, when it is realized in a manner faithful to its immanent norms,
are anticipated by the subject itself, which is not cortent with data
alone, but confronted bythe data poses questions in order to under-
stand and to reflect (ibid. I9l-92).

The two kinds of questions establish a structure for
knowledge so that it moves from experience through under-
standing to judgment. 'The many acts which introspective
analysis brings to light arrange themselves on three essen-
tially different levels, each one adding a new and quite dis-
tinct dimension both to knowledge as immanent activity and
to the objective content known, until we reach on the one
hand rational judgment and on the other the corresponding
object' (ibid. r92). Our cognitive activities thus have differ-
ent relations to the object. This variable relation is determined,
not by intuition but by our desire to know, our intention ofbeing.

The scope toward which our intention of being, as pri-
mordial question, tends is unrestricted. The way in which
we tend to the object is unconditional. This unrestrictedness
and unconditionalilr are interdependent. Being is 'the cor-
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relative of an unrestricted intentionality capable of tending
towards its object without any qualification or condition'
(ibid. r9z-93).

Such a notion, however, implies the intelligibility of be-
ing, the rationality of the real. These notions, according to
Sala, are missing in Kant, 'Man understands, conceives, and -
according to a certain meaning ofthe word-judges; he per-
forms all these activities in a manner coherent with their im-
manent norms. But for all that, what does he know of real-
i5z? Nothing. The intelligent and rational fulfillment of the
cognitional dynamism is not [for Kant] the means of know-
ing reality' (ibid. 193). The reality called Noumenon is 'some-
thing absolutely beyond our intelligent inquiry and our criti-
cal reflection' (ibid.).

For a rational notion ofthe real, on the other hand, un-
derstanding would have to grasp a ncw contcnt not given
through intuition, the intelligible of the sensible grasped in
the sensible. 'Understanding thinks, or brings to the concept,
or subsumes under the concept, the object of sense, by add-
ing to it an objective element which is not sensible'(ibid.
t94). 'Instead [of the intuition principle] we must say that
sense intuition has its own content, that the understanding
of Vcrttan) has its own content, and, going beyond the bina5r
structure, that the judgment of Wrnun/t has its own content
.. . F-ach cognitional act gives us a partial object. It is the task
of the entire structure, which is brought to term in rational
judgment, to give us the proper object ofLnowledge, that is,
being' (ibid.). In Kant's assumption, howevec the intellec-
tual contributions of Vcrttan? and Vernaa/t refer to reality only
through the sensible intuition . ln fact, Vernan/t, as tendency
toward the unconditioned, will be doubly mediated, through
both intuition and understanding. On the other hand, in
Lonergan's account, there is an immediate relationship to
reality as intended; there is a mediate relation to reality in
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understanding and conceiving; and there is a transparent
medium of the read in judgment-the medium of truth.

Sala now considers each ofthe elements in knowledge -
sensibility, Ver,ttan?, atd Vernunft - accord\rg to its a prbri el-
ement in each system of thought under investigation. This
enables him to distinguish sharply b eteween an operatiue-beu-
ri.ttb a prbri arrd, a contcnt-corutitutie. or object-corutitutiuc a priori
at each of the stages in the process of knowledge. Both of
these notions are found in Kant, thus indicating an inconsis-
tency. Only the operative-heuristic notion is found in [.oner-
gan. As Sala will find valid the operative-heuristic a priori
accounted for in Lonergan's Intight, and invalid the
contentconstitutive a priori in Kant's Criiw o/ Purc Rauon,
so I am seeking an elucidation ofthe symbolic a prraz that is
continuous with the operative-heurisi,c a prbri goverringcog-
nitional process, a notion that does not re{lect the Kantianism
of the content-constitutiveapaar/sometimes found in Jung's
writings. This reflected Kantianism is connected, I believe,
with Jungi reified 'collective unconscious' and with the
mystiSing connotations of the recent discussions of the
nu n) ru irrrrg inrtli.t.

First, then, sensibility. The forms of space and time are
considered by Kart botb as systems of relationship among
the contents of experience (operative-heuristic) aa2 as con-
taining contents oftheir own independent ofthe a posteriori
content ofexperience and capable ofbeing considered in this
independence (content-constitutive). The operativeheuristic
notion states that the tt prbri is tbe laq o/,tctwitiue rcccptiue
opcratioity in relation to sense impressions. Space and time
are nothing if we prescind from the operativity ofthe senses
when confronted with sense data. The sense representation
conforms to the constitution of the sensing subject,

There is also a twofold presentation of the ,t priori of
understanding in the CrtQuc of Pure Rctuon. The operative-
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heuristic a paarl lies in the categories considered purely and
simply as /unctbnt o/ thc qntbctb unity, functions of a judg-
ment without content. By their synthetic activity exercised
upon the contents ofsensibility, they bring sense knowledge
up to the l.rrel of human knowledge. As subjectiwe forms of
the unity of understanding, they are not obiective contents
but the ability of Vcrdtan? to add an intelligible content to the
sense object by operating a synthesis upon it' (ibid. zoz). The
Wrttan? is a spontaneity, an original slmthetic capacity. Sala
maintains that Kant does not extend far enough his analysis
of this synthetic capacity ofintelligent consciousness, not so
much because the categories are fixed at twelve -a common
criticism of Kantian scholars -but because they are regarded
in too formalistic and logical a mannec in that Kantt discus-
sion of them is infected a.lso with a content-constitutive no-
tion of the a priori. 'Actually the spontaneity of understand-
ing cannot be pigeon-holed into any set of concepts. Every
concept, no matter how general, is n poierbri; but the opera-
tive intelligibility of understanding, that which makes it an
intelligent intelligible,is a prbri.The concept, every concept,
is the product ofthis intelligence in operation, never the norm
of its operation' (ibid. zoz-o1).

Kant's content-constitutive conception of the categories
highlights the rigidity of his notion of the a priori of under-
standing. This a prbri is ao addition by the cognitive faculty
to the raw materia.l of the sense impressions, an addition in
the form of an objective content.

... the entire problematic of the application of the pure concepts
of understanding to a corresponding intuition, makes sense only
because the pure concept ofunderstanding is precisely a content to
be applied. Likewise, the descriptror of the a prbri as ofsomething
which lies ready in the mhd, (Aniit), or in the Izrzran4 obviously
indicates it to be an object. Finally, the affirmation that the a p,e,rr-
z.rlofempirical intuition is onlythe occasion or the opportunity lor
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the mind to draw forth from itself the formal a prral elemen* which
it already possesses, points in the same direction, for as regards a
heuristic aperirfl, the given is much more than a mere occasion (ibid.
204-05).

The appearances that enter our Eeld ofconsciousness are already
fruits of the sJmthetic activiS/ ofudderstanding, which works on the
appearances through the imagination. This is the final word of the
Kantian critique ... The unifying moments ofthe pure concepts of
undersardint, as well as ofthe pure intuitions, are the result ofthe
synthetic uni5/ o[consciousness which operates from the very be-
ginning of the cognitional process, and finds progressiely in the a
po,ttcritri datum what it Las put there itself, and thus goes a.head
creating, on different levels ofthe structure, the conditions ofpossi-
bility of obiectively valid knowledge (ibid. 20Q .

Thus even the empirical itselfis actually a consequence
ofthe synthetic activity ofthe imagination. On Salas inter-
pretation, this represents an attempt to find a substitute for
the act of understanding in the sensible. It makes the final
direction of Kant's epistemolog,r to be 'towards a totally thetic
knowledge.' That is to say:

The a pzlarl either posits or is itself constitutive of the realig, which
it enables us to know . .. On this thetic activity, lvhich extends to the
Arucbauung, depends the ontological status o[ l<rrowr realiry. The
obscurity, the tortuousness, and even the incoherence of the [Crl-
tQut o/ Purc kaun), zre due to the aim of recovering empiricist real-
ism within this idealist perspective. What we consider to be the final
word, of lthe CritQuz of Purc Rtaton), wherever it is said and as soon
as it is said, is subject to correction and reinterpretation witLin the
empiricist perspective-in a to and fro movement which shows in

Kanti own inconsistency on this point makes it diffi-
cult to interpret his doctrine. But the Transcendental De-
duction of the Pure Concepts of the Understanding denies
that objects can be given in intuition independently of func-
tions of the understanding.
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itself no criterion for settling on any one definitive position (ibid.
207-08).

We move now to the .1 ptioi of the Vernun/t. There is a
tendency in the human mind to the unconditioned, a ten-
dency which for Kant necessarily forces us to transcend the
Iimits ofexperience and thus ofobjectively valid knowledge.
There are two aspects ofthe unconditioned, constituting two
modes of the,rprr.arz functioning of the Wrruu/t. The :uncorr-
ditioned is either the totality of conditions or it is the abso-
lote tinplbier-

Thus there is an operative-h euistic a prbri of reason,
rationality on the part ofthe subject, which requires and seeks
unconditionality on the side of the objective content presented
by experience and understanding. For Kant, this exigence is
satisfied only by an indefinite regressive 7r.rcar.ra.r, an infinite
regress of prosyllogisms, which never attains the uncondi-
tioned; the latter is rather the infinite series in its totality.
'There is no sense in which [the unconditioned] can be said
to occur also at each link of the chain' (ibid. zro).

The a priori of reason for [,onergan, on the other hand,
is the same exigence ofconsciousness for the unconditioned,
but it operates by means of the question for reflection, Is it
so? 'Such aquestion expresses the dissatisfaction ofour mind
in respect to any representation whatever which does not
bear the mark ofthe absolute, that is, does not claim the same
value as our dynamic orientation itself, which is unrestricted
and therefore unconditioned' (ibid.). The function of the a
priori in respect to judgment lies not only in the fact that judg-
ment gives the answer to our tendency to the unconditioned,
but also and much more in the fact that this tendency to the
unconditioned 'constitutes the operational power ofthe sub-
ject which enables it to act on every level' (ibid. zIz).
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Neither ofthe two modes ofthe unconditioned in Kant's
Transcendental Dialectic -the totality of the conditions and
the absolute;rinp/rcrlzr- is able to acquire objective reference
and thus become constitutive of our knowledge. There are
also two modes of the unconditionedin Iruigbt: the formally
unconditioned, which has no conditions u,hatever, and the
virtually unconditioned, vzhich has conditions which are,
however, fulfilled. The virtually unconditioned, according to
l-onergan, can enter into the constitution o€our knowledge;
the unconditioned as the totality of conditions, according to
Kant, cannot. What is the difference between them?

For Kant, reason tends toward the absolute totality of
one unified system, for the universe is conceived as one sys-
tem of natural events deterministically connected. But ifthe
universe is not a pattern of internal relations, such that no
aspect of it can be known in isolation from any and all other
aspects of it, ifthe universe is not explanatory system whose
single aspects are totally determined by their internal rela-
tions with all other aspects, if the existents and occurrences
of the universe diverge nonsystematically from pure inte i-
gibility such that statistical knowledge is true knowledge and
the universe a universe of facts, then a judgment is a limited
comrnitment. As I-onergan says, 'so far from resting on knowl-
edge of the universe, it is to the effect that, no matter what
the rest of the universe may prove to be, at least this is so'
(I-onergan t992, 168). A true judgment affirms a single un-
conditioned which has a finite number of conditions which
are, in [act, fulfil]ed. Sala summarizes:

The Kantian Unbiingta is the comprehensive coherence which
embraces the entire universe and towards which we tend by asking
qrestior,s /or inttlligtnrz ... There is no doubt that in this sense the
unconditioned has a purely normative function in our knowledge.
In fact what we grasp witL the understanding is always a partial
inteligibility, which therefore is not unconditioned; in itsetf, as in-
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telligibiliry ofsuch e nature, it implies merely the possibility ofbe-
ing, nor being simply. But our cognitional structure brings lorward
questions of anot[er kild, t\ose /or rflietbn, which turn precisely
on those intelligibilities which embrace a limited sphere oftLe uni-
verse. Now the reflexive inquiry subsequent to these questioas is
capable ofattaining an unconditioned which is the resultofthe con-
bination of a conditioned (expressed by the concept) with the
fulfilment of its conditions. It is the virtua.lly unconditioned or 2z

lcra absolute (SaIa 1976,213-lO.

The peculiar contribution ofjudgment to the process of
knowledge is thus the absolute positing of synthesis, the
knowledge ofwhat in fact is so.

A mental s5mthesis which has the character of the absolute is a
true synthesis, and the true is the'medium h quo ens cognoscitur'
The true meaning mediates realiSr for man. To speak ofan absolute
positing of a slmthesis is not to speak of perception a.lone, nor of
perception plus concept, but rather ofan act which is at once em-
pirical, intelligent, and rational. TLere is only one way to safeguard
the role which the senses as well as the concept play in our knowl-
edge of realiry, and tlrat is to recogd;e that both intuition and con-
cept are assimilated by that absolute grounding by means ofwhich
the cognitional process passes from thinking to judging (ibid. 2lf .

This process seeks a self-transcendence which is found
neither in experience nor in intelligibility but only in judg-
ment, where 'relativity to the subject is identical with tran-
scendence in respect to the same subject and in respect to
any restrictive qualification whatever, because in this case,
and only in this case, the subject is defined by a tendency to
the transcendent' (ibid. zr8). The content ofa true judgment
is not relative to me.

To ask whether we know being is the same as to ask whetherwe
are capable of a representation whose character, formally as repre-
sentation, is unconditionali5r. Our answer isyes, since we saw that
the cognitional process is capable of representing the virtually un-

r8z
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conditioned, by thinLing of a conditioned and grasping the fulfrll-
ment of its conditions. The delicate point is, How is the content o[
our lep.esentation grasped as absolute? And our answer is: Not by
the direct way of formal content, but by the indirect way ofthe vir-
tually unconditioned (ibid. 219).

Thus functions the a prbri of human consciousness as
quest of the unconditioned. The reflectiwe recognition that
the aflirmation ofthe virtually unconditioned, and this alone,
brings about the transcendence ofhuman knowledge is what
is meant by 'intellectual conversion.' It is a conversion 'from
the animal extroversion with which our psychic life first de-
velops and which perseveres as a valid function throughout
our entire life, to the intellectuality and rationality constitu-
tive of our spirit, recognized and accepted as the immanent
norm of our knowledge of the universe of being' (ibid.).

Ultimately, then, on this analysis, the a prran of human
subjectivity is our intrinsic endowment of meaning, 'the dy-
namism, intelligently and rationally conscious, which lies at
the source of the cognitional process and penetrates it
throughout, setting up principles normative of the different
phases of the structure in which it is realized' (ibid. zzo).
Sucb an anoly.ti,t elininatc,t a content-corutiutive a priori in the
Kantian sense. 'It does not seem to us that an attentive analy-
sis of knowledge, particularly in its character of receptivity
and development confirms the ,r priori as a knowledge of an
ob.ject, or of a partial object, which lies ready in the mind'
(ibid.).

But, as we have emphasized throughout this work, the
proper analysis of human sub.jectivity extends beyond scien-
tific knowledge to every other field and even reveals that the
operative-heuristic intelligible which we are ocatc"t, coru titttr"t
the meaning ofourselves and ourworld. At this point, which
involves the subject as existential and as culturally consti-
tuted, and not at the point of the objective knowledge of na-
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ture, we can restore the Kantian thetic conception of the lz

prbri.

As regards the human world, the affrmation that objects must
conform to our Lno*ledge, i.e., to our intentionali5/ or to our ca-
pacigr ofgiving a. meaning, or that we know of things only what we
ourselves put into them, must be taken literally. Here truly the spirit
dves the lal\, to realiSr, raising nature to the ontological level ofhu-
man realiry. Here knowledge o[ reality is essentially int€rpretatioo,
that is, knowledge ofthe meaning understood and realized by oth-
ers from the horizon oftheir own meanins (ibid. 22I).

Such interpretatiol is ao evaluxive bermenzutit. That is
to say:

The expansion of consciousness to the rational level is ultimate
for cognitional activity, but not for the conscious activi5r of man as
a whole. Our a pmn is not only a dlmamism which demands the
truth ofknowing in order to attain being, but a.lso requires, beyond
that, consistency between knowing and doing, in order to constitute
authentic human living on the basis of true meaning (ibid.).

After this lengthy summary, and with this final consti-
tutive operation of consciousness in the forefront of our
minds, we must turn to Jung and seek light on the status of
what he calls the arche$4res. Jung never seems to have at-
tained to a su(Eciently clear distinction between these two
modes of understaodtng the a prbri element at the symbolic
level-the operative-heuristic and the content-constitutive a
prarl. It is obvious, nonetheless, that he wrestled strenuously
with this precise problem. It will be our task to refine his
notion so as to render it continuous with l,onergan's treat-
ment of the cognitive and existential subject.
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3.2 Tbe Paycbit A Priori

In one essay Jung speals ofthe arche54)es as'autono-
mous elements of the unconscious psyche which were there
before any invention was thought oC' They are representa-
tions of the unalterable structure of 'a psychic world whose
"realit5r" is attested by the determining effects it has upon the
conscious mind.'r This description is vague. lVbat it unabu-
abb, thc,ttntcturc or tbe repretcntatioru, tbc iruchtc or tbe ptycbic
worD idclf?

In another volume, Jung's description would seem to
indicate that it is the representations of the psychic world
itself, its contents, that are unalterable: 'Mthin the limits of
psychic experience, the collective unconscious takes the place
of the Platonic realm of eternal ideas. Instead of these mod-
els giving form to created things, the collective unconscious,
through its archeSryes, provides the apruarl condition for the
assignment of meaning' (Jung 1983, 87). Yet even here there
is a vagueness, for what is explicitly called a priori is a con?i-
tbn o/ igni.fbancc. But in the sarne volume there is reference
to 'primordial ima6es' which 'can rise up anSrwhere at any
time quite spontaneously, without the least evidence of any
external tradition' (ibid. 88), and these prirnordial irnages are
called 's;.,rnptoms of the uniformity of Hotu ,tapizru' (1bid,. ii) .

In his 'Comrnentary on "The Secret ofthe Golden Flow-
er,"'Jung speaks ofthe collective unconscious as 'a common
substratum transcending all differences in culture and con-
sciousness,' comparable to the common anatomy of the hu-

5. Jun6, 'Phenomenolory oithe Spirit in Fai5,.tales,' zlo
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man body through all racial differences. He tells us that this
common substratum consists not merely of contents which
can become conscious, but of'latent predispositions towards
identical reactions.' Thus the collective unconscious is'sim-
ply the psychic expression of the identity of brain structure
irrespective of all racial differences. This explains the anal-
ory, sometimes even identity, between the various m;rth mo-
tifs and symbols, and the possibility of human comrnunica-
tion in general. The various lines ofpsychic development start
from one common stock whose roots reach back into the most
distant past. This also accounts for the psychological paral-
lelisms with animals' (Jung 1967, tr-tz). Jung goes on to
present the psychological meaning ofthis physiological 'com-
mon stock.'

In purely psychological terms this means that mankind has com-
mon instincts ofideation and action. All conscious ideation and ac-
tion have developed on the basis of these unconscious archeqrpal
pattems and always remain dependent on them. This is especia.lly
the case when consciousness has not attained any high degree of
clarity, when in all its functions it is more dependent on the instincs
than on the conscious will, more governed by affect than by rational
judgment (ibid. l2).

Thus, as long as circumstances do not arise that call for
higher moral effort, a 'primitive state of psychic health' is
assured. When these patterns are assimilated by a higher and
wider consciousness, howevet an autonomy from the old
'gods' develops; they are recognized as 'nothing other than
those mighty, primordial images that hitherto have held our
consciousness in thratl' (ibid.).

There is still no clear distinction between structure and
content. The confusion is a bit less, however, in 'Psychologi-
cal Aspects ofthe Mother ArcheSrpe.'At first, it appears that
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Jung will clearly opt for a direction in which we would pre-
fer not to go, for he places his discussion in a context of what
he calls a 'rebirth of the Platonic spirit' prepared, paradoxi-
cally, by Kanti destruction of naive metaphysics. But then
he immediately focuses his attention ona priori.ttnrcture,'There
it ar.a prbri factor in all human activities, namely the inborn,
preconscious and unconscious individual structure of the
psyche' (Jung r969b, 7) - This structure consists of pattcn t
o/finctbning wlich Jung calls 'images.' The term'image'now
designates a /onn of actiity in a given situation. These pat-
tems are primordial in that they are peculiar to the whole
human species. The products of dream and fantasy render
these patterns visible, 'and it is bcc that the concept of the
archerype finds its specific application' (ibid. 78).While there
is still some confusion in Jungt exposition, it is clear that
what is a prbri consists at least of 'living predispositions . ..
that preform and continually influence our thoughts and feel-
ings and actions' (ibid. 7il. P'nd, at least according to the
formulation ofthis essay, it is mistaken to think ofthese dis-
positions on the analory of'unconscious ideas.' Most clear
and explicit of all is the following statement: 'Arche!,pes are
not determined as regards their content, but only as regards
their form and then only to a very limited degree. A primor-
dial image is determined as to its content only when it has
become conscious and is therefore 6lled out with the mate-
rial ofconscious experience .. . The archetype in itselfis empty
and purely formal, nothing but a/acr lta,t prae/onnanli, a pos-
sibility of representation which is given a prbri' (ibid.). Jung
distinguishes between the archetype as such and its repre-
sentations in images and ideas. The representations are 'var-
ied structures which all point back to one essentially
"irrepresentable" basic form. The latter is characterized by
certain formal elements and by certain fundamental mean-
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ings, although these can be grasped only approximately ...
Ever5rthing archeSpal which is perceived by consciousness
seems to represent a set of variations on a ground theme'
(ibid.).

The way to remove the abiding confusion between two
different notions ofthe symbolic apzaz in Jung's writings, it
seems, is by clari$,ing this ground theme. The ground theme
is the emergence or failure of emergence of the authentic
existential subject as free and responsible constitutive agent
of the human world. The basic a prbri which is human con-
sciousness determines the theme. It is an intention of intelli-
gibility, truth, and value, and it is to be realized only in self-
transcending cognitional and existential subjectivity. This
basic a prbri is operative-heuristic. As such, it promotes hu-
man experience to human understanding by means of ques-
tions for intelligence, and human understanding to truth by
means of questions for reflection. This same a prbri dyoa-
mism promotes truth into action in a thetic manner, for the
action is constitutive ofthe human world. The promotion of
truth into action consistent with truth occurs through ques-
tions for deliberation. The primordial apprehension of the
data for these questions occurs in feelings. These feelings
structure various patterns of experience. These patterns of
experience are imagina y or archegrpally meaningful. The
archeS,pal images revealed in dreams, then, promote both
neural and psychic process, which permeates the various
patterns of experience, to the status of a recognizable and
intelligible narrative. The narrative has to do with the ground
theme. When the patterns of experience have been released
from their more or less customary muteness through s;nn-
bolic images, they can be interpreted. When the interpreta-
tion is affirmed to be true, the images have functioned help-
fully in the process ofbringing the existential subject to genu-
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ine self-knowledge. The dymbolb/unctbn i.,t port on7 parcel of tbe
baic a priori vbich it buman aruciowne.t,t.6

This account is faithful to the process of analysis. With
the aid of an analyst, I interpret the sJ,'mbols of my dreams; I
afErm the meaning interpreted; I thus come to a knowledge
ofmy present condition, situation, and possibilities, through
the illumination of 'ho,r I find myself' afforded by the sym-
bolic images. The word 'possibilities' is important. The im-
age is an aid, not only to what we might call a symptomatic
hermeneutic, but also to an evaluative hermeneutic. As Jung
rightly insists, the image is creative. Psychotherapy aims not
only at self-knowledge but also, beyond the affrrmation ofan
interpretation as true, at the constitution and transformation
of the subject and the subjectt world through authentic
pra:ris. At this point the knowledge gained in the alErmation
o€a &eam interpretation as true becomes thetic knowledge.
What am I going to do about it? The interpretation of the
image ought not to be affirmed as true, is not correctly so
afErmed, unless it includes an interpretation of the creative
possibilities revealed in the image. Genuine dream interpre-
tation thus consists in the attentive reception ofthe dream as
exploratory of the dispositional aspect of immediacy in its
temporal constitution; in the understanding of what is thus
laid open; in the judgment that the understanding is accu-
rate; and in the responsible appropriation and negotiation of
this self-knowledge in the ongoing transformation ofthe hu-
man world and in the constitition ofmyself as a free and re-
sponsible subject. ?/e ultinrttc intentionaLty o/ authcntb p,ry-

6. I99l note: I have highlighted this sentence in this edition, though
it was not emphasized in the first edition. Whether or not one accepts this
alFrrmation will determine whether or not one *ill agree with the comple-
meDt to l-onertan s intentionality analysis that I have suggested and on
which all of my work to date has been built.
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cbotbcrapy i.t coa;rteruirc witb thc total twcep o/ tbe aruciow intcn-
tbnality o/ buman dubjectivity wbbh i our batb a prbri. The
psychotherapeutic function is to conscript the psyche into
the single transcendental dynamism of human consciousness
toward the authenticity of self-transcendence. This function
is rendered capable of being executed because the sJ,,rnbolic
spontaneity ofthe psyche directly pertains to and is part and
parcel of this single transcendental dynamism. The execu-
tion ofthis function is, as we have seen, dialectical, for there
is also a resistance factor in the psyche parallel to the ten-
dencies to bias on the part of cognitional and volitional sub-
jectivity. But the genuine intention ofauthentic psychic self-
appropriation is to enable one to achieve the capacity to dis-
cover the sy.rnbolic meanings through which one's world is
both mediated and potentially constituted at any given time,
the symbolic meanings through which one s own story un-
folds, so as to facilitate the development of the story as a
reflection of the ground theme of human existence. The con-
tents ofthe images are a posteriori, even when they are found
commonly across cultural, racial, and historical barriers. Their
operative-heuristic function is a prbri, and it is what deter-
mines their ground theme, the emergence of the existential
subject as originative value. The common features found, it
would seem, universally, reflect the structure of the ground
theme, which in every case is the primordial struggle between
the dynamism to truth and value on one side and the flight
from genuine humanity on the other.

There is a sense, then, in which it is quite legitimate to
speak ofa symbolic a priori. Nonetheless, I prefer to use also
the expression'the s;rmbolic function'or, when referring to
that dimension that Jung called the collective unconscious,
'the archetypal function,'so as to discourage the possibility
of the content-constitutive nnderstanding of the psyche still
too prevalent in the writings of Jung.



5 Psyche and Intentionality

In this chapter, I wish to present a more detailed under-
standing ofthe sublation ofthe psyche into the dynamism of
intentionality. We have already seen that the mediation of
cognitive and dispositional immediacy issues in second im-
mediacy; that s1'rnbols structure and reflect dispositional
immediacy; and thus that a release of the symbolic function
aids the mediation of dispositional imrnediacy; that this is a
dialectical process whose principal protagonists are inten-
tionality and psyche; that this dialectic is necessitated by a
further dialectic within psyche itself; and that psychic pro-
cess is continuous with intentionality process beca"use of the
operative-heuristic t prbri function of s;,rnbols as operators,
so that the sublations which structure the emergence of in-
telligent, rational, and responsible consciousness are comple-
mented by a sublation raising dreaming consciousness to
existential significance. Now we must detail further the rela-
tionship between psyche and intentionality, by speaking, first,
of the therapeutic context; secondly, of psychic energy;
thirdly, of the mutual qualifications of intentionality and
psyche; fourthly, of psychic conversion; and fifthly, of the
psychic and the psychoid.
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r The Therapeutic Context

The sublation ofthe imaginal by edstential subjectivity
is achieved in a psychotherapeutic context, in the general
case. It is effected in a cooperative-intersubjective milieu, with
the aid of a professional guide to lead one to the discovery
and negotiation ofthe symbolic function. Thus, for Gerhard
Adler, the actual interview with an analyst plays the decisive
part in establishing familiarity with the symbolic function as
a permanent conscious capacity on the part ofan individual.
'A great deal of impressive unconscious material may be
thrown up by the unconscious without ever being "realized;"
the concreteness of the relationship, of the encounter with
an "opposite," plays an integral part in the assimilation of
unconscious imagery, which otherwise may remain mere
unutilized ranx, material.',

Is the analyic situation needed? Adler comments:

This process can, and does, take place outside and with-
out analysis. But it is such a dihcult process, full of pitfalls at
every srep, that analysis seems often the only way. Similarly,
in the East there is also the possibility of achieving by one's
own effort insi6ht into the nature of Brahman and into its es-
sential unity with the individual Atmao; this is, however, a
rare altemative to the general way of achieving such insight
with the help ofa guru (ibid.).

r. Adler 196r, 8. A number ofthe quotations in this chapter will con-
tain terminologr which I have tried to replace with what I believe to be
more accurage language. An effort must be made to read these quotations
with my suggested changes in mind.
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We might also use the analog, of the experience of making
the lgnatian Spirihal E-tcrciaet with and without a competent
director. In this case, the danger of self-delusion, of simply
reinforcing one's religious inauthenticity, is so great that the
attempt to proceed without competent direction, no matter
what the extent ofonei experience in prayer, is at best highly
suspect. So too, it would seem, a guide to the attainment of
familiarity with the complexity of the sJ,,rnbolic function is
necessary until one has reached the point ofquick and accu-
rate access to the process of the ongoing appropriation of
dreams. When this point is reached, I believe, the analysis is
to be terminated. Otherwise one runs the risk ofcourting in
a psychic fashion what Ivan Illych has called 'iatrogenic dis-
ease.'.

Particularly persistent in the analyic process is the al-
most inveterate habit of failing to realize that in the general
case, tbc.fQurct rcocab) in 1rcam.t arc a.,rpectt of tbe ?reaming a$-
/cf This habitud failure is, I suspect, not unrelated to the
extraversion responsible for the cognitive myh that the real
is a subdivision ofthe'already out there now.' Furthermore,
it entails the subsequent tendency to view dreams as ther-
mometers rather than barometers, as explanatory rather than
exploratory, as referring to space before time and to the spe-
cific before the generic. An uncritical engagement in the ana-
\rtic process could very easily mire one further in myh and,
depending on the atmospheric pressure, can eventuate in ei-
ther temporary or permanent psychosis. Psychosis is a resto-

t. lllych ry74. The termination of the analysis is not the end of the
psychic journey. In one sense, tLe latter never ends, in that one is certain
to continue to have dreams as long as one lives. ln another sense, though,
it does end in the discovery of the soul beyond psychologu which is the
movemetrt into the realm of transcendence.
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ration to one's roots in the rhyhms and processes of nature,
but in such a way that nothing remairs but the roots, entan-
gling one another and eventually cholting each other's av-
enue to differentiated consciousness, The return to the roots
must be in terms of time rather than space, the interior rather
than the exterior, the generic rather than the specific, and
with reference to the self-transc.ndence of the existential
subiect in the constitution ofthe real humanworld. For such
a process to be successful, in the general case, it is helpful
that one be warned by the admonitions ofone well aware of
these differences.

This is not to say that there are not dreams which are
directly prophetic of external situations which may have ei-
ther a great deal or seemingly very little to do with one s own
responsibility as constitutive agent ofthe human world. Thus
Bishop Joseph l.anyi of Grosswardein, Hungar5z, dreamed
of the assassination of Archduke Ferdinand of Austria sev-
eral hours before the event took place. He was awakened by
the dream and immediately drew a picture of the event of
which he dreamed. The picture corresponded almost point
by point to the details of the assassination (Whitmont 1959,

t4-5i). Needless to say, such dreams are the exception and
indicate the limited range of our scientific knowledge of the
sphere of being I have called the imaginal. But even those
dreams which are prophetic of as yet unfamiliar places,
people, and existential situations in one! own life, while not
symbolically overdetermined in the same sense as most of
the dreams which we can remember, and thus while quite
specific, are appropriated by intentional consciousness only
to the extent that they are understood as bearing upon inte-
riority, the temporal, the generic, and one's stance vis-i-vis
the scale ofvalues.

The psychotherapeutic context must also respect the
archeological-teleological unity-intension of the concrete sJ,,rn-
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bol insisted on by Ricoeur in his critique of Freud. The
psychotherapeutic context will thus be closer to that sug-
gested by Jung than to that inspired by Freud, for Jung was
more a*are of this tension within s;,,rnbolic process. The ana-
llrtic process is reductive in the same way that the hermeneutic
ofsuspicion is an intrinsic and integral part ofthe dialectical
interpretation of s;..rnbols, and thus in the same way that ex-
treme iconoclasm belongs to the restoration ofmeaning. The
anal;rtic process should further a gradually emerging pattern
of inner ordec a continuous process of integration, a sense-
giving factor in the psyche (Adler I95r, 4), but it must do so
in part by mercilessly destroying the mSrthic reenactment of
sS,,rnbols in terms of immediate belief, by moving their inten-
tionaliSr from the exterior, spatial, specific, and human, to
the interioc temporal, generic, and religious, and from the
explanatory to the exploratory.

This notion of the analyic process is more readily avail-
able in Jung's writings than in those of Freud. These two
pioneers of the psychotherapeutic revolution are not to be
viewed simply as opposed to one another, howeveS with
Freud concerned only with reduction and Jung solely with
the teleological moment that is only implicit in Freudian analy-
sis. Jung speaks ofa reductive moment in the analysis which
he proposes. This reductive moment 'breaks down all inap-
propriate symbol-formations and reduces them to their natu-
ral elements't, while the s;,nthetic moment would consist in
the integration and appropriation of the archeqryal sponta-
neity of one's psyche. As Adler says, 'Indeed, it is possible to
lose sight ofthe fact that there are analyses in which the thera-
peutic goal appears to be reached almost exclusively by a

3. Jung, 'On Psychic Energ1'in rg69a, 49
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process of Jymbolical trand/onnatbn.'t Jung comments on the
complementarity of reduction and teleolory in this transfor-
mative process:

In psycholory as in biologr we cannot alford to overlook
or underestimate [the] question of origins, although the an-
swer usually tells nothing about the functiona.l mearing. For
this reason biolory should never forget the question of pur-
pose, for only by answering that can we getat the meaning of
a phenomenon ... There are a number of pathological phe-
nomena which only give up their meaoing when we inquire
into theirpurpose. And where we are concerned with the nor-
mal phenomena oflife, this question of purpose takes undis-
puted precedence ...

To supplement the causal approach by a final one there-
fore enables us to arrive at more meaningful interpretations
notonly in medical psychologr, where we are concerned with
individual fantasies originating in the unconscious, but also in
the case of collective fantasies, that is, myhs and fairyates.!

There is another major difference between Freud and
Jung which decisively calls for favoring Jung, namely his
recognition ofarche5rpes. For many people, Jung maintains,
religious s),mbols have lost their nunimosity, their thrilling
power. The compensating primordial images which appear
in dreams are for Jung wrongly reduced by Freud to purely
personal experiences in much the same way as the alchemists
misplaced them onto chemical substances.

Both of them act as though they knew to what Lnown
quantities the meaning oftheir syrnbols could be reduced ...

4 Adler r95r, 1. Oo Jung and Freud, see Lonergan 1993, 67-68, and
especially footnote 4 on p. 58.

1. Jung, 'On the Ps5rcholog ofthe Trickster Frgu re,' i t969b,2.6o, zn6.
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The result of this reduction ... is not very satisfactory-so
liule, in fact, that Freud saw himselfobliged to go back as far
as possible into the past. In so doing he finally hit upon an
uncommonly numinous idea, the archeqrpe ofincest. He thus
found something that to some extent expressed the rea.l mean-
ingand purpose ofsl,rnbol production, which is to bringabout
an awareness of those primordial images that belong to a.ll
men and can therefore lead the individual out ofhis isolation.

zo,

But Freud failed to realize the ulterior meaning of this in-
sight and 'succumbed to the numinous effect of the primor-
dial image he had discovered.' That is, he allowed himself to
become a victim of what I have called myh by personalizing
the archel,pe in the Oedipal complex and historicizing it in
the murder of the primal father.5 He made the sJ.mbol ex-
planatory and etiological rather than exploratory and
hermeneutic.

On Jung's view, then, Freud missed the nature of the
symbol. Freudt method consists in collecting a series ofclues
pointing to an unconscious background and interpreting this
material in such a way as to reconstruct a set of elementary
instinctual processes. Freud referred to these conscious clues
as sJrmbols, but in reality they function for him as no more
than signs or sJ,'mPtoms of 'already there' subliminal pro-
cesses.

The true symbol dillers essentially from this, and should
be understood as an expression ofan intuitive idea that can-
notyet be formulated in any other or better way. When Plato,
for instaace, puts the whole problem of the theory ofknowl-
edge in his parable ofthe cave, or when Christ expresses the
idea ofthe Kingdom of Heaven in parables, these are genuine
and true syrnbols, that is, attempts to express something for

6. Jung, 'The Philosophical Tree,' in 1967, 3or-1o2.
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which no "erbal co[cept yet exists- If we were to interpret
Plato's metaphor in Freudian terms we would naturally ar-
rive at the uterus, and would have proved that ewen a mind
Iike Plato's was still stuck on aprimitive level of intantile sexu-
ality. But we would have completely overlooked what Plato
actually created out ofthe primitive determinants ofhis philo-
sophical ideas, we would have missed the essential point and
merely discovered that he had infantile sexual fantasies like
any other mortal (Ju ng 1966, 7o) .

Jung is not denying a partial validity to the Freudian
therapeutic method, however. Pathological psychic forma-
tions must be broken down, so as to prepare the way for
normal, healthy adaptation. But Jung denies the adequacy
of Freud's method, and highlights its unsatisfactoriness by
pointing to the pover$r of Freud s critique of culture. When
the Freudian point ofview is applied, for example, to a work
of art, it

... strips the work of an of its shirnmering robes ald ex-
poses the nakedness and drabness of llaar.r . npLnt, to which
species the poet and artist also belong. The golden gleam of
artistic creation .. . is extinguished as soon as we apply to it
the sanne corrosive method which we use in analyzing the fan-
tasies of Lysteria. The results are no doubt very interesting
and may perhaps have tLe same kind ofscientific value as, for
instance, a postmortem examination ofNietzsche, which might
conceivably show us the panicular at5,pical form of paralysis
from which he died. But what would this have to do with
Zaratbultm'l Whatever its subterranean bacLground may have
been, is it not a whole world in itself, beyond the Luman all-
too-human imperfections, beyond tLe world of migraine and
cerebral atrophy? (Ibid. 59)

It is the exclusiveness of Freudian reductionism, then,
to which Jung objects. 'Freud s only interest is where things
come from, never where they are going ... Many psycho-
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logical facts have explanations entirely different from those
based on the /aut pat of a cbronQuc ran?alauc.'z

The validity of Freudian method for Jung lies primarily
in its appropriateness to the historical situation in which it
emerged. Freud

... preaches those truths which it is of paramount impor"
tance that the neurotic of the early twentieth century should
understand because he is an unconscious victim oflate Victo-
rian psycholory. Psychoanalysis destroys the false values in
him personally by cauterizing away the rottenness ofthe dead
cenrury ... But in so far as a neurosis is not an illness specific
to the \tctorian era but enjoys awide distribution in time and
space, and is therefore found among people who are not in
need ofany special sexual enlightenment orthe destruction of
harmful assumptions in this respect, atheory ofneurosis or of
dreams which is based on a Victorian prejudice is at most of
secondary importance ... Freud has not penetra.ted into [the]
deeper layer which is common to all men. He could not have
done so without being untrue to his historical tasL. Arrd this
task he has fulf led-a task enough for a whole life's work,
and fully deserving the fame it has won (ibid, 39-4o).

In terms of our present ana$sis, we might say that
Freud's exclusivistic reductionism is due to a propensity to
interpret dream images in a content-constitutive rather than
operativeheuristic way. Causal exclusivism is parallel with a
tendency to view 'unconscious'processes as causing distorted
content images which influence conscious life, culture, and
religion. An operative-heuristic notion, on the other hand, is
by definition bound to teleolory in some fashion.8

7. Jung,'Sigmund Freud in His Historical Settins,'in r965, l7-r8

8. 1993 note: More accurately, an operative-heuristic notion implies
a finalistic account, in l,onergan's sense of finaliry as an upwardly but
h).krmirurt ly diected d;mamism. Finality in this sense is quite distinct
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z Psychic Energr

'What seems to be at stake in this discussion is the na-
ture ofpsychic enerry. Jung distinguishes between a mecha-
nistic, purely causal standpoint and an energic, finalistic
standpoint. The assumption ofthe latter is that 'some kind of
energ, underlies the changes in phenomena, that it main-
tains itself as a constant throughout these changes and fi-
nally leads to entropy, a condition of general equilibrium,'
which can be called its direction or goal. This energic stand-
point is for Jung 'an indispensable explanatory principle,'
functioning as 'the logical reverse of the principle of causal-
iry.'t

Now such a standpoint is valid for Jung only if some
kind of'quantitative estimate' of psychic energ, is possible.
Jung finds one source of such 'quantitative estimates' in an
individualt conscious system ofvalues. 'Values are quantita-
tive estimates of energz' (ibid. 9). Thus, we can determine
the relative strength of our evaluations by weighing them
against one another in terms of different intensities of value
in relation to similar qualities or objects. But -a caution very
pertinent to our present discussion -such a process has mini
mal applicability once we realize how much of our orienta-
tion to the world is undifferentiated oc in Jung! terms, in
relation to unconscious value intensities, Here another point

from 'final cause,'the overtones of which can be heard in some of Jung's
prodouncements quoted above and in some ofthosewhich \^,e areyet to see.

9. Jung,'On Psychic Enerry, 3-5.
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of departure is required, one that will allow some indirect
estimate.

Jung maintains that his early studies in word associa-
tion showed the existence of groupings of psychic elements
around feeling-toned contents or complexes, whose psycho-
logical significance is frequently 'unconscious.' Each com-
plex has a nucleus consisting, first, of an experientially and
environmentally determined factor and, second, ofan innate
and dispositional factor in the individual. The feeling-toned
complex is a 'value quantity.' An indirect estimate of this
quantity is possible, based on the constellating power of its
nuclear element, which can be estimated in terms ofthe rela-
tive number ofconstellations it effects, the relative frequency
and intensity of the reactions indicating a complex, and the
intensiry of the accompa4ying affects. The symbolic images
of dreams are ciphers for such an estimate.

Psychic energ, for Jung is a specific part of a broader
enerry ca.lled life enerry or libido. The main principle gov-
erning an understanding ofits functioning is the principle of
the conservation of energ,, especia.lly as considered under
the rubric ofthe principle ofequivalence: 'For a given quan-
tity of energ, expended or consumed in bringing about a
certain condition, an equal quantity of the same or another
form of energ, will appear elsewhere'(ibid. r8). Freud has
clearly showr the psychological applicability ofthis principle
in his account of repressions and their consequent substitute
formations. But for Jung, while libido never leaves one struc-
ture, e.g., the sexual, to pass over into another without tak-
ing the character of the old structure over into the new, the
idea of psychic dewelopment demands the possibility of
change in various systems of enerry capable oftheoretically
unlimited interchangeability and modulation under the prin-
ciple of equivalence. In other words a theory of psychic de-
velopment demands the teleological point of view, according
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to tthich cauc.t arc alno m.4tu to ..n cn?. The theory of the sym-
bol is the key to this teleological point ofview

From a purely causal point of view, the whole edifice of
civilization becomes a mere substitute for the impossibility
of incest. But the teleological point of view takes seriously
the difference, for example, between the personal mother and
the mother inago arrd regards regression to the latter as a
means offinding the memory associations by means ofwhich
further development can take place-e.g., from a sexual sys-
tem into an intellectual or spiritual system. Thus, 'what to
the causal view is /acr to the final iew is rynlol, and vice
versa .. . The symbolic interpretation of causes by means of
the energic standpoint is necessary for the differentiation of
the psyche, since unless the facts are sS.,rnbolically interpreted,
the causes remain immutable substances which go on oper-
ating continuously ... Cause alone does not make develop-
ment possible. For the psyche the re?uetb a? cauarz is the
very reverse of development; it binds the libido to the el-
ementary facts' (ibid. u+).

Thus, when psychic development has occurred it is be-
cause the causes have been (operatively and heuristically)
transformed into'symbolical expressions for the way that lies
ahead. The exclusive importance ofthe cause ... thus disap-
pears and emerges again in the s;rmbol, whose power of at-
traction represents the equivalent quantum of libido' (ibid.).
In the context ofour previous diseussion ofmystery and m5rth,
a reenactment of the syrnbol through immediate belief is a
reduction of the symbol to a cause, while the reenactment
through sympathetic imagination holds fast to the symbolic
quality and follows its direction toward development. The
attitude of mystery alone is in accord with the principle of
equivalence, which for Jung is the basic law of psychic en-
erry.
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The direction ofpsychic energ,'s symbolic proces is to-
wards entropy, or, far better I believe, toward an equaliza-
tion of differences or a unity of opposites. Thus, Jung's
alchemically inspired understanding of a unity of opposites
cumulatively felding a new attitude whose stability is the
greater in proportion to the magnitude of the initial differ-
ences is an expression ofthe teleological point of view.

The greater the tension between the pairs of opposites,
the greater will be the energr that comes from them; arrd the
8reater the eners/, the stronger will be its constellating, at-
tracting power. This increased power ofattraction corresponds
to a wider range of constellated psychic material, and the fur-
ther this range extends, the less chance is there ofsubsequent
disturbarces which might arise from friction with material not
previously constellated. For this reason an attitude that has
been formed out of a far-reaching process of equalizatioo is
an especially lasting one (ibid. z6).

Jung refers to the process of the transformation of en-
er$./ as 'the canalization of libido,' a phrase which refers to
the 'transfer of psychic intensities or values from one con-
tent to another' (ibid. +I). Culture results from and then fur-
ther enables the conversion of natural instincts into other
d1'namic forms productive of work. Instinctua.l energz is chan-
neled into an analogue ofits natura.l object. 'Just as a power-
station imitates a waterfall and thereby gains possession of
its enerry, so the psychic mechanism [the symbol] imitates
the instinct and is thereby enabled to apply its ener6, for
special purposes' (ibid. az).

It is only a small part of our total psychic energ, that
can be thus diverted from its natural flow, a relative surplus
of enerS, not used to sustain the regular course of life. It is
the sl.rnbol that makes this deflection of excess libido pos-
sible. An energ,-converting symbol is called by Jung a 'li-
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bido analogue' (ibid. +8). It 'can give equivalent expression
to the libido and canalize it into a form different from the
original one' (ibid.). These symbols have never been devised
consciously, but have always been produced spontaneously.
Most olthe s;..rnbols used throughout history for the conver-
sion of ps.ychic energ, probably derive directly from dreams.
Today we are witnessing a recrudescence of such individual
s;,mbol formations parallel to the fading away of those reli-
gious forms which tended to suppress individual symbol for-
mation as a matter of central significance for life.

Reductive psychoanalysis is called for, then, when onei
psychic libido flows offunconsciously along too low a gradi-
ent. This is the moment which 'breaks down all inappropri-
ate sJrmbol-formations and reduces them to their natural ele-
ments' (ibid. 49), restoring the natural flow of life energr.
But another gradient than the merely natural one wi[[ be
sought for onet excess libido. 'When the unsuitable struc-
tures have been reduced and the natural course of things is
restored, so that there is some possibility ofthe patient living
a normal life, the reductive process should not be continued
further. Instead, symbol-formation should be reinforced in a
synthetic direction until a more favourable gradient for the
excess libido is found.',o 'Reversion to nature must therefore
be followed by a synthetic reconstruction ofthe symbol'(ibid.
to) in a spiritual, cultural, and religious direction.

Freudian theory consists in a causa.l explanation of the
psychologr ofinstinct. From this standpoint the spiritual prin-
ciple is bound to appear only as an appendage, a by-product
of rhe instincrs. Since irs inhibiring and restrictive power can-

Io. lbid. 1o. Jung is here expressing his understanding and convic-
tion ofwhat I would call the intedtion oftruth and va.lue, ofself-ranscen-
dence, within the psyche itself.
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not be denied, it is traced back to the influence ofeducation,
moral authorities, convention, and tradition. These authori-
ties in their turn derive their powea accordint to the theory,
from repression in the manner of a vicious circle. The spiri-
tua.l principle is not recognized as an equivalent counterpart
of the instincts (ibid. 5).

'When useless symbols are broken down by reduction
and life is returned to its natural course, a damming up of
libido occurs. This condition can be the beginning ofan indi-
vidual religion, which is the way to further development.

... an adva.nce :.lways begins with individuation, that is
to say with the individual, conscious ofhis isolation, cutting a
new path through hitherto untrodden territory To do this he
must (irst retum to the fundamental facts of his own beiog,
irrespective of a.ll authority and tradition, and allow himself
to become conscious of his distinctiveness. If he succeeds in
giving collective validity to his widened consciousness, he cre-
ates a tension ofopposites that provides the stirnulation which
culture needs for its further progress (ibid. 59).

The transformation of enerp,, from biological forms to cul-
tural forms, aside from the forced sublimations of conven-
tion and collective religion, is always an individual one and
is achieved by means of the symbol.

James Hillman goes so far as to say, correctv I believe,
that Jung's psycholog,is apsychologz ofcreativi5r. For Jung
the creative is the essence ofbeing human. In addition to the
'instincts' of hunger sexuality, activity, and reflection, there
is the 'instinct of creanity,' the quinte,t,tentitt.'His major coo-
cern in both his therapy and his writing was with the mani
festations and vicissitudes of the creative instinct and with
disentangling it from the other four. Consequently, we are
led to state that Jungian psycholog, is based primarily upon
the creative instinct and in turn to infer that Jungian psy-

ztt
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chologr is primarily a creative psycholory' (Hillman I97z 33-
34). Thus, 'his insistence upon finality in regard to the libido,
upon the final point of view toward all psychic phenomena
and upon the prospective interpretation of the dream -all
have as basis a creative psychologr' (ibid. ll). On our analy-
sis, then, Jung's concern with an archeologr ofthe subject is
within a broader dialectical and operative-heuristic context
concerned with the fulfilment ofpsychic infrastructure in its
incorporation into the dynamism of intentionality.

3 Intentionaliqr and Psyche

We are oflering here, though, not Jungian psycholog,,
but a new interpretation ofwhat psychotherapy can become.
My specific points ofdifference with Jung have already been
indicated, and those that are epistemological have, I believe,
been at least partly settled. t-et me add simply that by'inap-
propriate s1'rnbo[ formations' I would mean those formations
which sponsor a reenactment of the sJ,mbol through imme-
diate belief or an acceptance of the symbol as explanatory,
and which orient the subject immediately to the exterior, the
spatial, the specific, and the human. The process of symbolic
transformation would involve the turn to the interior, the tem-
poral, the generic, and the transcendent.

In addition, though, I am insisting that the process of
intentional self-appropriation toward which I-onergan leads
one should be regarded as the first and indispensable mo-
ment in a total mediation of immediacy within the context of
method. The appropriation of one's cognitional being through
the aid, of Iruigbt is the first stage ofa more inclusive process.
When joined with Lonergan's later analysis of the existential
subject, it is the stage ofthe discrimination ofspirit, ofactive
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rr,ind,, of bgo,t, word, idea, intellect, principle, abstraction,
rneaoilag, ratio, notu, anbruu. A second stage is that of the cul-
tivation ofsoul. It is the stage ofpsyche, nytbor, image, sym-
bol, atmosphere, feeling, relation, earth, nature, rh;rthm,
anirut. A third, stage then follows, beyond /aga; and psyche,
reason and imagioati,ot, aninul ar.d arrrrr,rz, beyond common
sense, theory, and interiority. It is the progressive discovery
ofthe realm of transcendence. It is the religious journey un-
der the cloud ofunknowing. It is the agapic stage ofthe sur-
render of discriminated spirit and cultivated soul to the
my,tteriutn tretnen?un ct .fauinant. The movement of se[f-ap-
propriation in the context of method should pass through
these stages in this order, for the cultivation of soul without
the discrimination of spirit is the romantic agony, and reli-
gion without psyche is rootless. In contrast, the process of
self-appropriation I am suggesting would provide, as I will
argue in the next chapter, the inclusive horizon for the theo-
Iogical enterprise in our emerging epoch and the key to dia-
lectic and foundations as functional specialties within both
the rcienzt nuopa in general and theolog, in particular. When
method takes the step into the domain of psyche, when se[[-
appropriation becomes appropriation first of intentionality
and then of psyche, theological foundations consist of a pat-
terned set ofjudgments of cognitional fact and of value cu-
mulatively heading toward the full position on the human
subject.

Nonetheless, intelligence, reason, and intentionality can
also be understood archetypally from the standpoint of the
psyche. The psyche seems to insist on this input, as a matter
of fact. Not only does Jung speak of a 'thinking function,'
but he adds that a change has come over our consideration
ofunderstanding and reason since Kant's CritQue of Pure Rca-
an, a change which for me is valid irrespective of whether
one accepts Kantian epistemolory, a chang. which reflects
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the dynamic thrust of the aatbropologitche lVcn)ung toward
radicalization. Understanding and reason are no longer re-
garded as independent processes subject on$ to the eternal
laws oflogic. Rather, they are 'co-ordinated with the person-
ality and subordinate to it.' This means the addition ofa 'per-
sonal equation' in every intellectual investigation.

We no lon6er asL, 'Has this or that been seen, heard,
handled, weished, counted, thou6ht, and found to be logical?'
We ask instead, 'Who saw, heard, or thought?' ... Today we
are convinced that in all fields of knowledge psychological
premises exist which exert a decisive influence upon the choice
of material, the method ofinvestigaion, the nature ofthe con-
clusions, and the formulation of hypotheses and theories ...
Not only our philosophers, but our own predilections in phi-
losophy, and even what we are fond ofcallint our'best'truths
are a{fected, ifnot dangerously undermined, by this recogni-
tion of a personal premise ..- Can it be possible that a man
only thinks or says or does what he himselfi,?rr

Thus not on} does the destruction of the cognitional
myth that the real is a subdivision ofthe'already out there
now' also aid one toward the dissolution of the affective di-
mensions of this myh and thus toward turning from inap-
propriate symbolic formations to appropriate s5rmbolic for-
mations, from mJ,th to mystery, so that the speciEcal$ psy-
chic part of the total process of self-appropriation is greatly
aided to the extent that one is self-consciously attentive, in-
telligent, reasonable, and responsible; but we must also at-
tend to the reciprocal dynamics of these two movements,
Bc/idlicb6ei is meaningful independently of any representa-
tive conceptual menaing (Gendlin ry62, 96). While self-ap-
propriation begins with the appropriation of one's cognitional

rr. Jung, 'On the PsycLolog, ofthe Mother Arc\egpe,' 76-77
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process, such an appropriation is itself a therapeutic contri-
bution, and as such helps in the construction ofa more inclu-
sive semantics of human desire. Not only does it determine
the movement from bgol to outbo)at but it also foreshadows
the mowement of method into and through psyche. This lat-
ter movement affects methodi understanding ofitself, makes
it accept humbly the symbolic significance which psyche in-
sists it bears. For the conclusion of this movement is a kind
of coniunctio in second immediacy of animw and anina, of the
two interlocking and equiprimordial constitutive ways of
being Da.tcin.

It might be helpful to understand the point we are here
making if we turn to Jung's notion of four psychological func-
tions: thinking, feeling, sensation, and intuition. In normal
psychological development, aided by no such reflective tech-
nique as psychotherapy or cognitional analysis, only one of
these functions is truly successfully differentiated. This Jung
refers to as an individuali superior funetion. Depending on
whether an individuali orientation is extraverted or intro-
verted, this function determines one's personality qrpe. Now,
one or two ofthe other functions may be partially differenti-
ated, and, to this extent, aid the superior function. The latter
is one s most reliable function, the one most a"menable to one's
conscious intentions. The fourth, inferior function, around
which one's'shadow'is constellated, proves to be inacces-
sible to conscious wi[[ing. Thus even the differentiated func-
tions have only partially freed themselves {iom the undiffer-
entiated, for the psyche is one. The three more or less differ-
entiated functions are confronted by the fourth, more or less
undifferentiated function. The latter disturbs the former, to
the extent that the worst enemy ofthe superior function is in
truth another aspect ofthe same psyche to which it itself be-
longs. 'Like the devil who delights in disguising himself as an
angel oflight, the inferior function secretlyand mischievously
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influences the superior function most of all, iust as the latter
represses the former most strongly."l

This whole matter would be better understood within a
context more sensitive to intentionality and its differentation
from the psyche. Jung tends to swallow all the functions into
the psyche and frequently speaks as though a human being
were azly a psychic being. I-onergan's lruigbt is an aid to the
differentiation of what Jung is reaching for in his notions of
the thinking function and the intuitive function. The exist-
ence of other influences is acknowledged by I-onergan, ei-
ther aiding or disturbing insightful and reasonable perfor-
mance. But these latter influences are not the principal con-
cero of Intight aod so they are not described in such a way as
significantly to further their differentiation. It may well be
that lruQht's appeal has been largely to those whose normal
development has issued in a differentiation ofu,hat Jung calls
the thinking function as one's superior function. But even
the further and more self-conscious differentiation aided by
Intight will not free the thinking function from the deleteri-
ous interference of what is undifferentiated (which is likely,
in this case, to be one's feeling function). Further self-appro-
priation is called for, and it is the task of authentic psycho-
therapy, as understood o.ithin this context, to get'all sys-
tems going' in a harmonious uniSz through the cumulative
reconciliation of opposites.

On the other hand, for one whose normal psychologica.l
development has seen the differentiation ofanother function,
psychic wholeness will demand the differentiation also ofthe
thinking function, which, in this instance, is liable to be the
function most neglected. May I be so bold as to suggest that
a complete therapeutic process could do no better, for such a

rz. Jung, 'Phenomenolog, ofthe Spirit in Fai5,tales,'238
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purpose, than to stress intentionality and even to encourage
cognitional self-appropriation as aidedby Iuigbt? For in such
an instance, perhaps what is therapeutically most important
is the mediation of active rnind, of spirit, togod, word, idea,
intellect, principle, abstraction, rneaoing, ratb, nou -of ani-
rzlz as archefzpe of intentionality.

4 Psychic Conversion

The conscious capacity for the sublation ofthe imaginal
is effected by a conversion on the part of the eistential sub-
ject. This conversion I ca[[ psychic conversion. Psychic con-
version is integrally related to the religious, moral, and intel-
lectual conversions specified by Lonergan as qualifring au-
thentic human subjectivity.

Lonergan first began to thematize conversion in his
search for rene*ed foundations of theolog,. In a lecture in
1967, he describes the new context of theologr in terms of
the demise of the classical mediation of meaning and the
struggle of modern culture for a new maieutic, only to con-
clude that this new context demands that theolog, be placed
on a new foundation, one distinct from the citation of Scrip-
ture and the enunciation ofrevealed doctrines characteristic
of the foundation of the old dogmatic theolory. What was
this new foundation to be?

I-onergan drew his first clue from the notion ofmethod,
considered as 'a normative pattern that related to one an-
other the cognitional operations that recur in scientific in-
vestigations."r The stress in this notion of method is on the

r1. I-onergan, 'Theolo$/ in Its New Context,' 1988, 6t.
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personal experience of the operations and of their dynamic
and normative relations to one another. Ifa scientist were to
locate his or her operations and their relations in one's own
experience, maintained Lonergan, one would come to know
oneself as scientist. And, since the subject as scientist is the
foundation of science, one would come into possession ofthe
foundations of onet science.

Ofwhat use is such a clue to one seeking a new founda-
tion fortheologr? l,onergan says: 'It illustrates by an example
what might be meant by a foundation that lies not in a set of
verbal propositions named first principles, but in a particu-
lar, concrete, dyna.mic reality generating knowledge of par-
ticular, concrete, dynamic realities' (ibid.).

Lonergan then draws a second clue from the phenom-
enon ofconversion, which is fundamental to religious living.
Conversion, he says, 'is not merely a change or even a devel-
opment; rather, it is a radical transformation on which fol-
lows, on all levels of living, an interlocked series of changes
and developments. What hitherto was unnoticed becomes
vivid and present, What had been of no concern becomes a
matter of high import' (ibid. 6l-60. Conversion of course
has many degrees ofdepth of realization. But in any case of
genuine conversion, 'the convert apprehends differently, val-
ues differently, relates differently because he has become dif-
ferent. The new apprehension is not so much a new state-
ment or a new set of statements, but rather new meanings
that attach to almost any statement. It is not new values so
much as a transvaluation ofvalues' (ibid. 60. Conversion is
also possible as a change that is not only individual and per-
sonal but also communal and historical; and when viewed as
ar ongoing process, at once personal communal, and historical, it
coincides, I-onergan saln, with living religion (ibid. 5657).

Now if theolo6, is reflection on religion, and if conver-
sion is fundamental to religious living, then not onlywill the-
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olog, also be reflection on conversion, but reflection on con-
version will provide theolory with its foundations. 'Just as
reflection on the operations ofthe scientist brings to light the
real foundation of the science, so too reflection on the ongo-
ing process ofconversion may bring to light the real founda-
tion ofa renewed theolop,' (ibid. 67). Such is the basic argu-
ment establishing what is, in fact, a revolutionary recasting
of the foundations of theolory.

For the moment, however, my concern is not theologr
but conversion. The notion is significantly developed in
tUetbo? in Tbcology, where conversion is differentiated into its
religious, moral, and intellectual varieties. I am maintaining
that the emergence ofthe capacity to disengage the symbolic
constitution of the feelings in which the primordial appre-
hension of values occurs satisfies I-onergan's notion of con-
version but also that it is something other than the three con-
versions of which he speaks. As any other conversion, it has
many facets. As any other conversion, it is ever precarious.
As any other conversion, it is a radical transformation ofsub-
.jectivity influencing all the levels of onei living and trans-
valuing one! values. As any other conversion, it is'not so
much a new statement or a new set of statements, but rather
new meanings that attach to almost any statement' (ibid. 56).
As any other conversion, it too can become communal, so
that there are formed formal and informal communities of
men and women encouraging one another in the pursuit of
further understanding and practical implementation of what
they have experienced. Finally, as any other conversion, it
undergoes a personal and arduous history of development,
setback, and renewal. Its eventual outcome, most likely only
asJ.mptotically approached, is s;rmbolically described by Jung
as the termination of a state of imprisonment through a cu-
mulative unity of opposites (Jung 1963, 65), or as a resolu-
tion of the contradictoriness of 'the unconscious' and con-
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sciousness in a r.uptial coniunctb (ibid. 8r, or as the birth of
the hero issuing 'from something humble and forgotten."+
But, like any other conwersion, psychic conwersion is not the
goal but the beginning. As religious conversion is not the
mystic's cloud ofunknowing, as moral conversion is not moral
perfection, as intellectual conversion is not methodological
craftsmanship, so psychic conversion is not unified alfectivity
or total integration with intentionality or immediate release
from psychic imprisonment. It is, at the beginning, no more
than the obscure understanding of the nourishing potential
ofthe psyche to maintain the vitality ofconscious living by a
continuous influx ofenerg,; the hint that one's psychic being
can be transformed so as to aid one in the quest for indi-
vidual authenticilr; the suspicion that coming to terms with
onet dreams will profoundly change one's ego by ousting it
from its central and dominating position in onel conscious
living, by shifting the birthplace of meaning gradually but
progressively to a deeper center which is simultaneously a
totality, the self (Jung t969a, r4t). Slowly one comes to dis-
cover the ambiguity ofthe psyche and to affirm the arduous-
ness of the task to which one has committed oneself. Slowly
one lear.rs that the point is what is interior, temporal, ge-
neric, and indeed religious, and not what is exterior, spatial,
specific, and human. Slowly a system of internal communi-
cation is established between intentionality and psyche.
Slowly one learns the habit of disengaging the archeqrpal
s;'rnbolic significance of one's feeling-toned responses to situ-
ations, people, and objects. Slowly one learns to distinguish
syrnbols which further one's orientation to truth and value
from those which mire one in myh and ego-centered satis-
factions. One becomes attentive in a new way to the data of

14. Jung, 'C-oncerning Rebirth,'in r969b, r4r
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sense and the data of consciousness. One is aided by this
new symbolic consciousness in onei efforts to be intelligent,
reasonable, and responsible in one's everyday living and in
onei pursuit of truth and value. Some of the concrete areas
of one's o*n inattentiveness, obtuseness, silliness, and irre-
sponsibiliSu are revea.led one by one, and can be named and
quasi personified. They are complexes with a quasi person-
ality of their own.'When personified, they can be engaged in
active imagination, in imaginative dialogue where one must
listen as well as speak. The dialogue relativizes the ego and
thus frees the complexes from rigidity. Some of them can
then even be befriended and transformed. When thus paid
attention to and, in a sense, compromised with, they prove to
be sources of conscious energz one never before knew were
at one's disposal. Such is psychic conversion. In itself it is
not a matter of falling in love with God or of shifting the
criterion of onei choices from satisfactions to values or of
reflectively recognizing that knowing is not looking but the
affirmation of the virtually unconditioned. It is not religious
conversion or moral conversion or intellectual conversion. It
r., conversion, but it is something other than these. In the
next chapter I shall describe its relation with these other con-
versions. For the moment, I am satisfied with establishing its
uniqueness, with putting it on the map.ri

rS. r9g, notet I later came to deftne psychic conversion as the rans-
formation ofthe psychic dirnension ofthe censorship vis-I-vis neural de-
mand functions from a repressive to a constructive functioning in one's
development. I think this is a precise definition. However the effects of
psychic conversion also need to be spelled out more clearly than they are
in the present volume. Some of this occurs in Tltobgy anl tl)c DiaLctit! o/
Hl'tory, chapters z and 6-10. But the notion of cmbo)inunt (theologically, of
course, linked with Incarnation) sti.ll needs to be developed. Our opera-
tive Christolog, is still monophysite, and there is a corresponding mono-
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5 The Psychic and the Psychoid

Psychic conversion heads toward what Jung, in his own
vocabulary, calls 'the achievement ofa sl.nthesis ofconscious
and unconscious, and the realization of the archetlpe's ef-
fects upon the conscious contents' (Jung I959a zro). Such
an achievement represents the'climax ofa concentrated spiri-
tual and psychic effort, in so far as this is undertaken con-
sciously and of set purpose' (ibid.).

The achievement is described as a movement from psy-
chic dissociation to psychic integration. Psychic dissociation
arises from the conditional nature of the link between psy-
chic processes. Not only are there the rare cases of split per-
sonality or double consciousness, but much more frequently
we find smaller fragments ofthe personality which have been
broken off from the larger psychic totality to form autono-
-or" complexes. The original state of the psyche contains
very loosely knit processes and'it often tahes only a little to
shatter the unity of consciousness so laboriously built up in
the course ofdevelopment and to resolve it back into its origi-
nal elements' (ibid. I7a).

A dissociated element or'secondary subject'owes its
separation to one of two definite causes.

In the one case, there is an originally conscious content
that became sublimina.l because it was repressed on account
of its incompatible nature: in the other case, the secondar5r
subject consists essentially in aprocess that neverentered into

physitism to the re)ection ofthe notion ofpsychic conversion on the part
of some students of I-oner6an.
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consciousness at all because no possibilities exist there of
appperceiving ir. That is to say, ego-consciousness cannot ac-
cept il for lacl( of understanding, and in consequence ir re-
mains for tlre most part subliminal, a.lthough, from the energz
point ofview, it is quite capable ofbecoming conscious (ibid.
174-7).

On Jungi account, iui opposed to Freud, the latter case,
which is not pathological, is the most frequent.

Both kinds of undifferentiated material have an effect
on consciousness and manifest themselves first in s1'rnptoms
which are in part semiotic rather than sJ,mbolic. That is, to a
certain extent we are to identi$/ their causes rather than fol-
low their direction. But these sJrmptoms are in part also s5zm-
bolic, since they are 'the indirect representatives of uncon-
scious states or processes whose nature can be only imper-
fectly inferred and realized from the contents that appear in
consciousness' (ibid. l7y). To the extent that we cannot strictly
identi$r causes, we may explore through sympathetic imagi-
nation the direction opened up by these manifestations, which
then play a s;.rnbolic role.

Jung calls the sphere ofthese complexes'the psychic.'
It is an intermediate sphere r^/ith an upper and a lower thresh-
old, both ofwhich mark its differentiation from what he ca[[s
'the psychoid.' 'The psychic' is the sphere uncovered when
'the disturbances emanating from the unconscious, the ef-
fects of spontaneous manifestations, of dreams, fantasies, and
complexes, [are] successfully integrated into consciousness
by the interpretative method' (ibid. 178). The lower thresh-
old of the psychic is the boundary between the compulsive
functioning, the all-or-none reaction, of physiological &ives,
and the more or less emancipated functioning of energzwhich
is capable of more extensive and varied application. The up-
per threshold marks the boundary where the intrinsic en-
erg, ofthe function ceases altogether to be oriented by origi-
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nal instinct and attains a spiritual form. It is the sphere be-
tween these two more or less flexible boundaries that is called
the psychic. It is the sphere affected by psychic conversion.
Within this sphere, psychic functions can be voluntarily modi-
fied in a number of ways. While the differentiation of psy-
chic function from physiological compulsion is indispensable
for the maintenance and promotion of human life, such psy-
chic flexibility or disposable energ, increases the possibility
of collision and produces dissociations which jeopardize the
unity of consciousness.

There are, then, for Jung three systems: instinct, psyche,
and spirit. The first and the third are autonomous and can-
not be voluntarily coerced. But between them is a sphere of
disposable energ, based on, but relatively free from, specific
instinctual compulsion and capable ofeither harmony or dis-
harmony with the outer limits of instinct and spirit. Psychic
conversion may be understood as the gaining ofthe capacity
ofintentional consciousness to integrate this fleible psychic
system and even to effect a cumulative harmony with instinct
and spirit, in such a way that 'all systems are working' and
working more or less in harmony. It is a self-appropriation
of the psychic system on the part of the existential subject,
an appropriation based on the dialectic ofthe s;.'rnbol and its
more than purely persona)istic intentionality.'r

r5. r993 note: Jung's insistence orr the autonomy and inflexibility of
the realm that he calls spirit is based in a Kantian understanding of the
spirit as an unknowable thing-in-itselL This, of course, is precisely what
lrnergan has transcended in his intentionality analysis, where the opera-
tions ofthe spirit as inteotional are broutht to bear on the same operations
as conscious, to yield an understanding of the realm olspidt that can be
verified and so proclaimed correct. Jung's Kantianism leads to a neglect
of the notion of pneumopathologr, ofa sickness that is rooted, not in the
psyche, but in the spirit dimension ofthe person. Often enough, the heal-
ing of pneumopatholory is required before the healing of psychopathol-
ory cao take place.
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Thus, when undifferentiated feeling-toned complexes are
attended to, they can be transformed. 'They slough off their
m;,thological envelope, and, by entering into the adaptive
process going forward in consciousness, they personalize and
rationalize themselves to the point where dialectical discus-
sion becomes possible' (ibid. r87). When not integrated, and
with increasing dissociation, undifferentiated psychic pro-
cess approximates the underlying instinctual pattern of 'au-
tonomous non-susceptibility to infl uence, all-or-none reac-
tion' (ibid.). This analysis of Jungi thus corroborates our
notion of a dialectic within the psyche itself. For Jung, the
cumulative harmony ofall three systems is possible because
of the archeq,pes. While they represent the authentic ele-
ment of spirit, and while 'arche5pe and instinct are the most
polar opposites imaginable,'yet archet;rye and instinct 'be-
long together as correspondences, which is not to say that
the one is derivable from the other, but that they subsist side
by side as reflections in our own minds ofthe opposition that
underlies a[[ psychic enerry' (ibid. zoQ.

These opposites of instinct and spirit are 'never
incommensurables; if they were they could never unite. All
contrariety notwithstanding, they do show a constant pro-
pensity to union' (ibid. zo7). The symbol, appropriately dealt
with by existential consciousness, is the function of their
unification, precisely because of its archeological-teleologi-
cal unity-in-tension. The moral significance ofthe opposites
is found not in either taken singly, but depends on conscious
integration and negotiation of s;rmbolic processes-i.e., at-
tentive, intelligent, reasonable, responsible, cooperative-
intersubjective discrimination. Conscious confrontation with
a representative of an instinct or with an archeS,pe is 'an
ethic.tl problem of the first magnitude'(ibid. zo8). Jung pro-
vides a helpful example:
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A poorly developed consciousness ... which because of
massed projections is inordinately impressed by concrete or
apparendy concrete things and states, will natura.lly see in the
instinctual drives the source ofall reality. It remains blissfully
unaware of the spirituality of such a philosophical surmise,
and is convinced that with this opinion it has established the
essential instinctuality of all psychic processes. Converse!, a
consciousness that finds itself in opposition to the instincts
can, in consequence of the enormous in0uence then exerted
by the archetJ,pes, so subordinate instinct to spirit that the
most grotosque 'spiritua.l' combinations may arise out ofwhat
are undoubtedly biolo6ical happenings. Here the instinctuality
ofthe fanaticism needed forsuch an operation is ignored (ibid.
20,

It is the capacity ofthe existential sub.iect for a symbolic dia-
lectical disengagement of psychic process that will see one
between these sJrmbolic counterpositions to a genuine har-
mony of instinct and spirit in incarnate authentic subjectiv-
ity. This perhaps is one way of phrasing the potential result
of the events constituting what I call psychic conversion.

I close this chapter by repeating in a new context some-
thing I have said before. Jungi notion of individuation as a
cumulative process of the reconciliation of opposites under
the guidance of responsible consciousness and with the aid
of a professional guide is an extraordinarily accurate and fruit-
ful one. Furthermore, Jungt insistence that neither of the
polar extremes of instinct or spirit is in itself good or evil,
that moral significance attaches rather to the process of rec-
onciliation, is corect. Nonetheless, there a a problem of evil.
Jung's researches help us enormously in re.jecting a falsely
spiritualistic tendency to locate the root of evil in instinct.
But Jung did not adequately treat the problem of evil, and
his psycholog, cannot handle it. What is worse, however, is
the tendency ofhis psychologr to try to handle it on the ana[-
og, ofthe process ofthe unity ofopposites which determined
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the therapeutic dialectic. The divine and on} solution to the
problem of evil radically affects and transforms the psyche,
but not by malting it the locus where good and evil, grace
and sin, embrace. Perhaps this tendency alone in Jungi psy-
cholory is suffrcient to render intelligible the accusation of
gnosticism to which he is subject. Psychologr is not the source
of answers to our ultimate problem, and it neverwill be. With
suffrcient understanding of the limited range of its concern,
depth psycholog, can be conscripted into the far more ex-
tensive collaboration of human beings with God in working
out the solution to the problem of evil in concrete circum-
stances. But when it insists on originating the solution, itjoins
the ranks of the contributors to the problem, and is ever so
subtly coopted by the counterphilosophies which deny the
ulterior fi naliry of existential subjectivity.



6 Psyche and Theologr

In the introduction to this work, I stated a twofold aim.
My intention was, 6rst, to contribute to our understanding
ofthe existential subject by using l,onergan's thought to help
generate categories appropriate to a methodological under-
standing of depth psycholory; and, secondly, to use this lat-
ter understanding to fill out our notion of theological foun-
dations. The first intention has been fulfilled, and I turn now
to the second. I must clari$, the relation of the psyche both
to foundational reality and to the functional specialty 'foun-
dations.' I discuss first foundational reality in Intight and in
the later I-onergan; second, psyche and foundational reality;
third, the functional specialties of dialectic and foundations;
and fourth, psyche and foundations.

r Foundational Reality: The Early
I-onergan and the Later Lonergan

A discussion offoundations in larglr occurs within the
context of an attempt to outline a method of metaphysics.
This problem is raised by l,onergan immediately after the
establishing ofwhat he calls the basic positions: the position
on the subject in chapter rr, the position on being in chapter

zz9
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12, ard the position on obiectivity in chapter r3. The problem
is raised in the following terms: while these three basic posi-
tions are accounted for in terms of the intellectual pattern of
experience, human consciousness is polyrnorphic, and thus
other patterns of experience may give rise to different views
concerning the human subject, being, and objectivity. The
intellectual pattern of experience is not the only pattern of
experience, nor has Lonergan ever expressly argued that it
is the privileged pattern of experience. Human experience
can also be patterned in biological, &amatic, practical, aes-
thetic, artistic, and mystical modes. Furthermore, though,

These pattems altemate; they blend or mix; they can in-
terfere, conflict, lose their way, break down. The intellectual
pattern of €xp€rience is supposed and expressed by our ac-
count of self-affirmation, of being, and of obiectivity. But no
man is born in that pattem; no one reaches it easily; no one
remains in it permanently; and when some other pattern is
dominant, then the selfofour self-affirmation seems quite dif-
ferent from one's actual self, the universe of being seems as
unreal as Plato's noetic heaven, and objectivity spontaneously
becomes a matter ofmeeting persons and dealing with things
that are'really out there' (Lonergan 1992, 4ro-rr).

Thus

Against the obiectivi5rthat is based on intelligent inquiry
and critical reflection, there stands the unquestionin6 orien-
tation of extroverted biological consciousness and its uncriti-
cal survival not only in drama.tic and practical living but also
in much ofphilosophic thought. Against the concrete universe
of being, of all that can be inteligently grasped and reason-
ably aflirmed, there stands in a prior completeness the world
of sense, in which the 'rea.l' and the 'apparent' are suMivi-
sions within a vitally anticipated 'already out tLere now.'
Against the self-a$rrmation ofa consciousness that at once is
empirical, intellectual, and rational, there stands the native
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bewilderment of the existential subject, revolted by mere
animality, unsure ofhis waythrough the maze ofphilosophies,
trying to live without a known purpose, suffering despite an
unmotivated will, tLreatened with inevitable death and, be-
fore death, with disease and even insanity (ibid.).

I-,onergan maintains that a philosophy of philosophies
can be developed, according to which 'the many, contradic-
tory, disparate philosophies can all be contributions to the
clarification of some basic but polymorphic fact,'i.e., human
consciousness (ibid. arz). It is toward this philosophy ofphi-
losophies that his four chapters on metaphysics head. These
philosophies share a twofold uity: they orighara in inquir-
ing intelligence and reflecting reasonableness, ar.d, they arn-
bitbn truth. This twofold unity 'is the ground for finding in
any given philosophy a significance that can extend beyond
the philosopheri horizon and, even in a manner he did not
expect, pertain to the permanent development ofthe human
mind' (ibid.). It is in the mind of any given philosopher that
contradictory contributions attain their complex unity. This
unity is heuristically structured by the principle that the posi
tions invite development and the counterpositions reversal.

It is in explicating this principle that f,onergan discusses
foundations. He distinguishes between the ba.ti,t of any phi
losophy, which lies in its cognitional theory, and the atpan-
;raa of that philosophy in its pronouncements on metaphysi-
cal, ethical, and theological issues. In the basis, he distin-
guishes further between two aspects the ?etcnninatbn of cog-
nitional theory in an appeal to the data ofconsciousness and
to the historical development of human knowledge, and the
inevitable inclusio o, in orre's.fonnularraa of cognitional theory,
of one's judgments on basic issues in philosophy. That is to
say, first, that one will arrive at onei cognitional theory by
an analysis of the data of one's own conscious knowing per-
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formance and by an appeal to the discovery and develop-
ment of mind; and, secondly, that one cannot articulate onei
cognitional theory without committing oneselfin advance on
certain basic philosophic questions.

It is with respect to these philosophic commitments nec-
essarily immanent in the formulation of cognitional theory
that there arise for Lonergan in the first instance the notions
ofposition and counterposition. The philosophic issues con-
cerning which one must take a stand in the formulation of
cognitional theory concern reality, the subject, and objectiv-
ity. What determines whether one's basic philosophic com-
mitments are positions open to development or counter-
positions inviting reversal is their agreement or discrepancy
with the judgments concerning the subject, reality, and ob-
jectivity expressed, respectively, in the eleventh, twelfth, and
thirteenth chapters of Iruight.

... the inevitable philosophic component immanent in the
formulation of cognitiona.l theory will be either a basic posi-
tion or else a basic counterposition.

It will be a basic position, (l) if the real is the concrete
universe of being and not a subdi;sion of the 'a.lready out
there now'; (2) ifthe subject becomes known when it affrms
itself intelligently and reasonably and so is not knolltr yet in
any prior 'existential' state; and (3) if objectir,i5r is conceived
as a consequence ofintelligent inquiry and critical reflection,
and not as a properqr of vital anticipation, extroversion, and
satisfaction.

On the other hand, it will be a basic counterposition if it
contradicts one or more ofthe basic positions.

...any philosophic pronouncement on ary epistemologi-
cal, metaphysica.l, ethical, or theological issue will be named a
position if it L coherent with the basic positions on the real,
on knowing, and on objectivity; and it will be named a
counterposition ifit is coherent with one or more ofthe basic
counterpositions (ibid. 4 l3).
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The second ofthese basic positions needs a briefclarifi-
cation. The subject becomes known when it afErms itself in-
telligently and reasonably. Now, aarlrng is known unless it is
intelligently grasped and reasonably affrrmed. The self-affir-
mation inevitably included in the basis of onei philosophy,
however, is the intelligent and reasonable affirmation ofone's
own intelligence and reasonableness. It is the judgment 'I am
a lcnower,'where knowledge is the compound ofexperience,
understanding, andjudgment. Thus the basic position on the
sub1ect in Iruigbt is the position on the knowing subject. The
selfknowledge of the subject is true if it is based in onet in-
telligent grasp and reasonable affirmation of one's own intel-
ligence and reasonableness. This affirmation, along with po-
sitions on the real and objectivity, are the positions which
constitute the foundations or basis (to use the term employed
in Luibt) of metaphysics, ethics, and philosophical theolog,.

In the terminolog, of the post-I96t Lonergan - I take
'Dimensions of Meaning' as signalling the transition to the
'later l,onergan'-these positions are attained as a result ofa
basic philosophic conocnbn, which [,onergan calls intellec-
tual conversion. But now, intellectual conversion is seen usu-
ally, though not necessarily, to follow upon and to be condi-
tioned by the conversions which he calls religious and moral.
'We have seen in chapter r what l,onergan means by religious
and moral conversion. In the general case, religious conver-
sion occurs first, and gives rise to moral conversion, in that it
is on the basis of one's religious experience that one is moved
to self-transcendence in onei actions. Intellectual conversion,
in the general case, is consequent upon and conditioned by
religious and moral conversion, in that there is a realism im-
plicit in one s religious and moral self-transcendence which
conditions the recognition of the realism of knowing that is
intellectual conversion. On the other hand, the latter con-
version is that which [,onergan prefers to explicate first, since
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this articulation helps him to say what is meant by the self-
transcendence of moral goodness and of authentic religion.

I should urge that religious conversion, moral conver-
sion, and intellectual conversion are three quite different
things. ln an order of exposition I would preter to explain
first intellectual, then moral, then religious conversion. In the
order of occurrence I would erpect religious commonly but
not necessarily to precede morat ard both religious and moral
toprecede intellectual. Intellectua.l conversion, I think, is very
rare (Lonergan 1972b, 233 -34).

This developed understanding ofconversion is concomi-
tant with the emergence ofa distinct notion ofthe good. Thus,
in the 1958 lecture 'The Subject,'as we have seen, a primacy
is assigned to the subject trying to be good, to the existential
subject. Nothing that was accorded the cognitional subject
in Insigbt is deded in the later works. But the basic position
on the subject would seem to be more than the basic position
on knowing, for the subject as deciding, deliberating, evalu-
ating is granted a primacy. The basic position on the subject
would now seem to be a compound position, consisting not
only ofjudgments of cognitional fact, but also ofjudgments
of value. Furthermore, if the intellectual conversion which
issues in the basic positions which are foundational for phi-
losophy is somehow consequent upon religious and moral
conversion, then the foundations of one's metaphysics, eth-
ics, and theolory would seem to lie in the objectification of
all three conversions in this patterned set ofjudgments con-
cerning the subject as cognitional and as existential. Such is
the crucial significance of the emergence ofa distinct notion
ofthe good. My present concern is not with the very serious
question of what this means philosophically and especially
for metaphysics, but with what it means for theolog,. At the
present moment, the jury in my own mind is sti[[ out on the
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question of whether it is valid for l,onergan to proceed to a
metaphysics on the foundations laid io IruQbt.,Butitis a lact
that he does aal proceed to a theolory on these foundations
alone. The foundations of theolog, include but go far be-
yood. Intigbt's basic positions on knowing, the real, and ob-
jectivity. And they transcend these positions not by denying
them in the least, but by affirming that the position on know-
ing is not the full position on the human subject. The authen-
tic human subject is the subject who is self-transcending in
knowing, doing, and religion. This subject is the foundational
realiS, of theologr. The functional specialty 'foundations'
consists in an objectification of self-transcending subjectiv-
ity in its cognitional, existential, and religious dimensions.
The subject! intelligent and reasonable affrrmation of his or
her own intelligence and reasonableness may be the begin-
ning of a foundational position on the subject, so that
[,onergan prefers to discuss intellectual conversion before
moral and religious conversion; but it is not the full position
on the subject. This is quite clear from [,onergant later writ-
ings. It is not simply my interpretation of l,onergan, but rather
necessarily is included in [rcnergan's affirmation of the pri-
macy ofthe subject as existential. Foundational reality con-
sists not only of a subject who intelligently and reasonably
affirms his or her own intelligence and reasonableness, but
also of an existential subject for whom the criterion of deci-
sion has been shilted from the satisfactions spontaneously
desired by biological extraversion to the values prized by a
consciousness which is not only intelligent and reasonable
but also responsible, and finally ofa religious subject in love
with an otherworldly myttcr un trarun)um ct /a,tcitnru. The
intentionality of human consciousness itself, the primordial

I. r99, note: I nou,believe that this move is valid
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infrastructure of human subiectivity, is a dynamism heading
toward self-transcendence in knowing, morality, and religion.
The subject whose conscious performance is in accord with
this d;,namism is loundational reality. The objectification of
this dynamism in a patterned set of .)udgments ofcognitional
fact and of value constitutes foundations in theolory.

This dewelopment settles for rne what has been a very
persistent problem ever since my first reading of In/igbt,
Human experience is variously patterned. As we have seen,
l,onergan discusses its various patterns. ln IntQbt, he high-
lights its intellectual pattern for, as he has said, his purpose
was a study not of human life but of human understanding.
But the overall impression conveyedby In,ight - aa irnpres-
sion which will, of course, find no verification in I-onergant
explicit utterance but which is nonetheless communicated-
is that the intellectual pattern of experience is the privileged
pattern of experience. But with the emergence of a distinct
idea of the good, cognitional analysis becomes intentionality
analysis. Then, what is privileged is not some one pattern of
experience but a ulf-traruccn?eacc that can be attained in any
ofseveral patterns of experience-in the dramatic pattern of
experience of common sense, in the aesthetic and artistic
patterns ofexperience, in the mystical pattern ofexperience,
and ofcourse in the intellectual pattern ofexperience. I-oner-
gan is probably quite correct that this self-transcendence is
best grasped in a discussion ofthe intellectual pattern of ex-
perience, and thus probably quite justified in his preference
to discuss intellectual conversion before moral and religious
conversion. But the emergence of the distinct notion of the
good in l,onergan's later writings, when sufficiently appre-
ciated for its radica.l importance in his development, decisively
changes the atmosphere and shifts the balance present in his
thought taken as a whole. As self-ranscending subjectivity
defines human authenticity, so l,onergan's thought as a whole
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is not primarily cognitional theory but an elucidation of the
drama ofthe emergence ofthe authentic subject. It is a basic
semantics ofhuman desire. Such is, I believe, the most accu-
rate interpretation and assessment of his achiewement.

z Psyche and Foundational Reality

For the author ol Intigbt, cototerpositions invite rever-
sa.l because they are incoherent, not with one another, but
with the activities of grasping them intelligently and affirm-
ing them reasonably. Thus they prompt the intelligent and
reasonable inquirer to introduce coherence. The activities
themselves of intelligent grasping and reasonable affirmation
contain the basic positions on the real, on knowing, and on
objectivity. But if the position on the subject is not coinci-
dent with the self-affirmation of the knower, with the posi
tion on knowing, can it be said that the activities of intelli-
gent grasping and reasonable affirmation ofonei own intel-
Iigence and reasonableness contain the basic position on the
subject? Or does that basic position find enunciation only
when judgments ofcognitional fact are )oinedwith judgments
of existential fact and of value ? If the latter is the case, and if
judgments of value are mediated with judgments of fact by
feelings, then does not the basic position on the subject de-
mand not only the functioning of intelligence and reason-
ableness grasping and affirming intelligence and reasonable-
ness, and not only a satisfactory transcendental analysis of
the human good, but also a set of judgments detailing the
authentic development offeelings? Ifthe story ofthe devel-
opment and aberration of feelings or of dispositional imme-
diacy can be told by disengaging the spontaneous symbols
produced in dreams, if the habit of such disengagement is
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mediated to the subject by psychic conversion, if conversion
is foundational reality, if the objectification of conversion is
the functional specialty 'foundations,' then is psychic con-
version not an aspect of foundational reality and will not an
objectificadon ol psychic conversion constitute a genuine
aspect offoundations? There are counterpositions on the real,
on knowing, and on objecti.,ity that are incoherent with the
activities of intelligent grasping and reasonable affrrmation.
But there are also counterpositions on the subject that are
incoherent, not specifically with these activities alone, but
with the emergence ofthe authentic existential subject. Only
in this latter incoherence are they suspected of being
counterpositions, for they are apprehended as articulations
ofcountervalues in the feelings ofthe existential subject striv-
ing for self-transcendence, and they are.judged to be such in
the same sub.ject's judgments of value. They are incoherent,
not specifically with the self-transcendence intended in the
unfolding of the desire to know, but with the self-transcen-
dence toward which the primordial infrastructure of human
subjectivity as a whole is headed. The subject who contains
implicitly the full position on the subject is not the intelligent
and reasonable subject, but the experiencing, intelligent, rea-
sonable, responsible, religious subject. In fact, we would even
have to say that, if one is looking for the full position on the
human subject by scrutinizing only one's intelligence and
reasonableness, one is heading for the articulation of a
counterposition. One is the victim of an intellectualist bias
too easily confirmed by the writings ofthe early l,onergan in
those readers whose spontaneous subjective development has
been characterized by a preference for the superiority ofwhat
Jung has called the thinking function. I cannot emphasize
too much that the emergence of the notion of the good as
distinct from, though not contradictory to, the intelligent and
reasonable in the writings of the post-r955 [,onergan deci-
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sively shifts the atmosphere-yes, the archerypal signifi-
cance -of his work as a whole. Human authenticity is a mat-
ter of self-transcendence. Self-transcendence can be achieved
in one's knowing, in one's free and responsible constitution
ofthe human world, and in one's religious living as a partici-
pation in the divine solution to the problem of evil. The
struggle between the dynamism for self-transcendence and
the flight from authenticity is the arche5rpal struggle which
provides the ground theme uni$,ing the various aspects of
this achievement. The articulation of this sruggle in an ob-
jectification of conversion constitutes a semantics of human
desire.

This ground theme itself is invested with a symbolic or
archeq,pal significance. Not only does intentionality in its
dynamic thrust for self-transcendence have the potential of
conscripting psyche into its service through the dialectical
disengagement ofthe intention of truth and value present in
the psyche, but the psyche insists on stamping the entire
&ama with its own characteristic mark by giving it an ar-
chetypal representation, by releasing in dreams the ciphers
of the present status of the drama, by indicating to the exis-
tential subject how it stands between the totality ofconscious-
ness as primordial infrastructure intending self-transcendence
and the subjectt explicit self-understanding in his or her in-
tention of or flight from truth and value. The articulation of
the story of these ciphers, the disengagement of their sys-
tematical$ intelligible pattern in a dialectical hermeneutic
phenomenolog, of the psyche, would constitute a transcen-
dental aesthetic. This aesthetic would, I wageq follow Jung's
phenomenolog, of the psyche quite closely until one comes
to the farthest reaches of the psyche, which also constitute
its center. There the dialectic becomes that ofgood and evil,
grace and sin, and at that point dialectic itself breaks down.
Just as a dialectical analysis of human progress and decline
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is not adequate for meeting the problem ofevil, so dialectical
reconciliation of opposites is not the process for engaging
this ultimate psychic struggle. Intentionality and the psyche
it has conscripted into its adventure must at this point sur-
render to the gift of God's love poured forth in our hearts by
the Holy Spirit who has been given to us. The transcenden-
tal aesthetic issues in kerygma, manifestation, proclamation,
in the return to the fullness of language simply heard and
understood, in the return to the homeland of one's own life
from the journey to the mountaintop and the sojourn in the
forest. This is the second naivete intended by Paul Ricoeur.
It is mediated by the process of self-appropriation in its en-
tirety, by the objectification of the primordial infrastructure
of cognitional and existential subjectivity in a twofold me-
diation of immediacy by meaning.

Psychic conversion, like religious and moral conversion,
is an event which normally tal<es place outside and indepen-
dently of method. But I must now attempt to articulate a
better understanding ofits role within method, by stating its
relation to the three conversions specified by Lonergan as
constituting the authentic subjectivity which is foundational
reality. We have already seen that, in the order ofoccurrence,
religious conversion generally precedes moral conversion, and
both religious and moral conversion generally precede intel-
lectual conversion. But that is not the complete story oftheir
existential interrelationships. For in tWetbd in Tbeology,
[rcnergan tells us that subsequent to the occurrence ofthese
events, intellectual conversion is sublated by moral conver-
sion, and that both intellectual conversion and moral con-
version are sublated by religious conversion (Lonergan r991,
24I-4r). It is within the context of these sublations that I un-
derstand the foundational signifi cance of psychic conversion.
l,onergan understands sublation along the lines suggested
by Karl Rahner, and not in a fashion inspired by Hegel.
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Sublation, then, is in no sense a negating or nihilating ofwhat
is sublated. Rather, 'what sublates goes beyond what is
sublated, introduces something new and distinct, puts ev-
er;,thing on a new basis, yet so far from interfering with the
sublated or destroying it, on the contrary needs it, includes
it, preserves all its proper features and properties, and car-
ries them forward to a fuller realization r,vithin a richer con-
text' (ibid. z4I). Thus the achievement of a familiarity with
the self-transcending capacities of human knowing that is
intellectual conversion is needed, included, preserved, el-
evated to a new level, and carried forward to more precise
specification by the self-transcending capacities of the exis-
tential subject in the free and responsible constitution ofthe
human world. And the same happens to each ofthese in the
movement of deepening one's commitment to collaboration
with God in the divine solution to the problem of evil. While
intellectual conversion may be the rarest of the conversions,
it is not the final answer, for it is not the solution to our ulti-
mate problem. It is a facet of the collaboration of some in
working out the concrete and specific details of the solution.
But there is no way in which one can claim that I-onergan
proposes a sublation of religion into knowing, of religious
conversion into intellectual conversion, or ofthe divine solu-
tion to the problem of evil into a human understanding of
human understanding. This Hegelian trap is avoided at ev-
ery step in the writings of both the ear[ and the later
I-onergan. In the later formulation, what happens to the sub-
ject in the specifically philosophic conversion which provides
one with familiarity with the self-transcending capacities of
human judgment is taken up by the more extensive dynamic
orientation to self-transcendence in human responsibiligr and
human openness to the gift of Cod's love. How does psychic
conversion affect this double movement of sublation?
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First, let me state that psychic conversion does not oc-
cur necessarily erther before or after the three conversions
spoken of by Lonergan. It is the emergence of a capacity to
disengage the s;,mbolic constitution of immediacy. It can con-
ceivably occur with or without religious faith, with or with-
out the existential self-transcendence usually consequent
upon religious faith. It obviously occurs quite frequentlywith-
out even the suspicion that there may be something like a
philosophic conversion through which one comes to affirm
what one is doing when one is knowing, why doing that is
knowing, and what one knows when one does that. Since its
finality is determined by the ground theme ofthe emergence
ofthe self-transcending existential subject, it is highly doubt-
ful whether it can be carried to any fruitful conclusion with-
out at least mora-l resolve and something resembling religious
faith and trust in God. But in itselfit is an independent event,
and I would not want to state where it usually occurs in the
temporal sequence of the conversions. My concern is rather
with its role in method, and thus with its function in the in-
terrelationship of all the conversions through sublation.

The orientation of intentionality toward self-transcen-
dence in knowing, doing, and religion includes an exigence
for psychic self-appropriation. The precise room for the
methodological understanding of this exigence is provided
by the emergence ofa distinct notion ofthe good in the writ-
ings of the later Lonergan. As the good is apprehended in
feelings and as feelings are symbolically certifiable, so psy-
chic conversion is an aid to the discrimination ofonet stance
regarding the good. The story of one's own personal engage-
ment in the &ama of the existential subject is enabled to be
told by psychic conversion. Thus I locate psychic conversion
methodologically as facilitating the sublation of intellectual
conversion by moral conversion and ofboth by religious con-
version; as facilitating the richer context within which onei
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familiarity with the self-transcending capacity of human judg-
ment is carried forward by the self-transcending capacity of
human action, and the still richer context within which both
of these are carried forward by the soul beyond both cogni-
tional analysis and psycholog,, the soul in lowe with God,
the soul moving toward the God wrapped in the cloud of
unknowing. Psychic conversion functions in aid of the self-
appropriation ofthe existential sub.fect. It enables such a sub-
iect to narrate the &ama of his or her own struggle against
the flight from authenticity. This drama is primal. It is arche-
5rpal. It is the ground theme of human history and of per-
sonal life. Itisthestoryof one! salvation orofonei loss. It is
the story of the human good writ large in the pages of his-
tory, the story of the progress or decline of groups, of cul-
tures, of nations and polities, of civilization, of the world.
While it is the story of human beings from our origins to the
present day, of m;rth through logic to the recapitulation of
both logic and m1th in method, it is ontogenetically repro-
duced in the individual story of contemporary men and
women as they struggle for release from the flight from au-
thenticity or succumb to that flight at the expense of their
humanity. The gate that leads to life is a narrow gate, as we
are well aware. Familiarity with the psyche ca.r be brought
to aid one in the recognition of the contours of that gate, of
its distinctiveness from the avenues to destruction, and of
the path along which one is walking oneself. As there are
philosophies which deny the self-transcending 6nality ofhu-
man knowing and doing, so there are psychologies which
deny the moral and religious significance of psychotherapy.
It is only within the context of a thoroughgoing intentional-
ity analysis that depth psychologz can discover its own inner
meaning and finality. Depth psycholog, cannot answer the
question, What is a human being? For an objectification of
the ranscendetnal infrastucture of human subjectivity will
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include far more than a knoo,ledge ofthe human psyche. But
depth psycholog, can contribute to the answer to the ques-
tion, Who am I? when the psychic journey is undertaken as
an aid to the quest for self-transcendence on the part of the
existential subject; and it can figure in a tralscendental an-
thropologr when the psychic journey itselfis objectified as a
transcendental aesthetic with a place of its own within the
overarching context of transcendental method.

I have related psychic conversion to moral conversion
and religious conversion within the context ofthe sublations
affirmed by l,onergan. I have said little of its relation to in-
tellectual conversion. I have spoken ofits moral and religious
finality, but I ha.,e notyet indicated how it ai& in the sublation
of intellectual conversion into this ulterior d;mamism of hu-
man intentionality. To that question I must now turn. My
comments are offered within the context of the contention
that, with the emergence of a distinct notion of the good,
Lonergani thought in its entirety is no longer primarily cog-
nitional analysis but rather intentionaliry analysis, that the
full position on the subject is not the position on knowing
but a patterned set of judgments of cognitional fact and of
value, and that the privileged domain of human subjectivity
is not the intellectual pattern ofexperience but self-transcen-
dence in oneh hnowing, doing, and religion.

In its full sweep intellectual conversion is the mediation
of immediacy which occurs when one answers correctly and
in order the three critical questions. The answer to the first
question, What am I doing when I am knowing? reveals the
dynamic structure, promoted by questioning, of human cog-
nitional process. The answer to the second question, Why is
doing that knowing? reveals that structure to be transcen-
dental and in principle not subject to revision. The answer to
the third question, What do I know when I do that? is that
what I know when I faithfully pursue the process is what I
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intended to know when I began the process: what is, being,
the real, the true, Concomitant with answering these ques-
tions is the elimination of the cognitional m;,th that the real
is a subdivision ofthe already out there now and that it is to
be known by looking.

What I wish to emphasize is that an objectifrction o€
intellectual conversion plays a role within an articulated se-
mantics of human desire, lor intellectual conversion, when
sublated by existential subjectivity, has a distinctly therapeutic
value. It is a step, and perhaps methodologically the first step,
in the displacement of the origin and home of meaning and
va.lue away from naive consciousness. It is a contribution to
the movement of subjectivity toward the deeper center, the
self. It is a shift in the center of human significance away
from the near-animal extraversion of untutored conscious-
ness and toward the infolding of human desire in a unified
and self-appropriated subjectivity. It achieves this shift by
rendering a thematization of something that was previously
quite undifferentiated, the dynamic structure-in-process of
the subject's orientadon to truth. It is a self-conscious appro-
priation ofwhat otherwise is left inarticulate. The three criti-
cal questions are an aspect ofthe exigence for appropriation
in terms ofinteriority that has given rise to the third epoch in
human conscious evolution. In its deepest significance, this
exigence is existential. It is an exigence to heal the rift be-
tween the self as conscious and the self as known. It is an
exigence for self-knowledge, and one of its dimensions calls
for an understanding of one! own understanding.

I have called intentionality analysis as articulated by
Lonergan the appropriatioo of logo.t. As such it is the
thematization of the emergence of logot from mytbo,t. This
description is particularly apt for Lonergani cognitional
analysis. The emergence of logot frorr, mytbot lnvolved a re-
lease and liberation of human consciousness from the domi-
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nation of the maternal imagination, from the hegemony of
psyche. It was the announcement of intentionali5, that psyche
is not the horizon ofBeing, that the transcendental time struc-
ture of imagination may be the form of inner sense and the
institution ol Bcfin)licbkeit in its primordiality, unity, and to-
tality, but that the transcendental imagination does not con-
stitute intentionality as a whole. It was the heroic severing of
the umbilical cord which binds mind to maternal imagina-
tion. It was archeqrpally represented in the drama ofOrestes.
It was the condition of the possibility of the systematic con-
trol of meaning which found its first secure triumph in the
Socratic maieutic and e*pended itselfin needless exhaustion
in the Hegelian dialectic. It is repeated in the ontogenetic
development ofthe conscious subjectwho is the heir of West-
ern philosophy and science. The answers to the critical ques-
tions thematize for that subject the cognitional significance
of the manifesto of togot. They render cognitional subjectiv-
ity present to itself by thematizing the heroic achievement
which some two thousand years have brought to maturity.

The drama of Orestes, however, reflects the fact that,
while intentionality may in a self-inflated fashion proclaim
that it is now done with psyche, psyche is by no means done
with intentionality. There is an existential crisis which re-
sults from the heroic victory of intentionality, from its right-
ful proclamation of hegemony, from its defiance of the pre-
tended totalitarianism ofthe imagination. Orestes is pursued
in a frightful fashion by the darkest powers of the psyche.
He is finally vindicated by the combined judgment of the
reasonable citizens who represent the positive aspect of his
triumph and by the embodiment of psyche as wisdom in the
goddess Athena. The judgment ofvindication must be a com-
bined judgment. Psyche must have its say in the final out-
come, a decisive say, And what were the darkest powers of
psychic nature mu stbe pertu)c2 by psyche as wisdom to td<e
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up their abode in the depths ofthe earth upon which the city
ofreasonable people is built, and to lend their powerful sup-
port to the advance of cultured humanity. They cannot be
disposed of or escaped from. They can be transformed by
persuasion. But they will never go away.

The appropriation of logo,t, then, must give way to the
appropriation of r nytbot, to the transformation by dialectical
persuasion of these otherwise chaotic powers. The answer-
ing of the critical questions is only the beginning of a far
more extensive process demanded by the existential situa-
tion of a consciousness u,hich has brought to some kind of
conclusion the demands of its systematic differentation. If
this existentia.l crisis is left unattended, it will bring catastro-
phe to the city ofreasonable people, to the scientific commu-
nit5z, to the economy, to the polity, to the nations, to the world.
It is the same crisis that is manifested cognitively in the split
between theoretically differentiated consciousness and com-
mon sense. But its existential ciphers are far more dramatic.
It is the lonely isolation of the hero from all that has nour-
ished one. It is one's self-chosen separation from the primal
ground of one's being. It is the alienation of the light from
the darkness out o[which it violently broke forth, but with-
out which it cannot remain light. f,onergan's articulation of
the necessar;z victory ol logo,t over the uroboric dragon of
myh is the methodologically primary step toward the heal-
ing of an existential crisis which threatens civilization with
destruction. But it is only a beginning. It clarifies what has
happened, thematizes what has occurred. But it does not heal
the crisis. Zaga; still remains isolated, cut offfrom the rh;,thms
and processes of nature, separated from psyche, alienated
from the original darknesswhich both nourished it and threat-
ened to smother it, guilty over the primal murder of an am-
biguously life-giving power. With [-onergan's help, *,e no*,
know what we have done in overcoming the gods and claim-
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ing a rightful autonomy. But we still do not know how to
achieve a differentiated reconciliation with psychic darkness.
For a time, we even suspect that all such reconciliation is
regression, a cancelling of the vi.ctory of togo,t, a repudiation
of a bitterl.y won autonomy. But then we are told that intel-
lectual conversion needs to be sublated by moral and reli-
gious conversion, and that the first step in an understanding
of moral conversion is a thematization of the primordial ap-
prehension of values in symbolically charged feelings. Per-
haps we are on the way, on a road which leads simultaneously
to a vindication of the decision of logo,t in favor of under-
standing and truth and to a transformation ofthose darL and
strange powers which have been overmled by this decision
but asyet by no means pacified and conscripted into its ulte-
rior orientation. Self-appropriatin g togot can utilize its own
newly discovered resources in the intelligent hermeneutic,
reasonable affrrmation, and responsible transformation of
those imaginal roots out of which these very powers ofintel-
ligent grasping, reasonable affirmation, and responsible con-
stitutive subjectivilr have violently wrested their birthright.
This is the psychic, moral, and religious imperative now mani-
fest in the epochal shift of the control of meaning whose
overarching contours have been sketched by l,onergan. It is
also the first really secure step in the sublation ofintellectual
conversion by moral conversion.

1 Dialectic and Foundations

Foundations in theolog, lie in an objectification ofcon-
version, in a reflective thematization ofthe movement ofcon-
version in its origins, its developments, its purposes, its
acheivements, and its failures (ibid. r3r). Such foundations
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articulate the borbon within which the meaning of any doc-
trinal or theological statement can be understood.

3,r Per.,tpectiper an7 Horkona

[,onergan distinguishes between perspective and hori-
zon. Perspectives are perhaps best understood in the context
of the progress of both historical research and history itself.
Historical research may to all intents and purposes regard a
given investigation as complete. But then new sources ofin-
formation are discovered which call for the rewriting of his-
tory. 'Archeological investigations of the ancient Near East
complement Old Testament study, the caves ofQumran have
felded documents with a bearing on New Testament stud-
ies, while the unpublished writings found at Kenoboskion
restrain pronouncements on Gnosticism' (ibid. t9z). Further-
more, as history itselfgoes forward, earlier events are placed
in new perspectives by later ones. 'The outcome of a battle
fixes the perspective in which the successive stages of the
battle are viewed; military victory in a war reveals the sig-
nificance of the successive battles that were fought; the so-
cial and cultural conseguences of the victory and the defeat
are the measure ofthe effects ofthe war. So, in general, his-
tory is an ongoing process. As the process advances, the con-
text within which events are to be understood keeps enlarg-
ing. As the context enlarges, perspectives shift'(ibid.).

Shifting perspectives are not contradictory, and thus they
do not invalidate previous work.

New documents hll out the picture: they illuminate what
before was obscure; they shift perspectives; they refute what
was venturesome or speculative; they do not simply dissolve
the wLole network of questions and answers that made the
original set of data massive evidence for the earlier account.
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Again, historyis an ongoingprocess, and so the historical con-
text keeps enlarging. But the effects of this enlargement are
neitber universal nor uniform. For persons and events have
theirplace in Listory through one or more conrexts, and these
contexts maybe narrow and briefor broad and enduring *ith
any variety of intermediates. Only in as much as a context is
still open, or can be opened orextended, do laterevents throw
newlighton earlierpersons, events, processes. As Karl Heussi
put it, it h easier to understand Frederick Wilhelm Ill of
Prussia than to understand Schleiermacher and, while Nero
will always be Nero, we cannot as yet say the same for Luther
(ibid. r92-95).

A horizon is something other than a perspective. The
latter is a prior understanding derived, say, from historical
sources. The former is derived from elsewhere. To hold for
the moment to the historian, a horizon reflects one or several
basic options reflected in preconceptions about what must
have happened or at least about what could not have hap-
pened. A horizon is constituted of basic convictions about
humanity and the world, and these convictions are derived
from onei upbringing, education, and cultural milieu. It is
the notion ofhorizon, rather than that ofperspective, which
accounts for histories that are, not more or less comprehen-
sive, but irreconcilable. To change one s horizon is a quite
different and far more radical procedure than to change or
enlarge one's perspective. While perspectival differences re-
sult from the complexity of data, differences ofhorizon origi-
nate in an explicit or implicit cognitional theory, an ethical
stance, and a religious outlook. They can be overcome only
by the radical transformations effected in intellectual, moral,
and religious conversion. There is a functional specialty called
dialectic which brings precisely these radical conflicts into
the light and objectifies the differences in subjectivity that
account for them. Interestingly enough from our present per-
spective, dialectic and foundations are the two functional
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specialties correlated with the fourth level ofintentional con-
sciousness, the level highlighted in [,onergan's later writings
because ofthe emergence ofa distinct notion ofthe good, the
level of existential sub.iectivity. On my present interpreta-
tion, just as it is the emergence of the distinct notion of the
good that accounts for the possibility ofthese two functional
specialties, so it is these two functional specialties which con-
tain the key to un derstandiog tl[ctb bt Tbeologry.

3.2 Dialee tic

Foundations as a functional specialty is best understood,
I believe, from the understanding of dialectic. First, then,
not all differences in horizon are dialectical. Within a given
cultural framework, people from many different backgrounds
and with many different occupations and 6elds of compe-
tence will recognize the need in that culture for the compe-
tencies of the others. In this sense their different horizons,
determined by the different worlds in which they live, will
also either include the horizons of the others or at least
complement them. 'Singly they are not self-sufficient, and
together they represent the motivations and the knowledge
needed for the functioning ofa communal wo d. Such hori-
zons are complementary' (ibid. 236). Furthermore, different
horizons may be related genetically as successive stages in a
process of development. Horizons are dialectically opposed
when 'what in one is found intelligible, in another is unintel-
ligible. What for one is true, for another is false. What for
one is good, for another is e.'il'(ibid.). Moreower:

... the othert horizon, at least in part, is attributed to
wishful thinking, to an acceptance of m}^h, to ignorance or
fallacy, to blindness or illusion, to backwardness or immatu-
rity, to infidelity, to bad wi.ll, to a refusal of God's grace. Such
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a rejection ofthe other may b€ passionate, and then the sug-
gestioo that openness is desirable will make one furious. But
again rejection may have the firmness of ice without any trace
ofpassion or even any show offeeling, except perhaps a wan
smile. Both astrolory and genocide are beyold the pale, but
tle former is ridiculed, the latter is execrated (ibid. 235-32).

Any given horizon is a 'structured resultant of past
achievement and, as v/ell, both the condition and the limita-
tion offurther development ... Horizons then are the sweep
of our interests and of our knowledge; they are the fertile
source of further knowledge and care; but they also are the
boundaries that limit our capacities for assirnilating more than
we already have attained' (ibid. 237).

From the French Jesuit moral philosopher Joseph de
Finance, Lonergan draws the distinction between an exer-
cise of{ieedom within a given horizon - horizontal Feedom -
and the exercise of freedom by which we move from one
horizon to another - vertical fieedom. The exercise ofverti-
cal freedom is twofold. Either one moves from one horizon
to another in a continuous fashion, so that 'the new horizon,
though notably deeper and broader and richec none the less
is consonant with the old and a development out ofits poten-
tialities' (ibid.).; or one moves by way of an about-face, by
repudiating the characteristic features ofthe old horizon, by
beginning a new sequence that reveals ever deeper and
broader and richer dimensions. The latter exercise of verti-
cal freedom is consequent upon a conversion, an intellectual
conversion, a moral conversion, or a religious conversion.
Each ofthe conversions is a modality of self-transcendence.
'Intellectual conversion is to truth attained by cognitional self-
transcendence. Moral conversion is to values apprehended,
affirmed, and realized by a real self-ranscendence. Religious
conversion is to a total being-in-love as the efEca.cious ground
of all self-transcendence, whether in the pursuit of truth, or
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in the realization of human values, or in the orientation man
adopts to the universe, its ground, and its goal' (ibid. z4r).
We have already seen [,onergan's account ofthe occurrence
and sublation of these conversions.

If conversion is an about-face in terms of self-transcen-
dence, there is also an aboutface in the direction of
inauthenticity. Such an about-face is termed a breakdown.
l,onergant account ofbreakdown is interesting, and I choose
to present here a lengthy quotation.

What has been built up so slowly and so laboriously by
the individual, the socie5r, the culture, can collapse. Cogni-
tional self-rranscendence is neither an easy notion to grasp
nor a readily accessible da.tum ofconsciousness to be verified.
Values have a certain esoteric imperiousness, but can they keep
outweighing carnal pleasure, wealth, power? Religion un-
doubtedly had its day, but is not tha.t day over? ls it not illu-
sory comlort for weaker souls, an opium distributed by the
rich to quiet the poor, a mJthical projection otman's own ex-
cellence into the sky?

Initially not all but some religion is pronounced illusory,
not all but some moral precept is rejected as ineffective and
useless, not all truth but some tJ,'pe ofmetaphysics is dismissed
as mere talk. The negations may be true, and then they repre-
sent an effort to offset decline. Butalso they may be false, and
then they are the beginning ofdedine. In tLe latter case some
part ofcultural achievement is being destroyed. It will cease
being a familiar component in cultural experience. It will re-
cede into a forgotten past for historians, perhaps, to redis-
cover and reconstruct. Moreover, this elimination ola genu-
ine part of the culture means that a previous whole has been
mutilated, that some ba.lance has been upset, that the remain-
der will become distorted in an effort to compensate. Furthet
such elimination, mutilatio., distortion will, ofcourse, be ad-
mired as the forward march of progress, while the evident ills
they bring fortL are to be remedied, not by a return to a mis-
guided past, but by more elimination, mutilation, distortion.
Onceaprocess ofdissolution has begun, it is screened by self-
deception and it is perpetuated by consistency. But that does
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not mean that it is confined to some single uniform course.
Different nations, different classes of society, different
agegroups can select dilferent parts of past achievement for
elimination, difTerent mutilations to be effected, different dis-
tortions to b€ provoked. Increasing dissolution will then b€
matched by increasiog division, incomprehension, suspicion,
distrust, hosti.li5/, hatred, violence. The body social is torn apart
iu many ways, and its culrural soul has been rendered inca-
pable of reasonable conwictions and responsible commitments.

For convictions and commitmene rest on judgments of
fact and judgments of value. Such judg-rnents, in tum, rest
largely on beliefs. Few, indeed, are the people that, pressed on
almost any point, must not shortly have recourse to what they
have believed. Now such recourse can be efficacious only when
believers present a solid front, only when intellectual, moral,
and religious skeptics are a small and, as yet, uoinfluential
minority. But their numbers can increase, their influence can
mount, theirvoices can take overthe book market, the educa-
tional system, the mass media- Then believing begins to work
not for but against intellectual, moral, and religious self-tran-
scendence. What had been an uphill but universally respected
course collapses into the peculiarity ofao outdated minoriSr
(tbid. 243-44) .

The functional specialty 'dialectic,' then, has a twofold
task. Its 6rst task is evaluative. There is a functional spe-
cialty called interpretation, whose task is to understand the
Sarbe of atext, its words, its authoc and oneself; to judge the
accuracy of onei understanding; and to determine the best
way of expressing what one has understood. There is also a
functional specialty called history, whose job is to determine
the facts about what was going forward in the various move-
ments being studied. Now, besides a hermeneutic which un-
derstands, there is also a hermeneutic which eva.luates the
constitutive and effective force of the meanings one has un-
derstood. And besides a history which detemines facts, there
is a history which evaluates achievements in terms of good
and evil. Regarding the lattec l,onergan quotes the eminent
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historian Carl Becker: 'The value of history is ... not scien-
tific but moral: by liberating the mind, by deepening the s;lm-
pathies, by forti$,ing the will, it enables us to control, not
society, but ourselves-a much more important thing; it pre-
pares us to live more humanely in the present and to meet
rather than to foretell the future' (ibid. 245, quoting Smith
r9y6, rr7). Evaluative hermeneutic, evaluative history, and the
promotion of the specialized research needed for them are
one task of dialectic.

The second task of dialectic may be called horizon en-
counter. We have already seen that dialectic deals with dif-
ferences of horizon rather than differences of perspective,
and with those differences of horizon which depend on op-
posed and radical convictions concerning the inte ectual,
moral, and religious infrastructure ofhuman subjectivity. The
only remedy to such differences is conversion. When such
differences are involved in history, the discovery ofnew data
will not remedy them, for the new data are just as susceptible
of opposed readings as were the old data. Regarding inter-
pretation, there is a different self to be understood if one is
convinced of the intellectual, moral, and religious capacities
for self-transcendence from the selfthat is understood if one
implicitly or explicitly rejects such self-transcendence. Such
opposed self-understandings give rise to dilferent understand-
ings of the Sacbc of a text, of its words, of its author, and of
the manner ofexpressing what one has understood. Regard-
ing research, onet horizon determines what one will regard
as appropriate data for interpretation and history. 'One eas-
ily finds what fits into onei horizon. One has very little abil-
ity to notice what one has never understood or conceived.
No less than interpretation and history, the preliminary spe-
cial reseach can reveal differences of horizon' (ibid. z+z).
Dalectic, then, is a matter of meeting the persons one is study-
ing in history and interpretation, appreciating the values they
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represent, criticizing their defects, and letting oneselfbe chal-
Ienged radically in the process, thus putting one's own self-
understanding and horizon to the test (ibid.). Of particular
relevance to our present concern is the observation that'such
response is all the fuller, all the more discriminating, the bet-
ter a man one is, the more refined one's sensibility, the more
delicate one's feelings' (ibid. z4y).

Dialectic, then, is the completion of the phase of theol-
ogz which mediates the past. It is a necessary complement to
research, interpretation, and history, for while these latter
respectively provide data, clari$, what the data mean, and
narrate what was going forward, it is not their task to pro-
mote horizon encounter. But interpretation and history need
such encounter, for interpretation depends on onei self-un-
derstanding, and history as written depends on one's hori-
zo\.

The existence ofdialectically opposed horizons gives rise
to an enormous problem.

All three gpes of conversion may be lacking; any one
may be present, or any two, or all three. Even prescinding
from differences in the thoroughness ofthe conversion, there
are eisht radically differing 5rpes. Moreover. every investisa-
tion is conducted from within some horizon. This remains true
even if one does not know one operates from within a hori-
zon, or even if one assumes that one makes no assumptions.
Whether they are explicidy acknowledged or not, dialectically
opposed horizons lead to opposed value judgments, opposed
a.ccounts of historical movements, opposed interpretations of
authors, and different selections of relevant data in special
research (ibid. 247-48).

Dialectic, as a functional specialty within theologr, is
confronted with the lormidable task of meeting these prob-
Iems head on.
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Two precepts govern the process of dialectic. Those
statements compatible with intellectual, moral, and religious
conversion are to be furthered and developed; those state-
ments incompatible with intellectual, moral, and religious
conversion are to be reversed, The development of the com-
patible statements occurs through integrating them with fresh
data and further discovery. The reversal of the incompatible
statements occurs by expeditiously excising lrom these state-
ments the elements incompatible with conversion. While these
two precepts determine the heuristic structure of dialectic,
though, the actual process is obviously far more complicated.
Researches, interpretations, histories, events, statements, and
movements have to be assembled. Then they have to be evalu-
ated. There follows the task ofcomparing them, so as to mark
out a{frnities and oppositions. Then the dialectician must try
to reduce the affinities and oppositions to an underlying root,
determine which of these underlying sources depend on dia-
Iectically opposed horizons, and finalty select only these as
the material to which one devotes one's energies under the
guidance of the two heuristic principles. The different re-
sults achieved by different dialecticians, furthermore, have
to be clarified, and this clarification takes place through a
threefold objectification of horizon. First, each investigator
distinguishes between those statements compatible with any
or all of the conversions and those statements found to be
incompatible. Secondly, each investigator indicates the view
that would result from the development ofcompatible state-
ments and from the reversal of incompatible statements.
Thirdly, each investigator takes these results as themselves
materials to be operated on, to be assembled, evaluated, com-
pared, reduced, classified, selected; that is, each investigator
proceeds to the task of developing positions and reversing
counterpositions.
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Now, if the dialectician is operating from the basis of
the conversions, his or her development of statements com-
patible with the conversions and reversal of statements in-
compatible with them will result in what l,onergan calls 'an
idealized version of the past, something better than was the
reality'(ibid. z5r). I take this to mean in part that one will
find challenges to conversion everlrwhere. Moreovec one will
find oneselfin agreement with all other dialecticians operat-
ing from the same foundation and supported in part by those
operating from the foundation of one or two of the conver-
sions. On the other hand, a dialectician not operating from
the foundation of conversion would end up mistaking counter-
positions for positions and positions for counterpositions, and
developing counterpositions while reversing positions. The
result would be that one would present, not an idealized ver-
sion of the past, but a representation of it as worse than it
really was. I think here, for example, of l-eslie Dewart! pre-
sentation of the deleterious infection of the Christian mes-
sage by the concerns of Greek philosophy (Dewart r95Q.
That the problem is real enough does not indicate that it is so
blithely to be treated as nothing but a catastrophe. At any
rate, while the dialecticians operating from the foundations
provided by intellectual, moral, and religious conversion will
find themselves in agreement with one another, dialectic car-
ried out without such foundations can produce a further dia-
lectic in seven different ways. For there will be dialecticians
without any experience ofconversion, those with the experi-
ence of only one of the three conversion, and those lacking
the experience of only one of the three conversions. Those
u,ho present an idealized view ofthe past will agree with one
another in their idealization, while those who represent the
past as worse than it really was can disagree with one an-
other in seven dialectically opposed ways. Theoretically, then,
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dia.lectic can be performed in eight radically different man-
ners. The problem is not only complicated; it is radical.

... it is only through the movement towards cognitional
and moral self-transcendence, in which the theologian over-
comes his own conflicts, that he can hope to discem the am-
bivalence at work in others and the measure in wLich they
resolved their problems. Only through such discernment can
he hope to appreciate all that has been intelligent, true, and
good in the past even in tLe lives and the thought of oppo-
nents. Only through such discernment can he come to ac-
Lnowledge all that was misinformed, misunderstood, mistaLen,
evil even in those with whom he is allied. Further, however,
this action is reciprocal. Just as it is one's own self-transcen-
dence that enables one to kIlow others accurately and to judge
them fairly, so inversely it is through Lnowledge and appre-
ciation of others that we come to know ourselves and to 611

out and refine our apprehension olvalues.
Inasmuch, then, as investigators assemble, complete, com-

pare, reduce, classi$,, select, they bring to light the dialectical
oppositions that existed in the past. lnasmuch as tLey pro-

view a posirion and its opposite a counter-posi-
tion and tLen go on to develop the positions and reverse the
counter-positions, they are providing one another with the
evidence for ajudgment on theirpersonal achievement ofself-
transcendence. They revea-l the selves that did the research,
offered the interpretations, studied the history, passed the judg-
ments ofvalue.

Such an objectification of subjectivity is in the style of
the crucial experiment. While it will not be automatically e{E-
cacious, it will provide the openminded, the serious, the sin-
cere with the occasion toasL themselves some basic questions,
Irst, about others but eventually, everr about themselves. It
will ma[e conversion a topic and thereby promote it. Results
will not be sudden or startlint, for conversion commonly is a
slow process ofmaturation. It is {inding out for oneselfand in
oneselfwhat it is to be intelligent, to be reasonable, to be re-
sponsible, to love. Dialectic contributes to that end by point-
ing out ultimate differences, by offering the example ofothers
that differ radically from onesell by providing the occasion
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for a reflection, a self-scrutiny, that can lead to a new under-
standing of oneself and one's destiny (Lonergan 1993,252-
53).

j.3 Foun)atbnt

1.3.I Foundational Reality and the Functional
Specialties

Besides the phase of theolorywhich mediates the past -
the phase ofresearch, interpretation, history, and dialectic -
there is the phase in which the theologian articulates his or
her own positions, joins them together systematically, relates
them to the sciences, to philosphy, and to history, and par-
ticipates in the collaboration through which what one judges
to be true is communicated to different members ofdifferent
classes in different cultures. Foundations in theolog, are, for
l,onergan, more specifically foundations for this second or

It is dialectic, then, u,hich brings to light thekey to t4ctbo)
in Theobgy, for 'the basic idea of the method we are trying to
develop takes its stand on discovering what human authen-
ticiry is and showing how to appeal to it. It is not an infallible
method, for men are easily unauthentic, but it is a powerful
method, for man's deepest need and most prized achievement
is authenticity (ibid. z5a). While dialectic is the functional
specialtywhich makes this basic ideaatopic, a question which
affects the theologian as theologian, foundations is the func-
tional specialtywhich thematizes this question. The first ques-
tion dealt with in foundations is, l%hat it buman autbentitity'|
The answer to this question provides theologz with its [oun-
dations. Moreover, an individual theologiani answer to this
question reveals the foundations ofthe theolog, of which he
or she is the author.
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mediated phase of theologr, for doctrines, systematics, and
communications. The foundational reality, conversion, wi
be operative in research, interpretation, history, and dialec-
tic, but it will not be a prerequisite for engaging in these func-
tional specialties. Its operation will be irnplicit, in that 'it does
not constitute an explicit, established, universally recognized
criterion ofproper procedure in these specialties.' Even with
respect to dialectic, conversion is not necessary for lining up
opposed positions, for revealing the polymorphism ofhuman
consciousness reflected in opposed interpretations and his-
tories, 'the deep and unreconcilable oppositions on religious,
moral, and intellectual issues' (ibid. 268). Conversion indeed
functions in taking sides, but the sides are taken not by the
dialectician as such but by the converted or unconverted
person. The sides are taken in 'a decision about whom and
whatyou are for and, again, whom and whatyou are against.
It is a decision illuminated by the manifold possibilities ex-
hibited in dialectic. It is a fully conscious decision about one's
horizon, one s outlook, one s world-view. It deliberately se-
lects the framework, in which doctrines have their meaning,
in which systematics reconciles, in which communications
are effective' (ibid.). Foundational realiS, is a deliberate de-
cision in favor of'total surrender to the demands of the hu-
man spirit: be attentive, be intelligent, be reasonable, be re-
sponsible, be in love' (ibid.). It is consciousness become con-
science which constitutes the foundational reality. Such con-
stitution is anlthing but the arbitrary drifting into one or
another contemporary horizon that marks the unauthentic
person. Nor is it a purely private affair based on nothing but
intensely personal experience.

While individuals contribute elements to horizons, it is
onlywithin the social group that the elements accumulateand
it is onlywith century-old traditions that notable developments
occur. To know that conversion is religious, mora.l, and intel-
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lectual, to discern between authentic and unauthentic conver-
sion, to recognize the difference in their fruits - by their fruits
you shall kno* them-all call for a high seriousness and a
mature wisdom that a social group does not easily attain or
maintain.

It follows that conversion involves more than a change
of horizon. lt can mean that one begins to belong to a differ-
ent social group or, if one's group remains the same, tLat one
begins to belong to it in a new way. Again, the group will bear
witness to its founder or founders whence originated arrd are
preserved its high seriousness and mature wisdom. Finally,
the witness it bears will be efficacious in the measure that the
group is dedicated not to its own idterests but to the welfare
of manLind. But how the group is constituted, who was the
foulder to whom it bears witness, what are the services it ren-
ders to mankind, these are questions not for the 6fth func-
tioDal sp€cialb,, foundations, but for the sixth, docrrin€s (ibid. z6q).

The foundations of the mediated phase of theologr will
consist in an objectification ofthis deliberate decision about
one's horizon. What will be paramount for the foundations
ofa theologr that is an ongoing, developing process will not
be a set oflogically first propositions, but the imrnanent and
operative set of norms guiding each forward step, ensuring
the acceptance and development of positions and the rejec-
tion and reversal of counterpositions. The sole and ever pre-
carious guarantee of such process lies in the three conver-
sions. It is provided only if investigators have attained inte[-
lectual conwersion to renounce the myriad of false philoso-
phies, moral conversion to keep themselves free ofindividual,
group, and general bias, and religious conversion so that in
fact each loves the t ord his God with his whole heart and his
whole soul and all his mind and all his strength.'1 Such a

z. Ibid. z7o. 1993 note: To individual, group, and general bias must
be added the dramatic bias that Lonergan trexs in chapter 6 of lntigbt. k
is with regard to this element ofbias that psychic conversion is most per-
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foundation will not provide the premises for deducing all
desirable conclusions, It is not a set of propositions uttered
by a theologian but 'a fundamental and rnomentous change
in the hurnan reality that a theologian is. It operates, not by
the simple process of &awing inferences from premisses, but
by changing the reality (his own) that the interpreter has to
understand if he is going to understand others, by changing
the horizon within which the historian attempts to make the
past intelligible, by changing the basic judgments of fact and
of value that are found to be not positions but counter-
positions' (ibid. z7o-7r).

While the attainment or nonattainment of converted
foundational reality will not affect the methods followed in
research, interpretation, history, and dialectic, the founda-
tional question is of more than minimal importance to these
functional specialties.

... one's interpretation of others is affected by one's un-
derstanding of onesell, and the converted have a self to un-
derstand that is quite different from the self that the uncon-
verted have to uoderstand. Again, the history one writes de-
pends on the horizon within which one is anempting to un-
derstand the past; the converted and the unconverted Lave
radically different hoirzons; and so they will write different
histories. Such different histories, different interpretations, and
theirunderlying styles in research become the centerofatten-
tion in dialectic. There theywill be reduced to their roots. But
the reduction iaelf will only reveal the converted with one set
ofroots and the unconverted with a number ofdifferent sets.
Conversion is a matter of moving from one set ofroots to an-
other. It is a process that does not occur in the marketplace. It
is a process that may be occasioned by scientific inquiry. But
it occurs ooly inasmuch as a man discovers what is unauthen-
tic in himselfand turns away from it, inasmuch as he discov-
ers what the fulness of human authenticity carr be and em-
braces it with his whole being (ibid. z7r).
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l.J.z Foundational Reality and Pluralism

The manifestion of conversion in deeds and wor& de-
pends on the degree of differentiation of consciousness in
the converted subject. Thus the same fundamental stance of
faith is expressed in a pluralism of forms and in a multiplicity
of theologies. f,onergan distinguishes six differentiations of
consciousness: common sense, theory, interiority, scholarship,
art, and transcendence. 'Any realm becomes differentiated
from the others when it develops its own language, its own
distinct mode of apprehension, and its own cultural, social,
or professional group speaking in that fashion and appre-
hending in that manner' (ibid. z7z). The mathematically pos-
sible combinations ofthese differentiations are thirty-two in
number. Moreovec each of them can be incipient or mature
or receding.

In a devout life one can discern the forerunner of mysti-
cal experience, in the an lover the beginnings of creativity, in
a wisdom literature the foreshadow of philosophic theory, in
tLe antiquarian the maLings ofa scholar, in psychological in-
trospection the materials of interiorly di{ferentiated conscious-
ness. But what has been acLieved need not be perpetuated.
The heroic spirituality of a religious leader may be followed
by the routine piety ofhis later foUowers. Artistic genius can
yield place to artistic humbug. The differentiated conscious-
ness ofa Plato or Aristotle can enrich a later humanism though
the cutting edge ofgenuine theory does notlive on. High schol-
arship can settle down to amassing unrelated details. Modern
philosophy can migrate from theoretically to interiorly difler-
entiated consciousness but it can also revert !o the undiffer-
entiated consciousness ofthe Presocratics and of the ana.lysts
ofordinary language.s

3. lbid. 275. Note the aside to Heidegger.
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Thus, besides the radical pluralism that is the dialecti-
cal resultant of the presence or absence of the conversions,
there is the'more benignyet still puzzling variety that has its
root in the differentiation ofhuman consciousness' (ibid. 276).
Lonergan discusses the varieties of Christian theolory in
terms ofthese differentiations (ibid. 275-8r), only to conclude
that the theologr dominated by theoretically differentiated
consciousness is at an end, that theolog, will no longer turn
to metaphysics for guidance and help in clari$,ing its thought
and making it coherent, but that the new source ofbasic clari
fication will be found in interiorly and religiously differenti-
ated consciousness. The former differentiation will provide
theolog, with its general categories, those which it shares
with other disciplines; the latter differentiation will provide
it with its special categories, those proper to theolos/ as such.
The theologian engaged in the functional specialty 'founda-
tions' has the task of working out both general and special
theological categories on the basis or foundation ofthe con-
versions.

l.l.l Foundations and Categories

Such a basis or foundation is transcultural, not as it may
be formulated by a given author, but in the realities repre-
sented in the formulations. '. . . these realities are not the prod-
uct of any culture but, on the contrary, the principles that
produce cultures, preserve them, develop them'(ibid. z8z).
The base for general theological categories is transcendental
method, that of special theological categories God s gift of
love. Ceneral and special theological categories will be them-
selves ranscultural only to the extent that they refer to the
inner core of this twofold base. 'In their actual formulation
they will be historically conditioned and so subject to correc-
tion, modification, complementation. Moreover, the more
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elaborate they become and the further they are removed from
that inner core, the greaterwill be their precariousness' (ibid.
284). Nonetheless, :ui a set of interlocking terms and rela-
tions they will have the utility of models. They will be useful
in guiding investigations, in framing h;,potheses, and in writ-
ing descriptions. They may provide the theologian with a basic
sketch of rx,hat o.," finds to be the case or they may not; if
they do not, the very discovery oftheir irrelevance may help
one uncover the clues necessary for further work. They may
provide an adequate language to enable the theologian to
discuss lcnown realities. They may greatly facilitate descrip-
tion and communication. To the extent that they are built up
from the basic terms and relations provided by transcenden-
tal method and religious experience, their validity will be quite
real. Only the individual theologian, however, can decide
whether any model is to be taken as more than a model,
whetherin itselfit can be taken as a h54>othesis oradescription.

How are theological categories derived? I-onergan dis-
cusses first the generation of general theological categories,
those which theolog, shares with other disciplines. The base
or foundation of these categories is the theologian in his or
her structured subjectivitSr as an attending, inquiring, reflect-
ing, deliberating subject, as an intention of ruth and value;
it is the theologian with the operations of experiencing, un-
derstanding, judging, and deciding which one has uncovered
within oneself; it is the structure of these operations in their
dynamic relations promoting intentionality through the tran-
scendental precepts- Be attentive, Be intelligent, Be reason-
able, Be responsible; it is the subject as self-transcending, as
one whose operations reveal objects, whose structured op-
erations reveal compound objects and whose self-conscious
operations reveal, not objects, but the subject. This basic set
of terms and relations can be verified, not only in the theolo-
gian, but in the men and women of all ages; and in these men
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and women, not in isolation, but as living in social groups
which through their development and decline generate his-
tory. Furthermore, this basic set of terms and relations can
be differentiated in many different manners. Each ofthe dif-
ferent conscious operations occurs in aesthetic, intellectual,
dramatic, practical, and religious patterns of experience.
There is a different quality of consciousness inherent in the
different conscious operations, and there are different man-
ners in which the operations themselves proceed toward their
goals -the manner of comrnon sense, that of the sciences,
that of interiority and philosophy, that of prayer and theol-
og,. These different manners ol proceeding give rise to dif-
ferent realms of meaning. The operations proceed toward
their goals within different heuristic structures. There is a
sharp contrast between the differentiated consciousness that
shifts with ease from one manner of operation in one world
to another manner of operation in another world, and the
relatively or completely undifferentiated consciousness which
is at home only in its local manner or variety of common
sense. There is another sharp contrast between those that
have or have not been converted religiously, morally, or in-
tellectually, and this contrast gives rise to dialectically op-
posed positions and counterpositions, models, and categories.

These various manners of differentiation vastly enrich
the basic and initial nest of terms and relations found in the
intention of truth and value that is objectified in ranscen-
dental method. This broadened basis alone is what has pro-
vided l,onergan with the materials for a sophisticated dis-
cussion of the human good, of values and beliefs, of mean-
ing, and of religion. These analyses, along with others-e.g.,
the elaboration of models of change in scientific knowledge;
the analysis ofdevelopmental process from global operations
through differentiation to integration; the understanding of
scientific revolutions on the model ofsuccessive higher view-
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points, ofthe universe ofproportionate being as a process of
emergent probability, of authenticity as generating progress
and unauthenticity as bringing about decline; the understand-
ing of the problem ol evil as the introduction to the discus-
sion ofreligiou the intention ofa potential universal point of
wieu, providing a general semantics for hermeneutics (all of
these from Iruigbt) -are rx,hat provide theolog, with its gen-
eral categories. In every case, the categories are derived from
the transcultural base provided by the objectification of the
transcendental infrastructure of human subjectivity in its in-
tention of intelligibility, ruth, and value. In every case, what
is truly transcultural is the infrastructure, not its objectifica-
tion in method nor the formulation ofthe categories derived
from it. Nonetheless, what Lonergan is saying can basically
be summarized by statingthat IruQbrand the first three chap-
ters of ilctbo? in Tbcobgy proide examples of what is meant
by speaking of general theological categories.

The derivation of special theological categories is quite
different today from what it was in medieval theoretical the-
olog,. There the starting point was a metaphysical psychol-
ogr representing the order of nature and founding general
theologial categories, and a notion of sanctifying grace framed
in terms of this metaphysical psychologr and articulated in
terms ofsupernatural entities. Now the starting point is rather
intentionaliS, analysis and transcendental method as ground-
ing general theological categories, and a dynamic state of
being in love with God, a state manifested in inner and outer
acts, as grounding special theological categories. The data
on the foundation ofthese categories are the data on conver-
sion and development. They will provide the functional spe-
cialty 'foundations' with its first set ofspecial theological cat-
egories. 'There are needed studies ofreligious interiority: his-
toricaJ, phenomenological, psychological, sociological. There
is needed in the theologian the spiritual development that
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will enable him both to enter into the experience of others
and to frame the terms and relations that will express that
experience' (ibid. z9o). A second set will be derived by mov-
ing from the subject to the community, to 'the history of the
salvation that is rooted in a being-in-love, and the function
of this history in promoting the kingdom of God amongst
men' (ibid. 29I). A third set is derived by moving from our
loving to the loving source of our love. 'The Christian tradi-
tion makes explicit our implicit intending of God in all our
intending by speaking ofthe Spirit that is given to us, ofthe
Son who redeemed us, ofthe Father who sent the Son and
with the Son sends the Spirit, and ofour future destiny when
we shall know, not as in a glass darkly, but face to face' (ibid.).
A fourth set of categories will deal, not with authentic or
inauthentic humanigr, but with authentic or inauthentic Chris-
tianity, and a fifth set o,ith the progress and decline which
are generated respectively from these. 'Not only is there the
progress of mankind but also there is development and
progress within Christianity itself; and as there is develop-
ment, so too there is decline; and as there is decline, there
also is the problem of undoing it, of overcoming evil with
good not only in the world but also in the church' (ibid.).

In general, then, 'the derivation of the categories is a
matter ofthe human and the Christian subject effecting self-
appropriation and employing this heightened consciousness
both as a basis for methodical control in doing theolog, and,
as well, as ao a prbri whence he can understand other men,
their social relations, their history, their religion, their ritu-
als, their destiny' (ibid. z9z). The general theological catego-
ries function in any of the eight functional specialties. The
use and acceptance of the special theological categories as
referring to reality occurs in doctrines, systematics, and com-
munications. The concern offoundations is'with the origins,
the genesis, the present state, the possible developments and
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adaptations ofthe categories in which Christians understand
themselves, communicate with one another, and preach the
gospel to all nations'(ibid. 293).

4 Psyche and Foundations

Foundations, then, would seem to have a twofold task:
that of articulating the horizon within which theological cat-
egories can be understood, and that of deriving the catego-
ries which are appropriate to such a horizon. What is the
relationship of my present worlt to this twofold task?

I have spoken ofthe first task in terms of frarning a pat-
terned set of judgments of cognitional fact and of value cu-
mulatively heading toward the full position on the human
subject. I have described my own work as a contribution to
this patterned set of judgments and thus to the full position
on the subject. Implicit in this description is the claim that
the present work is a complement to the work of Lonergan.
My question now is whether it is a needed complement. Is
psychic self-appropriation an intrinsic part of transcenden-
tal method? Is it a necessary feature ofthe objectification of
the transcendental infrastructure of human subjectivity? Can
it be dispensed with completely? Can it be politely treated as
a useful auxiliary? Or is it demanded by the task set by
I-onergan, the task of moving toward a viable control of rnean-
ing for a new epoch in the historical evolution of, at least,
Western mind? The question is answered, I believe, already
by the alfirmation that the psyche is no accidental feature of
the transcendental infrastructure of human subjectivity and
that it does not achieve its integration with intentionality by
some kind of higher integration introduced by knowledge,
but only by the free and responsible decisions ofthe existen-
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tial subject. The integration of psyche and intentionality, to
be sure, is not the only task confronting the existential sub-
ject. It is a task that for the most part affects one's effective
freedom, and there is the more radical question which one
must deal with at the level of one's es se*ial freedom.lVbat do
I uant to make of mylefl The integration ofpsyche with inten-
tionality occurs in the framework of one's answer to that ques-
tion. But occur it must, if this more radical answer is to bear
fruit in the effective constitution ofoneselfand of one's world.

l,onergan speaks of placing 'abstractly apprehended
cognitional activity within the concrete and sublating con-
text of human feeling and of moral deliberation, evaluation,
and decision' (ibid. 275). Until cognitional activity, no matter
how correctly apprehended, is so placed, it remains abstract
in its apprehension. The move toward greater concreteness
on the side of the subject demands this second mediation of
imrnediacy by meaning. Only such mediation brings tran-
scendental method to its conclusion. I confess that my own
experience and my association and collaboration with others
who have been profoundly affected by [,onergan's cognitiona.l
analysis have prompted me to the conviction that this is no
easy task, that it is at least as complicated as comprehending
cognitional activity, that equally sophisticated techniques are
needed for its execution, and that without it the movement
brought into being by Lonergan is left incomplete, and those
influenced by this method are left the potential victims of
what I must call an intellectualist bias. The shift ofthe center
ofattention in l,onergan's work from cognitional analysis to
intentionality analysis, from the intellectual pattern of expe-
rience to self-transcendence in all patterns of experience as
the privileged domain ofhuman subjectivity, has notyet been
suffrciently attended to. The under$ng assumption is still
that intellectual conversion is the last and the rarest of the
conversions. But the exigence giving rise to a new epoch in
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the evolution of human consciousness only begins to be met
in the philosophic conversion aided by [,onergani cognitional
analysis. The radical crisis is not cognitional but existential.
It is the crisis ofthe selfas objectified becoming approximate
to the self as conscious. It is the exigence for a rnediation of
the transcendental infrastructure ofthe subject as subject that
would issue in a second immediacy. This exigence is only
initially met by the appropriation of /aga;. Psyche will never
cease to have its say and to offer both its potential contribu-
tion and its potential threat to the unfolding ofthe ranscen-
dental dynamism toward self-transcendence. My suspicion
is that something along the lines of the psychic self-appro-
priation proposed in this book is, in the general case, quite
necessary if the concrete sublation of appropriated cogni-
tional activity within the context ofhuman feeling and moral
decision is to take place. My suspicion is, too, that something
like a depth-psychological analysis carried out according to
the understanding here offered is a necessary contribution
to the maieutic that ar the self-appropriating subject. It is my
conviction, then, that an articulation of psychic conversion
is a constituent feature of the patterned set ofjudgments of
cognitional fact and of value cumulative} heading toward
the full position on the human subject that constitutes re-
newed foundations in theolog,.

There is a second task offoundations. It is that ofderiw-
ing categories appropriate to the horizon articulated in the
objectification ofconversion. What is the relation ofpsychic
self-appropriaiton to this foundational task?

All theological c4tegories have an archetJpal signifi-
cance. The general theological categories are those derived
from the transcendental base giving rise to the emergence of
the authentic cognitional and existential subject. This emer-
gence is archefypally significant. It is the ground theme of
the dialectic between intentionality and psyche. It is objecti-
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Eed in a semantics of human desire. Special theological cat-
egories are those proper to a theolos./ which would mediate
between the Christian religion and the role and significance
of that religion within a given cultural context. The cultural
context is a compound ofstories reflecting the ground theme
of the emergence of existential subjectivity. The Christian
religion is the Fuit ofa collaboration between human beings
and God in working out the solution to the radical problem
of this emergence. Both are archeqrpally significant. As the
emergence ofthe existential subject is the archetypal drama
ofhuman existence, so the Christian religion in its authentic-
ity is the fruit of the divinely originated solution to that &ama.
As psyche will continue to have its say in the drama even
when intentionality has proclaimed its relative autonomy tsom
imagination, so at the farthest reaches of self-appropriation
there emerges a differentiated surrender to God in which
alone the finality of the psyche as a constituent feature of
human subjectivity is achieved. Psychic self-appropriation is
a part of the ob.jectification of the transcendental and
transcultural base from which both generaland special theo-
logical categories are derived. It affects the selfunderstanding
in terms of which one mediates the past in interpretation,
history, dialectic, and the special research generated by their
concerns. And it gives rise to the generation of theological
categories appropriate to the mediated phase of theolog,, the
phase which takes its stand on self-appropriation and ven-
tures to say what is so to the men and women of different
strata and backgrounds in different cultures of the world of
today. It gives rise to the possibility oftheological categories,
doctrines or positions, and systems which are legitimately
s;rnbolic or poetic or aesthetic. It makes it possible that such
categories, positions, and systems can be poetic without ceas-
ing to be explanatory, without ceasing to fix terms and rela-
tions by one another, without falling into a theolog, which is
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little more than the camouflaged narrative of a given
theologian's autobiography, a purely descriptive theologr
relating the things talked about only to the dramatic subjec-
tivity of the given theologian. A hermeneutic and dialectical
phenomenolog, ofthe psyche would be the objectification of
psychic conversion that is a constituent feature of theologi-
cal foundations in terms of which appropriate explanatory
categories can be enunciated. What Ray L. Hart has called a
systematic symbolics (Hart I968) is an ambition that is meth-
odologically both possible and desirable. But its valid meth-
odological base is found, I believe, only in the mediation of
immediacy in which one discovers, identifies, accepts onei
submerged feelings, only in the kind of depth-psychological
analysis rendered possible by psychotherapy.

Second immediacy will never achieve a total mediation
of primordial immediacy. Complete self-transparency is im-
possible short of our ulterior finality in the vision of God.
Only in seeing God as God is will we know ourselves as we
are. But there is a poetic enjo;,ment of the truth about our-
selves and God that has been achieved in many cultures, at
many times, within the framework of maqr differentiations
ofconsciousness, and related to different combinations ofthe
various realms of mea-ning. The second mediation of imme-
diacy by meaning can function in aid of a recovery of this
poetic enjoyment. Methodologically it can function in aid of
the second naivete ambitioned by Pau[ Ricoeur, the imme-
diacy of the twice-born adult, in which I 'leave off all de-
mands and listen' (Ricoeur t97o, 55t).It may well be that, in
Eliot's words,

. .. the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time (Eliot r97r, 59).
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In that case, however, the end of all our exploring will
be neither intellectual conversion nor even the far more com-
plete mediation of bgot as intention of self-transcendence
aided by the later I-,onergan. The mediated return to imme-
diacy demands in addition the satisfaction of a further
exigence toward a second mediation of immediacy by mean-
ing. Moral and religious conversion can consciously and con-
sistently sublate intellectual conversion only ifthey are aided
by a further step in the process of the appropriation of hu-
man interiority.

As this process of sublation goes forward, one will con-
firm the suspicion, I believe, that the gift of Godi love has
been responsible for initiating and sustaining the whole pro-
cess, that onet own responsibility has been a cooperation
with a fated call to a &eaded holiness, with a 'charged field
of love and meaning, which at times has reached notable in-
tensity, but more often has been ever unobtrusive, hidden,
inviting each of us to join' (l,onergan 1991, z9o). One will
discover that one has been in love a along, experiencing
something analogous to the ups and downs, the misunder-
standings and reconciliations ofevery love relationship. \tr/hile
one may suspect and afErm this relationship all along or at
least at intervals, the eye of faith becomes sharpened and its
interpretations more sensitive as one learns to confess the
extent to which one is loved with an other-worldly, all-em-
bracing, completely gratuitous, and severelyjealous love, and
to experience the extent to which one can indeed be brought
to leave offall demands and listen. Psychic conversion facili-
tates the sublation of one's commitment to truth into a com-
mitment to all value, and the sublation of both into a state of
surrender leaving the unified affectivity of love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and
self-control concerning which there is no law. But this post-
critical religious consciousness is quite different from the re-
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ligious experience which may have initiated the entire pro-
cess, for it is habitually focused in its imrnediacy on interior-
i5r, time, the generic, and the divine, ratherthan on exteriority,
space, the specific, and the human. The clearing ofthe possi-
bility of such religious consciousness and the elucidation of
its experienced reality would be the first tesk of foundations
in a theolog, which u,ould mediate a critically conscious and
historically sophisticated cultural matrix and the role and sig-
nificance of a living religion within that matrix. But such a
consciousness is attained only in the third stage ofthe appro-
priation of interiority: not in the stage of the discrimination
of spirit or 1aga.r in intentionality analysis, nor in the stage of
the cultivation of soul in psychological analysis, but in the
stage of the self-surender to the undertow on the part of
discriminated spirit and cultivated soul. Then, in the language
of the concerns of the new hermeneutic, 'if theolog, is un-
derstood as language obout God., it is to be asked to what
extent its language is.from God'(Funk 1966, 68). God and
ourselves will be, in a sense, together in the one sentence, for
God will be thought and affirmed again in strict relation to
'real life,'to the world mediated by meaning through opera-
tions experienced immediately. When a transcendental aes-
thetic becomes a part of foundations in theolop,, the ulti-
mate religious and theological dialectic wi[[ occur in the dia-
logue of world religions, and it will revolve about the con-
crete figures ofthis ultimate dialectic: Gotama, Krsna, IaoTle,
Confucius, Mohammed, Abraham and Moses, Jesus.
Through this dialogue, perhaps as nowhere else, the com-
mon rootedness of the human side of a religion in the sJ,,rn-
bolic function will be recognized. Moreovet systematic the-
ologz can then become, in John Macquarrie's phrase, 'a kind
of phenomenolog, of faith' (Macqua.rie 1955, Q. But its ba-
sic terms and relations will be explanatory, because derived
from the most thoroughgoing fidelity to the methodical
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exigence. Such fidelity, pursued to its limits, turns truth into
poetry. As \4co declared all to begin with poetry, so perhaps
there is a way of affirming that all ends with poetry; we end
where *e began, but we see the place as if for the first time.
Perhaps even ofthe theologian, it may be said with Httlderlin
and Heidegger:

Full of merit, and yet poetically, dwells
Man on this earth.+

4. Quoted by Heidegger in'Htilderlin and the Essence of Poet5z,'in
t949,27o.
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